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Chief, Special Affairs Staff

Chief of Station, JMWAVE
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AC VMWBtOvMBCG • • UlMoU*

Action Required: Card names and cross-references. Attachments C 
and 0; Attachment F, card only those organizations 
with the asterisk.

References: A.
B.

UFGA 4677 dated 5 July 1962
UFGA 4977 dated 7 September 1962

1. The information on the counterrevolutionary organization. 
Unidad Revolucionaria (UR) contained in the attachments to thia 
dispatch represents the third in a series of studies described in t
paragraph 1 of reference A. JMWAVE is currently engaged in .
similar studies on the DRE, MRP and RDR, The study on the DRE

. is almost completed; that on MRP is approximately 60S completed; ,
"and the study on RDR is still in the initial stages. The last
major opposition group to be reported on will be the MDC, and \
completion of that study will end the first phase of the counter
revolutionary studies project at JMWAVE: the objective of compil
ing background, biographic and operational support data on the a

— seven major opposition groups will have been achieved.
8. The total number of counterrevolutionary organizations now on file at JMWAVE is in excess of 600. These organizations \

are listed in Attachment F to this dispatch. Attention is in-
vlted to the information on these groups contained in the "Counter-^ 
Revolutionary Handbook" forwarded under UFGA 6447 dated 
1962. A supplement to this Handbook will be Issued in tfle iR? 
future and will contain identifying data on approximate! 
organizations not included in the Handbook.

3. Information on UR submitted herewith includes soUM^^^ 
material available in general to February 
present.'•-'ion is the same as that followed
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The clandestine resistance aovts it, l’mgad Revolucionerla 
(UR), *as founded la PbaiMEN in December 19o3 by the leaders of 27 
counterrevolutionary organisations (or laclions thereof) to 
achieve a coordination ot resistance activity in one strong 
unity, gain recognition by FRD (now CRC), and obtain from QDYOKE 
the weapons and support required to overthrow the government. 
(23; 31)

The organising leadership consisted mainly of former members 
of the MRR, inpatient over inactivity and disillusioned by the 
inability of its National Coordinator to obtain effective support 
froa ODYOKE after several trips to PBPRIME during 1960. Behind 
the planning for the UR based on the unification theory was Rafael 
DIAZ Hanscorb (aka: RAFAEL), MRR National Coordinator for 
Intelligence, Though advised by Antonio de VARONA in late I960 
that for political reasons the "Frente" (FRD) was not in favor of 
creating a unified resistance organisation, the founders of UR - 
proceeded with its formation, convinced of eventual recognition. 
(S) Xt was fully intended that if such recognition did not 
materialise, the UR would be forced into a position as a competitor 
ot the "Frente" but, as they might logically have felt, with a 
chance for predominance owing to UR's broader base among active 
internal resistance groups and the program defined in its highly 
acceptable listing of basic principles.(184) It was emphasized 
that the UR was not a political party and that its only goal was 
to overthrow the Communist dictatorship in PBRULEN and establish 
g "real democratic regime." (23) The UR motto is **DI03-PATRIA-» 
LI BERTAD," and it baa borrowed the early Christian symbol («£><)•

Xn addition to DXAZ Hanscomb, the following nucleus of 
resistance members was responsible for planning the UR concept, 
recruiting member groups and drafting its b«aic principles: 
(30; 31; 184)

Jose F. RODRIGUEZ Espada (aka: RICARDO) 
Member of Rescate Democratico Revolucionarlo.

Hector FEBLES Barreto (aka: HORACIO) 
' HRR National Coordinator for Action and Sabotage.

Salvador GARCIA Oller (aka: OCTAVIO) 
- HRR National Coordinator for Finance,

Wilf redo H. BRITO Cartaya (aka: BEBO)'"**' 
Former member MRR. > '

RaulVILLASUSO (aka: Dr. RAUL) 
National Coordinator, Agrupaclon Montecristi.

Luis Antonio DXAZ Pena
Deputy of VXLLASUSO in Agrupaclon Montecristi.

Marcial ARUFE (aka: TOVARICH)
MRR Provincial Coordinator for Finance, Las Villas.

Eduardo A. BETANCOURT (aka: HILARIO)' 
MRR Deputy Coordinator, Finance.
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A^cz*es ZAt’AS Beriu&aez (tu: Jl'STO- 
K*lios*l looraxtiior, Movtaxecto de Liberzcioa,

Fernando F. CAYADA Pari* 
Former member XU.

Recruiting efforts, the list of principles and the attraction 
of an increased internal resistance potential envisioned after 
delivery of equipment from external sources resulted in establish
ment of the UR in late 1960 by the following charter signatory 
organizations: (23)

AC ACA 
A—62 
ARA

Accion Cuban* (also MRAC) 
Arcion Civic* Anticomunist* 
Accion 62
Accion Radical Anticoaainista

ARI Agrupacion Revolucionaria Independiente
BOAC Bloque de Organizaciones Anti-Comunistas
CCC Cristianisao Contra Coaunismo
FAC Frente Anti-Comunista
FEURD Federacion Estudlantil Universitaria-Revolucionaria

Democratic* '
FRJAE Frente Revolucionario "Jose Antonio Echeverria"
J ACA Juventud Anti-Comunista de America
LAC Liga Anti-Coaunlsta
LDC Legion Democratic* Constituctonal
MAR Moviaiento de Accion Revolucionaria

■ MDL Movimiento Democratico de Liberacion
MIRR Moviaiento Insurreccional de Recuperacion Revolucion

aria
ML Moviaiento Liberacion ; :
JiMAC Movimiento Masonico Anti-Comunista
MRD Marina Revolucionaria Democratic*
MRRD Moviaiento de Recuperacion Revolucionario-Disidentes
OID Organizacion Insurreccional Democratic*' . ONLAC Organizacion Nacional de Liberacion Anti-Comunista

- SAC Salvar a Cuba
MR 30-11 Movimiento Revolucionario 30 de Noviembre
UND Union Nacional Democratica "20 de Mayo"
This group was said to be provisional, that all organizations 

which subscribed to UR principles were welcome and that others had 
already indicated plans to join this unity. At least 30 eventually 
did and sone sources claim varying numbers ranging to 10. (8) This 
study will not include the history of each UR member organization 
inside or in exile from 1960 to the present. (Fcr brief descrip
tions see "Counterrevolutionary Handbook" forwarded w* ».h. LruA „ .6447.) In general it should be understood thatHfew of thes’e^-^^ 
member organizations were nationally organized, or commanded the 
adherence of large numbers of active resistance members. The 30 
November Movement, for instance, was actually represented by a 
small dissident faction only, and the genuine 30 November Movement 
did not become affiliated with the UR until formation of the "Junta" 
(JNR) in June 1962. The majority of UR member groups were localized 
entities consisting of a few key leaders with personal followings 
which varied in size, assets and effectiveness according to 
particular local circumstances and the group proclivity for 
resistance effort, No major opposition group joined the UR when 
it was founded, but its own leadership and the varied assets gained 
by coordinating the activity of member groups established the UR 
as onu of the seven major resistance movements in PBRUMEN.
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extracts iron tne crigicil IK ueciintioa oi Pri&ciples” 
shovuere is "soasetiing tor «-»frryooe" is its icpexl; it is 
*oatr*l<.e liberal in Latin A&erican poll tical, te; ns, and not really, 
unpalatable ts conservatives: (23)

“...(the) past which prevailed under Batista, shall never 
COM back.
"... completely reinstate all individual... rights, as 
veil it all other rights acknowledged and provided for in 
the Constitution of 1940.
"••.cancellation of Military courts...
r... abolish death sentences (except for persons liable for 
•urders committed while acting as official agents of Batista . 
or the Communists).
"... reaffirm the right to private property according to 
the Constitution of 1940.
"... nil properties confiscated, intervened or seized by 
the Castro regime shall be returned to their owners.
"•••nationalization of public services such as electricity, 

■ gas, water, telephone and transportation shall be carefully 
studied by the Government...
r»' • .

.".•••reinstate the non-Communist labor union... a counter
balance as related to employers, within labor legislation, 

• -and with the unbiased moderation of the State.
•v •
. "That Social Security must be considered as one of the most 
Important fundamentals in the economic-social developments 

; jpf free democratic countries.
.;>"••• private initiative and Investments is the basic '. fundamental for our national economy; free enterprise, its 
..-.principal support;
.,?••. rescue* the Cuban peso, and to reinstate it to its 
effective value as related to the U.S. dollar.

"*'"••• agrarian structure of our country should be entirely 
revised and transformed..."♦ ‘ ’ •
Also included in the program document was a statement that 

General Elections were to be held within 18 months after installation of the Provisional Government, at.which moraest^the 
exact date for elections was to be stated.

Early in 1961, as activity continued in PBRUMEN on expanding 
the UR and appointing a Provisional Executive, DIAZ Hanscomb and 
BRITO Cartaya left for PBPRIME to obtain external support. BRITO 
had contacts in the Sinclair Oil Company and at a meeting in New York with "Bill Billings" the two UR leaders convincingly 
presented their case for ODYOKE support. Assurances were received 
from KUBARK of future shipments to PBRUMEN of equipment and other 
support for UR resistance activity. In addition, an office was 
to be opened in Miami with -a monthly budget of $1,300< -to -be 
funded by KUBARK. For coordination of internal and external UR 
activity, the following representatives were appointed to 
function in PBPRIME:

Supply: Hector FEBLES Barreto
: Finance: • Luis VEGA Moreno
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Alberto HR5AXDEZ Hecnavarria
Selected as contact between tne UR in PBRl'.'lEN and KU BARK was 
UK national Robert Horton GEDDES, representative of Pepsi-Cola 
International, who made frequent trips to Miaai to visit his 
family. (31)

While DIAZ Hansconb was in PBPRIME, the UR organizing coaaittee 
appointed him provisionally as the first General Coordinator of the 
UR, with Andres ZAYAS as Civil Coordinator and Maj. Humberto SORI 
Marin as National Military Coordinator. (31) Discussions were held 
with the decimated MRR leadership in an attempt to achieve a 
complete merger with the UR. A clandestine newspaper was started 
(Cruzada, which changed to Unidad Revolucionaria in February 1961) 
with a circulation of 20,000 copies every two weeks. Initiated 
by GARCIA Oller, the purpose of the newspaper was to circulate 
anti-Communist propaganda. Financial support for the newly 
organized UR came from contributions by its leaders, sales of bonds, 
and the $20,000 "take" from the holdup of the Tropical Brewery, 
planned and executed by GARCIA Oller in December 1960. Rafael DIAZ 
returned to Habana on 13 February 1961 and reported that he had 
received formal assurances of support from 0DY0KE. (184) He began 
working on a program of action for the UR and the selection of 
leaders to form the official National Executive. For reasons of 
security and operational effectiveness he rejected the concept of 
immediate appointment of an executive comprising all National 
Coordinators of UR member organizations. (31) The basic outline 
of the administrative structure of UR was as follows: (175)

-{ general coordinator!

-{military COORDINATOR | (TERRITORIAL COORDINATOR^ | CIVIL COORDINATOR-] 
1 provinces]

------ 1

| Rebel Army
{ Militia 
------------:--------r

(< • II.

1 Finances| 
I Transport/Suonly "l 
J Action & Sabotage ]

~[ CONTACTS COORD

Organization 
i ~

| Intelligence

! Propaganda _ '
_____  i______2___?Lfiflfiwelty I
L-Communications

| Labor | 
I Farmer 1

I
I Student J 
fWomen I

I Medical □

r
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The Military, T*t r i » or i • ’ Civil Cicrlin'.iri ic; « M
element, but are not necessarily aaare cl all operational activity 
conducted by other segments of tie organization. Tat Civil 
Coordinator, by regulation, succeeds the General Coordinator if 
the latter leaves his post for any reason. The operational 
assets developed by the L'R mechanisa outlined above are discussed 
in Part III of this Attachment.

Materiel from PBPRIME with which the UR resistance was to 
operate first arrived at selected reception points in late 
February 1961. More clandestine shipments arrived in March and 
early April. Marcial ARUFE, National Coordinator for Transport 
and Supply, was responsible for reception, distribution and 
cacheing, with frequent cooperation and advice from GARCIA Oller, 
who was able to provide trucks and warehouse facilities as required 
until transfer to safer storage on tineas in the vicinity of the 
capital. From these caches the equipment was to be passed to 
resistance elements in the Provinces. (31; 184)

By mid-March of 1961 the potential of the UR as an effective ■ opposition movement in PBRUMEN had grown considerably. Contact
was maintained with member organizations at meetings of their 

; Coordinators from time to time in Habana. (9) Attempts were made 
I to organize resistance units in rural areas for an eventual
t revolt. (2) It was reported that Robert GEDDES bad penetrations
I *ln{2^ police stations in Habana with the object of gaining control
!* over them if revolt or invasion materialized. GEDDES also was
i ; reported to be working on a plan for the capture of northern Las f Villas Province by utilizing contacts among Rebel Army and police 

forces with access to arms to seize the G-2 and PSP offices in 
L every-city and town in northern Las Villas prior to an invasion. 

He Fas alleged to have given his word to numerous contacts that 
no invasion would occur until the UR had completed its preparatory 
work. (Preparations were incomplete and the UR was surprised by ij the timing of the invasion of 17 April). (153) The UR action

rt program included coordination of uprisings in Pinar del Rio,
j j Matanzas and Oriente Provinces; sabotage operations throughout 
I?; the island; organization of .a rebellion in the PBRUMEN navy;
i ; and the execution of Operation VACA, which was handled by Wilfredo
1H. BRITO and Fernando F. CAVADA. (31) Operational activity and 
yj organized strength were mounting steadily.
>'•! .< 7 • It was at this time of UR ascendency that an unfortunate

j security breach occurred at a meeting in the Biltmore section of
Habana on 18 March 1961. Leading members of UR and MRR (and 
of other groups) met to discuss unification of resistance 4;■ activity. This was apparently a continuation of discussions 
held earlier between UR and MRR concerning an operational merger, i i What should have been a clandestine conference between a few
UR ar.d MRR leaders was expanded until it included over 30-— 
leading resistance figures. PBRUMEN security forces learned . 
of the meeting and its location, ordered a surprise raid and 
arrested approximately 38 participants. (203) Included among 

: those arrested: National Coordinators Rafael DIAZ Hanscomb and
Rogello GONZALEZ Corzo of UR and MRR; Maj. Humberto SORI Marin, 

■ ■ Military Coordinator of UR; and many others whose arrests
’ i effectually disoriented anti-Communist opposition movements 
i ; throughout PBRUMEN. (184)

Following the imprisonment of two of its most-important h- leaders, members of the UR executive met ut the home of Fernando 
CAVADA to consider the appointment of a new National Coordinator.

*L Present were: CAVADA, Eduardo BETANCOURT, Luis SANCHEZ, Arturo 
' VILLAR, Wilfreao BRITO, and Robert GEDDES. Jose RODRIGUEZ Espadkt ' was in hiding as the result of a G-2 search for him and did not,..
< ■ attend, (He was forced to seek' asylum in the Italian Embassy
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Iron vhere he ns uken to the Argentine Embassy and saleconducted 
to PBPRIkE in Rarrh 1962) An active and highly respected resistance 
leader against Batista and Castro.. RODRIGUEZ Espada *is a logical 
choice to succeed DIAZ Hanscoab as National Coordinator. The tvo 
had collaborated tor months prior to formal establishment of UR 
in December 1960. <30; 31)

The provisional choice to succeed Rafael DIAZ was Civil 
Coordinator Andres ZAYAS. Collation of information from several 
sources indicates that the UR National Executive in PBRUMEN on 17 
April 1961 consisted of the following: (31; 175; 184; 204; 208)

' General Coordinator : Andres ZAYAS Hernandez (JUSTO) 
Civil Coordinator ; ZAYAS, acting Gen. Coord.
Territorial Coordinator : Luis SANCHEZ Ruiz de Villa (PICCOLINO 
Military Coordinator : Capt. Eduardo SOTODONGO Medina 
Action li Sabotage Coord. : Octavio BARROSO (CESAR) 
Intelligence Coordinator : Arturo VILLAR (JAVIER) 

. Communications Coord. : Eduardo BETANCOURT (HILARIO) 
Coordinator of Finances ; Celestino BORRON (BEBO) 
Propaganda Coordinator ; Wilfredo BRITO Cartaya (BEBO, etc.) 
Coordinator for Security.: Jose RODRIGUEZ Espada (RICARDO) Ln 

absentia; acting Coordinator: Jose 
TODKIGUEZ (PEPE)

Coordinator for Liaison : Fernando F. CAVADA Paris (FRANK) 
Coord., Supply/Transport : Marcial ARUFE Delgado (TOVARICH) 
Coordinator for Women : Maria Teresa RODRIGUEZ Valdes (TETE) 

■ ■The UR leadership in PBRUMEN received its most damaging blow 
during.the period following the landings at Playa Giron when whole
sale -arrests were ordered throughout the island. Of the 13 
coordinators named, eight obtained asylum and are now in PBPRIME. 
Rafael .DIAZ Hanscomb and Humberto SORI Marin (arrested in March) 
were. executed on 20 April. ARUFE and his wife were killed 21 . 
April in a gun battle with G-2 members who had come to arrest 
them,'.. BARROSO, arrested at the time, was executed later in the 
year.. . BETANCOURT and BORRON are serving 30 and 20-year sentences 
on the Isle of Pine’s. (184; 13)" Many other members of UR were 
also arrested and sentenced to prison terms. Among them: Robert 
GEDDES, Cosme de la TORRIENTE, Dr. Raul VILLASUSO, Capt. Felix 
CASTRO Guevara, Maj. Gonzalo MIRANDA, and J. M. MENDIOLA. (31) 
Jose .RODRIGUEZ (PEPE) continued to function with UR, later as 
Intelligence Coordinator, and was ultimately arrested in another 
roundup of UR leaders on the morning of 30 August 1962.

According to several reports fro? sources directly involved, 
the primary reason for so many G-2 arrests of UR personnel in 
April 1961 was its denunciation by a G-2 collaborator or penetration 
agent named Pedro Sergio CUELLAR Aloi.fi., (aka: Sergio -Alonso)-,- 
member of a KUBARK infil team. CUELLAR was sent in to serve as 
the UR radop. The team landed in PBRUMEN 23 March 1361 with operation 
JEAN III; it was met and safehoueed by UR members; there follows a confusing history of CUELLAR'S activity, unexplained absences, 
etc., most of which is recorded in his 201 filo. CUELLAR never 
contacted his base station at JMRIM after entering PBRUMEN; Capt. SOTOLONGO claims to have personally witnessed CUELLAR'S denunciation 
of BETANCOURT and others In G-2 Headquarters in Habana. CUELLAR 
attempted to seek asylum and exfil from PBRUMEN via YOACRE in 
early July 1961 but on the basis of the record of accusations 
against him this act was considered a provocation and he was 
forcibly returned to PORUMEN soil and advised to seek asylum via 
one of the Embassies. His wife, Maria Paz CUE Marquez de Cuellar, 
continued recoiving his $200 per month KUBARK salary at least 
through August 1961. 8ho also wrote a sincere, coherent and 
impassioned plea to a contact in ODACID in which she requested
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iniormxiion aooui tier ausbind’o suius. (213} St*e pic-icstvC 
against reports teat he r. bu stand »« a C-2 agent. It »is 
subsequently reported in the press that CUELLAR had been 
executed in rSKLUES on 23 September 1961. Hector FEF.'JES stated 
that CUELLAR lost his nerve after his arrest by G-2 and was forced 
to collaborate with then.O| (CUELEAR is said to have a son living in PBRUMEN). gti®ia>E»E?SJ535report of October 1961 said the state
ment of CUELLAR’s’^execut ion was false; that he is still alive. 
(219) . His present location and status is unknown.

After the disruptive arrests of March and April 1961, UR 
activity as a resistance movement was curtailed, but an effort 
was made to maintain organizational contact and communication 
channels. Much of the interim leadership and direction came from 
former UR officials in asylum via couriers and dead drops. (26; 184) 
Little could be accomplished for months after the invasion, since 
many ,UR members were among thousands arrested throughout the 
country. Assessment of UR losses of personnel and equipment 
continued, however, and new coordinators were eventually appointed 
to positions left vacant by those arrested or in asylum. (103) 
The skeletal leadership mechanism remaining in PBRUMEN needed 
direction -from the asylees and it also looked to them fo.' 
obtaining external support after their exfil via safeconduct to 
PBPRIME, Thus direction of UR was shifting from the strong 
movement inside to the leaders in embassies and, finally, to

■* PBPRIME onco its leaders left PBRUMEN. (63) Communications were
maintained continuously between these two (internal and external) 
UR elements. (26; 149; 170)

fc •; ' Owing to his PBPRIME citizenship, first of the UR leaders to
arrive in PBPRIME was Fernando CAVADA in mid-1961. He proceeded 
to ZRMETAL, contacted "Bill Billings" and later "Jim Bowdin." In 
September 1961 he was Joined there by BRITO, SANCHEZ, ZAYAS, and 
others for discussions and planning on the future of the UR and iH the support to be expected from KUBARK. "Cal Hitch" and"Jim

V f Bowdin" represented KUBARK at talks which took place at ZRMETAL
। from. 22-29 September 1961. ZAYAS and SANCHEZ stated the UR had

1/ been reorganized in PBRUMEN and that after receiving certain .
training from KUBARK they intended to return. (204) KUBARK | • was .committed to support the UR "as needed" in PBRUMEN, but I
nothing*.was to be done to support UR in exile. The UR leaders I 

• were.advised to Join AMBUD to receive support for the organization ' in PBPRIME, but this was not made a provision to their receiving
• ; support for the PBRUMEN element. (31) They were further enjoined

to desist from any shpw of antagonism toward AMBUD-1 (204)
. • A .

I i BRITO and others were' sent to training the latter part ofb* 1961. CAVADA was sent to the JMWAVE area in October to report to 
I* "Kr. Pec<-.*6" as the contact between KUBARK and UR, and for "special 

i assignments" in connection with unification ox counterrevolutionary 
: ; . organizations in PBPRIME. (31) He was not utilized by "Mr. Peters"
; j for weeks after his arrival in the JMWAVE area. According to CAVADA,! I both ZAYAS and SANCHEZ were working with Alberto FERNANDEZ and "were
i J more interested in politics than in returning to PBRUMEN, re-
' , ceiving training, and giving assistance to the members of the UR

in PBRUMEN." (31) CAVADA was informed he would not act as liaison 
i , between the UR and KUBARK because he lacked "military knowledge," 

Eventually he was assigned to recruiting radop candidates. No 
"special assignments" were given him. BRITO completed training 
at ZRMETAL in December and was also sent to the JMWAVE area.
BRITO was not utilized for some time, then was given the task of 

1 ‘ lecturing on iecurity to boat crews. (31) He was terminated in
l-i- February 1962. Those men had been leadors of the UR in PBRUMEN,
I,. ZAYAS, SANCHEZ and FERNANDEZ made little effort to organize the 

' UR in- exile. On the contrary, their attitude toward other UR
,| 1 leaders in the JMWAVE area created a breach in the UR exile leader

ship from which it has never recovered. ZAYAS was formally
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ATTACHMENT A 
ousted as General C<~ordinator of the UR at a Meeting in the JMWAVE 
area in March 1962. (8)

The UR in PBRUMEN sufxered further losses in August 1962 
(see Part II) but continues to function as a resistance aoveaent, 
with exploitable potential. There are questions regarding its 
penetration by G-2 (DSE) agents. Individual leaders of UR now 
in PBPRIME claim personal networks of trustworthy followers in 
PBRUMEN ready to act if provided the necessary weapons and 
support.

Although there is no disunity evident in the UR in PBRUMEN, 
the novenent in PBPRIME today is experiencing what seens in
evitably to occur anong external groups: bitter factionalism. 
There are two main factions in existence as of January 1963:

1) RODRIGUEZ Espada with GARCIA Oller, who received 
documented authority to represent the PBRUMEN group 
in exile; and

>3) the TORRIENTE group, a political congloneration of 
,i■ pocket organizations having little contact with any 
- % • movement in PBRUMEN.

RODRIGUEZ Espada is supported by KU BARK. This UR faction is 
attempting to enter AMBUD; it publishes a newspaper; it is 
intended to provide an overt umbrella mechanism to cover KUBARK 
exploitation of KUCAGE, KUTUBE and PM assets, operationally 
compartmented and handled unilaterally. (See Attachment B for 
details.)

PART II, " ■ J.?.-. ■■ ■’!

Activity in PBPRIME • ■- -..a •

The UR in PBPRIME was registered with the Attorney General under 
the Foreign Agents Registration Act of 1938 by Hector FEBLES, 
Luis VEGA and Aurelio FERNANDEZ on 22 November 1961. It was 
described as "Coordinator of several underground organizations 
fighting Communism;" and it listed as "foreign principals" 27 
organizations claimed to exist in PBRUMEN. The number of members 
of UR<in PBPRIME was given as "four delegates" and the number 
outside PBPRIME was noted only as 32 (sic) underground 
organizations. (177)

Noted in Part I of this Attachment,^these 'signatories*were 
three of the "delegates abroad" established in the JMWAVE area 
early in 1961 by KUBARK to cover for and support the UR in 7:
PBRUMEN. Tho fourth, Alberto FERNANDEZ, was involved in para
military and maritime ops and did not actively participate in 
overt political activity. Meetings attended by members of the 
exile r.oiflfiiunity had been held by tho overt UR delegates prior to 
June 1961, when it was reported that anti-Communist lectures were 
given at 14 N.W. 17th Avenue by Orestes MARTINEZ (aka; ALCANTARA) 
and others. (87) Samples of the subject matter of these lectures 
were listed as. follows: (177)

"Tactics of Communist Cells" 
"The PBRUMEN Labor Movement" 
"How Commies Get into Labor Department" -j
"How to,Fight Commies in Universities" ''j

■ ."Characteristics of Capitalism"
"Economic Facts of Salary"
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Circulars and reprints prepared and distributed by tte L’R 
carried the following titles, among others: (177}

"W~ere are the Enemies of AMTHVG—1?**
"Denouncing the Interchange of Tractors and Prisoners 
"A Communist Plan for America”
"While the Sena.-e Argues**
‘The Entrepreneur”
"Free Economy in a Free Society"

Hector FEBLES (aka: HORACtO) acted as head of the UR in PBPRIME 
and conducted the meetings and lectures. (67) In the latter part 
of 1961 Andres ZAYAS, former Acting General Coordinator in PBRUMEN 
opted to assume UR leadership in PBPRIME. By his own statements,' 
ZAYAS was in PBPRIME only until such time as he rejoined the UR 
in PBRUMEN after arranging for support from appropriate ODYOKE 
sources. (222) ZAYAS associated with Luis SANCHEZ and Alberto 
FERNANDEZ. He was accused of dealing only with the ML and ignoring 
other groups, thus corrupting the UR concept. FEBLES, CAVADA, BRITO 
and VEGA all threatened to resign from the UR. (202)

£

ZAYAS was severely criticized for his tactics in forcibly 
seizing from YEGA Moreno the UR bonds which had been entrusted to 
VEGA for safe keeping. (31) Alberto FERNANDEZ for a time re
signed from the UR with his ARI group, but later rejoined. 
JMWAVE had informed FERNANDEZ after the invasion of April 1961 
that contact would be suspended temporarily, but he sought an 
interview with KUBARK headquarters contacts (JMATE) "due to 
pressure from UR members." He was assured the PBRUMEN cause would 
not be.abandoned, and was advised to stand by until re-contacted. 
(78) From a political or administrative viewpoint the UR in 
exile in the five months following the invasion was characterized 
by indecision, disorientation^frwstration and vindictiveness. 
ODYOKE policy considerations undoubtedly contributed to the 
development of this situation. ............

• At one point a move was made to organize a new apolitical 
organization which would train its members to operate in the 
underground in PBRUMEN and engage in extensive sabotage activity. 
AMCHEER-1 reported in June.1961 that this group was decidedly anti- 
PBPRIME, that it was recruiting members from a number of exile 
groups but mainly from the UR, and that it would operate without 
the knowledge of ODYOKE. In this connection AMCHEER-1 was 
introduced to Wilfredo MORALES and Gerardo RODRIGUEZ by Orestes 
MARTINEZ for the purpose of recruiting AMCHEER-1 as a Judo and 
Karate instructor. (163) No further information on the result 
of this planning is available.

The UR conducted paramilitary training.An June and. jiuly„ 1961. 
through the commando unit known as Los Haleones Negros under the 
direction of Hector FEBLES, acting as Military Coordinator in 
PBPRIME. Chief of Instruction and Training was Julio GARCIA 
(aka: AL SMITH). Head of the commando unit was Jose LOPEZ (aka: 
OSWAUX)). Objectives of this training were: (24; 77)

1) recruitment and training of infil teams for ops in PBRUMEN; 
-8) organization and training of female infil teams;
’3) careful selection of trusted personnel from the Haleones 

Negros to be given a special."Intelligence course";
4) Requisition:of maritime assets and appropriate uramont; 

' 5) lease of a farm or Key in the JMWAVE area for training.
Thia activity was not directed or supported by KUBARK. It was 
repprted that the UR at this time waa one of the few organizations

U

! Ur;
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in PBPRIME uhich appeared to have the financial neans to support 
this type ol .‘ctivity. (24) Propaganda activity vas apparently 
also continued, since t«u circulars produced by the UR »ere 
received by an AWOT sub-source on 6 August 1961 Iron a UR official. 
(79)

Several leaders of UR net with KUBARK representatives "Cal 
Hitch" and "Jim Bowdin" at ZRMETAL from 22-29 September 1961 
to review the status of UR tn PBRUMEN and arrange for future 
operational contacts in PBPRIME. It was reported that the UR 
had agreed to cooperate with MRR, certain MRP leaders (e.g., 
MENDOZA), and other major groups "as advocated by AMCOAX-l." 
The discussions appeared to have a good effect on the morale of 
those who participated. The contact report stated no commitments 
had been made by KUBARK, but at least one of the UR leaders came 
away with the impression that the UR in PBRUMEN would be supported 
"as necessary" by KUBARK, but that the exile element could not 
be supported. (31) It was recommended that the UR in exile 
become part of AMBUD, not only to receive financial support, but 
also to stiengthen AMBUD. The UR was to make every effort to 
"get along with AMBUD-1." Under no circumstances was th-3 UR to 
publicly oppose him. On returning to the JMWAVE area, the UR 
would be in contact with "Mr. Peters" and all future business 
and .training was to be handled through him. (204)

After a week of discussions with "Mr. Peters" in the JMWAVE 
area ending in mid-October, the UR received the following routine 
commitments: KUBARK was willing to support a UR training program 
involving up to five trainees at one time; the program could begin 
as soon as the UR obtained a suitable safe site, KUBARK would 
provide support for UR operations in PBRUMEN on receipt of an 
acceptable ops plan and secure reception points. For aid to 
legitimate UR operations in PBRUMEN, ZAYAS would be given $10,000 
(pesos) for delivery via thefltalian pouefi) at the end of October 1961. (101) v y

- Around the end of October Fernando CAVADA was sent from 
KUBARK Headquarters to act as liaison contact between the UR and 
KUBARK in the JMWAVE area and to undertake other assignments in 
connection with unification of exile groups. Possibly because 
discussions had just been held with ZAYAS, and considering his 
recently held position as General Coordinator of the UR in PBRUMEN, 
no immediate steps were taken at JMWAVE to establish CAVADA as the 
liaison'contact with KUBARK, It was considered eventually that 
CAVADA's background was not sufficiently ’.'.military" to utilize him 
in any responsible capacity in connection with what were primarily 
paramilitary operations. He was assigned to recruiting of 
potential radops. (31) In Ncmember 1961, Enrique GOVANTE8~and 
Wilfredo BRITO visited CAVADA and VEGA Moreno at CAVADA's home 
in the JMWAVE area to press, for UR entry into AMI1UD, They claimed 
to have "Instructions from ZRMETAL" to convince UR leaders that 
a decision must be made regarding this move as soon as possible. 
(103) GOVANTES has been described as ZRMETAL delegate for the 
UR , and as having "important contacts" in ZRMETAL. (29)

• CAVADA claims to have reported to"Mr. Peters" late in 1961 
that ZAYAS and SANCHEZ wore "playing politico," deceiving him, 
and were actually anti-PUPRiME. He added that thuy-were also 
deceiving Alberta FERNANDEZ, (31) A report by AMGLAD-4 In November 
1961 stated that SANCHEZ, ZAYAS and Vlconte RODRIGUEZ of UR 
were dealing with Julio GARCERAN. A-4 said this group envisioned 
the UR role as that of an ODYOKE liaison element between AMBUD 
and GARCERAN's PGCC organization. In addition A-4 reported that 
SANCHEZ and ZAYAS had already received from GARCEHAN contacts 
money and weapons which had been sent to the UR in PBRUMEN 
without the knowledge of ODYOKE or other members of UH, including 
their associate Alburto FERNANDEZ. Do liveries to PBRUMEN re-
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iby CO^tAS cr ALONSn, both illezealv in contict with |
GARCERAN. SANCHEZ tas reported to r.ave en^a^ea in this support 
activity to ue PSRV»£EX ut^<;rgrouM to counter KUBARK influence.
He felt KUBARK was attempting to control tie yooergroubd in PBRUMEN. 
The support waicn be and ZAYAS were providing would strengthen tneir 
influence among resistance leaders an PBRUMEN, tnua placing tnea m 
a strong position with respect to ODYOKE. (103) Based on current 
developments, ttiU.iave would appear not to have succeeded, at least 
so far as the UR is concerned; reasons for this failure are noted 
below.

Another activity of SANCHEZ and ZAYAS of operational interest 
was reported by AUGLAD—4 in mid-December 1961. It concerned their 
connection with the clandestine operational group known as Celula Fantasma, said to be directed by Sergio ROJAS Santamarina, former 
PBRUMEN Ambassador to the UK, and Julio GARCERAN. AMBLEAK-1 re
ported on this group some months later and included Alberto FERNANDEZ 
among UR members involved. A-l reported that Narcos DIAZ Lanz 
informed him that KUBARK had granted $150,000 to this "Phantom Cell** 
via ROJAS, who used it to finance three overflights during which 
pamphlets were dropped which contained instructions in guerrilla 
warfare and anti-regiue-propaganda. ROJAS spent some of the money 
in travel to Nicaragua and other countries, and some was said to have 
been used to purchase a small boat for maritime operations. (37;202) 
No record of this alleged KUBARK support is available at JMNAVE.

Of the activities ZAYAS seemed to be engaged in toward the end 
of 1961, organization of the UR in exile was not one of his pre
occupations. Other UR leaders urged him to establish a more formal 

, organization, renew contact on a regular basis with the UR in PBRUMEN, 
and attempt to gain all possible recognition and support to build an 
effective opposition movement. Some urged him to hold a formal 
meeting of the UR merely to gain an opportunity to register protests 
and submit their resignation. Among these were Fernando CAVADA, 
Vilfredo BRITO, Aurelio FERNANDEZ, and Luis VEGA. (202) By October 

- 1961 other former members of UR and its affiliated organizations'^- - 
were also arriving in the JMWAVE area. Opposition to ZAYAS grew 

. and the first formal UR Plenary Session in PBPRIME was held 27 
February 1962. This meeting produced a document called the 
"Reaffirmation of Revolutionary Unity." It was also planned at this 
meeting-to constitute a Junta de Unidad Revolucionaria en el Exilio 
(JURE), but no mention of this title was made at a meeting on 14 
March 1962 when Coordinators or their Representatives in exile signed 
the document re-constituting the UR in PBPRIME. Only a partial list 
of signatories was given: (197)

AC. Accion Cubana (also MRAC)
Juan MEDINA Vega

BOAC Bloque Obrero Antlcomunista Cubano---
Jose de VELEZ

BOAC Bloque de Organizaciones Anti-Comunista
Rein&ldc MIYARES Lopez

*CCC Cristianismo Contra Comunismo
Manuel de Jesus RODRIQUEZ Rodriguez

FAC Fronts Anti-Comunista
Fernando Fornandcz CAVADA Paris

FEURD Fedc-racion Estudiantil Universltaria - Rev, Dwm,
Qustavo RODRIGO Carvajal

llAR Movimiento do Accion Recuneradora/Revoluaionaria
Mario 8EIQLIE Montoro

53cI0M ’’,,c 

(40)
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MAR Konuento iaticoajuist* Eetolicioiirio 
Jose CARRILLO

XDM Movimiento Democratico Martiano. 
Cuba PICAL1O

ML Movimiento LAberacion 
Andres ZAYAS Hernandez

MERO
••

Movimiento de Recuperacion Revolucionario Occidental 
Carlos HERNANDEZ

OMLAC
•a

Organizacion Nacional de Liberacioa Anti-Coaunista 
Julio de QUESADA

UCAL Unidad Cubans de Accion Libertadora 
(fnu) SALAZAR

UXD Union Nacional Democratico 
Jose E. de la TORRIENTE AJurla

UNL Unidad Nacional de Liberacion 
Jose F. RODRIGUEZ Espada

The direction of UR in exile was to come from the General Board of 
Directors and the Junta of Representatives, the latter made up of 
Coordinators or Representatives of UR member organizations in exile. 
Offleets were to be appointed to the following positions on the 
Board of Directors: (197)

General Secretary
Secretary 
Secretary 
Secretary 
Secretary 
Secretary 
Secretary 
Secretary 

. Secretary
Secretary 
Secretary

1 Secretary 
Secretary 
Secretary 
President

for 
for 
for 
for 
for 
for 
for

Military Affairs <
Intelligence and Security 
Transport and Supply Communications 7 ~-
Finances ;
Propaganda, i
Economic and Professional Sectors

for Foreign Relations
for Liaison with other organizations.
for Minutes and General Affairs 
of the Junta of Affiliated Organizations

for the Student Sector
for the Workers Sector
for the Feminine Sector * «i

1

3

t

I

i

i

<

I
I

Specific responsibilities were delineated for each of the Secretaries 
and the equivalent of By-Laws were written. An office was opened 
at 425 V. Flagler Street. (194) Public announcement was made-22 4- 
Marchto the exile community of this reconstitution of the UR to 
continue the fight against Communism in PBRUMEN while supporting the 
Constitution of 1940, within the Inter-American democratic system. 
This announcement included an open invitation to all persons or 
groups In PBPRIME to Join UR if their principles were compatible. (44)

J-

V
The UR call for unity was thus repeated, this time in exile, in 

the hope of building a strong and viable opposition movement. Another 
objective was to recruit organizations which at ono time had considered 
joining UR as well as to appeal to those which had left UR to return 
to the fold. 1't wan reported that in the eight months in which ZAYAS 
directed UR in exile its member organizations had dwindled to 16-20 
from a previous membership or potential of about 40. Also during 
his tenure, ZAYAS consistently refused to consider UR entry into 
AMBUD and successfully resisted all pressure from other UR leaders 
to Join. (H) JMWAVE files do not reflect whether or not local KUBARK 
contacts attempted during this period to influence ZAYAS to enter 
AMBUD as a follow-up to the instructions he had received at ZRMETAL
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in late September 1961. (204>
An incident occurred during this period of re-c»tioli4h«ent 

which *».» to t>e<-oae bijuiticmt a fe* later xa connection with
the problem of UR factionalism. Jo»e £.. ae la TORRIENTE Ajuria 
produced 'a docu»ent dated February 1961 amen replied that tan 
bearer «is authorized to represent the lollowing organizations in 
exile; CCC, FAC, UND <20 May), OS LAC and MDL. TORRIENTE claimed 
he had been designated as the exile delegate for these organizations. 
His claim was accepted in principle, but he and all other 
Coordinators in exile were requested to re-establish contact with 
their groups in PBRUMEN, advise them of the re-organization of UR 
in PBPRIME, and request information on estimated membership figures 
and resistance strength. With such information the UR could assess 
its over-all capability and organize a program to support the 
internal groups. The information was compiled in a report written by 
RODRIGUEZ Espada, Mario SEIGLIE, Juan HUARTE and Fernando CAVADA. 
(197) The survey indicated that many of the UR member groups in 
PBRUMEN were either out of communication, very small, or non-existent. 
This was especially true of the five which TORRIENTE claimed to 
represent, though he was not alone in this respect. (31) It was 
learned in July 1962 that TORRIENTE's claim itself was false. 
(See below)

CAVADA reported in July 1962 that at the time of the survey it 
was learned that leaders of the MAR, BOAC, SAC, UCAL "and others" 
were in contact with their organizations inside. The inventory of 
assets claimed by UR as exploitable as a result of this survey are 
discussed in Part III of this Attachment. With ZAYAS now deposed 
as Coordinator in exile, the new leadership decided to approach KUBARK 
on its own for support and chose TORRIENTE, President of the Junta 
of Representatives, to make the request. Following these developments, 
a basic division within the UR began to develop: (31)

1)'.'those with contacts in PBRUMEN working to obtain tangible 
r t. <.fuPP°rt from PBPRIME; and . . .......

...IV " • •

2) those with little concern for the resistance who used the 
..-.UR to achieve political aspirations or personal recognition.

During the months between March and July 1962 these two elements were 
to grow further apart, eventually separating completely into the two 
distinct factions which exist today. At the meeting on 14 March 1962 
the following appointments were made to the UR General Board of 
Directors;(5;8;44)

Secretary General 
Military Secretary 
Assistants

Intelligence Secretary : 
Assistant

Communications Secretary :
* Assistant
Transport/Supply Secy. :

AsBiEtant' :
Finance Secretary :
> Assistants
Propaganda Secretary i

■ Assistant i

Ju^n MEDINA Vega
Mario SZxGLIE Montoro^ 
Manuel CARNERO
Angel A. VILLARAOS Flores 
Nestor MORENO
Elio TAMAYO
Andres ZAYAS Hernandez
Luis SANCHEZ Rulzdevilla 
Jose F. RODRIGUEZ Espada 
Francisco GARCIA Montes y Lopez 

Munoz
Alberto FERNANDEZ Hechavarrl a 
Carlos HERNANDEZ 
ReinaIdo MIYAKES Lopez 
Aurelio FERNANDEZ Diaz 
Vicente RODRIGUEZ Hernandez 
Aurelio CARCIA Dulzaidea 
Hector FEBLES Barreto
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EcmO-jiic A Prcte>»iot*l 
Assistant*

Foreign Relations Secy. 
Assistant

Secy., General Ratter*
Secretary tor Liaison 
Assistants

Secretary, Student Aff. 
Assistant

Secy., Fenine Sector
8ecy., Yorkers Sector
Pres., Junta of Repre

sentatives

Jc.se A. LUPE2 Garcia 
Leis VLGA Moreno 
A.UMC1 LOZANO 
Kanuel fcOOSIGUEZ Co Una 
Fernanao F. CAVADA y Paris 
Julio de QUESADA 
Manuel de Jesus RODRIGUEZ Bodriguez 
Bertha FtRREA Paisan 
Eduardo GARCIA Dartayet 
Luis MARTIN Cervera 
Jose VELEZ 
Gustavo RODRIGO Carvajal 
Orestes GUERRA 
Cuba P1CALL0 
Vacant 
Jose E, de la TORRIENTE

With the appointment of this General Board, the UR hoped to begin 
functioning effectively, working on a program with political and 
paramilitary objectives. Of the appointments listed above, several 
were never accepted. SANCHEZ, FEBLES and VEGA refused their positions 
and "left the UR." ZAYAS and Alberto FERNANDEZ were at first un
decided, but later severed their UR connections. The future of UR 
depended on two things: whether or not the General Board was accepted 
and supported by the whole membership; and whether or not other exile 
groups became affiliated with UR, thus increasing its strength.(8) A 
list of UR General Board Secretaries circulated in June 1962 showed 
only three changes:(22)

: ‘Intelligence Secretary Juan HUARTE Tellc-cbea
Transport/Supply Secy. Ulis Antonio DIAZ Pena
Secy., Workers Sector Rafael JAIME (Acting)

An announcement and appeal to exile groups was issued by the new UR 
32 March 1962 in Diario las Americas. (14) This put the UR name be
fore .the exile public once.more, but the appeal was not successful 
from a. recruiting' standpoint. From time to time the UR position on 
current issues was publicized, such as its declaration re ransom of 
the Playa Giron prisoners which MEDINA passed to AMBUD-1 on 14 May 
1962: (20)

*Unldad Revolucionaria ... wishes to declare that it does not 
agree in any way with the idea and purposes of the relatives 
of the prisoners of Playa Giron, of exchanging them in a shameful , 
way by giving 28 or 62 million dollars to the tyranny which laughs 
at, this time ridiculing all PBRUMENs." (Translated extract)

With respect to entry into AMBUD, TORRIENTE' (basically?Opposed) held 
a meeting at his home on 17 May 1962 at which tho UR was to consider 
•naming a delegate at the invitation of AMBUD-1. This invitation was 
made during a discussion between TORRIENTE and AMBUD-1 following the 
expulsion from AMBUD of Oswaldo SOTO as delegate for the UND (aka: 
20th ,of May Movement). TORRIENTE was invited to replace SOTO because 
of his position in UND (its actual leader; SOTO was named by 
TORRIENTE as nominal leader). AMBUD-1 took the opportunity to in
vite UR also to name a dologate to AMBUD. TORRIENTE reported that 
no decision was reached by UR at the 17 May meeting.(14) TORRIENTE 
himself was possibly instrumental in preventing UR entry i.nto AMBUD, 
since he did not agree with AMBUD-1 politically, though socially or 
personally he has nothing against him. A meeting on 6 June 1962 
held for the same purpose also ended with no decision being reached. 
(116) ...

t 

The concept of exile unification was receiving some consideration
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by the end of May ?.962. Orjannitlooi »itb repreitatitnek m tie 
ZEKl'TAL area ce id >. txrtivs vf mc-vixiw* iroj* 27 Kay to 17 J-;ne. Tte 
result ire tsh-jMice ox £1 Gras Lu*Adu to all PERL'MU. groups to 
unify regardless of political attitude. Tee Bogota Aid Ric agre«-' 
meats were cited as celibating American states to prevent foreign 
aggression in the Hemepncre: PHRLUES vis tbe mil* oi such 
aggression; unity PBRUMEN exiles was necessary before they "have
the right to ask tor aid iron otners."(29) Enrique GOVANTES of 
Silver Spring, Maryland signed the document as "Delegate of Unldad 
Revolucionana."

Contact between UR internal and exile elements from the Fall of 
1961 until the Spring of 1962 was sporadic. The disorganized National 
Executive in PBRUMEN maintained closer contact with a few remaining 
asylees than with any external UR group.(8) ZAYAS and SANCHEZ 
managed to maintain communication, although not on a routine two-way 
b*«i®. Closer collaboration between the resistance and exile UR 
began with the arrival in PBPRIME in March and April 1962 of RODRIGUEZ 
Espada and GARCIA Oller. This was primarily due to their personal 
familiarity with successor members of the National Executive.

In an attempt to obtain information on UR paramilitary assets 
in PBRUMEN, JMWAVE directed Alberto FERNANDEZ in April 1962 to arrange 
for exfil of the UR Military Coordinatc-r, Candido CURBELO del Sol 
(aka: RICARDO). CURBELO also was to bring full details on theUR 
’’naval plans;** and the UR in PBRUMEN was to be instructed to cease 
contact with YOACRE, for reasons to be explained at the meeting with 
Xho Military Coordinator.(94) This message was sent by SANCHEZ via 
'Antonio COMELLAS Ayala (PBRUMEN^employee of PanAm in Habana who made ^frequent trips to PBPRIME) for delivery to Sergio FUENTEFRIA (aka: 
DANIEL), UR General Coordinator in PBRUMEN.(59) JMNAVE had originally 
planned to infiltrate ZAYAS into PBRUMEN to obtain data on the UR status 
across the board, but ZAYAS refused the infil assignment and was 
terminated shortly thereafter. (223) He had also mis-managed UR 
training teams psychologically and financially, leading to the walk
out by CID Crespo, MONTERO and others ca. February 1962.(129) Exfil 
of CURBELO did not materialize for reasons known best to the UR in 
PBRUMEN. ..He was later arrested and, according to Alberto FERNANDEZ, 
was executed in September 1962.(223)

Shortly after his arrival in the JMWAVE area in-April 1962, 
Salvador GARCIA Oller was contacted and debriefed by a KUBARK 
staffer. Prior to his operational recruitment he met RODRIGUEZ 
Espada, CAVADA and other UR members, learned of the establishment of 
UR in .exile, of the problem of factionalism plaguing it, and re- s. ✓ ported on this situation to his PBRUMEN contacts (Vicente SOCARRAS? 
(aka: MARCOS) and(Reinaldq QUINTERCn (aka: FELIPE). This correspondence 
was passed to UR General CoerdlnatSrPBernardo ALVAREZ (aka: ROBERTO) ,. 
who reacted to these and other reports by appointing Miguel LOPEZ 
and Boris MIYARES on 4 June 1962 as "Special Delegates and Investigators 
to report soonest on the current status of UR in exile, with all 
objectivity. The internal UR attitude was reflected in the following 
translated extracts from the letter to LOPEZ: (117)

"...you will urgently make an investigation of what has really 
happened between the different members of the UR in exile and 
report to us in detail,..
"...in this.Executive there are no politicians, nor do-we 
have any type of aspirations.. .Here we only aspire—24 hours 
a day—all the men and women who are fighting in the under
ground—to the firing wall or 30 years imprisonment.
"...according to Salvador (GARCIA), Junto (ZAYAS) and Luis 
(8ANCIIEZ) have received assistance over thoro amounting to 
$25,000 dollars, and. here wo have only received exactly
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528.400 pesos... in «cit Lit the rest ct tnese TWO HUNDRED I
XhO'SAXD PESOS been spent?
"With leKird to the different sovesents which claim to be 
represented by the new Executive of the UR in exile, we wlwh 
to inform you ttut most of tnea are unknown to everyone and 
have no standing here In PBRUMEN...
"...we will never admit that the Government of the UR in 
outside PBRUMEN...
"You can show this letter to all those men. Our desire is 
that UNIDAD, as its name says, must give the example of 
unity to all groups. If these whe died were UNITED and 
those who are in the prisons are UNITED, how is it possible 
that those who are safe be separated?
"...we would regret that a full understanding were not 
reached over there. This would force us to denounce 
publicly those who pretend to have our representation... 
,we will also notify this to ODYOKE which, if you didn't 
know it, we can also reach directly..."

A reply to this letter was written 11 June 1962 by LOPEZ and MIYARES 
in which they agreed to undertake the task, but begged for time be- 
causeof its sensitivity. Thev reported:

"•••at this tine there are well founded possibilities of 
beginning to function properly, with the support of our 
friends, overcoming the difficulties which arose in past 
Months and which today seem feasible of being completely 
eliminated." :

A memorandum from Alberto FERNANDEZ was included and a "sum in. 
cash" was*promised.(123) Such a reply to an appeal for unity from 
PBRUMEN tp the UR in exile would appear to be somewhat anachronistic 
since this group had disassociated itself from the officially re
established UR some three months before. Preceding the promise to 
send cash to the UR in PBRUMEN was the remark "You must realize how 
anxious we are to begin being useful to you," which tends to 
corroborate CAVADA's reports-to"Mr. Peters" that ZAYAS, FERNANDEZ 
and Cg, had not been interested.in or had not actively engaged in 
providing effective support to the UR resistance in PBRUMEN. The 
memorandum from Alberto FERNANDEZ contained a repetition 6f the 
SANCHEZ April request for exfil of the Military Coordinator. It also 
requested intelligence on uniforms, weapons, ID cards, etc. carried 
by the Rebel Army and militiamen, and confirmation of reception 
points. • I 

The report promised by LOPEZ and MIYARES was sent 28 June 1962.
It stated that no funds had been embezzledthat they had received 
$10,000 pesos twice and had sent them to PBRUMEN; it included a re
quest that a delegation in exile be appointed by the UR in PBRUMEN, but 
that the writers not be considered for any position as they had to” r 
earn a living and had no time for UR activity.(143) In the following 
12 days LOPEZ and MIYARES contacted Alberto FERNANDEZ and their next 
letter to PBRUMEN (10 July) stated the situation had changed and 
that there was now a good chance of getting help from "the friends" 
through FERNANDEZ. LOPEZ informed ALVAREZ in PBRUMEN that $1,000 
(8700 pesos) had Just boon obtained from "the friends" and forwarded. 
He also stated he hud changed his mind and would work for tho UR in 
exile if che JNR delegate for UR in PBPRIME were Alberto FERNANDEZ, 
He further recommended that ALVAREZ name a provisional do legation of 
UR in exile made un of himself (LOPEZ), MIYARES, Vicente RODRIQUEZ 
and FERNANDEZ.(143) This communication could not bo considered 
contributive to UR unity in PBPRIME,
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During the period centred by this correspondence, J i'AAVE *u> 
Also la contact sita GAECIA Oller, to e^taaltsn an
intelligence net by exploiting his channel to toe IS in PzJtlKEN. 
He had submitted an expensive plan to bis C. O shi«_h described in 
detail tbe organization ol this net and named assets to be utilized 
throughout PBRUMEN to make it Xunction. He cla.-med the net had 
already been partially established and was operating to a limited 
extent. As an interim payment he »*s advanced $5uo.OO which r.e 
managed to exchange at 10-1 and forwarded 20 June 1962 to SOCARHAS, 
Coordinator for Transport/Supply, and QUINTERO, Coordinator fur 
Liaison/ Contacts. (173) The pesos were received by these contact* 
in PBRUMEN on 25 June.(127) On 26 June GARCIA informed his C/0 
that he planned to ask the UR in PBRUMEN for approval of his intended 
use of SOCARRAS and QUINTERO, but that these men would follow hi* 
direction whether or not such approval were received.

। GARCIA Oller was instructed to point out that this money was
for use only in connection with establishment of the intelligence

| net, and when he urged that money also be sent for UR activity heI was told that other funds ($10,000 pesos) for UR operational use
I would be sent by Alberto FERNANDEZ via LOPEZ and MIYARES. GARCIAI stated this would confuse UR leaders inside, since LOPEZ and MIYARES
> were of the "old UR" group, headed by ZAYAS and SANCHEZ, and that he

had reported they were no longer connected with KUBARK, but in dis
favor (which was true). He did not include FERNANDEZ in this group. 
(173) As it turned out, his fears were unfounded. The UR in PBRUMEN 
received the 28 June letter from LOPEZ and in a document dated 3 
July 1962 responded by appointing GARCIA Oller as extraordinary 
delegate of UR with orders to reorganize the exile element within 
30 days and report the result to PBRUMEN. Only the best, most 
qualified and sincerest persons were to be selected for the Executive. 
He was further designated UR representative to the Junta Nacional 
Revolucionaria (JNR) in PBPRIME, also effective 3 July.(127) (THo .7 ^NR is described in Part III, below). Another document sent with 
that containing tbe vote of confidence from PBRUMEN to GARCIA Oller 
informed .him that the UR.National Coordinator, Sergio FUENTEFRIA 
(DANIEL), had been deposed for malfeasance in office and was in asylum 

' in the .Uruguayan Embassy; and that ZAYAS and SANCHEZ were dismissed. 
, from the UR for actions contrary to its interest.(127)

■ I
GARCIA Oller was actually out of town when these documents from 

I ; PBRUMEN arrived, but returned on 18 July and immediately reportedI * their receipt to his KUBARK C/0. By 25 July he had notified major
exile movements of bis position as Delegate Extraordinary, of appoint- ,1 : ment of an Advisory Committee tc execute the reorganization of UR in 

: -; exile, and of the Immediate inefficacy of all former members of the
। UR General Board of Directors.' He also stated that the new UR

Dirigentes would be selected i'xom Coordinators whoAe .organizations were yj active inPBRUMEN, or who were personally active in the resistance 
; prior to their arrival in PBPRIME. (139) 
- 1 Timing of GARCIA Oller's receipt of these documents could not
•i have been more salutary from the standpoint of achieving the alms

■ of UR in PBRUMEN anent the UR in exile. On 14 July 1962 the Junta
of Representatives was called into session by TORRIENTE with the object 
of expelling the RODRIGUEZ Espada faction from the UR.(31) During this 
meeting, Mario SEIGLIE challenged the authenticity of the document 
used by TORRIENTE as proof that he was the exile delegate of several 
UR affiliated organizations. SEIGLIE maintained that TORRIENTE could- 
legally be considered as representing.only tho UND (20th of May), 
the organization which his brother Cosme de la TORRIENTE had 
established in PBRUMEN prior to his arrest. He claimed the true 
story of the document utilized by Jose de la TORRIENTE was learned...

1. from CCC Coordinator Maria Teresa RODRIGUEZ Valdos (TETE), then a 
recent arrival in the JMWAVE area from PBRUMEN.(137) SEIGLIE further 
maintained that TORRIENTE could represent UND only if ho were able 
to prove tho existence of the uxuanization under his direction,(31)
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J -i- JG.LIVA C^ew-rat Sarr^rtry r.< 18 exile, -e- j
feocec luixliNTE inc t-c titter »i» te-t reio.ied. S.;porter« ol j
TG2RIENTE rented t>> is=cxDiin4 ..i xilv^vc q-cru* ol tt*e Juata ol 
keprrstxmuts cm 20 Julj , it »~ui TurJillNTE of)e-ea nis re«

Ttrce orgxaixxtioaa **re tepitucnttd, Tne resignxtloa was 
rtluaed. The cocument te poostooea «a» declared authentic. It »as 
Mowed and voted in tne attirnative that toe following be expqlle-'i 
Iron VB: SODBIGL'EZ Esp-aa, SF.It.LIE, Reinaldo MIYARES, CAVADA, Bertha 
FERRER, and the organization VNL.(137) KODKIGUEZ Espada *as notified 
in writing of this action 23 July 1962.(131) kith GARCIA Oller's 
notice to the exile community on 25 July, ahich in effect dissolved 
the existing UR in PBPRIME, the par 11 ax.A ary exercise by TORRIENTE 
was nullified, but it becase clear as liw; passed that TORRIENTE 
was not to be convinced. In a formal session called by the “re
organized*’ TORRIENTE faction of UR on IS Septeaber 1962, this action 
was repeated for the record and the list of expellees expanded to 
include: GARCIA Oller, Eduardo SOTOLONGO, Carlos SUAREZ Melero and 
Marla Teresa RODRIGUEZ.(190)

Consenting on the future of UR In exile and the likelihood of 
achieving any real unity, A'tDENIM-1 reported on 20 July 1962 that 
Miguel LOPEZ, Vicente RODRIGUEZ and others'would never be "willing to 
line up" with GARCIA Oller, RODRIGUEZ Espada "and sinilar group." He 
added that if it were possible to obtain any kind of unity, it would 
be difficult to get UR to enter AMBUD, unless the AMBUD position 
wore changed considerably and it devoted more attention to 
clandestine operations against PBRUMEN.(132)

Continuing his efforts to organize an improved intelligence net 
In PBRUMEN GARCIA Oller on 19 July replied to a letter he had received froA SOTOLONGO who was then in the Panamanian Embassy, asking 
the latter to put "the people operating the. radio" in touch with 
BOCARRAS and QUINTERO. He also advised SOTOLONGO to integrate his 
organization (Accion 62) with the UR and assure that it is in touch 
with the UR, "as they are the ones who are going to receive the 
equipment there in PBRUMEN." SOTOLONGO had asked GARCIA if he could 
provide any assistance to Arnoldo MARTINEZ, the guerrilla leader in 
Las Villas Province:(second cousin to SOTOLONGO). GARCIA referred 
him to BOCARRAS and QUINTERO for monetary support for MARTINEZ, until 
such time as "equipment" could be delivered.(128)

On 21 July GARCIA Oller wrote to General Coordinator ALVAREZ 
(ROBERTO) and the National Executive of UR in PBRUMEN (via diplomatic 
pouch) and expressed his gratitude for the vote of confidence they 
had given him. He stated the re-organization of the Executive 
would begin "next week." He promised to contact Miguel LOPEZ and 
Boris mxYARES to see if they would represent UR in Santo Domingo, 
"as they*re going there." His plans included establishment of UR 
delegations in other countries, one purpose of which was to collect 
money to augment UR income. Several requests were included in GARCIA’S 
letter: to work on establishing radio contact: to send data on writirt" 
reception points; to send copies of propaganda produced by UR in 
PBRUMEN.(133)

The exile community in general, and a number of counterrevolu
tionary organizations in particular became more restive in July and 
August 1962. One result of the "action complex" which seemed to be 
growing was the DRE raid on Ilabana on 24 August. Possibly owing to 
frustration over ODYOKE and AMBUD policy re PBRUMEN, this tendency 
toward independent action for a time iod to moves toward exile unity, 
with organized groups recruiting other groups and "calls to unity" 
being issued. One meeting of 12 groups was announced for Sunday, 
12 August, at Saint Patrick's Academy in the ZRMETAL area; the UR 
was listed as one of the organizations participating.(14S) Nothing 
further was learned of the outcome~of thin mooting;- but theUR-connec-" 
tion was probably nothing more than attendance by Enrique OOVANTES, 
described as UR representative in tho ZRMETAL area.(29)
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Geaerosj CAKPOS Kirqcetti ana V ice-pree. aer.t J.sto Lu x» ael 1<1ZO 
j del Puerto usitea tne L'< oil ices on 31 July ls»o2 ana spote to 
Beiuldo KIYARLS. Iney stated their visit vi» * courtesy call, but 
that they si shed to Ute the opportunity to invite LR to unite slth 
ALC (described as pro-Hatista). klYAREJ- declined and informed his 
visitors that LR sas a revolutionary organization already working for 
the liberty of PBRVKEN. POZO replied he knew the UR and “mould 
be pleased if the ALC sere permitted to go alongside the UR as soldiers 
fighting for the liberation of PBRUMEN."(138) No further information 
regarding this approach is available.

I

Another approach to UR was made by UNIR leader Esteban Aquiles 
MORRERA. ■ In late June 1U0Z, UR member Ramon ARECHAVALETA Calvo 
had brought MORRERA to meet CAVADA and RODRIGUEZ Espada to discuss 
support-for a revolt in PBRUMEN to be attempted without ODYOKE, 
KUBARK or AMBUD participation or knowledge. The object was to force 
ODYOKE into action after UNIR and others had gained a foothold in 
PBRUMEN as a result of the revolt they planned to incite.(49) The UR 
leaders declined, but MORRERA returned on 14 August and offered them 
leading posts in UNIR. MORRERA told of travels to New York and 
Washington, interviews with Congressmen (most impressed by Sen. 
SMATHERS), PBRUMEN business leaders (mentioned Julio LOBO), and 
his success in obtaining a promise from Carlos MARQUEZ Sterling to 
home to the JMWAVE area to head an antl-AMBUD organization which MORRERA 
would attempt to organize. If the UR leaders did not want to accept . 
prominent posts in UNIR, MORRERA requested they consider merging UR, 
UNIR and other groups into a type of combined organization.(48) To 
date, neither of these proposals has materialized.

Late in Auguc-t former MRP leader Manolo RAY was discussing 
formation of a new, strong, revolutionary "unity" group in Puerto 
Rico. . He arrived in the JMWAVE area for meetings early in September. 
Among organizations allegedly to be included were the.UR, MRR,MRP,. 
30 November, MRRC, MAPA and the Huber MATOS group. RAY was reported 
to have "an ally in the White House" who had assured him that if 
a purely revolutionary organization were created "it would be heard 
and heeded for major engagements." He was said to .have been 
advised further that even if ODYOKE acted "positively" towards 
PBRUMEN, such a new group would have to be taken into consideration 
because it would control "the workers and the mass population. "(225) 
These-efforts led to the emergence of "JURE" but by no means did it 
actually include UR and the major organizations named. The UR 
cannot be considered as sympathetic to RAY, and if any part of UR 
were associated with "JURE?1 it would be little more than some minor 
faction. There is no evidence -to indicate that RAY has received 
support from any UR faction.

Mention of UK in connection with the hew "JURE" can lead to
confusion since this was actually the short title selected at the 
UR re-prganization meeting in February 19G2 as a designation for the 
exile element. Though recorded in the minutes of that meeting, the title was never used thereafter. (The initials stood for Junta de Unidab
Revolucionarja on el Exllio). (197) There is one possible 
'explanation for "JUhE" hope of gaining UR support. Among those 
mentioned as leaders of this new group was Justo CARRILLO of 
Agrupacion Montecristl. AMTAUP-1 reported in July 1902 that 
CAhIFuLLO had given monetary aid to Juan MEDINA Vogn, of Acclon Cubana, an organization affiliated, with UR since its founding..(141)^ 
MEDINA was than General Secretary of UR, CARRILLO may have felt 
his influence with MEDINA was strong enough to bring about UR entry 
into "JURE".

Employing"the peculiar-gyration of political conscience common 
to the exile community, UR dissident leader TORRIENTE published a 
unity appeal oh 8 September 1322 to all PBRUMEN exiles to Join the UR 
in the tight against Slno-Sovlct domination of PBHUMKNy________ '■
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nation to regain its lost freecoa. Tr.e appeal was signed by 
TORRIENTE and UEDINA and listed the canes at 14 organizations which 
were alleged to coaprise tne LR. The title isSuied bj TORRIENTE was 
‘Vresidente Asanblea de Coordinadnree" and MEDINA was listed as 
•'Secretario General."(154) The revolutionary organizations listed as 
members of. TOrRIl.sTz's UR were:

Accion Cubans
Block Obrero Anti-Comunista Cubans 
Democrata Kartiano
Frente Anti-Comunista
Federacion Estudlantil Universitaria
Grupo Revolucionario Unidad Profesionkl Anti-Comunista 
Salve a Cuba
Union Cubans de Accion Libertadora 
Movimiento Democratico Constitucional 
Movimiento Revolucionario de Liberacion 
Movimiento Anti-Comunista Revolucionario 
Union Nacional Democratica (20 de Mayo) 
Organizacion Nacional de Liberacion Anti-Comunista 
Union Democratica Cubana

£•

?;

It

AC 
BOAC 
DM 
FAC 
FEU 
GRUPAC 
SAC 
UCAL 
MDC 
NHL 
MAR 
UND 
ONLAC 
UDC

This was a clear indication that TORRIENTE planned to continue 
actively as head of this UR faction and to ignore the authority 
granted GARCIA Oller by the National Executive of UR in PBRUMEN. 
AMCHEER-1 had reported in August 1962 that TORRIENTE was also active 
in the exile community in his capacity as Chairman of the International 
Rescue Committee in the Refugee Emergency Center. He was said to be 
in contact with U^S. Senators to whom he reported results of 
investigations he is requested to conduct. Julio de QUESADA was 
said to be working actively with TORRIENTE on these investigations.
It was further stated that TORRIENTE reported to the President of the 
Supreme Court of the State of Colorado; that he is in touch with the 
John Birch Society; and that he is arranging a. reporting channel to the Intelligence Digest.(144)

*' A. ______

Officers.serving on the Board of Directors of the TORRIENTE

.5

V 
*1 
z I 
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faction of UR on 19 September 1962 were: (194) . . . j
President : Jose E. de la TORRIENTE UND .
General Secretary : Juan MEDINA Vega AC
.Secy, for Military Aft. : Elio TAMAYO UCAL
Secy, for Intelligence : Juan HUARTE ML
Secy,, for Finance : Jorge DIAZ UDC
Secy, for Propaganda : Aurelio GARCj a Dulzaides MRL'Secy, for Foreign Reins : Arturo SUEIRAS MDC 1
Student (sic) : Gustavo RODRIGO FEU
Secy.(Liaison Matters ; Mario de ARM?~ FEU
Recording Secretary : Julio de QUESADA ONLAC
Organizing Secretary : Ceferino MARTINEZ BOAC ,j
Secy., Labor Sector . Jose VELEZ BOAC
Secy, for Communications : Angel VILLARAOS SAC
AMBUD-1 in September 1962 appointed Raul MENDEZ Pirez to report 

on factionalism in the UR. AMCHEER-1 reported in mid-September that' 
Julio de QUESADA had informed him that TORRIENTE was told to indicate 
by 24 September whether or not his UR faction would Join AMBUD in 
accordance with AMBUD-1'■ offer, QUESADA also said that TORRIENTE 
followers aid not understand why KUBARK would support the "small 
group which doesn't represent anyone, has no members, and doesn't 
have the representation of the movements which they claim to have," 
AMCHEER-1 inquired as to the possibility of uniting the two UR factions 
for "the good of tho country,etc." QUESADA stated this was possible 
"if tho expelled individuals and dissidents came to them, but he 
never believed their UH would go to the others because it was
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isaoril.'- .QUESADA added that he, personally, iould resign from L'R 
if the TGRRIENTE faction joined AKBVD.(196) In a Cuter to AMBL'D 
dated 19 September 1962, TORRIENTE and MEDINA (sigr-at or les) replied 
to "the request made by AMBL'D-1 through Dr. Raul MENDEZ Pirez" by 
giving a brief history of the L'R, reasons for recently having ex
pelled certain members, and accusing GARCIA Oller of having "lent 
himself to the making of false documents.■’ The letter included the 
following remarks regarding entry into AMBUD:(196)

i 
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"...we have appreciated the,invitation made by AMBUD-1 on 
a visit by Jose E. de la TORRIENTE and Dr. Juan MEDINA Vega, 
respectively President and Secretary of the UR. This offer 
was accepted in principle by the UR Coordinators' Assembly 
last night, as in agreement with our ideological principles, 
are believe that PBRUMENs should not only unite in the 
political sense, but also in the military, because the 
bitter hour which we are living is for war."

This reply to AMBUD-1 may have been expedited following publication 
in Diario Las Americas on 16 September of an appeal to all exiles by Jose F. hODRlGUtZ Espada to join UR in the fight for liberation 
of PBRUMEN. He signed as Secretary General. The appeal included 
an announcement of the reorganization of UR in exile based on the 
vote of confidence given to Salvador GARCIA Oller by UR in PBRUMEN. 
It listed new officers selected on the basis of stipulations of the 
National Executive in PBRUMEN: that all be former members of the 
underground, dedicated and well-qualified. (156)

JMWAVE officers had initiated operational contact with RODRIGUEZ 
Espada on 17 August 1962 to establish the re-organized UR overt 
mechanism as cover for compartmented FI and PM operations.(147) 
Discussions had previously been held with CAVADA and GARCIA Oller 
concerning selection of an Executive Board. RODRIGUEZ Espada was the 
unanimous choice for the post of Secretary General.(148) The list 
■of UR officers suggested by JMWAVE and the idea of combining certain 
posts to produce a small, efficient Executive Board proved to be 
acceptable to the new Secretary General at the 17 August meeting. 
It was pointed out-to RODRIGUEZ Espada that the UR in exile would 
function primarily in the field of political action and propaganda; 
clandestine activity in support of UR in PBRUMEN and KUTUBE 
operations would be sponsored on a compartmented basis by various 
KUBARK elements. While the Secretary General .would be informed of 
the broad outline of UR clandestine activities, he would not 
necessarily know the details.(147) See Attachment B for operational 
summary of JMWAVE contact with UR.

At the.17 August meeting it was pointed out to RODRIGUEZ 
Espada that JMWAVE planned UR entry into AMBUD, with much 
publicity, in the hope that-such a move would strengthen AMBUD 
and instigate a general unity tendency among exile groups. At 
this point he indicated that UR would enter AMBUD if necessary, but 
that this was only because KUBARK wished it. (As it developed, the 
30 November AMBUD delegate threatened to resign if only one UR 
faction were admitted; UR entry is now in abeyance. RODRIGUEZ 
Espada submitted a paper on his own concept of how AMBUD might 
function more effectively. In essence it stated:(147)

1) ODYOKE would not deal with any PBRUMEN group except 
.through AMBUD;

2) an appeal for aid by any PBRUMEN group to any ODYOKE 
element would be referred to AMBUD;

3) each request for aid would receive initial screening 
by a qualified AMBUD panel;
after receiving AMBUD recommendations, ODYOKE would

foam use pHfvtout tuincMi.
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decide whether or not to grant the aid, and if 
affirmative, the amount and the manner in which given.

A few weeks later the new UR offices were opened at 10—12 
S.E. Oth Street. The unity appeal was dated 15 September and 
appeared in print the following day. The first issue of the 
official LT. organ, Unidad, was published on IO November 1962. 
(188) One resolve of the new UR was to stop the practice of listing 
the names of its affiliated organizations. As Mario SEIGLIE pointed 
out, there seemed to be a competition in the exile community as to 
which organization could claim support of the largest number of 
exile groups, the UR wanted no part of this meaningless exercise; 
its members were to work together in the name of UR. (155) The 
Executive Board of the re-organized UR in September 1962 was 
reported as follows:(194)

Secretary General : Jose* F. RODRIGUEZ Espada
Military Affairs : Eduardo SOTOLONGO Medina
Naval Section : Antonio ORDONEZ Hernandez
Naval Section : Francisco CASTELLVI Padro
Intelligence, Transport, 

Communications : Salvador 0. GARCIA Oller
Finances : ReinaIdo mIYARES Lopez
Propaganda : Carlos SUAREZ Melero
Political, Economic and

• Professional Sectors : Mario SEIGLIE Montoro
Foreign Relations : Fernando F. CAVADA Paris
Feminine Sector : Marla Teresa RODRIGUEZ Valdes
Minutes, Liaison, and General 
\ Matters : Bertha FERRER Paysan

In a report to his C/0 on 26 July 1962 GARCIA Oller had described 
the leading members of UR to be considered for positions on this new 
Executive Board. He also indicated availability to UR for clandestine 
operations of three boats owned by Marcos DIAZ Lanz "because of the 
friendship existing between us." In the field of propaganda, he said 
that Norman DIAZ of "Radio Reloj" is a friend of RODRIGUEZ Espada; 
that’Miguel RODRIGUEZ Caillet has many contacts in Diario las Americas; 
and that Fernando CAVADA receives "all the support he needs" from 
the "PBRUMEN Freedom Committee."(47)

Other exile organizations subsequently indicated a desire to 
join the new UR. Ricardo ALVAREZ Tunon of "Rescate Libre" informed 
GARCIA Oller in mid-October that he wanted to affiliate with UR and 
make a public announcement of the move.(171) The General Coordinator 
of the organization"La Cruz," Jesus GONZALEZ Cartas, claimed his* 
group numbered more than 100 men and offered them to RODRIGUEZ 
Espada in October 1962 for use in some Latin American country 
(preferably Mexico), to counter Communist activity of all kinds, 
using force where necessary. (105)

Regular ccmmuaication between GARCIA Oller and the General 1 
Coordinator of UR in PBRUMEN has been maintained from July 1962 to 
the present via Embassy contacts and diplomatic pouch from the JMWAVE 
area through cutouts in PfiRUmEN. (Current JMWAVE operational plane i 
involving the UR are reported in Attachment B.) The Action and 
Sabotage Coordinator of UR, Manuel VIERA Rodriguez (aka; MARIO) 
arrived in PBPRIME via JMWAVE maritime assets on 28 August 1962 and. 
has been trained by pm for eventual Infiltration to establish W/T 
and maritime communications and for.positive intelligence collection* 
missions■(63) On his arrival in PBPRIME, VIERA turned over to JMWAVE 
an intelligence report dated 10 August from Coordinator ALVAREZ 
written to GARCIA Oller (OCTAVIO) concerning Soviet cargoes off
loaded at PBRUMEN ports at the end of July and in early August 1962. 
(64) During his debriefing, VIERA made a remark which contradicted 
a statement in the latter from ALVAREZ to LOPEZ and MIYAKES in June 
1962, He stated that the UR in PBRUMEN follows the direction of UR
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Leaders in exile because it is dependent upon thea entirely for support. (63) For information on t’R “ctivity, and claimed assets in 
PBRUMEN, see ’art III, below.

«
While Part II of this Attachment has presented information 

on UR activity in PBPRIME, it should be noted to avoid confusion 
that the name UR is used by opposition groups having no connection 
with the TORRIENTE or RODRIGUEZ Espada factions of the UR described 
in this study. Attachment F to this Dispatch contains names of organ
izations with abbreviated titles which include the "UR" initials. 
At least two organizations, however, actually use the name Unidad 
Revolucionaria. One of th^se is headed by former Batista Senator 
Rolando* MASF'EftRER Rojas and was reported in August 1962 to be 
located in offices at 600 West 136th Street, Apartment 6E, New 
York City. This group was first named Un Rifle (UR), or Un Rifle 
Cada Cubano (URCC), claiming as its objective to supply a rifle to 
every citizen for use in the underground.(165) The UR abbreviation 
was probably not intended to be misleading, but uninformed exiles 
believed it stood for the familiar Unidad Revolucionaria. They 
were not corrected by MASFERRER; on the contrary,he adopted the 
title.(195) Another organization using the name Unidad Revolucionaria 
was located in Tampa, included nine small, loosely organized groups 
in April 1962. and.was headed by Manuel MARTIN Benito (aka: Dan 
MARTIN). (226)

■ ■'*....

part iii
Status and Assets in PBRUMEN

A. General
Background data on the -founding* and early history of UR in 

£BRUM£N was reported in Part .1 above and will not be repeated here. 
ItMiduld be noted, however, in evaluating UR claims re Provincial 
contacts and assets, that UR was said to have been organized in 
answer<;to the appeal by resistance members in the Provinces to 
unite the numerous opposition groups and pool resources, thus 
creating a more effective underground.(88) The mass arrests 
throughout PBRUMEN in April 1961 completely disoriented UR m^nber 
organizations and clandestine communications. Asylees such as 
GARCIA Oller, RODRIGUEZ Espada, Capt. SOTOLONGO and others 
attempted to re-organize UR and maintain its contacts in the 
Provinces.(26) There was little contact with "delegates" in PBPRIME 
for months, as indicated by GARCIA Oller's message to Hector fEBLES 
in November 1961 via Lazaro RODRIGUEZ Moya, an asylee who left 
PBRUMEN at that time.(201) GARCIA apparently was unaware that 
Andres ZAYAS had taken over direction of UR in exile in August 1961. 
An exile source familiar with UR activity in PBPRIME reported in 
March 1062 that communications between internal and exile UR elements 
had been "almost non-oxistent during the past several months".(8)

Though much of the direction of UR in PBRUMEN after April 1961 
came from asylees who wore formerly its leaders, nominal members.of 
the EJecutivo were reported by AMDLAD-4 in November 1961 as follows:(103)

General Coordinator t Sergio FUENTEFRIA Faxes'Territorial Coordinator | Bernardo ALVAREZ
Civil Coordinator t Vacant
Military Coordinator t Rafael LEON Alvarez
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Communications 
Finance Coordinator 
Transportation 
Supply Coordinator 
Action and Sabotage 
Coordinator, La Cabana

: (fnu) LL'GO and Vicente RODRIGUEZ
: Gabi no VALCARCEL z: (Ticente SOCARRAS) z
: /Rolando BASULTO Jover/'O^
: "OTTO"
: Miguel LOPEZ

For operational reasons this Executive Board was not composed 
of representatives of all UR affiliated organizations as was 
attempted, in selecting the board in PBPRIME.(197) As for its 
operational achievements in the resistance, until more frequent 
communication with PBPRIME was established in the spring of 1962, 
little was reported concerning UR activity in PBRUMEN. Subsequent 
reports on the composition of the PBRUMEN Executive Board were not 
available until April 1962.
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An incident occurred in June 1961 involving the alleged ransom 
of Robert M. GEDDES, who had served as a contact between KUBARK and 
the UR. The UK Embassy first learned on 31 May 1961 that GEDDES had 
escaped from G-2 while en route to a doctor’s office for medical 
attention. He was said to be in the company of a-militiaman who was 
promised a large sum of money for helping GEDDES to escape. The 
same day the Embassy was visited by a Dr. (fnu) MAURI and Prof. Jose 
M. BOLANOS of Habana University, who reported that one GONZALEZ 
(probably Enrique GONZALEZ, friend of GEDDES and employee of Pepsi 
Cola) wanted the Embassy to grant asylum to GEDDES and the 
militiaman. The Embassy stated it could not "engage in activities 
of ah irregular nature".(11) On 1 June.GEDDES called the Embassy 
and said he was safe but he did not know for how long. He said a 
letter would be delivered to -the Embassy in a few hours which would 
explain-the entire transaction. This letter was delivered (hand
writing. was that of GEDDES) and it contained a request that $15,000 
or the equivalent in pounds sterling be turned over-to a third party 
from the Embassy, and that this sum "would be guaranteed by either his 
wife or KENDALL of Pepsi Cola in New York City." The letter asked 
that the transaction be completed within 24 hours and added that the 
ailitiamr»n must .be granted asylum by the Embassy. On 2 June another 
letter was delivered to the Embassy from GEDDES via Julio VILLANUEVA, 
(a local attorney for Pepsi Cola) again urging that the money be 
turned .over as requested. VILLANUEVA returned to the Embassy on 5 
June and.said Mrs. GEDDES in PBPRIME had put up the equivalent of 
25,000 pesos and that the money would possibly be turned over that 
night'to a "man from GONZALEZ." The Embassy again refused to grant 
asylum to the militiaman.(11)

■ * v '
Mrs. GEDDES' involvement in the case began with a phone call on 

3 June from Mrs. VILLANUEVA, after which she contacted a Luba SRULMAN 
in the Jl-WAVE area to whom she was to pass $6000. Mrs. GEDDES 
insisted on assurances from SRULMAN that GEDDES would be released on 
payment of the money, whereupon SRULMAN declined to have anything to ' 
do with the matter. (Luba SRULMAN was said to have separated from 
her husband, Max TUCHMAN, who was at this time in Habana, but later 
arrived in the JMWAVE area in September 1961), On 4 Juno Mrs. GEDDES 
contacted Mrs, VILLANUEVA and asked that another intermediary be 
named since SRULMAN was uncooperative.(11) Mrs. VILLANUEVA instructed; 
Mrs, GEDDES on 5 June to turn the money over to Isaac MONCARZ, also 
in the JMWAVE area,(12) The money exchange aspect began, according 
to Max TUCHMAN, about 1 Juno in PBRUMEN when ho was approached by 
Fusebio x, CGR5EA. a manufacturer'» representative, who was attempting 
to exchange 30,000 pesos for $6000 for himself and two other parties, 
TUCHMAN said he would negotiate the deal and than telephoned his wife 
in the JMWAVE area. After contact with Mrs, GEDDES (who demanded a 
written guarantee of her husband's release In PDRUMEN) TUCHMAN's wife 
refused to be.Involved In the deal. It was then completed through- 
Isaac MONCARZ, whom TUCHMAN contacted through Mrs. MONCARZ.(12)
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On the norning of .7 June 1961, Mrs. Yul Maria TORRKS visited 
the UK Embassy and reported that GEODES, VILLANUEVA, GONZ11 EZ, 
i:£LE>Ai: and ’’everyone’” had been arrested by G-2 on th;- evening of 
6 June after the money had been turned over. ("ELENA’* probably 
Elena POLGAR, a secretary of Pepsi Cola in PBRUMEN). An ODENVY source 
subsequently reported he had learned the ransom attempt had been a- 
plot to expose members of the UR underground in PBRUMEN and that 
during the escape attempt GEDDES had been under control of G-2. A 
number of GEDDES' friends and members of UR were arrested because 
of their exposure while attempting to gain his release.(11;12) It 
was reported in late September 1961 that Robert Morton GEDDES had 
been tried and sentenced to 30 years in prison for coordinating 
subversive activity while acting was a link between revolutionary 
groups and KUBARK. (10) GEDDES was allegedly being held in La 
Cabana prison. He was released in February 1963 through efforts 
of UK Embassy and arrived in PBPRIRE via Mexico City. (181) Mrs. 
GEDDES resides in PBPRIME.
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Naval Resistance Group. Any consideration of UR assets in 
PBRUMEN must inevitably include reference to a group of naval 
personnel, deeply anti-Communist, who became affiliated with the 
UR through contact with its General Coordinator in November 1961. 
This group had first contacted the PBPRIME Consulate in Santiago de 
Cuba where they were referred to the MRR Coordinator in Habana, who 
then referred them to the UR Coordinator.(55) The naval group began 
organizing clandestinely as eaiyly as July 1960 at the instigation of Juan F. CASTELLVI Padro and (Pedro H. CASTRO RamireAo4 It was not 
originally opposed to AMTHUG-1, but reacted unanimously in opposition 
to Communist indoctrination classes which had been started in March 
1960.throughout PBRUMEN naval units. Its original goals were not to 
engage in clandestine activity or espionage, but to maintain unity 
in resisting Communist indoctrination among naval officers, with some 
vague.notion-of possible future mass defection or political action. 
(27) ■

The object in Joining UR -was to obtain a communications channel 
to ODYOKE, and financial support. An organization chart of the 
UR naval resistance group is contained in UFGA 4532 of 25 June 1962// 
The naval group was to have its own Coordinator on the UR Executive 
Board. As an organization, it already had three coordinators: one for 
PBRUMEN" Navy contacts, one for merchant marine contacts, and one for 
contacts among shore-based personnel of the Navy and merchant marine. 
CASTELLVI submitted a partial list of 26 naval and merchant marine 
officers who were members of the resistance group. Names of harbor 
pilots who were members of this group were listed for all major 
PBRUMEN harbors. Namec of 15 merchant vessels were furnished with 
crew members belonging to this UR group. CASTELLVI stated in June 
1962 that he had not been in touch with the naval resistance group 
for some time and could not give firm figures on its strength. He 
claimed that in April 1961 -the group had numbered about 70 officers 
and some 325 enlisted mon, "all navy". Asked to give conservative 
estimates on its current strength (June 1962) in all three categories, 
he arrived at the figure of 75 officers and 100 enlisted men, but 
said' he was unable to estimate the enlisted strength at numerous 
installations.(27)

The naval resistance group attempted to defect the Frigate 
MAXIMO GOMEZ in April 1961, but a civilian group permitted by 
Lt. Cdr. Gonzalo MIRANDA to participate in the action was 
penetrated, and the attempt failed. MIRANDA and others wore 
arrested.(56) Another defection plan was reported in May 1962 by
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Antonio QRDC-'TZ Hernandez, brother-in-law of CASTELLVI. This plan 
involved t*o Frigates and "as nany patrol boats as possible.’" The 
vessels sere to break for the open seas at sunset ui a given day 
and nake lor a pre—determined key or soal! island «nere they would 
establish a base and a Governnent-in-exile. The next step would 
be to declare war on AMTHUG—1 and blockade t-.e island. The state 
of belligerence would result in a cancellation oi narittne insurance 
on commercial vessels travelling to PBRUMEN. This plan presumed 
ODYOKE support and coordination in several aspects, including 
initial protection for the fleeing defected vessels. Certain 
simultaneous actions would be taken by UR and other resistance groups 
in PBRUMEN to begin the day following defection, primarily involving 
cabotage, arson and guerrilla warfare. ORDONEZ stated the UR would 
utilize its contacts in the Militia and the Rebel Army to incite 
■enbers of these forces to join the guerrillas. No help was expected 
from the Rebel Air Force. (59) While a plan of such dimension would 
involve major ODYOKE policy decisions, the specific assets of the 
naval resistance group noted by CASTELLVI, ORDONEZ and others are 
considerable and appear to contain a number of potentially viable 
targetsc They include naval and merchant marine vessels and shore 
installations, Lineas Mambisas offices, the naval general staff, etc. (27)#V(LuiS CASAii Campa^'of the UR naval group reported to ORDONEZ 
on procedures followed in off loading Soviet Bloc vessels carrying 
munitions to Habana.: prior to off loading, the vessel is towed- to 
a dry. dock and.divers sent down to check for mine or limpets on tho 
hull, after which the area is cleared of all PBRUMEN nationals and the vessels off loaded by Soviet personnel.olf^ASA^ (KUBARK asset) claims 
one of the divers who conducts such inspections is a UR contact. (59)

The Chief of the Shipping and Coastal Intelligence Section of 
UR, debriefed in April 1962 at CAC, indicated the following as 
examples of information compiled by the UR: (109)

Soviet ship docked at Mariel, Mar 62, off loaded 40 tanks 
which sent to Las Villas Province.

Ship Bahia de Nipe delivered arms and ammo to FLN rebels, 
off loading in Morocco; same ship oj another voyage 
.delivered propaganda material to British Guiana and 
arms to Ecuador.

PBRUMEN private property, e.g., good furniture, paintings, 
is shipped to the USSR on Soviet ships, 

Soviets delivered 10-12 torpedo boats to Mariel. 
A PBRUMEN maritime EW system uses fishing boats about 20 

.. '.miles apart from PBRUMEN to Key Vest and westward 
- * along coast of Pinar del Rio; all sightings of ships 

and planes are reported to Hqs in Habana by a special 
" code; copy of the code held by a UR man in Habana.

Soviet ships arriving in PBRUMEN carry a double crew; one 
- . remains in Habana, activity unknown, but observed often 

in the dock areas.
Former UR Military and Naval Coordinator Luis PINO Couto was 

debriefed in the JMWAVE area in November 1962 and stated that few 
UR contacts remain on surface vessels of the navy since most "old 
navy" personnel have either been dismissed or transferred to other 
posts ashore or to various government offices. He listed the 
following among current UR assets: (217)

Mariel Naval Academy ° Unstated number of contacts 
Mariel Naval Base - 1 Officer, 4 radio operators, 38 

men oi the garrison of 500; 2 drivers of gasoline 
-trucks supplying fuel for PT boats.

Casablanca Arsenal (Habana) - 1 Officer, 30 mon of the 
SOO in the garrison, 

Casablanca Observatory (Habana) = 1 Officer, S men of 20 
at tho Observatory,
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Unstated nuaber of contacts at: 
El Morrc (Special Unit) 
Cojinar Naval Post 
Cuanabo Naval Post 
Santa Cru? del Norte Naval Post 
Katanzas Naval Post 
Cardenas Naval Post 

80% of the ex-naval personnel in Habana 
Non-naval personnel in Habana (crew members of tugs, tankers, 

barges, etc.)
Courier channels in the port of Habana **97% secure** 
Former army and navy personnel in Pinar del Rio Province 

Los Palacios; 120 sen
Former military personnel in Matanzas Province 

■ Pedro Betancourt; 750 men (prepared air drop zone) 
Cardenas: 170 men

Contact with Chief of Police, Habana, with control of 
seven stations in the capital ’’ready to deliver 
weapons"

Information on the naval resistance group which dated back to March 
or April 1962 was provided in a September debriefing of Abelardo 
Rene PUJOL Barrera, former PBRUMEN merchant marine captain who 
defected and has since resided in PBPRIME and Canada, PUJOL was 
ofteii called in Montreal by his friends .in the merchant marine, 
whoa he new believes to be assigned to ships sailing between 
Mexico and PBRUMEN. He stated it would be no problem to use these 
contacts to pass "articles" in and out of PBRUMEN. He cited the 
following officers as close friends:(112)

(jCapt. CAJARAVILLE, First Machinist on Bahia de Matanzas , f&l
GUZIJAN (and brother), Captainjof the Rahia de Cuba

o(j Q,t, LUNA), officer on board Frucuba C#*1^
QLt. LOYOLA?, assigned to office of Lineas Mambisas, Habana

BLANCO Boixj officer aboard Pinar del Rio O^^oCCapt. MIRANDA, captain^of Sierra Maestra 
ofc fCapt. Juan PLANELlT) serving aboard Frucuba V-!< ✓ ~~ ’

Former UR Military Coordinator PINO Couto was asked in October 1962 
for data on foreign ports at which members of the naval resistance 
group-.aboard merchant ships may be contacted. He stated the most 
frequent ■ ports of call were St. John's and Halifax in Canada, and 
that these ports would be best for making contact. He also listed 
Bremen and Hamburg in West Germany, Liverpool in England, and Antwerp 
in Belgium, Other than the Canadian ports, he said about three ships 
per month could be expected at these ports. Calls at the Canadian 
porta"would be more frequent.(182) According to PINO, any member, 
of the UR naval resistance group in PBRUMEN may bo contacted by app
roaching any Captain, First Officer or Chief Engineer of any foreign 
merchant ship, including oil tankers (preferably Greek merchant 
ships) in any port outside PBRUMEN, asking the officer to deliver 
the message or package by proceeding as follows: on arrival in the I port of Habana, the officer requests water for the ship after 1700 I 
hours. This is a signal to (Jose Miguel ADUL, in chargejof Empresasf^cffi 
Consolldada de Consignatariffs y Terininalos Mambisas, td^go aboard 
'the ship. Ton of (MjuL'bYIII assistants are opposed to AMTHUG-1 and 
one of these mew'may go "aboard instead. If this happens, he should 
be told that/the officer wishes to see aiowe Miguel (ADULA^o When contact witn/ADUL? is made, the officer is to say he has a message

./from PINO. The message or package is then passed from (ADUL) ioz 
^fttario RIVERO^) reported in August 1902 as Chief of the UR Nava'lP 

Intolligencoysoction, who maintains contact with members of the 
naval resistance group in the- Provinces of Pinar del Rio, Habana 
and Matanzas. (182) PINO Couto also .suggested use of Gabriel 
ALBUERNE Fernandez, former member of the naval resistance group now in the JMWAVE area (KUBARK developmental asset), as a courier by 
making him a crew member aboard a snip putting into Habana.
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J9 ODOATH Contact with IR. The founders of ,Ahe VR naval 
resistance group, cAbitLLif and (CASTRO Ramirez)established contact 
with ODOATH by entering YOACRE clandestinely in November 1961.
-ODOATH promised these men *‘a 11-out support and assistance." (34) 
More specifically, they were to be provided with small arms, 
explosives and demolition equipment for sabotage work. This 
equipment was not at YOACRE and would take some time to obtain, but 
the UR was to prepare maritime reception plans and the equipment 
■would then be provided via PBRUMEN fishing boats which were to meet 
PBPRIME vessels off the coast. The UR did not have maritime assets 
and a taeeting was arranged with Javier NAVARRETE, described as a 
subordinate of Nino DIAZ, for 26 December 1961 in Santiago de Cuba. 
The meeting site was raided by G-2 and NAVARRETE and CASTRO Ramirez 
were arresteJ and sentenced to 20 and 12 years, respectively. 
CASTELLVI, a harbor pilot, had to meet an incoming ship, was not 
present at the meeting, and was not exposed.(34)

£

Another discussion with CASTELLVI was requested by ODOATH via 
courier in February 1962, but "car trouble" kept CASTELLVI Iron 
keeping his nesting and he sent word to arrange for another, which 
eventually took place in April. From YOACRE he was said to have been 
flown to ZRMETAL for a week of interrogation from 14-21 April, after 
which he was returned to YOACRE. Manuel VIERA Rodriguez (aka;MARIO) 
entered YOACRE in April 1962 but did not see CASTELLVI since VIERA left 
on 20 April. While at YOACRE, VIERA talked to a Capt. N. YANOCHIK, 
USHC, who promised him equipment for use in UR operations and VIERA 
passed data on five maritime reception points to YANOCHIK. The 
equipment was promised for some time in May 1962. Recognition 

' signals were agreed upon.(34) Nothing further is known to JMWAVE 
of this operation. Antonio ORDONEZ Hernandez reported in April 
1962 that the UR had received requirements from ODOATH on entrance 
channels, .water depths and wharves in Habana harbor and had passed 
reports to ODOATH on these subjects.(34) 
reported that a member of UR had entered 
talked to YANOCHIK about "preparation of 
documents were sent to UR members Andres 
PBPRIME, who were to discuss the content 
ODOATH.(224)

In April 1962 AMIFF-1 
YOACRE on 22 March 1962, 
a plan," following which 
ZAYAS and Boris MIYARES in 
of these documents with

Mail contact between CASTELLVI in PBPRIME and Edualdo PEREZ 
Valenzuela at YOACRE was initiated in June 1962. PEREZ was 
described as the leaderof a £0~man resistance group at.YOACRE.(120) 
He wrote to CASTELLVI 10 June and reported on the current situation 
of thb group there, stating it expected shortly to establish radio 
contact on a regular basis with UR leaders in.Habana; that it was 
preparing propaganda material for distribution in PBRUMEN; and that 
the situation looked very good for obtaining support from ODOATH, 
at least to the extent of training and equipping the group for 
Instant action on "D Day." He instructed CASTELLVI to write to 
him via "Lt. Jack" (MODESETT) at an FPO address, with an inner 
envelope marked "Para Valenzuela."(121) GARCIA Oller received a 
report on UR activity from Bornardo ALVAREZ dated 2U July 1962 which 
also contained a letter to CASTELLVI, Informing him that MODESETT 
had been replaced at YOACRE by Lt. William STAY who would pass 
correspondence to PEREZ Valenzuela and should bo addressed at Navy 
118, a/o FPO, P.O. Box 37, New York, N.Y. ALVAREZ also reported 
that STAY used the pseudonym "AZULITO." (136)

AMSUM-1 reported that the UR in Habans had notified YOACRE by 
curler in April 1962, that it wanted to establish W/T contact an *
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the impression that Sgt. ALVAREZ *as told to monitor then *Xinder 
the table.** YOACRE passed instructions to source to notify tL'e 
UR In Habans to send a particular ae*t>a<e in their next transmission. 
This was done and the message mas heard at YOACRE. This transmitter 
came up eight times during April and May 1962 sending test messages. 
A notification of the time of broadcast was sent .via coded telegram 
to a UR agent in Santiago de Cuba *ho vould then notify YOACRE by 
courier. ODOATK was said to have monitored and recorded these 
transmissions. Reception was verified by courier. The UR station 
was said to use a call sign beginning with X 'followed by three 
characters which source did not recall. The UR was also alleged to 
have delivered old copies of OTPs to YOACRE. These were believed to 
have been obtained from Luis TORROALLA Martin Rivera, a V/T operator 
who had previously worked with resistance groups but had been 
arrested or killed. Source stated he learned from Manuel VIERA 
Rodrigues (MARIO) in May 1962 at YOACRE that the UR radio was 
located in a cave in a wooded area near Habana, and had been built 
from discarded equipment by a German radio engineer in contact with 
UR in Habana.(27) VIERA reported in August 1962 that the UR possessed 
four radio sets, that it had transmitted to YOACRE but had never. / received an answer. He stated the UR radio operator was named^RudyOG 
BROOK) (EL ALEMAN).(63) AMSUM-2 had reported in June 1962 that UR 
in PBRUMEN has skilled radio operators and technicians, "one German 
engineer and a PBRUMEN Electric engineer who keep the equipment in 
good working conditions and construct new units."(55)

Courier channels to YOACRE were reported by AMSUM-2 in June 1962 
when he stated they were used by UR for internal communications and 
contact with ODOATH.(55) AMSUM-1 stated that an efficient courier 
net operated from YOACRE into Oriente Province to the Baracoa area 
via female employees of YOACRE. He claimed a message might be sent 
and a reply received within 24 hours. This net was run by Alfonso 
GUEVARA and Maximino DELGADO, both located at YOACRE.(120)

• ' ♦ ♦

Ab cioted previously, the year following Aprll-1961 was spent 
in assessment of damage to UR, regaining contact with resistance 
cellRj and attempting to organize an effective National Executive. 
For reference purposes it should be noted that the following were 
included in the Executive ef UR in PBRUMEN in April 1962:(55; 109;
175)

General Coordinator 
Territorial Coordinator 
Action and Sabotage 
Military Coordinator Ob 
Naval Coordinator 
Llalson/Contacts Ob 
Intelligence Coordinator 
■Finance Coordinator Bupply/Transport oG 
Propaganda Coordinator 
Communication.*’

Sergio FUENTEFRIA Faxas (DANIEL).
Bernardo ALVAREZ (ROBERTO) 
Manuel VIERA Rodriguez (MARIO) 
(Candido CURBELO del SoB (RICARDO) 
Manuel CAJARAVILL. Leveque (RODOLFO) faelnaldo QUINTERO)(FELIPE) 
Jose RODRIGUEZ (PEPE) 
Gabino VALCARCEL (GABI) (Vicente SOCARRAS) (MARCOS) 
’*GUSTAVO" 
Pedro LOPEZ Penaranda (PEDRO)

Antonio ORDONEZ Hornandoz arrived in PBPRIME In April 1962 with 
Instructions from FUENTEFRIA to report to Andrea ZAYAS and Luis 
SANCHEZ that the UR in PBRUMEN waa in desperate need of financial 
support; ORDONEZ passed this ir.osaags -to SANCHEZ and was told no 
money was available; that UR in PBPRIME had to depend on contributions, wtilch were not forthcoming, (OB) Available information in
dicates no financial aid had been given Lu UR in PBRUMEN for months
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until GARCIA Oller irrixts tor celixery of pesos to fcoCURRtS ।
*:>G n< LIST EkO) on 2 5 1-r.c for use in cx>iisaiim t--e Li: iMeHLfcVe 
cx-t CcieiupiwLixl): ii*a $b,?;>■.■. pisoo sere eett Ur otitr UR
activity to Generxl Coorainitor A1AARE2 is August 1362 by i i k M k <Ttf7, 
LuPEZ lad MXYAKE5 (JMMA'.E aetelopaeatAlJ. <127; 1467

■ Asyleee and refugees Arriving in PBPRIME in the spring of 1962 
continually Mentioned L'R and other organizations in the course of 
debriefings m the J MM AVE area. GARCIA Oller reported in April that 
UR sas functioning and bad a great deal ofz-,potentia 1 He said he had been active in L'R operations from the Brazilian EnbassjA, claimed 
to know in.tei'uAl and eAtemal cossouici.iOu cliuiiclo, coles for 
various types of communications, and described an unique grenade- 
triggered bomb which planned to use at the proper time against the 
Chinese Embassy.(26) Santiago CASAMAYOR Alonso stated in March 1962 z that prior to Uis departure from PBRUMEN be-had learned from^Pedro £?» 
LOPEZ PenarandaXthat UR was collecting data for diagrams of the Shell and Standard Oil refineries in Habana, lists of DSE and Communist 
Party members, shipping data on all ports (arrivals, departure, cargo), 
etc.(68) Another source reported the folloving'as UR sabotage 
targets: refineries, drydocks, water systems in Habana; the cement 
factory and.Bacardi Rum plant in Santiago de Cuba.(109) The UR 
was reported to possess a low powered voice transmitter in Habana 
which.allegedly began broadcasting on 18 April 1962 on the 40 
meter band (7mcs) at 1330 hours on Monday, Wednesday and Friday. 
The station was said to have been built by a "German engineer" who 
vas also working on a portable transmitter to fit in the trunk of 
a car which would be used to broadcast from various garages. This 
Information was supplied by VIERA and FUENTEFRIA.(15) A subsequent~ 
report claimed UR had a transmitter in May 1962 which was built 
into the trunk of a car, operated on 1200 kes, came on the air on 
Mo'nday, Wednesday and Friday from 1400-1430, or 1300-1400. This 
schedule was monitored at YOACRE but no transmissions were heard.(27)

UR was also engaged in propaganda activity, according to 
examples passed to JMWAVE in June 1962, although such programs were 
probably not extensive since they achieved little notoriety^ The vari
ous ideas noted included counter propaganda which quoted from 
government publications and Journals, then followed with the "truth" 
of the situation. One of these was signed by a PBRUMEN dentists' 
association in UR. Another program was an appeal to nations having 
trade: Agreements with PBRUMEN to cease shipping goods to Communist- 
dominated nations, reminding exporters what Communism has brought to 
the people of PBRUMEN. A mimeographed appeal was circulated among 
members of the armed forces which asked that they carry on their 
duties, but aid the resistance by cooperating with the "infiltration 
forces which exist in all branches of the armed forces." The military 
were advised to-discuss their resistance contacts with no one, to a<i 
normally aa an average servicemen since it is realized they must 
maintain an Income to provide for their families, but to ignore the 
"call of the red beast" on D Day and to "get lost."(95) Another 
example of UR propaganda was the publication of Cuba- Clandestina 
(October 1962 issue claimed distribution of 25,000) by the 
resistance organization of that name and Rescate Libre, identified 
as UR member organizations.(192)

Salvador GARCIA Oller in May 1962 submitted a plan for organizing 
an intelligence collection net utilizing UR sources and contacts in 
PBRUMEN, seme of whom wore already included in a partially organized 
not.(171) Tho plan was designed on a nationwide basis. The following 
cells represent sources to be exploited:

C-XF-2 Aviation. XNRA, LaborC-IF-3 G2 and Militia _z.U
C-IF-4 (Brazilian Embassy^, other Latin American Embassies 
C-IF-5 (French Embassy3 other diplomatic information 
O-IF-6 National Bankr.Ministry of Finance
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* ~ iXLXI A
C-lf-7 
C-IF-« 
C-IJ-s

c— 2 Atvs ccLcril itlorsilivs 
hxjci JLrrj : KuHicta »iti E*»ciJtLir*y izu^urgects 
fcxrcx 1 A-rwy ; • Ml 11 ta-ry torces, Oriecte Proviric*

Examples of intelligence rtported to GAACIA Oller in August 1962 
by the LB in Pfc£l.a.Ji «uk, tx found in LEG 1510.(167) One important 
goal of GARCIA Oller u to establish radio contact mtn VR from PBPRIME 
for operational use and intelligence reporting. Asylee Eduardo 
SOTOLONGO wrote to bin in July 1962 and stated VB bad bad a radio 
available for a ncatb but could not establish contact with PBPRIME. 
He asked GARCIA Oller to contact his cousin, Alfredo OTERO, in the 
JMWAVE area for help in establishing radio contact.(126)

The following extracts from various sources indicate communications 
systems claimed or employed at various tines by UR in PBRUMEN:

L 

r? 
L

9j i 
.+, < 
i'-.l

-1 A

Nov 61 - GARCIA Oller sent plans to FEBLES via KLM pilot
in Habana, who then nailed then on arrival at 
Nev Orleans.(103)

Mar 63 - Pedro LOPEZ Penaranda claimed UR ability to use
fishing boats authorized to fish in PBRUMEN 

v waters for maritime reception of weapons and
explosives.(SS)

May 63 - FUENTSFRIA claimed UR .able to utilize°%/T
operators employed at/Rancho Boyeroajairport but 
lacked proper radio equipment.(61) (Cf.below)

Jun 63 - UM naval resistance group uses RCA V/T operator
in Santiago de Cuba to send commercial cables

; ; in open code to UR inHabana; channel under'* direction of (fnu)fPAUMIER, SrJ^ba harbor
’’ . pilot and once an informant for the ODYOKE

Consul in Santiago. (120)•a. ’ ‘ ........ ..
Jun 63 - Clandestine transmitter in Habana area has sent

*,nst patterns which were received at/YOACRE.(27;
■ ' S5)

Jun 63 - UR has ex-Navy personnel and civilians in fishing
*<.. cooperatives and on board coastal vessels for

' use in maritime reception and courier channels. (55)
Jun 63 - "Many amateur radio fans have rendered valuable

service to the organization.” (55)
Jun 62 - Radio contact with merchant vessels at sea is

. . . possible when radio operator Lc-member of UR.
- . naval resistance group by using pre-arranged
*.*«,; codes. (55)
Jul 62 - Commercial cable used by UR Coordinator to contact

GARCIA Oller in JMWAVE area.(130)
Jul .^2 - UR letter to GARCIA Oller names five maritime

reception points, recognition signals, passwords, 
open code cable instructions to set up maritime 
rendezvous; air drop zone in Matanzas Province 
selected with "maximum precautions;" UR claims 
to have two "radio transmitters/receivers with 
which wo are having periodic communications with 
YOACRE." (136)

.Aug 62 - GARCIA Oller sends instructions to UR in. PBRUMEN-......
re open code telegram communications; instructions/ to be followed in caso of emergency oxfil; comments

83c
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on instruction* Above Iron FzELl^JC. <149) 
VIERA claims UR in PBRUMEN hxF^four "radio 
sets;" tail UR raaop is(Ruay BkOOk)(axa: 
EL ALEMAN); that neosa^es' vert transmitted 
to YOACRE, but cot acknowledged by radio. (63)

In addition to coMunications channels naned above, the UR for sone 
tine has utilized members of the Diplonatic Corps to pass letters 
and reports of various kinds to contacts in PBPRIME. The folloving 
are exanples of such use:

Oct 61

Mar 62

Apr 62

Apr 62

Jun 62

Jul. 62

Sep.62

- .Sun of .£10,000. pesos sent to PBRUMEN via the U ^Italian)diplomatic pouch.(103)
- LOPEZ P^naranda stated Salvadoran diplomat(Jesus f VALENCIA)is "willing to help the UR in any way;" 
Ob(VALENCIA)in contact with nenbers of the Italian 

and French Embassies.(68)
- GARCIA Oller confides to C/O^that UR, communicates 

with PBRUMEN elenent via (French) and (Brazilian)
** Consulates in the JMWAVE area. (170)^

- SANCHEZ of UR exile group sends Message to y 
r Coordinator FUENTEFRIA via PAA enployee J jAfaOMELLASJ(59) /

- Mail contact from PBPRIME to UR group at YOACRE. 
ODOATH officers pass mail to PEREZ Valenzuela. 
(12D

- GARCIA Oller receives letter from ALVAREZ, UR 
Coordinatorj-giving code names for Embassies

./<; ■ in PBRUMEN through which correspondence and
• ■ money may..be-passed:

skranc^\ ” Francls
fl (Uruguay) - Ursula
i( (Belgium) - Brigida (136)

- ^Cpaula GRAtl)(aka: HILDA) named aS cutout between 
UR in PBRUMEN and courier channels.(157)

- GARCIA Oller received inrolligence report from PBRUMEN via (Konrad GRACHERjof (German Mission))"

Comment as to the security of one of these channels was contained in 
UFGX 26 of 25 October 1962. This dispatch included a discussion of 
UlteCROLL as a security risk.(216) Reference, has also been made to lack of security consciousness on the part o£(UNIONjdiplomatic 
personnel at social gatherings in Habana. Radio transmissions within 
PBRUMEN are susceptible to discovery by security forces employing 
modern D/F techniques.

. i

■; t

A number of sources included in this study contain references to 
UR operational collaboration with other resistance organizations in 
PBRUMEN. Original UR leaders came from MRR, Agrupacion Vontocristi 
and Rescate Doraocratico Rovclucionario, By naiurv a resistance organi
zation is constantly on the alert for additional operational assetr., 
and UR itself was conceived as a unity organization. It is natural, 
therefore, that operational, contact with other group*, should . be 
made by UR, us lung as deep political convictions did not rule them 
out. Former General Coordinator FUENTEFRIA Faxas said that when he

s.
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ATTACHMENT A

entered isylu« in K*y 1962, t’R *is actively col libcnt i ug with AAA 
under Ecallo I U'FRIi. Bcnll, isd Restate Lxere iliciioa of RDR) 
wider KiLjel I ILEA Eoariguez . (61) FZ” Zi’rci TSo2 Santiago CASAMAYOR re
ported that L’R and tne 30 Xoveither Movement »ere collaborating in 
PBRUMEN.(68) Antonio ORDONEZ reported to CAC at the end of April 
1962 that be had learned of an agreement on coordination of 
renistanct activity ahich had been or was to be signed by MKP, 30 
November, MRR, Rescate, UDC and UR.(109) ' The propaganda publication 
noted previously tends to prove existence of UR ties with Rescate 
Libre and Cuba Clandestine since both organizations were cited as 
UR a/filiaTeaV(T92) ~

The formation in PBRUMEN of the Junta Nacional Revolucionarla 
(JNR) was the result of UR efforts to achieve unity among major 
resistance groups.(122) On 7 June 1962, a unity pact.establishing 
JNR was signed by MDC (Carlos MONTES faction), 30 November, and 
Rescate (RDR).(125) Signatories to this unity document were:(118)

Unidad Revolucionarla ; Bernardo ALVAREZ
Movimionto Democrats Cristiana ; Carlos MONTES . Rescate Democratico Revolucionario : <Dario LOPEZ^Ctb 
Movimiento 30 de Novienbre : ^ose NUNEzJo^

The JNR was to be presided over by an Executive Commission made up ' 
of National Coordinators of member organizations; and to be re
presented in exile by a separate delegation, instructed to cooperate 
with AMBUD. Selected as delegates of JNR in the exile community 
were;(53)

MDC : Alberto del JUNCO Mesa
MRTN ; Aurejio FERNANDEZ and Antonio JUAN

■ - RDR : Manuel Antonio de VARONA Loredo ;/•
, UR : Salvador GARCIA Oller*
Military.Coordinators of member organizations in PBRUMEN were to form 
■a Military Junta which would be subordinate to the Executive Commission. 

,^-The Executive Commission was to be responsible for appointing members
Of a Provisional Government "endowed with a high spirit of concord 
and national unity."(125) The purpose of JNR, according to its 
founders, was to afford ODYOKE the advantage of negotiation with a 
'single-entity in providing support, rather than with.four individual 
groups.(53) The MRR, MRP and DRE did not join JNR. (An MRR group 
in Oriente Province collaborates). (41) Several sources reported 
these groups did not join because they were already supported 
individually by "friends in the north." J

(An historical footnote to formation of JNR is the fact that 
the seven major resistance groups mentioned above had previously 
met at Bicarsen Medical Laboratory, Vedado, on 7 July 1961 to 
discuss unity, and some representatives even took it upon themselves 
to sign an agreement in the names of their organizations. For a 
number of reasons, unity was never achieved. It was attempted in 
1961 to obtain ODYOKE support of one unity. At the time, it was 
said that if ODYOKE support of the unity group was not obtained, i
but instead that individual organizations were supported, or even 
single leaders with email groups of followers, there would never 
be real unification of the resistance).(199)

A letter to UR in exile dated.4 June 1962 from ALVAREZ had 
mentioned the imminent signing of the unity pact, along with two 
other achievements of UR. He claimed UR efforts toward unifying 
women's resistance organizations in PBRUMEN wore very successful, 
but did not elaborate on this statement. He also reported that a 
group of anti-CommuniGt Chlnoee*in PBRUMEN had become affiliated 

I with UR and were "performing a groat work."(117) The leader of 
this group was CHAO KUO TSE (6302/2308/3419) (akasRaul CHIU), 
formerly a member of the Chinese Nationalist Party in PBRUMEN. Ho
issued an appeal in Cantonese to exiles in Latin Amorica to aid
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14-00000

the UR. (104) A liter report said he hid been, arrested in July 
1962 and sente-.'.ed to ten years in prison ana forced labor.(227)

As to UR strength in PBRUMEX, no detailed evaluation has 
ever been written. It is unlikely that any one member of UR is /
sufficiently aware of the nationwide activity of L'R cells xndz w
integrated organizations to write such an evaluation. Capt. iSOTOLDNGO 
wrote fro* PBRUMEN in July 1962 that UR was "powerful in four- 
Provinces and working co bring up its strength in the two others.** 
(126) On the other hand, AMDENIM-1 consented at the end of July 
1962 that the case of UR inside was similar to that of MRR, DRE and 
MRP, which have been "destroyed because they have tried to function 
clandestinely." He said its leaders have been arrested, the ,
organization weakened, and the present leaders were of lower 
caliber. He added, however, that it should be maintained "with 
money and support since at a given time they can again function.** 
(54) .

Leadership of UR in PBRUMEN as of 1 August 1962:(50; 127; 183)
Bernardo ALVAREZ (ROBERTO) 
Luis PINO Couto(CESAR) 
Pedro LOPEZ Penaranda (PEDRO) 
r “ ,kyicente SOCARRAS SanchezJ (MARCOS) 
(Aniano CABRERA>a& 
Manuel CAJARAVILLE Leveque (RODOLFO) 
Manuel VIERA^Rodriguez (MARIO) 
Pedro LOPEZ Penaranda (PEDRO) 

, Gabino VALCARCEL (GABI)

General Coordinator 
Military Coordinator 
Civil Coordinator 
Territorial Coordinator

Oriente 
Camaguey 

Naval Coordinator 
■Action and Sabotage 
Communications 
Finance Coordinator
.Intelligence Coordinator : Jose RODRIGUEZ (PEPE) 
propaganda Coordinator : Armando LOPEZ (ARMANDO) Contacts and Liaison Oto:(Reinaldo QUINTERO*) (FELIPE) 
Security Coordinator : Maria Antonia MIER (MARIA ANTONIA) 
Femine Sector : Maria Leonor SOCORRO Perez Pita (MARGOT]

By the.end of October, only SuiNTER^, (SOCARRAS)and(gABRERA)were still 
at large in PBRUMEN; the others were in prison or asylum, or had 
escaped to PBPRIME; and one had defected in Europe. This 
development was primarily due to UR connection with the "August 
uprising,”

* 1 •During the first week of August 1962 at a meeting of JNR, the 
Coordinator of the 30 November Movement proposed that JNR take part 
in a general uprising being planned by the FAL to occur between 8 
and 30 August.(169) The FAL, it was said, would proceed with or 
without the help c-f other reslst=nce organizations.. This was be ; 
an internal action and would require no immediate outside help. 
The FAL had said the uprising would be on a national scale, that its 
organization was strong in Oriente and Habana Provinces, but that 
it had asked for help from the Segundo Frente Nacional del Escambray 
(8FNE) because FAL was weak in Las Villas Province. Manuel VlLRA 
later said the DRE and MRP were also involved.(63) There were two 
initial reactions to this proposal in the JNR: that it was another 
crackpot scheme, or that it was a G-2 provocation. There is no 
record of the position taken by JNR as a whole, but the 30 November 
group was apparently in favor of participation, and UR was concerned 
to the extent that it arranged for exfiltration ox Manuel VIERA 
(aka: MARIO) to consult with UR in exile as to the advisability of 
UR partioipation.(63) Coordinator ALVAREZ arranged for VIERA to 
meet UR exile leaders, VIERA left Habana on 11 August, en route 
to Cayo Anguila.(64; 146) On the same day, GARCIA Oller, RODRIGUEZ 
Efipada and-DIAZ Lanz left to meet him,(36) Security considerations, 
prevented VIERA from following the original plan and he did not 
reach PBPRIME until 28 August. He said his mission was not only to get advice regarding UR participation in the revolt, but to obtain
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urgently the "iriss, eoney and equipment" needed by 11 to 
partlcipite »itt an. hope of success.<63) He reported tnat t.ae 
revolt .is to tire place on the evening of 30 August and »ould begin 
in Santiago de Cuba, but added it night be possible lor UR to 
arrange a postponement to 15 September if tine were needed to 
deliver the support equipment to PBRUMEN. VIERA also carried a 
report from the Movimiento liasonico Ciandestino (JC4C) describing 
a Plan General of an organization called Unidad de Unidades 
RevoIucionarias (VDt'R), made up of military segments of a number 
of counter-revolutionary groups. He did not imply that this Plan 
was connected with the FAL plan. The MMC revolt was to begin on an 
unspecified date in Baracoa, Oriente, where UDUR claimed a 
following of 5,000 men.(85) It is possible that UDUR was involved 
in the August uprising in some way, since PBRUMEN security forces 
arrested numerous Masonic leaders in September 1962.

After VIERA's departure from Habana, another meeting was held 
on 13 August at which the 30 August date was apparently confirmed. 
ALVAREZ Informed GARCIA Oller in exile and appealed for aid in the 
form of men and equipment in a message sent via the Netherlands 
Embassy and received by GARCIA Oller on 26 August.(52) ALVAREZ 
met again with the FAL on 26 August and was.shown a plan for % 
Provisional Government. Participants in the uprising would earn posts 
in this government. He met again with UR leaders and it was agreed 
that UR would participate in the uprising. They felt the right 
psychological moment had arrived, possibly in view of arrivals of 
considerable Soviet military personnel and equipment. ALVAREZ was 
presented with a document bn FAL stationery which confirmed UR 
participation and its right -to hold -positions in the Provisional 
Government. The UR was also authorized to recruit other organizations 
for the uprising, but was to report back to FAL for confirmation on 
all organizations recruited.(169) ■

. rAMBLEAK-2 reported that ftjNION-11) arrived in PBRUMEN late in 
August to investigate rumors of an impending uprisings The(UNjON 
Embassy had been fully aware of UR involvement. AMBLEAK-2 stated 
that all information known to the Western diplomatic community about ^the August uprising was learned from UR via th^CuNION Embassy. oZ. 

tUNJON-11 was said to have been sending radio messages to theQlitlON 
Embassy from 27-31 August for passage to the leader of UR.(152) 
AMLEO-3 stated that the August uprising was common knowledge among 
PBRUMEN government officials; that none were concerned about it 
because the participating groups were said to have been thoroughly 
penetrated by PBRUMEN security forces.(228)

Between 2000 and 2200 hours on 30 August a command was to be 
given by a type of General Staff in Santiago de Cuba which would 
trigger the uprising. The events j£ 30 August were he less
-drastic in their effect on UR leadership than those ufApr11 1961. 
UR Coordinator ALVAREZ wrote on 3 September:(150)

Of course, the ruined design for liberation would not 
■ be so deplorable If along with It we would not have lost 
very valuable men now arrested...who were visited,by the 

: dreadful G-2, that same day, the 30th between 9 and 10 n.m. 
and almost at the same time in our private homes and later 
in the business establishments some of us owned..."

The command from Santiago was never given. In his reflection oh 
the possibility of UR penetration, Coordinator ALVAREZ said he did 
not consider FAL responsible for the UR disaster. Ho said G-2 had 
arrested his FAL contact on 28 August. ALVAREZ claimed UR had 
committed only 13 men as far as exposure was concerned: two 
military leaders per Province —and himself. Ho said the only 
contact with FAL, other than his own discussions with its leaders, 
was through the military. He added that on the 3Uth from 11-13
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ATTACHMENT A
>.b. . Coordinators ci tt.e groups p^-rticipatiag in the uprising 
were in hts c-r trying to find * luation for a "Ge neral Headquarters." 
FAL leaders were present. At 2130 hours that evening, each of the 
resistance organizations was to supply 15 nen to staff this 
Headquarters. All of the National Executive Beards were to be 
present that evening at the location selected. ALVAREZ felt that 
it the uprising had b«u a G-2 provocation, the point at which 
everyone could have been taken — "a aissicre"— was the point 
chosen for establishing the Headquarters. He said every leader 
present was either armed or had at least two Molotov cocktails in 
his pocket.

ALVAREZ said that G-2 probably had word that something was to 
"cone off" on the 30th. As for the UR, he does not feel it is 
penetrated, but rather that it was betrayed by someone "who 
knew us and now has no contact with UR." He believes UR was ex
posed by a person who knew a member of the Executive some tine ago. 
This permitted G-2 to conduct surveillances. Detention of UR 
members had been.made indiscriminately on 30 August, with little 
attention paid to the importance of individual leaders. He felt 
that if G-2 had known more about UR, that he, ALVAREZ, would have 
been arrested first.(169) On 16 October Pedro LOPEZ wrote to UR 
in exile that ALVAREZ and others suspected Rosario MORENO, a 19-. 
year-old model and former mistress of FUENTEFRIA, deposed UR Coordina
tor.Senorita WHENO" apparently knew the identities of UK leaders 
and approached them for $1,000. to finish paying for a car which 
FUENTEFRIA had given her before he sought asylum. Prior to her 
association with FUENTEFRIA, MORENO had been the mistress of 
Conanrianto. AUjFJEIRA, Chiefs of Police of Habana. (61; 220)

Although the appraisal of UR damage made by ALVAREZ on 3 
September was difficult to evaluate ("we are left very much in 
ruins;" "we have come out of this difficult situation fairly well") 
subsequent reports tend to Indicate that UR was affected primarily 
in Sabana itself; this would account for the arrests of the 
Executive, or their pursuit which forced them to seek asylum. It 
was also reported that all correspondence and documentation had been 
destroyed in the raid and sums of money on hand had been "lost 
in the search."(150) ALVAREZ and the Military Coordinator (not / positively identifiable) left Habana to check on damage to UR r &■ 
provincial units. He confirmed that the Matanzas Coordinator ,C.Armando 
(JIMENRZ,.had not been killed as at first reported, but instead had 
'been awaiting word on damage to UR in the capital.(169)

National Coordinator.Bernardo ALVAREZ was arrested on 21 
September 1962. He was temporarily succeeded as UR Coordinator 
by "MARINO" who had functioned as Provincial Coordinator in Pinar 
del Rio, --'ew EOSt UR leaders, and much of its organization and 
activity. "MARINO" was ai'rested on 28 September. (183) He had 
written a report to GARCIA Oller dated 24 September; ALVAREZ 
wrote one on 21 September, and was arrested on that date. The 
possibility presents itself that these men may have been exposed 
while passing these reports to a cutout who was under surveillance 
by if not a witting agent. Although this is only-.conjocture, 
it is apparent from a number of reports scanned during this study 
that UR communications security is definitely poor.. I.

The report of 21 September from ALVAREZ stated he.was engaged 
ir. an assessment of UR strength, using reports from Provincial 
Coordinators, and was not concerned with UR reorganization for the 
moment. He told GARCIA Oller that VIERA should be briefed on "the 
sabotage plans." UR needed certain support to carry out sabotage 
which would "move public opinion." He included a request for . 
"some bkKookas with their corresponding ammunition, some .mortars 
with ammunition, gelignite, explosives, incendiary packs, pencils, 
detonators, short weapons for the security of tho men, some M-3 
to protect the actions, and it would be a good idea to send some

too 
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is the stipon ler then plus light artillery and also advise 
Browning b-xchine guns lor every seven or eight men instead of for 
every group of 25. Of course, all this will go into a report that 
is being written.” (213)^

(ReinaIdo QUINTERO^) (FELIPE) wrote on 2* September to GARCIA Oller: 
•"Today «e are the only ones of all the organizations that are 
working throughout the island. Our Provincial executives, are 
working all and perfectly, thank the Lord. The greatest 
difficulties have been here in Habana."(214) 'Kot having contacted (QUINTERO)at the tine of writing, Pedro LOPEZ reported to GARCIA Oller 
on 14 October that UR "functions in all the Republic, without having 
suffered anything, in spite of,what happened to the great part of 
the members of the National Executive, but since it is duly organized 
in all the Terminos of the Republic, I estimate that it will be able 
to continue operating without difficulty."(215) LOPEZ suggested 
placing emphasis on intelligence reporting, funnelling information 
to Provincial Coordinators, and then to the national level of UR. 
He felt such data should be coordinated with military and sabotage 
elements for operational use. He also proposed a plan for the 
assassination of AMTHUG-1 and other leaders. /-

Z- o Q) A z (V XGARCIA Oller considers QUINTERO) and (SOCARRASj (FELIPE and 
MARCOS) as "good in clandestine operations^" and apparently was 
relying on them in November 1962 for the reorganization of UR in 
PBRUMEN. He said ALVAREZ knew all the Provincial Coordinators, but 
not the leaders at the Term Municipal level. He felt the Provincial 
Coordinators should be replaced to protect TH leaders. With 
reference to contacts with military elements, they could be renewed by (QUINTERd) and (SOCARRASL Capt. (SOTOLONGO)was providing the names 
of these ^ontacts. (183) v

Manuel VIERA (MARIO) claims to. have control of 19 cells in 
Habana proper consisting of men specialized in action and sabotage. 
He claims the cell leaders are not known to each other, but that 
two of his subordinates were in daily contact with cell leaders. 
VIERA stated the UR in Habana had no "material" except for a few 
pistols and two Thompson submachine guns. Though he claimed firm 
control of only 19 cells, he said a potential 120-140 cells existed, 
involving a possible total strength of up to 2,000 men'.’(62) VIERA is 
now In PBPRIME and this information was obtained from him on 28 
August*

ThO last communication (21 September) which GARCIA Oller rec
eived from Coordinator ALVAREZ contained a statement which reflects 
JMVAVE instructions to UR exile leaders regarding compartmentation 
of clandestine operations. It'is at least indicative of a lack of operational security^ (Jose RODRIGUEZ Espadix apparently -sent- a 
letter via UR channels ■'to (fnu) LOPEZ Lazo,* who -later informed 
ALVAREZ that (RODRIGUEZ Espada''had told him to cease contact with 
UR, and thatrhfe would be supported unilaterally from PBPRIME in the future.^ALVAREZ said he also had received.a letter addressed 
to "ESTHER" in Matanzas Province, with instructions that it was to 
be delivered by IX)PEZ Lazo. Subsequently ALVAREZ was asked to arrange 
for delivery of the letter to "ESTHER." ALVAREZ told GARCIA Oller 
that UR had delivered the letter, but requested clarification as to 
further UR use of LOPEZ Lazo operationally in PBRUMEN.(213) GARCIA 
Oller reported this to his C/0, asking that ftODRIGUEZ Espada) be 
cautioned about making contacts of this type,(1S3) oC

Information available in January 1963 on the composition of the I 
Executive Board of UR in PBRUMEN: (183; 229)

National Coordinator ; (vicente SOCARRAH)(aka MARCOS)
Civil Coordinator q(, fffleinaldo QUINTERO}(aka FELIPE) l,j Territorial Coordinator : Hfr.u) VALDEfJ? ir W
Military Coordinator t (aorardo RODRIGUEZ?(aka TONY) 1
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Naval Coordinator

i Action and Sabotage
7; Liaison,'Contacts
*1 Security Coordinator

I Financial Coordinator
Student Sector 
Professional Sector

This llstlng°^s. based on^Qata supplied by GARCIA Oller, who plans 
to use(QUINTERO)ancf SOCARRASXaa his contacts in organizing a new 
Executive Board. GARCIA Oller receives current periodic reports 
on UR activity in PBRUMEN, which sore and sore indicate that UR 
leaders are looking to the exile element for direction as well as 
support.
B. Provincial Assets

This portion of the study on UR consists of brief descriptions , of specific assets claimed by UR in the various Provinces. (ReinaldoCv 
QUINTERO)(FELIPE) reported to GARCIA Oller on 24 September 1962 
that all UR Provincial Coordinators were in place and functioning.(214) 
As for UR contacts with guerrilla units, ALVAREZ informed GARCIA 
Oller in a report of 20 September that he was preparing an assessment 
of the units in Matanzas, Las Villas and Pinar del Rio Provinces. 
Commenting on the difficulty of communications with these units, 
and UR inability to supply them ALVAREZ said UR would make no promises 
to these contacts unless certain that the requested help could be 
provided. He complained that UR had attempted to send money tojOswaldo O' 
RAMIREZ)and other guerrilla units, but that it seldom reaches its 
destination in the hills.(191)

C For the Provinces of Las Villas, Camaguey and Oriente, in Septic ember 1962 the Territorial CoordinatorP^north coast areas, was
\Aniano.CABRERAh for south coast areas, Vicente SOCARRAS) (MARCOS), who 
claimed command over "active militarists operating in the hills."(214) 
Vi th the arrest of Natiuual Coordinator ALVAREZ id September, GARCIA 
Oller considered it necessary to protect UR contacts below the 
Provincial level by appointing new Coordinators for the Provinces. 
He advised QUINTERO to do this in a message to UR in November..(183)

1. ' Pinar del Rio Province • *’
Xn a report of 14 October 1962 to UR in exile, acting Coordinator 

Pedro LOPEZ commented on UR guerrilla strength in Pinar del Rio: "There 
is nothing of importance; there are some small groups of eight or ten 

. men, hidden, who cannot do anything, "(215)
References to assets and resistance personalities: —-
Apr 62 - Mariel Naval Base and Academy: 2 officers, 37 EM.

’ <27j 109)
May 62 - Provincial Coordinator alleged to be (fnu)^EVESA), a 

Sgt. in the National Revolutionary Police Force.(171)
Jun 62 - Mariel; harbor pilot (fnu)(LENSE^, (27)
Jul 62 - Provincial Coordinator alleged to be (fnu) RUIZ, a 

resident of Habans; contacted city of San Luis cell 
leader (30 men) every Saturday at noon in a private 
home in Pinar del Rio city; name of contact was Eloy 
ROMAN Fuego until he left by small boat for PBPRIME; 
replaced by a woman liaison agent.(106)

Jul 62 ~ Maritime reception points, north and south coast. 
(127)
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Provincial Coordinator alleged to be /AruoldoROJAS,) 
who is vr ns a Lt. in the Rebel ArayY Claims 
control over 40-aan cell.(62)
Los Palacios, 120 men under VIERA: DZ/maritime 
reception.(182)
"MARINO" described as former Provincial Coordinator 
for Pinar del Rio when acting as replacement for 
ALVAREZ, head of UR; possibly war name of ROJAS. (183)

Aug 62

Aug 62

Sep 62• «B

2. Habana Province , f
Oct 60 *

~O (s’ .
Playa Santa Fe,(pr. VARONAjls a leader among
Catholics in the area; attended AKTAUF-l while In

i a
hiding from DSE.(141)

Mar 62 BS
Punta Brava; UR leader (Sebastian HERNANDEZ resides
Calle 24S No; 4412) works as chauffeur for
^ransporte NacidriaT, Mariely(6)

V Mar 62 Arenal Theater, Habana; site of UR ambush of G-2
car; source stated UR In need of grenades to carry• it. out plans for ambush of cars belonging to Soviet or

o • other Bloc personnel as terror weapon.(68)
. Mar 62 «■ False visas and visa waivers provided by Pedro LOPEZ

of UR to PBRUMEN nationals with passports issued 11
.* after Jan 61 when diplomatic relations broken.(19)

■ .. Mar 62 WB Source claims Pedro LOPEZ Penarandaof UR may be
tTb*’ contacted via live drop at San Lazaro 871 Altos,..

Habana.(16) .
Apr 62 SB UR contact: diver, Habana drydock; inspects Soviet

& ships.(59) c»Z5
May 62 UR in contact with deputy Chief,Motorized Police)

(PNR) in Habana Province; name: dose.BLANCO) (174)y 
■ ■ ■ of J 'b ; > ■

jqn 62 SB Source contains names of two of five harbor pilots
. • .. * *r ? • a. - in Habana who are members of UR naval resistance

group.(27)
Jun 62 sb UR contacts xn Naval Observatory and Port^Captain'soffice in Habana; also(Chief Harbor Pilot)(27)

if j
Eh ‘ • ■Jun 62 SB

, Ox5
Two telegraph operators Iri^the Ministry of Co&muni*

Bl cations and one working at Rancho Boyeros airport.
(198)

Oct 62 SB Seamstress in Habana; used as cutout for intelligence.•r and information from the resistance.(142) ■••• • •

Nov 62 •» UR claim* contact with ("Chief of Police")in Habana'•i.. who "controls seven stations" and.is ready to
i cooperate and deliver weapons at the proper time
i,

to civil or military elements in UR. (217.).

Coordinator for UR In Matanzas,( Armando JIMENEZJwas reported 
to be functioning in mid-Septombcr 1C82. The UR organization-was.
apparently not much affected in tho Province by tho arrests at the 
time of the August "uprising."(Ifl9)
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ATTACHMENT A
Jun 62 06 Conti Diaz'ict: 

^<27)
Matanzas tarbor pilot (Jose R. MARTINEZ

Jun 62 - Contact: Cardenas harbor pi: at (EL GALLEGO.) (27) 
oQJun 62 — Area f roa Puerto Escondido to the mouth of the

Aug 62

Dacunayagua River: L'R contacts among fKr* rs, 
workers and fishermen in area who observe Militia 
patrols; GARCIA Oller suggests maritime reception 
in this area at night and transport of material 
during the day, when the Militia have left their 
night posts in the hills.(171) .
(Inocente LEAL Herrera)contacted^Enrique ALZUGARAy3 
on 27 August at Varadero; latter said to "know all 
the counterrevolutionaries in Varadero and he 
always kncws what boat is leaving, and can ex
filtrate anyone who is in trouble;" may be con
tacted at Hotel Astoria throughfPaquito FERRER). (198)

Villas Province
Former UR Coordinator FUENTEFRIA reported in Hay 62 that ti»o 

members of UR in Las Villas were responsible for activity in the 
Province, but identified them only as "JUNIOR" and "EL FISCAL."(61) 
Xn March 1962 a^ refugee source had stated that the head of UR in /Las Villas was (Dr. Manuel CORTINA FernandezJ^assisted by [Aristides 
MACHADO Padron)and (Mario RODRIGUEZ Setien) (aka: EL MORITO) .(19) 
Xn February 1962 art^AMOT report on clandestine contacts stated theJUR 
Treasurer in Las Villas=was Gonzalo PELAE^J^who owned a/hardware 
store at a corner of ttfe(parque Vidal) in Santa Clara.(7/ AMSTASH-1 
reported inflate August 1962 that the UR representatives in Las Villas were^Humberto RODRIGUE^) andfRicardo HERNANDEZ)(62)

Mar 62 - Detailed information on areas in which guerrillas 
operate in Las Villas (and Escambray) is contained 

*•3 in a. report by AMLAME-1 dated May 62.(211)
Jun 62 - Caibarien harbor pilot/pedro A. CASTRO^(27)

Jun 62 - Cienfuegos naval base penetrated by UR.(27)
Jul 62 - UR letter to GARCIA Oller promises to forward list 

of maritime reception points on the north coast of 
Las Villas Province.(127)

< •

Jul 62 - Xn area of Yaguajay, Arnoldo MARTINEZ guerrilla • 
. . band reported to be in contact^with UR.(126)
Aug 62 - Contact:(cr. Emilio GOMEZ Madrazo) resides (164

Maximo Gomez Stl, Santa Clara; knows Northern Las Q 
Villas und numerous resistance members; owns (1956 
Ope1\car enabling him to travel; friend offjorge oQ 

,/EJEALyJr,BrreraN who lives in Vedado section or Habana; 
®0\GPMEZ)ia frcfi Rancho Veloz, Las Villas-Province.

<198/06
Bep 62 - UR claimed contact with TARDIO, one of the guerrilla 

leaders in Las Villas Province.(153)
Oct 62 - UR leader in Cienfuegos said to bo in contact with 

guerrillas formerly led by RAMIREZ, but band is 
now small and large numbers of Mlllcianos in 
Ksoambray area force them into hldlng.'(21&)

Oct 02 - Xn Yaguajay zone, Arnoldo MARTINEZ said to have 
been succeeded by his brother; band consists of
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of 25—30 g-jerrillxs allegedly supported by the 
peasants in the area.(215}

5. Camaguey Province

Pedro UDPEZ of the UR Kr.'tioual Executive, acting as General 
Coordinator In October 1962, reported to GARCIA Oller that UR was 
aware of the existence of guerrillas In Casaguey Province but added 
"they cannot move such."(215) The UR Coordinator for the Province 
was reported by ANSTASH-1 in August 1962 to be(Ricardo CARVAJALJ(62)

<9 CJun 62 - UR naval resistance group alleged to be in contact
with harbor pilots in Nuevitas: names provided were (fnu) (CASTANEDA) and (fnu) (HIRUITO.\(27)

6, Oriente Province o{$

In a report on UR potential in the various Provinces in October 
1962, Pedro LOPEZ gave no information on Oriente, but remarked 
that GARCIA Oller was quite familiar with activity in the 
Province. This remark was somewhat verified by GARCIA Oiler's 
report of April 1962 to the effect that UR assets were currently 
"waking a survey of the beaches of Northern Oriente" to determine 
locations of suitable reception sites.(26) In April 1962 the UR*- 
Coordinator for Oriente Province was apparentlyz\Jpse* Manuel 
HERNANDEZ who resided in Holguin, but he subsequently sought 
asylum, in the Argentine Embassy.(25) AMSTASH-1 reported in late 
August 1962 that the UR leaders for Northern and Southern Oriente were(Dr. Enrique MENENDEZy and(Manolo MATAO Morales), respectively, 
both resident in ^Santiago de Cuba. (62) O(J

(
>4

Li

Apr 62 .
Apr 62 -

toy 62 -
May 62 -

•'May 62 -
z

toy 62 -

Jun 62 -

Jun 62 -

Jun 62 -

Jun S2
Jun 02 -

UR in contact with YOACRE,(109)
Sab targets: cement factory and Bacardi Rum plant 
in Santiago de Cuba.(109) - <&
MRR group in Oriente collaborates with JNR/UR.(41)
Sierra de Gibara: 27-man guerrilla^group in contact 
with SOCARRAS; men led byTpupe VERA£ zone allegedly 
good for maritime*reception of equipment. (174)
UR in contact with guerrilla group in a camp near 
toyari (25 men) .(174)
SOCARRAS of UR in contact with 30-man group in 
Sierra Maestra who have contacts in Rebel Army; - 
reportedly able provide reception points-oti south 
coast of
Contact: 
(27)
Contact: 
and(Jose
Contact:
PAUMIERy
Contact:

Oriente.(174),
Manzanillo harbor pilot (fnu) (JaQUe") Sr, 

06
Antilia harbor pilots(Marino PAUMIER, Jr.’

R. MARTINEZ Diaz), (27) v 
ok r . rSantiago de Cuba harbor pilots(Marino ob (fnu) YAQUE, Jr),, two other?.(27) 

^06 v .
Moa harbor pilot (fnu) (PUJOL)(27)

'4 . -i 
a

•i

Unnamed contact, Santiago do Cuba; runs Stationery shop on Calle Eurcemada cast oaq.J 
lameda; age[3(^widower; controls throe former 

W/T operators ana attempting construct W/T set 
for UR) travels to Habana frequently; subject's

r
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ATTACHKEXT A
known to (fnu) ORTIZ kutos who wirks »t 

YQAGRE.(120)

Jul 62 - AMDEXIM-1 has nvvber of ops plans for infll into 
Oriente Province.(135) 

f ' <£ \Jul 62 -^Felipe DUMOIS/has contacts east of Puerto Padre 
of possible use in PM ops; contact of AMDENIM-1 
(193) 06

Aug 62 - VIERA in contact with fisherman named (*TBEBO*) at 
Cayo Blanco who willing to support maritime7 
receptions.(62)

Sep 62 - UR has reception points in Manzanillo area. (214)
Further information on the foregoing specific assets is 

normally available in the soui-ce documents cited after each entry. 
Several of the entries cited briefly by Province are noted in more 
complete detail elsewhere in this Attachment. Operations Officers 
are alerted to the fact that this listing of assets by Province 
by no means includes all UR assets encountered in this study. 
Attachments C and D to this Dispatch contain biographic data on 
UR members/contacts |n PBRUMEN and PBPRIME, respectively, in
cluding selected background information indicating an operational 
potential to various KUBARK elements.
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ATTACHMENT B

CURRENT OPERATIONAL SLTQURY 
UNIDAD REVOLUCIOXARIA (UR)

I

Part I

Organization of Overt Mechanism
Objectives of JMYAVE in establishing and maintaining contact 

with the Executive Committee of UR in exile were primarily to 
provide a viable cover mechanism in the fora of an exile resistance 
group for the several unilateral operations in being or projected 
which involve KUBARK assets within UR. A secondary objective was 
to create simultaneously a KUCAGE vehicle responsive to JMYAVE 
direction which would serve ODYOKE policy needs for the present, 
and develop into a political entity of stature in PBRUMEN after 
the overthrow of AMTHUG to assure the presence of a moderate element 
In the. anticipated struggle between extremists of the right and left

More specifically, the UR "umbrella" mechanism will cover 
activities of various JMYAVE assets with minimum possible danger 
that operations become common knowledge, or are exploited for 
personal political or material gain, or are otherwise interfered 
with'by other than direct participants, 
guide UR entry into AMBUD and encourage 
follow

JMYAVE intends also to 
other exile groups to 

UR successes of any type would thus be shared by AMBUD 
provided conditions are such that they may be publicized.

JMYAVE, by supporting UR exploitation of public media, would 
be able to disseminate propaganda themes to PBRUMEN exiles in PBPRIME 
to Latin America, and occasionally to other areas of the free world. 

. Buch KUCAGE activity would be supplemented as conditions permit by 
covert KUCAGE programs In PBRUMEN. In the political field, it is 
planned to prepare members of UR in exile and in the resistance to 
assume responsible* roles through democratic processes after libera
tion of PBRUMEN. The — 

. 1940. Its objectives b^ UR.

JMWAVE direction

UR principles are based on the Constitution of 
are stated in Attachment A, as interpreted

___ of UR exile activity was effected through a 
KUBARK developmental asset, Salvador GARCIA Oller, who received 
credentials dated 3 July 1962 from UR in PBRUMEN, with orders to re
organize Its exile element. JMWAVE, through frequent contact with 
GARCIA Oller, Influenced the selection of qualified personnel in UR 
for the new Executive Board, at the same time.eliminating a number 
of positions in an attempt to create a functional gro:px>f-responsible 
officers considered politically reliable. Tne restructured UR exec
utive is headed by Jose F. RODRIGUEZ Espada, who had worked with the 
founder, Rafael DIAZ Hanscomb, in establishing UR in PBRUMEN. Contact 
was made with RODRIGUEZ Espada in August 1962 via AMBLEAK-1, and the former has been most cooperativep accepting KUBARK direction and 
adhering to the principle of compartmentation.

UR applied for admission to AMBUD on 17 September 1962, but 
acceptance was delayed by a protest registered by Jose E, de la 
TORRIENTE y AJuria, head of the dissident UR faction which did not 
recognise the credentials received by-GARCIA'Oller, nor the re- - 
organised UR executive. TORRIENTE insisted that UR unity could be 
achieved only if RODRIGUEZ Espada's group were to rejoin his own, 
which he claimed to be the true UR. AMBUD eventually became 
persuaded to consider a vote on the UR application^ eartly on the 
basis of proof of authenticity received from a deposition prepared 
by AMHINT-53, who had been in PBRUMEN and in touch with UR loaders
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there as late as bepteaoer 1962.
The vote »s temporarily thaarted om.e *g*in, ni/»«:»rr, by a 

protest registered by me delegate oi the Revolutionary Movement 
30 Poveaber (XRTN) sho »i: under the mi st ate n inp.ission that L'R was 
in contact with Carlos RODRIGUEZ Quesada, leader ot a dissident 
MRTN faction in exile. This natter was clarified, and UR made 
overtures to sympathetic members of the TORRIENTE faction who were 
considered inclined to return to the authentic UR group. This liaison, 
as well as contacts with AMBUD members of ether exile groups, has gone 
far toward settling the pioblems of UR factionalism and entry into 
AMBUD, which will probably be effected in the near future.

Beginning with the administrative and housekeeping chores of 
setting up new offices, the UR propaganda effort has received an 
average of $4500 per month, of which $2350 pays salaries, approx
imately $650 is spent on rent, utilities and telephone, and the 
remaining $1500 on supplies and equipment directly related to 
output of propaganda. This last figure will be increased somewhat 
in coming months as production increases, and after regular 
broadcasting is added to UR activities. Initially, UR purchased 
time and space in local Spanish language media, but rapport has 
been achieved with press and radio personnel, and from time to 
time UR releases are inserted gratis in news and commentary.

One early propaganda success was publication of two leaflets 
on the Soviet buildup in PBRUMEN, praised by many exile leaders as 
based on good research and dramatic presentation. AMBUD-1 passed 
copies of these leaflets to Foreign Ministers at the ZRMETAL < 5"~/6 
conference in October 1062. A campaign against free world shipping in trade with PBRUMEN was coordinated in part with the Xthens station^ 
Most of the UR Executive Board contribute to UN I DAD, the UR 8-12 
page tabloid issued semi-monthly in 50,000 copies, first published -- 
in November 1962. Copies are distributed throughout Latin America 
in third class mail. A booklet prepared by UR, "What Happens When 
Communism Takes Over Your Country," contains about 30 pages of text 
and 25 full-page illustrations; it is soon to be released, and 
will receive hemisphere distribution as a factual presentation of 
the PBRUMEN "lesson."

The UR-sponsored "Tokyo Rose"-type broadcast targetted against )| 
the DSE and Militia is to begin shortly with two or three 15-minute H 
broadcasts per week. Program content will be supervised unilaterally t 
by JMWAVE; UR sponsorship is for attribution only. Operational 
restrictions resulting from the PBRUMEN "crisis" have hampered efforts 
at covert propaganda utilizing UR internal assets. Covert media will 
be exploited in PBRUMEN in the future,as.conditions permit. Two . 
Important fields remain to be covered: Student Affairs and Labor. 
These positions remain open on the Executive Board, partly because 
of JMWAVE insistence that they be given only to qualified personnel.

The matter of funding cover requires further attention. Open 
speculation has been reported from the exile community 'that UR is 
receiving KUBARK support and subsidy in its increased activity. 
Some progress has been made through AMPANIC-9 sale of UR bonds and 
San Juan station arrangement for usirifnSKEWER-1 as backstop for a 
portion of contributions »*eceived from anonymous donors,. JMWAVE has 
learned that some-members of the -UR executive bolieve>a good“part' 
of their support comes from these sources.

Part II
Specific Assets Associated with UR
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A. Salvador O. GVRCIA Oller uu: CCTAVXO).

a r: Aoua.n B

Brazilian L&oawwy April 1961; arrived PBPRIME via sale conduct April
PBRUMEN Air force in Octooer 1999. Currently .cr»ei> m toe IR 
executive a* Secretary tor Communications, Intelligence and Transport 
POA granted 8 June 1962; LCFLUTTER 4 August 1962 with favorable 
results; JMWAVE and ODENVY traces April 1962 were negative, JMWAVE 
attempted to develop GARCIA Oller as a PM asset because of his 
past experience in resistance and his contacts in PBRUMEN. The 
DSE arrests of August 1962 eliminated a number of subject's contacts. 
UR in PBRUMEN is presently attempting to rebuild the leadership of 
its clandestine organization. Most of the nee members are unknown 
to subject. There are questions as to UR strength today in PBRUMEN, 
as well as security considerations, which must be resolved before 
attempting PM operations. No decision has been reached with regard 
to the future plans and utilization of GARCIA Oller pending further 
debriefings for a study in process at JMWAVE relative to the 30 
August arrests.
B. AMSTASH-1

Business uchool background in preparation for a career in the 
produce business; wholesaler and salesman in PBRUMEN prior to ex
filtration in August 1962; used this occupation as cover for resistance 
activity; active in resistance with MRR and later UR where he was 
Coordinator for Action .and Sabotage. JMWAVE facilitated subjects 
"black" entry into PBPRIME then recruited him as a unilateral PM 
asset to be prepared for re-infiltration. Training was provided in 
tradecraft, map-reading, cacheing, GW, weapons, demolition, maritime 
reception and two-way S/W. A communication received from the 
resistance in PBRUMEN advised AMSTASH-1 to remain in PBPRIME since 
his house was under surveillance by DSEL' It is believed the UR 
resistance does not expect AMSTASH-1 to return to PBRUMEN. After 
completion of his KUBARK training, subject observed the shortcomings . 
of UR and other underground organisations with which he worked in 
PBRUMEN. For reasons of operational security be has been safe- 
housed to avoid contact with UR in exile, and considers himself a 
unilateral KUBARK agent. AMSTASH-1 does not plan to renew UR 
contacts after Infiltration into PBRUMEN, as he feels his former 
contacts may be contaminated, or too much risk would be involved in 
attempting to utilize them. JMWAVE plans re-infiltration of 
AMSTASH-1 as the leader of a two-man team with the following 
mission:

1 Collect intelligence on targets withinJiis area of' 
operation.

2 Recruit and train indigenous agents 
Intelligence.

to collect ’’hard”

3. Report on the "climate” relative to 
potential of the populace.

the resistance*

Recruit and train the nucleus for a resistance cadre
AMSTASH-1 was granted a POA on 5 October 1962; LCFLUTTER 8 
September 1962; no deception noted. JMWAVE and ODENVY traces 
August-September 1962 were negative. Subject's covert assessment 
on 29 August 1962 rated him "high average" by PBPRIME standards, 
and"superior" by PBRUMEN standards.
Q. AMSUM (General)

Development of the AM3UM group bogan in May 1962 with the '
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irnul te PBPiIK£ of AKSVX-2, tfiove Ottritl cikc’.oied IM 
exisiine ui « oxul retiitiixc jroep x»»<xi»ica »itL IB in 
PEJU.KEX. f^rtter ctuils on ttxis grocp »exe lea-rned in Cetrulini 
AKSL'lt- 1. Tee mul rriimnct croup •« depicted ns *. ljcrc*lr 
paj»Aive eleeent »tim devoted itnelf to lute 1 licence collection 
aod indoctrination i>t it* neanirs *c*tnst coanucua <*ee Attachment A, Part 111) .O^cX^SBAKBY-11 *aa aaai<ned to contact and tram AMSl'K—4 
io 8/W, and to relay intelligence collection requirement*. On 26 
July 1962 AMSLU-4 «i« contacted m Habana, trained tn S/W, supplied 
with S/V Materials and briefed on collection requirements. Un
fortunately, AHSUW-4 *a* forced to leave PBRUM1N on 3 August via 
PAA flight with his family; be claimed to have been denounced by a 
relative as a counter-revolutionary. AMSUM-4<stated he had turned over all materials and instructions given him*by<Qt&VABBY-ll to 
two other members of the naval resistance croup.pi-One of these hasrt been recruited by Hamburg Base as an AWtXG^SubJect of 201£3'<820) fO 
the other was reported to have been seen Iti Habana by friends of 
AMSUM—4, and is apparently not under detention. Neither of these 
contacts has yet corresponded with AMSUM-4, which would imply either 
that they did not fully grasp the S/V instruction, or that they are 
not inclined to correspond for reasons of their own security. The 
general objectives of JMWAVE in attempting to develop an intelligence 
net based on exploitation of the UR naval resistance group are:

1« Establish a KUTUBE collection mechanism within the 
naval resistance group.

I, Exploit this mechanism to collect order of battle on 
the PBRUMEN Navy, on its communication and cipher 
system, and related information based on JMWAVE 
current requirements. '

S. Obtain all possible information on the "defection 
plan" of the naval resistance group for possible 
operational exploitation by JMWAVE.

D. AMSUM-1
. Agent took emergency refuge at YOACRE following an abortive 

attempt to enter with cover documentation supplied by ODOATH; ex
filtrated black to PBPRIME in May 1962; debriefed by JMWAVE. 
Biographic: DPOB 25 August 1925, Santiago de Cuba; graduate of 
PBRUMEN Naval Academy, 1952, and served in Navy to 1960 when he 
became a harbor pilot in Santiago; belonged to UR naval resistance 
group. Agent was not considered for KUTUBE collection in PBRUMEN 
owing to exposure to DSE during entry YOACRE; currently utilized as 
'First Mate on a JMWAVE operational craft as an asset of the Maritime 
Branch; holds official .position 1^ UR exile organization as one of 
two Naval Coordinators, but does not participate actively in UR 
exile activity. Granted*POA 22 August 1962; LCFLUTTER 13 June 1962 
Indicated no deception, but the results could not be meaningfully 
resolved to support or contradict the answers, given by AMSUM-1; 
reruns were consistent with the first results; further background 
investigation resulted in issuance of clearance for operational 
use*
I. AMSUM-2

3/W

Agent served in the resistance in PBRUMEN as the liaison 
contact between UR and the naval resistance'group. DPOB: 24 August 
1016, Pijlrigua; graduate of the American International College, 
Springfield, Mass.(1937-39); brother-in-law of AMSUM-1; debriefing 
of AMSUM-2 provided first definitive information on the naval 
resistance group. Presently assigned as a KUTUBE support asset--
in the JMWAVE area, agent also holds a position In the UR exile 
group as one of two Naval Coordinators; functions in addition as 

\ A focal point for correspondence with members of the naval . 
-------- giuuipi lit f.lmitH IIS m truwlataw! and has \ ' 
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F. AKSUM-3

as spotted and recruited as a candidate for black re-
group. DPOB:(4 February 1933jpCienfuegos; formerly a/chrefo^ 
Petty Officerjie PBRUMEN Navy; employed with merchant marine and defected^Bremen, Cermanyjir June 1962; on his subsequent arrival 
in PBPRIME;® recruited by JMWAVE; POA granted 9 July 1962;
LCFLUTTER June 1962; no deception noted; JMWAVE and ODENVY traces 
in November 1962 were negative; KU TUBE tra'decraft training provided 
January 1963; currently undergoing assessment.for training as medium- 
speed radop. This agent is known to members of .the naval resistance 
group in PBRUMEN; it is planned to infiltrate him with S/W and 
radio communication to establish a channel to the naval group in 
PBRUMEN.
G. AMSUM-4

Agent was formerly head of the AMSUM group in PBRUMEN; arrived 
JMWAVE area 3 August 1962 via PAA with family. See AMSUM (General) 
above. Biographic: DPOB 8 February 1934, Cienfuegos; graduate 
PBRUMEN Naval Academy, 1957. POA granted February 1963; LCFLUTTER 
December 1962; no deception noted; JMWAVE and ODENVY traces 
November 1962: negative. Agent has been recruited as a KUTUBE 
support asset in the JMWAVE area; as a consultant on AMSUM 
operations; as an overt mail contact point with AMSUM. AMSUM-4 
has also indicated be possesses good CI capabilities and is under 
consideration for use as a CI asset.

AMTAUP-1

■J

Agent is original founder in PBRUMEN of MRAC; he is now in the 
JMWAVE area and was recruited as a KUTUBE asset; close personal 
ftlendof Jose. RODRIGUEZ Espada, UR Secretary'General; antagonist 
of Juan MEDINA, self-appointed Coordinator of (MR) AC in the 
TORRIENTE faction-of UR; agent plans to incorporate/affiliate his. 
MRAC group with the UR under RODRIGUEZ Espada 
planning 
of MRAC:

to recruit the following
AMTAUP-1 is 

exile organizations as members

National Tobacco Growers Association in Exile
National Coffee Roasters Association in Exile

I'M

t

a
t

»

3 National Cattlemen’s Association in Exile

ti

Commlt&uiits were given by leaders of these, groups in January 1S63 
to join AMTAUP-1in the MRAC. This develdpiaeht would broaden the 
base of UR in the exile community and contribute to UR strength 
and influence.

•t

Two MRAC agents in PBRUMEN report to JMWAVE via S/W on 
economic, political and military targets in Camaguey and Habana. 
Several candidates, including two radio operators, are under 
development for recruitment as reporting and support agents. Two 
additional agents in contaot with MRAC are presently at YOACRE and 
in touch with workers commuting from Oriente and Camaguey Provinces 
Reports from the latter net are xorwardea via open mails from . 
YOACRE to JMWAVE.

MRAC also conducts its own minor key propaganda activity, 
sponsoring a weekly half-hour broadcast to PBRUMEN via short wave 
and preparing leaflets for mail dissemination to PDRUMEN. A PM 
team was also recruited via AMTAUP-1 and is on standby status for 
infiltration into Oriente Province,
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ATTAciiiayr b

I. AML'KE-1
Agent is the founder of the Legion Doocrtilci Constitutional 

(LDC); President of the Asociscion de Colonos en el Extlio (ACE); 
•nd Mee President of the Curporictones Econoaicss de Cuba (CEC) ; 
presently with the TORR1EKTE.- MEDINA faction of UR, but it is intended 
to influence AMIAMF.-l to join the BODRIGUEZ Espada croup following ' 
its entry into AMBUD.

The LDC claims assets in PBRUMEN, and JMWAVE has attempted 
to utilize then for KLTTUBE operations. Owing to poor communication 
and the security consciousness of internal assets this has proven 
soaewhit frustrating. It is possible that internal assets of LDC 
in Las Villas aiy be used as support for infiltration teams. 

Currently the principal value of this agent is his potential 
for exploitation in PY operations through his contact with the 
three exile groups in which he shares the leadership. All have 
recently become more active in propaganda and political action 
programs, 
J, AKBLEAK-1

Agent was active in the UR in PBRUMEN prior to Playa Giron. 
Because of his PBPRIME citizenship, he was released by DSE in June 
1961 after pressure was exerted by several Embassies in PBRUMEN. 
Agent proceeded to ZRMETAL, contacted KUBARK, and was sent to JMWAVE 
for use in connection with UR operational exploitation. He has since 
been utilized in several capacities in connection with UR. AMBIZAK-1 
was used to establish initial contact with RODRIGUEZ Espada following 
re-organization of the exile UR, after which KUBARK-has maintained 
continuous contact and provided support. Agent is in charge of - 
executive direction of UR on behalf of RODRIGUEZ Espada, but he also 
functions as a KUTUBE asset in Hatters unrelated to UR activity.
t AMDENIM-1

Agent was one of the four UR exile delegates in PBPRIME in
volved operationally with KUBARK prior to Playa Giron. He was 
responsible for maritime and logistic support, working closely 
with JMWAVE officers to effect clandestine deliveries to the UR 
Xfi&istance group in PBRUMEN. Following the re-organization of the 
exile UR in August 1962, AMDENIM-1 separated from the UR completely 
because of his personal belief that the new leadership does not 
represent original UR principles. He is aware that this leadership 
was selected and put into office by JMWAVE, but because- of his ' • 

'personal disapproval of the new UR leader^,- he- is unwilling to 
become involved with them. He has been requested not to Interfere 
with UR exile activity in any way. As far as can be determined, 
he has complied with this request. He considers himself dedicated 
to the original UR principles and to the goals of the founders of 
UR', one of whom, Maj. SORI Marin, (executed in PBRUMEN), was a 
close friend who used to home of AMDENIM-1 as a s&fehouse during 
a black visit to PBPRIME prior to Playa Giron. AMDENIM-1 is 
currently a PM unilateral asset utilized in spotting, recruiting, 
training and clandestine infiltration operations.
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•?RIET DATA OX XDtBERS CONTACTS IX PERLMEX 
inTrnrnTpuTTcyAKij-TviT

EL JtQBftX ■JOSE miguel;

UR contact; now at YOACRE; age 33, 
height 6’, weight (275Jlbs, dark 
complexion, wears glasses, is bald. . 
(120)

Contact of VERA Leyva in PBRUMEN; 
arrested and executed io Sep 61 in
Santiago de Cuba. (72~) ’

U\o

ro«M at, IM» We
UM

IRRECHU Pacheco, Jose

:t

s USTIN Sandoval, Jose /or.^

7 1ALDALA, R

uii raiviovt ioitim. 
MHMII r»aM« 
ll.ia. il ia* Ann nil 
WHICH Ml oxoiiri.

oG

^Reported Aug 62 as "the most effee- a ■' 
tive way to contact any member of the UR in PBRUMEN at this time;",) 
employed by "Empress Consolidada

f ponsiKnatarlaajy TerBlnales J^anbj- ( 
bas," (Unidad^de Servicio Auxiliarcs) supplies(wateq tp all types of vee-

r seis calling av^rt Habana; age 
6ca.(j6j height 5’7", weight 125 lbs, 
very sunburned, hair bald on top, shoe size 5 or 5); loud voice. (182)
Nat1! Coord. Fin PBRUMEN^of the &AR.7 
an org. which .joined UR (in Dec 60;)^ 
not known whether subj.- and (MAR?)XX Still active with URzin PBRUMEN; I 
subJ. is critical of (Mario SEIGLIE/< . former Nat’l Coord, iif PBRUMEN and 

. presently active in the(RODRIGUEZ 
Ob Bspada^faction of the UR in exile;

subj. claims members of present(MAR 
in PBRUMEN "would one day demandan account from" (SEIGLIEA (166)
Worked in (Fin, and Prop] under 
(GARCIA Oller)with UR resistance 06'PBRUMEN; hid (Pedro CUELLAR).member 
3-man infil teamflate Mar761, „ in 
subj. residenc^fn 1 
collaborated with G2, exposing"subjf 
present statue not given by Source. 
(184) „ z

3

J

Marianao; fcUELLAR)

1
Contact of source (LEAL Herrera)' in 
PBRUMEN;■subj. reported to be in - contact with^PEDRO'i^of UR in
Habana; sub.1. is telegraph operator 
~at Rancho Boyeros "and of the Min-J 

। of Communications;1^ subj. ar'4 
other telegraph operators who

, FMJfr
^two o___  ___ „—r-  _______ ____

S
*te UR contacts resideA907 - 23rd J 
t, (between Paseo and 2nd). Vedado:

j j
Un contact; fought in Column (^20 
2nd War Front in Orlonte: former 1st 
Lt. in Rebel Army wi.th( Chief of 
Btaffj) former Caot. in PNR: arrestee \ 
and jailed at tips'*of Playa Giron, >. 
later released {(^presently ir, Min, J 

O? ^Commerce a recommended for use in / 
Operation Mosquito, 

andby GARCIA Oller 
PBPRIME. (174)

planned May 62
VEKA Leyva in

.'fcaaViU'B-E-C-R-E-T r
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9Y (ALEX CarU.1 lo

10. 1TALFONSO, Carlo*

11
0& ~

■FONSO. Carlonv x <7 
AKA: y**REINALDO"

it ALONSO Aloma, Agustin^

13efALONSO, Sergio.?0
AUJINA^

■ M , Bemardo-vJ r*ROBEBTO'3)a&

Ol

oC?

On list of PBRUMEN naval; nerctint ✓ 
Mime officers reported as members y- of UR naval resistance p-onn: /Chief QYs 
Eng. Casabltoch-^Afar-Iard^ (27) i 
On list of PBRUMEN naval/nerchant /£■. 
narlne officers reported as nenbeTs _ 
of UR naval resistance group; extfLt? go 
PBRUMEN navy; (ghiet Eng., coastal pfi " tanker) the (ETHELS'} (27) 
Former (Nat* j)Coord. (AAA?)^ater Prop. 
Coord, UR; arranged for printing
TJR bonds, UR newspaper; Apr 62 
unable to produce any significant 
prop. Material. (175)
UR contact; friend of VERA Leyva; 
killed in fire-fight with PBRUMEN > "militia at hone of(fnu) tfRANADOSlob 
(72)
SEE: (CUELLAR Alonso,. Pedro

Contact of^UR in^PBRUMEN; report 
from (MARCOS)and ^ELIPEjto UR in 
exile states "Do not use ^LSIN^X)^ 
because she was arrested." (150)
i

.ov 61 Territorial Coord;
&u»/succeeded Ge d May 62\ age <f& 

amiliar with
ition: Corner co- 

rved as

r**’.Im IS.^ALZUGARAY, Enrique^)^'
V 1

3
Uv

19
19

'ANDRES"^

\5j nail a
■1 o^owner (hardware S ——v_e%* U I / 
' (Deputy to UR Gan Coord FUENTEFRIA;) O^Ob

Instrumental in formation (JNRIJunX) 
'62 and appt of(_pARCIA Oller £s 
Delegate UR in exile Jul 62g ar
rested 21 Sep 62. (59;103;127;175; 
1835 ,

<Assisted(LEAL Herrera)of UR in Q leaving clandestinely from Varadero 
c/4 (27 Aug 62) can be contacted through 
06 (Paquito FERRERA at Hotel Astoria, ^TVaraderoj. resides across from old 

. _ \jrust Cai Bankjin apt; daughter 
/j'-:' O^(Marianlta)resides PBPRIME; "knows 

all the counterrevolutionaries in 
Varadero and he always knows what 
boat is leaving^ and can exfiltrate 
anyone who is in trouble«" (108) 

^IZAGUIRRE Rivas, Alfredo (201))
SEE: (|NRIQUEj>(lnu) (171)
SEE:

Subi was a contact and^clQ^e friend of jjnocente LEAL HerrerA, mbr UR' 
‘'resistance in PBHUKEK;""‘a ,cduslh b'f 
subj is (Emilio ARAGONESpa leading 
Communist in PBRUMEN; subj' passed- considerable OB data to/LEAL\and

» U8C PMVIUU8 10(044.
19.S1 RplACIV ru«M«
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ULITO"

S3.
o6

CALLAO, Esther)

24 BARBARITA"

25

gado, Marcial

was to leave PBRUMEX with the lat
ter by small boat, but did not show 
up in tine; source believes this 
was intentional and that subj wants 
to continue working Xor resistance 
inside. (153) Q

c °° \ Former employee(Braz Embcontact 
of GARCIA Oller; can be^reached at small cafe ij/Jiabana at(,G and 17th

db Sts, Vedado. TFiTXo. F-6275;> ; 
contacted late (Oct 69 by GARCIA 
connection with satyiop against

'I (ChineseJEmb; subj in touch with czf’MARCOS)’ and ^FELlP^pf UR in
PBRUMEN; 24 Sep 62 wrote letter 
GARCIA in PBPRIME. (171)

in

to

60;One of (UR founders^ PBRUMEN Dec killedC21 Aon 61 in gun battle when 
G2 came to arresf"blm; wife of one 
day also killed; subjxkilled two 
militia, wounded third^served as 

„£/Nat*l Coord for Transport and. A ^Supply. (31."184. 219)

iver name used by ODOAIH officer 
111am Stay-in contacts with UR

■embers in PBRUMEN; stationed at 
YOACRE. (136)

z /UR contact; lives with mistress of 
(Ob (Antonio PEREZ Alberti^ whom subj 

Accuses of being "a dangerous man" 
and alCommunist party member; known to mother of (PINO Couto) of 
UR. (182) . cG -

1

BARRERA Gutierrez, Juan)o 6

26. uiBARROSO J OctavioJ J' ^trAKA: yCESAR”

S7, 1JbA8XUA"3°£

Coyer name used by UR in open code 
telegrams, etc., to designate mari
time reception point near mouth of 
Bacunayagua River (North coast, 
Vest of Matanzas). (174)
Reported Aug 62_ as leadei^of 'naval 
group of UR ntUBarioventojS in • 
charge of(Barlovento)Club and all 
Naval Personnel in tneP port, which 
handler small craft up to 116* (let 
tide draft 7‘). (182)
Founder of SAC)in PBRUMEN, 1869;
Apr 61 held position as (Action and 

pfe Bab2) Coord, UR; Jul 81 attended ~ 
meeting in Habana as (Nat'l Coord 
UR to discuss unity of major resis
tance organizations; ..date arrest unknown; executed (Nov) 61, (196;199 
204) 
Believed to be cover name

arrest

____________  for YO-
ACRE; used in correspondence from 
UR Nat'l Exec Bd to UR in PBPRIME 
(Wl)

t

•i

1

I
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29 J \BASULTO Jo ver, Rolando 
(AKA: r~EL POLACO'S.^

ATTACHMENT C

tK contact in PBRUMEN; worked with J 
(BASULTO^ who was snot by G2 ca» Qaol 
62; sub”) had just delivered a radio 
set and carbine to(BASELTOXand left, 
when the latter's ca"r was approaches 
by C2; not heard of since that time; 
no further idea, (61)

o4

0^

Mbr UR in PBRUMEN and active in 
resistance; had contacts with mbrs 
of C2 to extent of obtaining G2 
iden cards for use by members UR:
'executed ca. (Jan) 62, for resistance activity. (61;103)<R
UR contact; fisherman at fcavo 
Blanco;)contact of fMARIO'X of UR 
Action & Sab Sec; willing to re- . ceive arms, etc. (62^ b 
SEE: (jMRRON, Celestin^ (Dr) (204)

32.WBELELES de A

38.VnpERNABE"

34<

Contact of VERA Leyva in PBRUMKNr 
Deputy Chief, of the (Preventive 0>p

and imprisoned lgoniato\Prison; sen
tenced to 10 yrs. (72) i o
AMSEED-3 stated he used subj as cutout ca. Jun 6L for delivery of^6 
intel reports to (Manolo VILLAMANA— 
CHE'of UR resistance in PBRUMEN. 
CM/

BERMUDEZ On list Of PTmUMRN/Kaval/merchant 
trine officers reported as mbrs.. 

/ol UR naval resistance moo: Chief 
of Communications, Mariel Naval 
base. (27)

SSXYbETANCOURT. Diego 5

ST^BETANOjURT, Eduardo 
X^/AKAs^'HILARip^l.

38

' Mbr resistance with whoa (Jorge ■
nf, Eduardo HALLO CardosoXof UR worked x • t 

in *59—*60. Possibly7 putfi<ALLO\in©^^ 
touch with Tony Silio of (US EmbA^jf 
Havana in Dec 60. (2) 
Brother-in-law of(Federicc SALVADOR] 
potential PM ops asset. (193)
/Former member , MRR where worked with Ofc (OARCI A Oilerpl.joined UR, aootd
(Communicat lons~XCoord; one of origi
nal leaders UR; arrested <19 Apr^61, 
held at La Cabana/ sentenced to 30 
J re in prison: now on Isle of 
ines. (184;204;208;219)

O'

i

UR contact; subj is PBRUMEN (Nav^
Offd serving in the(merchant marine; 
-- y l . fleer aboard the

J&QPINAR DEL Riot) contact of/ 
Barrera.) who known to AML. 
(112|27)

IMI 8,6

<401

uit pMhb.uut toiricN. 
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^~AC:;XE>T C £ j

VP. contact; !c’--*nt »itn Colusr.f»6 j I 

2nd Lirin (pnr)and^Deputy Chiefjotov (Motorized Police^) Habana Prov; re
commended for use in Operation Mos
quito, planned May 62 in PBPRIME 
by GARCIA Oller and ATKA Leyva. (174) RelatedtolVERAy by. marriage; 
Apr .61 aideu<f(yERA)Xn es&qro from 
02; Vres^les4Habana. Uarianao"^i472) 
Involved Jun 61 In <&EDDEs) ransom 
incident; eublHand a Dr. (fnu) ✓ 

cfclgAURl) visited (Uli Emb to report 0*2 
, that a 'GONZALEZ (Enrique GONZALEZ,) 
0& employee (Pepsi-Cola,) was close

friend pf\GEDDES) haxizcome to 
<9 G(BOLANOS) with ^GEDDES) escape stqry;
r requested subJ. arrange asylum (yKV(i 01/Emb for(GEDDESJand the militiaman K 
with whom he had escaped; militia
man allegedly promised large sum of money and asylum; (UX\E<ab refused 
become implicated. (181) 1
SEE: (DIAZ Miniet, Eailiano)(182) 
SEE: (gUZMAN Chaple, Jorge j(182) •*

UR cover address in PBRUMEN used 
for receiving cables from UR in _

P^xile; address:k Ave. 65A. No. 20013, 
I esq, 200 and 202 La Lisaf Marianao, 
I Habana. (157) „ .
UR contact; residentffflabana: I Calle 
Primeraesq. 23. Miramarjjassisted 

"Vera Leyva in Apr 61 in Habana by 
hiding latter in. his home prior to 
and following the.Playa Giron 
invasion. (72)
Former (Finance Coord^UR^^BRUMEN; 
contact of (Josef CELPA SanzSof AAA 
(now PBPRIME) : [arrested. (Ann 61. 
held La Cabana prison^sentenced to 
20 yrs which presently serving on _ 
Isle of Pines. (13:208).
Fought in “Second War Front** in r-drlente under Comdt. (’moisenes VILLA 

0J?chief of Column(#20; presently with
PBRUMEN(pollce^forces; contact of 
VERA Leyva of UR; recommended for 
use in Operation Mosquito drawn up 
in May 62 by GARCIA Oller end VERA 
Leyva. (174) '<
Code name used by UR in open coda 
telegrams to signify the(£)?lgian') 
Eab in PBRUMEN. (136) - q
Reported 2C Aug 62 an UR radio op 
in PBRUMEN; subj is naturalized Merman) who is a~professionai radip 
Up with (Cubans Airways;\ source_ .

O'

3^
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.... I ATTACHMENT C........... j

stated UR had made several radio 
transmissions to YOACRE but had 
never beeu answered. (63)_: ■. <$ _
On list of PBRUMENTna'vai/merchant * .ear1neXof11cers reported as nbrs of 
UR naval resistance group; Navy, 
un
Reported May 62 as UTU Prov. Coord- 10 (drlente; talked with(Bernardo^oY
ALVAREZ, UR Nat*1 Coordjin PBRUMEN 
just before latter arrested by G2; 
designated by ALVAREZ jis1’I rov Coord (OjOfor (Qriente and Camagueyj) discussed 
reorganization of UR Exec in PBRU- , MEN withfeeinaldo QUINTERO fyo6 

0^>(yURINO’JlQUINTEROy&pptd subj Prov
Coord for(Las Villasjln addition to |0J° (Camaguey and Oriente)i0(61;214)
Subj. contacted (FeS^9 in PBRUMEN 

Ov by (TARAF A) of MRAC, xan organization 
affiliated with UR; subj was then 
a cohort of Antonio de VARONA. (141)
On list of PBRUMEN/paval/nerchant - " 
Marine)officers reported as mbrs of 
tit navaj^ resistance grqiip; (Chief “■ 
Khg) InQnerxhant 'inar inej ( 27 )
Contact of (jERA Leyva) in PBRUMEN; 
arrested, ImprisonedjBoniato) Prison; 
sentenced to 3 yrs. (72)o©
Chief of Transport, (ganta Clara) r 
L^ V-; contact of (£aul A. MACHADO Ob 
zFadron) mbr UR now in PBPRIME;
t referred to as antl-Communist and L anti-Fidelista; can be trusted. (19) 
UR contact; Feb 61 assisted ^ERA0^ 
Leyva) by concealing him on sub
ject’s farm, 10 km from ^uantanamoj i 
for period<.3.days; .subj promised aid in aettlKg (yERA) into - YOACRE; in 
contact with MRR leader Luisito(&rO£ BALBUENAj (72) /
Rfiportea'as of Mav 62~to be Nat*1 
Civil Coord UR PBRUMEN.- (61)
Asylee Eras. Emb.. Habana; former Police Sgt, and aide to( Ramon oG 
_?ADI~LLA Parez) close companion to 
^GARCIA Oller Of UR while he also 
’ asylee. (26) 

c Employed aa_plfic.e. worker in(Opa c ° 
JMClRg-i. .M^-ElolJAVfll-BAEg^. UR chief . 
of contacts and couriers and intel-o reporting and planning,(Marie!) may be contacted only through ^MAHI(p °b

<jbor VNENO)|" white, male, age ca. \34,) < 
Single, JivighI 0’8", weight 130 lbs, hair almost all gray. (182)

FCM
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oG ,
4 JAL, Ricardo Reported 28

AriACHJtEST C
Aug 62 as IXXoard—fox - 
•y. (62)

rilSAS Campa, L 
(AKA: <-"LUIS"

oG

61*\VCASAS Martinez. Luis

63.

64

63

CASTANO, Manuel de 3^)

BTRO Guevara, Felix

Mbr VR naval resistance grp; served ( 
as Coord Merchant Marine/Naval fehore 
installations; grad\j48jNav. Acad*: resides/Calie 23, esq, 30, Vedado;>u6 
former (faster Bahia-^lype vessels; 
travelled^to USSR; ca/’lJan)62zapptd 
chief^pf ory docks in Habana)<#it» c 
chargekrepalrs)for ^.ineas Maabisas)0 
vessels; Qeg) 62 apptd by UR Coord to 
renew UR navaT* resistance grp contacts. 
(27;55;59;212)

| t Contact of ^TARAFA) of<°MRAC: former 
^(Governor) or Cattiaguev jProvj arrested

60; Inow serving 30-yr tens on f 
Isle of Pines(TARAFA)claims (CASAS was denouncedOxo G2 by fiEDINA VegajoG 

, as revenge for beating given to - oG (MEDINA when he refused to give up 
x (two machine guns.) which belonged to WRAC. (141) zi z-

/ On list of PBRUMEN!harbor pilot#) 
reported as mbr# ofUR naval resis-
tance grp^Muevitna hnrhnr?) (27) 

. r

On list of PBRUMEinnaval/merchant0^ 
marine ^officers reported as mbrs of 

naval realatanee grp; ax-l.t.,

Organized UR naw resistance grp in 
Habana area, contacted similar grps ,

Reported by AMBLEAK-1 to have been0(, denounced br (radop Pedro CUELLAR)in 
Apr 61 and sentenced to 20-30 years in^prlson. (31)

. On ’
On list of PBRUMEN(harbor ollotft re
ported as mbrte of UR naval resTstancs

, . pro;(Calbarien harborj (27) ■
& t? ’ < ~ 06

CASTRO Ramirez, Pedro, r SubJ and (CASTELLVI Apr)59 founded UR 
.z^Sumberto/ naval resistance' grp; -former (Chief *<te

66

65 STRO Pedro A

07, J(£E8AR"

08, WM0.KUQ-T8E (0392/
<S'L&JBLMSAlGlElLi:

AJIBLEAK-1 to have been0(, r(radop Pedro CUELLAR)in

. Maritime Police} later (harbor pilot,) 
; ’(Santiago^ involved, abortive plot to 

j- defect naval (frigatbxApr 60n Joined 
UR Nov 61, when algo contacted ODOATH 

at YOACRE; at meet withdC<MAVARRETS) itF(Santl aritltne
reception of ODOAT . rrested by 

r 021 sentenced 12 yrs in’prison* (55;fi 
z- o(z X

SEEt (BARROSO, Octavid) (196) . 
B8/341g)) Chief (Chinese Vilector uq, PBRUMEN; hea 

of "Coordination Na clonal Alianza . (ChlnA-Cubano Anti-Comunista"; Issued 
manifesto appealing td1 (ChJ.nene! in Lat, Amer, aid UR; mbr (p/ineso) Na
tionalist Party, PURUKEN; .arrested —

A*—CUUll KMIUH 
8-E-C—R-E—T 
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70

69

71 CHIU. Haul) oG 
COLOMAR, (fmO^

’52/^' oC K73/\(C0l®tXAS Ayala, Antonio) 
/ -201—309863

74. V’CONDX*)

>:v’" r
75,. DE LION"J
76.JB00RBSA. Eusebio F.^q6

ITyA 5 477

ATTACHMENT C
Jul 62. sentenced to 10 yrs prison 
and forced labor. (104;227)
,Mbr UR resistance PBRUMEN; deputy to

arrested in 30 Aug 62 rounduj^by G2.

SEE: (^ENRIQUE (Inu)) (171) 
SEE; (cHAO KUO TSE0^ 
On llst^l^^p&RUMETn/naval/aerchant- *" 
»arlne\<?Uleers reported as mbrs of 
inCnaval grp. CX^NaVV rCr
Capt,, EngV (27) 
DPOB: £o AorVW) Habana* 
asset since Nov 61; AMSUM-1 reported 
he had been told by Luis SANCHEZ of UR in exile on 25 Apr 62 that (QOMEL- 
LASA PBRUMEN employee of (PAAjwas^used 
o 'tt^nd. a msg to UR Nat' 1 Coord^ 

j^MSMte^by 
ODI apectlve courier; one
report stat subj appears to be
strong Fidelista. (59;65;66;67)
Present at mtg of leading UR person
alities in PBRUMEN after arrest of 
Bernardo ALVAREZ, Nat'l Coord; posi- 

■_ tion unknown. (214) f
BEE: felEVARA,' Alfons®-(*120) r

., h ,ovMfg. reo. / Habana; involved in GEDDES

77

7 9,CORRALS?, Bernardo
78

oQ
CORONEL JULIAN”

so
0&

06

I »

ransom incident tfun)61: approached 
business contact(jtsui TUCHMAN, Jewelry 
store ow exchange of (30,000\j)"on behalf of him^ 

f and"two other parties”; ransom
'believed under control of G2; rpry 
/suited in arrest of several UR mbrs;
details contained in source. (181) 
UR contact; reaident/HabanajU-feng 
with(juana Maria uAJAT^assisted 
iyERA.Leyvk- inJApr\ 61 la hiding from - 
militia by taking him to a clinic .in .the suburb of(_La ViboraJ where (VERAJoG 
stayed on pretext,0of having tonsil
lectomy. (72) <
SEE; (LOPEZ Penaranda, Pedro (218) !
s'' X(CATA Arandr (A12 818 632)), UR, fought 
1th(CORRALES)as guerrilla in 1960, 
ossibly in Pinsr del Rio Province.CORRALES laterrcapturedi with-fe^of OC 
pie men7by govt. furces atid executed.

ob

r , Arrested(Apr) 01 when denounced to 03 
C>C\W by UR (radop CUELLAR Alonsoi activity 

unknowXj not further identified.Q19)

FOAM ... MU Htvioua CSIT'M,
• lO’ii 3Je
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oC
81. MCRUZ, Alberto UR cocxact. PBRUMEN; reported by

32,

83

84

__ 06
RUZAleean. Alfredo)'

\

ana.(157

Jua 62, according to info received 
from the Acting Sat’l Coord of UK.
Contact of (VERA L-.-yv* linPBRUMEN; arrested, iaprisonedijBoniatoXPrison 
sentenced to 3 yrs. , (72) n*E

CRUZ. Jose A
for cables from PBPRIME; add: ^196_7 

esq. Ave. 81. La Lisa. Mariana<7.~j
1) Z ■ J

CUELLAR Alonso, Pedro Sergio UR contact; DPOB: (9 'SeoYl28/ Habana:^ 
tJLKA:CMLONSO. Sergio) ' fought with AMTHUG in Sieri-a Naestra;

served In Army G2 as radio operator 
with rank of Sgt; alleged.to have 
been sent to PBPRIME In early ’60 on wTy^mission to penetrate exileJgrps^ but 

•— 'ret’d to PBRUMEN after about'3'weeks;
left PBRUMEN^by-enall boat, transfer- 
_*Ang~to (Costa Rican vessel NUESTRAtfo SENORA MERCEDES) forcing Cant take 
party Miami, where arrived (13 Aug 60; 
INS processihgflS Aug); had served 

rtj (Mar-Aug. 6Q) as Mil Aide to IG of Inter
vened ^Omnibus. Allados'l /"prior LCFLUT
TER Mar 61 admitted having been sent PBPRIME (£ug6(J) by G2, but claimed de
fected in placu’and joined counter- 
revolutionarymovement in good faith; 
passed LCFLUTTER) due urgent need for 
radop for op Jean III, sent to PBRU- 

. ' MEN prior receipt POA; while PBPRIME 
said to have frequented office of 
"Cruz Verde" (OACV) which alleged to 

. be penetrated by G2; prior infil, 
passed crystal from secondary sigplan 
to brother Allylum who later attempt
ed xmlt while undergoing commo train
ing by KUBARK, elating "now I talk to 

- Pedro"; refused Inf11 until permitted 
exchange letters with wife in Miami; 
infll 23 Mar 61 Guanabo; after con
tacting UR, disappeared for several 
days; captured by G2 20 Apr 61; G2 / 
began arresting mbrs UR; (SOTOLONGOJ7 claims subj fingered (VILLASUSOS and 06 

706 ^STANCOURTJin G2 Kqs; UR abrs claim 
■ subj seen moving freely about in G2;
AMBLEAK-1 reported subj blew Ops 

■ 0IBONEY and VACA in Memo of Jun 61;
4 May 61 AMPANIC-14 reported Antonio 
CUELLAR reported to G2 re UR mbrs;
•ubj has brother (Antonioj^Q Jun 61 
AM0T-109 reported a mbr or’his net 
was hiding subj "who had escaped from 
02") 3 Jul 01 subj entered YOACRE, 
requorted exfil to PBPRIME, which 
refused and subj forced to return to 
PBRUMENt reported to have been executed 23 Bep 61)(BIOGENE8IS)report 
Stated subj not oxecutod/Hthat report 
was false) wife of subj paid $250/mo

’•*“ SJc 

101/ 
(Ml
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*®"* 93c

I44>

I.GADO. Maximino AKA; >ISMAEL")

• Lt-J OUUJ l«Tx (. ..ji x-xlx i-'-O *t |

’east trrou^n 61; r.e&o to *A»'E
C CI ty Eaery K. EEMIXES 6 J-a 61
contains suasary op-.-. cetails re subj, 
Includinj cox=ent taat as raiop subj 
never contacted BIMM base alter infil. 
(31; 176;2uj;zi:»j
Former (m1U Coord VB PBRUMEN; a'ssoci- 
ate of (gLARENCEj^featured In AMYELL—1 
trial, via/MyTJXXand AMPAMC-14;
once reque^rCd assistance of Swiss to
eater YQSCRE; suspected as provocateui €>( by (SMQTHj; ca. (S51yrs old; forner(Coi^ ®
la Batista a ray ;?carrested prior 3 Aug 
62; alleged to have been executed Sep 
/~«2; present status not certain^
(59;150;157;168;175*212)

j£,4 r.fit t

Ex-Sgt, PBRUMEN Navy; contact 01 (“PI NO 
(f)G Couto) released from Navy for unknown 

reasons; though listed by(PINd)as one 
of the leaders of the UR, subj <bscribed as "was or Is <|lll Chief) for the&j 
Army of Liberation of PBRUMEN," pre- 

, sumablV the ELC; said to collaborate

{^06

With "moat other underground organ!
tiona, such as the MAR,PAL, MONTE— 
I STI, AA, AAA, UNR and UR." (182)

UR contact; presently, ,at TO AC RE; 
:oa)area called 
■mer non-com

\zn r rjr88jrVDELGAD0 Jimenez, PedrojOC? On list of PBRUkEMXnaval/merchant&& 
. marine Ao f fleers reported as mbrs o£Z

89

Mini

81 IAZ H scomb, Rafael

M1 a*;
ill rmviuuQ rt>irton.

WHICH AHI UQQOUn.

marinejoffleers reported 
UR naval resistance grp; ex-lNavy)Lt 
intmorchant marine) (27)

. Reported May _62 as UR Prov Coord for 10 (Pinar del Rio) former 1st Lt ft>NR,L
ISth Police Stn) demoted, put to work 

T on Key vLargo^foi- about a month, re- 
' turned to police as Sgt; mbr Accion
62, resistance grp which joined UR; ' contacts with mil ln\P. del Rio)and 

. ' Habana Prove; active in resistance.(171) 10
<6

ybrUR naval^ resistance grp 1 served * , zas (Chief Eng./" PC Sibpney) succeeded * 
Ob (jPINO'Couto) Ail 62 as (Mil/Navjcoord

UR I end JUV62 reported orr^Soviet mil 
shipments J '.assisted in preparation UR 
"Plan5’ for mil coup^ (27;50; 182) 

ng)) Eormer Nat»l lintel) Coord MRRi active 
in founding the Ulf and selecftid by 
its Organising, Committee.- first 

otS .Mat’I) Coord in PBRUMEN; tive in 
PBPRIME Along with AMPA C-9 in con- 2^ tacting(81nclalr Oil^ott KUBARK for
assistance to UR; dea* with ^B1110£ 
Billlnga'^i maintained/ contact with 

 

lie in PBRUMEN through

Lt 8-E-C-R-I3.T
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92. 1(DIAZ Torres. Raul fCmdr

93/^010X18X0, (fnu))

94. j("DOCTOR RAUL"/ Q &
95.VDOMENECHE, Carlos)

oGxo^
•t Gf-DfXS, UK Clt

MXVI C

T20 Apr\ 61 — (31)
' oQ- /Reported (JU B 62 asylee.Braz Lath, 
Habana; .'ended in the Grana al th 
Fidel; great prestige with cany con
tacts in Rebel Aray: in contact with 
TR; claimed by CAP.CIA Oller as good 
source at into on military. (171)

,------------- !<On list ofiPBRUMENRnaval/merchant 0 
marine )offleers reported as mbrs of 
UR naval resistance grn: ex-lNavv\ 
(27)
SEE: MTILLA5US0, Raul) (104)

Z i 0&
Contact of\VERA LeyvaJ in PBRUMEN; 
arrested, imprisoned (BonlatS\ Prison: 
.sentenced to 10 yrs, ,(71)
Contact of (jERA Leyva) in PBRUMEN; 
arrested, imprisoned feoniato^ Prison; 
sentenced to 10 vrs^-,<-72) oS

IQUEjP

96, DON Herredias, Rafaelj

I »7«
I I

O'

■ Ki

M i 99
K.} I

1 10

NESTO"
r ,T f
(Esteban zaceta, Raui)^^

iV

J/ 1 102
\. ("FELIPE"V r\/7 °^\
2^(FERNANDEZ( Emilio)

103. ^FERNANDEZ,Ojeda; Manuel) 
iX <

104. yFERNANDBZ, Marcellnt^

o

»«•* 
!«•»/ 
14®

Ull FRIVIOUI IDinOH. 
RIPUCtB IUNU« 
• IJI. QIJtA ANO IMI 
WHICH AKC QOiOLIIC.

jJJR Prov Coordf4.as Villas) t^obaeeQ^kfc 
Jmerchant; travels; contacts with ~ 
guerrillas in Escambray; obtained 
asylum Braz /and Arg Embs for men who 

r fought withAOswaldo RAMIREZjp>deputy 
£UXo<30CARRAS) UR Nat'l Coord forfSup-‘ plyZTransportJ (171) & - --- >-

BEE: \AKANEua, cariaaaj r

SEE: (PUJAL Medoros. Jose Lebpbldo) 
. V (204)

On list of I^BRUMENYaval/merchant 
aarinejofficers rpnoi-ted as mbrs nf_ 
UR naval resistance grp; (gapt., Port___________________ ktp; „ -of HabanaJ (27) •
SEE: (QUINTERO, Reinaldo] (175)
_Employ^ (PA^ as chief^of dept: in re- 
sistanceagainst Batista; worked with 

;: UR resistance PBRUMEN in Finance Sect :0& Wider {GARCIA Ollerif provides intel on 
?5^irlinea) and ^irf ieldg^hised in commo 

as courier to PBPRIME and via other 
employees and^passengers.^171) 
Contact of(VERA°^eyva) in PBRUMEN) ar
rested, AmprAaQnfldJBflnlRt^. Prlaonj 

to 3 (73)

o

UR contactj possibly_.ffibr MRAC; ^on- .-,. tacted by(Marlano VERA^ cousin of UR 
. ObaibrtyERA Leyv^, inXMat5 61 when latter 

formed small guerrilla band nearCHol- (0 gulnj/aubj promise<LzVKRAvarms and 
. support to organize a remittance 

. - front in Orients Provi contacted in
Habana. (72)

CUMiHCMiON

R- E*T
NO FOREIGN DI8SEM
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”1 cousin of UR
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105 XDIZ r Worked An (lean
Io 

ntino

.under E-a-L Ciotrci bt Lt tiflebel^ c 
Air ForceAturied in^win.Publ1c Works} ob wniHiSklk w.u kA-dcfyti ERR ftctioa aud o fc> 
Sab Sectj under ftEHLE§X later la

<06 (finance and Prod with (&ARCIA OllerjV)^ 
naintalns contacts in Air Force ana 
INRA. (171)

0^
Reported Sep 62 as person through whoa (Enrique ALZUGARAY)say be contac
ted; latter Anowa to/LEAL Herrera} of

'boat engine and.

107

lOS.tfFONSECA
zSici-s«l

109. VtONSECA

Algimiro (Capt)j 
2a-

Juan

110.\\FORMEN, Hugo)a 6

112.

111, N, Mario

'0&
FORMET, Julio

liaX^ORHET Betancourt

114. \ FRANCIS'1

116.

for whom he repaired 'boat engine and, 
supplied gasoline tor clandestine de-, parture Jrtitf’iVtradern $7 Aug} 62; subj 
reside^Hotel Astoria, VaraderoJ (196) 
Reported 14 May°62 as UR Prpv Coord, 

VlllaB)/aka»oSYJ1JNIOft'»)J (61)%
UR contact; fought with(VERA Leyva) 
against Militia at(Lona de Pivalo;i|o 
not stated in source but sub.) pre-' sumably former(£apt in Rebel Armj> who. 
joined resistance. (72) — *

r .”4-UR contact? of (VERA Leyva); fought with 
Column(#20) in 2nd War Front, Orients; 
■br PNR; recommended for Operation

. Mosquito drawn up in May 62 by (GARCIA ol> Oller) and^ WERA Leyv^. (174) ... v 
Contact of (VERA Leyv£)<in PBRUMEN; 
former Sgt of the Rebel AEoy,r impri— snnad(Rnniatd Prison; sentenced to .
10 yrs} (72) n^S .

o£ UR contact, active in resistance with 
(VERA Leyva) Feb 61; fought with Column 
qf20) in 2nd War Front, Oriente; mbr .

jPNR; recommended for Operation Mos-0’ quitp planned May 62 by(GARCIA Oller) 
and (VERA Leyva/in PBPRIME. (174)
Contact of (<ERA f-wyva) in PBRUMEN; 
arrested, -iaprlaoned (Boniatp)Prison; 
sentenced to S yrs, (72) aO
Contact of(VERA Leyval in PBRUMEN; 
arrested, imprisonediBoniato)Prison! 
sentenced to 10 yrs,. t72) 
Code name used by UR in open code . 
WeKFMfl-.tQ HlKUliy ttwCrMBShJEmh at in PBRUMEN. (136) .
Letter from UR in PBRUMEN to GARCIA 
Oller datod 14 Sep 62 Elates this is 
one of four signatures which will be used in correspondence tharaaf£arf 
cwn m •_ h

i 
e 
4

4

i

i

*•••“ Sle !«•»» S,C
1401
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NO KEAlGJi L I Silk .1 -A L47 7

t

116 RALLD Carc'oso y Tony Sll*o( 
la feb^Uar

117 .V FRANCO Cabrera Antonio j

G (tULLOjd*

118

119. OwXbI')

120 ( iUAJATE

,3^ 
doi"5 r

Puig, CesarW

131
G

123

123* Barcia

124 GARCIA

»««• Me 
IMf W€

MOI

VT~

Villareal, Marco's}

oG
Nodal, Nelids

VIC P8CYI0UI COITION. 
MPLACfl FORMS 
ll-M, IIHA ANO 01.*1 
WHICH AM ORMIFT?

not participate this action, 
captured and executed. (2)

Contact of/VERA Leyvapa PBRUMEN; 
former Sgt'of the Rebel Army; arrestee 
and sentenced to 10 yrs ir.fBoniato XS£Sa7T725 —t
03 contact, PBRUMEN; owner of board— 
JJUL house at (907 23d St (between X ’ Paseo and 2nd), Vedadol Habana;

telegraph operators for______ ___ thefHln ofU* Communication^ in contact with ‘(PEDRO^ 6 
of UR reside in/FUENTES^ boarding 
house: 4 f* ALBERTO’) and the fiABlNAlb 
brothers; known to<LEAL Herrerar (198)

r G"8U: ^ALCARCEL, Cablno}(61)
On list of/PBRUMEN)^aval/merchan^/’ 
marineloffleers reported as mbrs of. 
UR naval resistance group: (Capt of • ^Port Office^ in Habana. (27)v

A Capd- XUR contact; residehtl Habana:j Calle r 30. No. 16. Apt 21, between Pasaje T 
, & and 21, "Ruby" Bldg, Vedadoi assisted 

a (VERA Leyva) iii(Apr)61 by hiding bin in 
■ her hone; later, Vi th help of.At wo- 
'' nan doctor named (Sonia CORONAy took 6 (VERA'^to a clinic in suburb o/fLa10

Vibora'j in Ofay)61 subj dyed (VERA•s') 6 
hair, -brows, mustache blonde and pro- 
vided a "Doctor's.uniform" with bag and glasses ;o(VERA)used disguise to 

'/ enter Braz Emb as asylee on(2 May\61.(72) V q J
Z** & x *

_0n list of(PBRUMENmarbor pilots)re— 
ported as mbrs of UR naval resiStance, .grp; harbor of(Cardenas.1 (27) ’

V- \o J
Revolutionary background; Intelligent; 
fought in resistance against Machado-* 
and Batista; Sept 58 fought in Escam
bray under "Che" Guevara; when war 
ended, subj a Cmdr; resigned from 
Rebel Army, returned civil life; son, is (Carlos GARCIA Padin (Pale Face),) 6 \ 
whovwas one of kidnappers offjban. » 

' Manuel Fangio, Grand Prix racing champion) obtained release of son_
(« CCarlos) tn

£

F -(T____ rough G2 connections! sub^
nan other govt conhecftonspactivein 
_renistanr.e with (GARCIA Oller)of UR.

Mbr or. contact of UR in PBRUMEN; re- sidsa^Cun^'^iyagun, t.V Pww( ftnra T.n 
1 o, Cuchlchay^ay ba in contact withlPEPB 
“and ftlARIO^of UR, on. 27 May 62. (71)

VlAtliriCAfIQN 

B-E-C-R-E—T 
NO FORKTON DTR8EM

PAQK «Q.



VO F<iLi 105

I

6? ...

5 KVBAU j'.fll ttl*
i

jr; ad 1

octtriocQ sikqUuisiaDaiuf rui vnj 
arrested Aptybl; t>ervm ttMrbe n«- . 
tence, (La Cibanas primal,(31; 174; 184;
268) ©8 \

126. (GARCIA Cuellar, Sergio)
r \k 

127. |^GASPAR" J 
128**^

an

130.

13|.Li 
ft

IRO Hernandez, Enriqu^

r.

33

V- '132.V1GIRO Hernandez, Luis

DOY, Jacinto
*0'

FORM 
IH/

53c

1401

Ult PRfiVIOUt CDHION. 
RfPLACtl F0NU8 
IMS. ai f iA ANO 81 M 
WHICH A»| UOlUltlk.

SEE: ("CUELLAR Alonso. Pedro Sergio/ < 0(p (31;113)
BEE: folAX Miaiet, Em ilia no.) (50) 
') 0? J

contact in PBRUME)f between 
----------- Pepat Cola 

Ln^Habana; arrested aftey 
: involvedLdn ransom incl- 
Ing (UK Eabassw, his wife 
mbrs UR and ff*epai Cola <!>& 

i trtaf.fx a number of whom were arreatddfG J^njSl when money turned 
over; Aenrteifi&q 30 yrs in prison. - (2; 16; 11; 181; 18 4)l^----
Among/PBRUMEk(nayal/i!ier^£t marine')^ 
officers reported as mbra of UR navAL 
resiatanca grp; er-Nawt Lt in mer
chant marine. (27)
Contact of <CAJARAVILLE]of UR; passed 
Intel to UR~ from time to lime L, Jan 62 
claimed have contact in file>room, Rebel Army Hq, (Plnar del Rior (34) 
UR Nat'l Coord PBRUMEN stated in let
ter 21 Sep 62 tojdARCIA OllerXthat. subj had written tetter to ('CHAPA*1 J 
(date not mentioned) saying]€ulllermo 
GOODRICH yas a traitor. (213) 
Contact of [VERA Leyva kn PBRUMEN; 
former policeman of thte (Preventiva_ 

. Penitentiary in Guantanamcte arrested, ■imprisoned (Boniato tPrison^ sentenced
to 10 yrs.
UR contact, active in resistance with.

0$

(e

IQ

wERA Leyva)late *60. early *61;. 
sought with Column (#20) 2nd War Front, 
Oriente; former mbr PNR,°from which 
reeigned/defected;' recommended for 
use in Operation Mosquito, planned 
May 62 in PBPRIME by GARCIA Oller 
and VERA Leyva. (174)
UR contact} A?r 61 sub.1 was/fchief .»-X- 
.Hydrographic Dent) PBRUMEN Navy; par
ticipated with/PlNo Coutojin UR plot to defect PBRUMEN naval^vesaels, (183

L liUttiricAllON 
5-X-C-R-E-T 

NO FOREIGN DISSEM



COXEZ ttedraM

137 o

Contact
6 x •lerreral

vo ; :&s»

. th

135
grp; Habana harbor. (27)

136

138

pose friend of 
P10*®^!6?81 c,°

put subj 
lu Habana 
LV Prov; "somevnat pessimistic about-/ 
the work of the underground.** (196) 
On list of/PBSUMEM\^arbor ni?ots\re- 
ported as mbrs of UR naval reatainn™

UR contact, active in resistance Feb 
61 with VERA Leyvas fought with Column ^20j 2nd War Front, Oriente; 
mbr PNR;grecommended for use in Opera
tion Mosquito, planned May 62 by 
GARCIA Oller and VERA Leyva in PB- / 
PRIME. (174) z

4*5-^

and a militiaman who6was allegedly 7 
aiding in escape, of [CBBOER for large

Q ’ uf tauue'jW$6,OOO); 2 Jun) 6124
passed letter \o. frlLLANUEVAY alleged!) 

.\ from (GEDDE3)/?for^oplivery toklK Ena^ 
A(*re*Aa^\>rflported arTfifttedfe Jun\ 61 after ' 
’Jv_ fl ,jT/ransom turned over^Q ( 181)

NZALE? Pola. EverardoX 
AKA: rfPOlA'X- J

140.

139.

r G" ’
GONZALEZ, Mir in )

Mbr UR naval resistance grp; ca,(37' 
yrs o\d. S'll1'___  harbor gel Nav Acad term(,44- 

t; specialty: Navigation;
3-yr course Habana Univ in Civ. 

Eng.; has always worked with PBRUMEN Navft or harbor pilots i family in 
PBPIaKE; saidS to have7no affiliation 
with political grps, nor with any 
I’lnfo service"; friend of AM SUM-2. 
(27;55)_ . ‘
Proposed by ^MARINO". (Acting Nat’)} 
Coord UR) for position of (MilVCoord. 
of UR in PBRUMEN 24 Sep «2; khbwn to ( (VIERA Rodriguezl "was an officer in xhe Hat1! Artsy.a (214)

Antonio) Contact of(Raul A. MACHADO PadrondG 
' mbr UR now'"PBPRIME; Accountant, Banco 

10 (Nunez, Santa Clara,) LV; referred to 
as trusted anti-Coamunist and anti- -

GONZALEZ Vivas, Jose

JlflPRrted jpg 63 source oflntel on storage otfpBFn by PBRUMEN
govt: employed in ^Conoolidado da £ 

 

Metah' works) subj'received info from 
her brother-in-law. a Lt in Rebel

•Army(in charge of ths warehouse in Ate 
’g, Mabank where weapons stored^ passed

FORM Ul< FdfVI0U8 kOlflUH.
last MPIACII FORMS

0116. 011IA ANO II I!
<40> WHICH ANS OIMltrt.

CUIklliCAIIOM g-E-C-R-E-T 
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I info to Uxtosio OKJCVEZ »to now 
KLBARX asset. (34) '

142.4/ GOODSICH, Guillenao P£RLT£EN

EL GORDO'
144

145. ^RANADOC (fnu)

144 (GRANADOS, Guillerm^

147

5

.is

148, \KUEVj

149.| '(qUSTAVO"^

150

MAH S3c 
10’11 3,,<:

1401

Alfonso\'CORAZONJDE LIOlTj

Uli FRIVIOU4 lOiriON. 
Rtntcct ro«M( 
• l.ia. ii-iia and Illi 
WHICH AHI 011011(1.

VIERA Rodriguezlbw cuu.ul since they sere-/together 
subj accused by (“GILBERTO

ing itraitor in had written to 
rted). (2|3) 

SEE: ((LNU) Llosas, AristidesJ(120) 
Contact of(VERA Leyva^in PBRUMEN; 
arrested, taprisoned(Bonlato>Prison; 
sentenced to 10 yrs.x72) % >

ter

UR Contact; i<Fe^61 hid AftRA. Leyva 
on his fara in cane fields'~-near J

(0/Sierra de Jobiton Militia surrounded 
xjiose and in ensuing action subj's son, Guillermo GRANADOSXvaa killed) 
sub 1 arrested. sentencedfcto 10 yrs.

* (72) cmsaXi, fabywa. dxXk •
OR contact; anti-Fidellsta policeman ■ 
who fought with(VERA LeyviXwhen 

. | father's hone surrounded by/Militia; btl killed in this action. (72)*?
UR Contact) cutout for commo channel 
with diplomatic community in PBRUMEN) 
May 62 reported as mbr RDR; Sep 62 
UR Gen Coord asked exile UR discon
tinue use of subj for commo) reported 

o S Oct 62 to be aiding (£edro LOPEZ,)b ^fileting GenjCoord, to seek asylun; ' 
sought by G2 as KUBARK agent 17-(execution on capture)., (1)114)157)

QB contact) at YOACRE; ex-resistance 
Idr: once operated inlBaracoa\Mt. *arpa; age(50^height o’8", dark 10 
complexion-, er eyes) leader of a grp 
at YOACRE. number mbrs unknown. (120>
SEE
Reported by AMSUM-l^in May 62 tv be Nat'l Coord for frropW UR. in PBRUMEN; 

' source added that he'knew Little of 
f’GUSTAVQXs"\actlvitieSi, and bad never 
seen any propaganda material; former 
UR NMt'l Coord FUENTEFRIA Faxes re
ported that on 14 May 62, when he 
entered the Uruguayan Emb as an asy- iee, the Prop Coord was (Carlos 6/ALFONSO )and that'Pf'GUSTAVO" \was "Co- 

/ordinatorfProiesional**]; fGUSTAVO') 
{ said toShave previously been a Mbr gixJAAZ.(69|815

CLA18IHCAIIUM 

g-E-C-R-E-T 
NO FOREIGN DI88EM
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152

la- to deiectVFri—. 
h cofcta-t ot |PISO

AKLXG4l); vaay bc ldea/i

153 HEREDIA, JuaaV

'l

Aug 62 in contact wttn disaffected 
PBRUMEN naval otileers. (27;112;182)
An contact, active in resistance ml th (VERA Leyva) fought in Column/<2O17> ^nd War Front, Orient©; formertabr 
ftebel Ar»yf from which resigned Jul a 
§0 to join resistance; recommended 
for use In Operation Mosquito, planned 
in PBPRIME May 62 by GARCIA Oller and 
VERA Leyva. (174)
TO contact, active in resistancelvith
2nd Var Front, Orient©; former mbr 7 
Rebel Army, exoelledfor denouncing

. said to have become mbr PNR at /VERA’e 
orders) recommended for use in 'Opera-, 
tlon Mosquito, planned In PBPRIME by 
GARCIA Oller and VERA Leyva In May 
•2. (174)

IM.

IM. 'Ji HE REDIAS

Jbse Manuel

156 OW HERNANDEZ.

1ST. HERNANDEZ. &

158

Contact of QTERA Leyvajln PBRUMEN) 
former nbr of the Rebel Army; arres- ted. imDrisoned7Boniata\Prison'. gen-*, 
fenced—to IQ vrfeT (72)ff 1
goraer Coordn of UR in

asvlee Arg Embkl9 Apr 62
(25)
Reported 28 Aug 62 as^UR Chief In., _ > [0/Las Vil.las\Prov with/Humberto RODRT^t?- 

; MlUE^L^both-'work In or own ^garagesj^g

TTR Cnnrdlnatjnrj feunta. Brava)) Havana
Province; /fealdesSEalle 245 No. 4412~p 

. gf35jyrs old^Aall) xormef mbr 26 July -jTtevement; fen&uffsu^for Transport© , 
Nacional©('Mariel\advised/Silyestre6 

. PRIETORachinXwno left PBRUMEN to 
contactvElvaKlnu), providing_tel.' no. ano? contact wltif Lionel "Chito" >GONZALEZ^ (6) kt-- T

RVELLASFernandez, Manuel\ Contact of(VERA Leyvajln PBRUMEN) 
J ayrestedf it;brlaQned7ffiorilata\Prlson; -

Z, '-. . sentenced to 10 yrs. X72) V
IM. ^HILARIO^) 
180 ^XLDA’*)^
leiJ^IRUXTO,

8KB4(BETANCOURT, Eduardo J(208) 
8EE:^{q^,_J»auI^(210) '

Da. Mat Pl/^BRUMEN\fiarb9x .pHolibLe-- 
pgrted aH mbrs of naval reeleftance 
-grpi/NuevMAs^arbor, (27)

10

ran* jS, 
io»j w< 

(40)

uit mwoua ioiudm. 
RIHACtl rOMMI 
It'll. IUIA ARD 11'11 
WHIUH AM ueiDurc.

cuiuricMita

B-E-C-R-E-T 
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162

165

164 HIRANDA

f - TI .-.C-1KE VI < 
r ® \
DELGADO, Uxiaitol (120)

p%r c'ms lor reinourseme

ported this sum to KUBARK via bis 
W/T channel on 3 Jul 61. (207)

lo (Cdr)^(182)
Per report of 14 Oct 62 from UR Nat'l Exec Bd in PBRUMEN. sub! head ofuwc dq m rDBUMin, buoj neaq oi _ x z fporkers Sect\of UR Elecutivo; (’PEDRO") 6 
Kjrecooaenda to UR in exile thatv*(JESUSn / tuall tm nnnmfvu. _ V

166 JIMENEZ, Armando

167

168.

JI VERA

168 ;

jreconaends to UR in exile thatv*(JE: 
be appointed Nat'l Coord UR PBRUMEN; -> 
formerly with the "Amy of FNTA"; has 
son on Isle of Pines, serving 20-yr 
prison sentencePEDRO*'] states subj 
and his son were "directors of the (Directorio" (Presumably DRE)\ (215)

r |0
tUR Coord MatanzaA Prov Aug 621 former 
teller atvBank 6f Bostoft; I reported
Ji _P*ip 62 as stlll&f unctioning in , 10 (62; 150; 169)
Formerly active in UR resistance, PBRUMEN; arrested(Apr]61. detained . in "special iaiL2**^(208)
LIn Mar 61. apptdfProv Nat'V^Coord of 
UR In PBRUMEN following arrest of ’ 

f (DIAZ Hansconb^\ etc., and succeeded 67 'early Apf| 61 by (ZAYA3)/SubJ not 
further^loan. (31) ]b
80 (MENDEZ Benitez, Juan 196)

170 •
171
172

173

174

£jDSE MIGUEL"^
^JULIAN" (or| "COL. JULIAN")) SEE: (LOPEZ Penaranda, Pedro)^(218) 

Reported 14 May 62 as Prov Coord. (Las 
Villasj^aka; g"EL FISCAL")). (61) 
On list of PBRUMEN/harbor pilots$e-, ' 
ported as mbrs of UR naval resistance grp;(Marie1/harbor^ -(27)

\ Reported 9-Nov 61 by AMGLAD-4 as ’lin. 
/ .charge of the fail aspect for upAL \k 

• wbicn is composed by the Re>e< Artgy, 
Police and Navy") this report inclu
ded in description of JJU nat'l leader 
Ship as Of that date;InoHsiblv 1/wQ ^f aeJL LEOIC Alvare^ (see Att. D) .

gk £lSCA

(#
k ' V 

^EON" (/COM*

SOCORRO Perez Pita, MariaV 
g Leonor J[220'i

,1

M"M 51c Vi. pofYMtt* rfiitmn 
itPUCdl FOMHS

cdimicAiioa

B-E-C-R-E-T 1 vl- .J
jMM.
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14-00000

LEYVA

177. )"LL'

178. \If LOPEZ

179. \V0PBZ

Ch KE ST C

PBPRIME; residewC^mserc de Duvale 
Ternino Uoaicipal de Holguin) Ori.e 
Prov; hid ftTRAproa Militia Eeb 61

LOS

tkre phonetic spelling In some sources, 
see also the letter "Y."

& X.

(aka :£/ROBERTO) inPBRUMEN prior 
latter^s arrest. (183)

.1

£ I* 1181

180 PEZ1

LOPEZ Pfoaranda, Pedjo>.
Antoni<

Montoya, (fnu)\ (Ex-Col) Reported __
J MEN who was^relieved of/his post ca.

TfApr^ez and replaced by (CURBELO DEL6 . 
BQLi"continued clain position as(Mill 
Coord and organized resistance ere- * 
Bents, especially in MatanzaslProv, 
leading to confusion as to whonvas

Q K actually the (till jCoord. (175)

as afl Mil) Coo rd PBRU-

of (Pedro LOP£Z) who received corres- 
pondence^aetl pnoneQcalls at hone of subj; ^rested 6o Aug)62: -Ancriminat- 
Ing documents "'removed in timeX; held 
at La Cabana prison. (127;169;213)

3

AKA: fll'PEDRO"

r r

184.

r' I 183

182

UGO

Manuel

iso;
186. - <rnyi fuf)

i yormerfCan^ns)Coord UR PBRUMEN; was
k mbr RDRj active in resistance; once In contact with(Earl Williamscn) 3 

former ODENVY agent (#16986); kftew 
Q (Spears)and(Belslto; ^numerous contacts 

an UR;7 end Oct 62 reported as asylee, 
■:<. Braz Emb. (27;59;61;68;114:127;150;

Wl) '
forked with UR (Finance\and_(Prop Beets: 

a edbartender:\fougnt against Batista In 
. gtivlc Resistance Movement;! mbr UR 

intel net: source of Info on labor, 
v matters. (171)

UR contact jpsubj is PBRUMEN (Naval Off serving in (merchant marine h forkingv 
in office of ILTNEAd MARISASLVHabanaj 
contact of (PUJOL Barrera y?ho-known to AMLEO-l. (H2) 0 "J
Reported 9 Nov 61 as mbr UR Nat*l £ 
Exec Bd in PBRUMEN An charge offeom- 
munlcations;\ subj said to be brother- 
in-law of 4ju1s SANCHEZ ybworked with 

( (Vicente RODRIGUEZ in PBRUMEN resistance. (103) J

BSE: (CABAS Campa, LuisW
V c- c

UR contactpsubj is PBRUMEN (Naval Of; serving In Merchant marine) officer 
aboard,the yRUCUBALisub.1 brother 11 
aboard same^vesBePtaa machinist); 
known to (PUJOL Barrera> who is known to AMLEG-X (118) Q 9

GlAUltlMllUH

kr.1 »c .U8I FBtVIOIIO luirivN. 
itMActl rUHM8 8-E-C-R-E-T IJ'I

| (401 • 110. 8IU8A AHO IMI 
WHICH AHI OBOUUff. NO FOREIGN DISSEM IXJ -18
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187V(KAGHAD° P*** 00* Alberto

On list of^jpBRUMENXfiaval/merchant^. 
marine I officers reported as mbrs of*UR navAl resistance grp; (NavyAsb- signed (Opus^Sect., Habana^ (27-)^ 
UR CO!^ac£l>BRUME)lTJ 
Alonso) suspect G2 afcent with &3 MarY . Bl infll feam was to aeft as URfradopn 
mbr of subj's group reported S jun\ 6r to be hiding CUELIxARjreho claimed to > have escaped irom/G2;\sub1 now in 
Prison in PBRUMEN; (219;203)
SEE: (SOCARRAS Sanchez, Vicente}(171)
iSEE: (SOCORRO Perez Pita, Maria \6 

. Leonor ](229)
Signature uned by UR in opqn coda 

' — telegrajft- from PBRUMEN to PBPRIME. r 4127)
SEE: (hlER, Maria Antonia^ 174)

FEE: f80C0RR0 Perez Pita, Maria\
\ >• 6 Leonory(220)

-Temporally replaced (Bernardo ALVAREZ^ 
' ae fcafl^fnord UR^ PHRUMEN on'fal Sep S qi 

62: tarrested (28 Sep^former Prov J Coordr$rtfe-^-RIoj^lffyj---- .
see:6 Rivero, Mario) (is2) i
.Contact of I PI NO CoutA^prior to lat^ 
Jar ■ s departure, fromyPBRuMEN (early 
Aug\62j subj brought msg from (RAMIREZ W 
in tne Escambray, a guerrilla leader, ' 
requesting support (food and arms) and promising to supply air DZ if required; source(PING)was naked by his 
Bother on the/telephone from Habana

6 1

188.V MACHADO Padron, Aristk

189, ygACHADO Padron, Charles^

ATT .CHKrvr C !
Rrothpr nf 1'W i-hr i.^^UirHinnfe

PacroX r.ow in P3PaiM£;^<-sides g ■_y./SantayCTa>»~~on Bor’i^arin Warri-.ar Sr, 
*“* * *o, 9, Apt 3V ar.ti-Co=^>i.-.i»_U ai.le f c> 

contact loseaf FLEITESr coach PBRUMEN (0 
& basketball tean senh USSR, which

country be strougl'y /disliked; (FLEITES Q 
plans flee PBRUMEN by small boat with7 
family. (19)
Brother of UR mbr fcaul A. MACTADO r 

JPadFQQ^ now in PBPRIME; runs (graceryA 6 
store/and bar in CncSypL.V.: in touch 
with rebels in Escambray Mts., which 
he provides logistic support whenever 

- possible. (19) .Z 6
Brother of Raul A. MACHADO Pqdron.\ 
'mbr UR now PBPRIME. ResidesACalld C 
.San Juan Bautista pntre 37 y B9f Newt/ 
YedadaA La Habanatfaail-Commuiiist,.. » anti-Fifrel. (19)

t

*ORH 
rm Sic
Ml

cuinricAriuK 8-E-C-R-E-T 
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201 MARTIN Glez, Celestino

2O2.^TmARTINEZ, Arnold^

203

204

NEZ Dias. Jose A.

XATAO Morales, Manolo^ 

2O5.y(MAURI, ^BJl)

6Ubj ramiei

Reported by AMSUM—I in May 62 to be 
one of the nat*l lea?ers ot tr.e t*g 1 a PBRUMEN; T/H is not known to source; | 
subj said to be an ex-moncocu*issloncdl off.Aof the PBRUMEN Navy and func.- 
tiong as a recruiter lor the UR Naval 
resistance grp among non-com person
nel; ca(Z-40\yrs old, 5'1G" tall, 170 
lbs, stocky; HgM complexion, It br 
hair, (green eyesipdoes not look like 
a PBRUMEN nat•1yknown as mbr of 
underground to security forces; lives 
black, moves frequently to avoid 
arrest; "always carries £45 cal) pistol(59) < d 7

.Xta JlSt QffPBRUMENUa 
marineXoff, reporter 
naval resistance grp;
UR contact; guerrilla leader, zone of CO^aguajayl Ji.V. Prov; 2nd cousin of
UR mbr (Eauardo SOTOLONGOw with whom subj was /imprisoned at LA Cabana in 

asked (GARCIA Oller) to 
h material support/,6

1960; fSOTOLO 
provide subj 
(126)
On list o PBRUMEt^ harbor pilotsXre- 
ported as Bihrs of UR resistance grp;, 
^gtanzadyharbor; also (Antilla Hajborj;

Reported .28 Aug UR Coord for South Oriente; resici^Bantiago de

Velasques, Enrique \ Contact of
J rested. Im'

/ <207. MEJICANO" )
208.'

Involved in (GEDDES \ansom incident;, 
accompanied forof. Jose Maria BOLANOS) ^to fox Emb PBRUMEN to report request ' 
of (Enrique GONZALEZwclose friend of 
(GEDDES) for asylum ~xor (GEDDESt and Sdlltiaman who allegedly/helping 
(GEDDESj escape. (181)

? VERA LeyvaJ^n PBRUMEN; ar- 
rested, imprisoned (Bonis,to) Prison; 
sentenced to' IQ-yrsr (72)

209 DEZ’ Bvi'iites

UR contact; resideeA6alle Luz CabalL 
ro and 13 Sur) GuantanamowHln Feb 61 
concealed VERA Leyva) in her home 
while latter fleelngytrom Militia* ' (73) &
Founder in/PBRUMENHate 1959 of Movl- ■lento Antlcomunleta Revolucianarloj— 
miMLng alnc<? tLJau .gX. (mo)

;rm

fQNM al. Uir PfltVIOItl tOlflQM.
last *** IDNMl
•J7 II H. 3I H4 ANU «Mt
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ATTACHMENT C
Active in UR in PBRUMEN(J reported to 
have been arrested (Apr)61 after being 
denounced by fradop-Ped'ro iUELl-ARAX. (T 
sentenced to 20-30 vrs in prisofl./wl)

ug 62 as UR Coo 
North Oriente; resided 
£uh^2) 
Employed lUNjlON Emb/PBRUMEN*! (courier 
Jinkjbetween UR in exile and leaders 
in PBRUMEN; letters, etc. norma\ljz 
picked up by filaria Antonia MIERSJcrt 
UR (former Coord for 6ecurity)crar- 
rested (30 Aug) 62) , but sometimes de- 
liveredadirectly to top UR Coords. 
(183)
.Former Coord for^Secu**ity UR, PBRU
MEN txemployed in(UNION Emb, arranged ^UR(courler\channelszto PBPRIME; said 
Majr 62 to nave/'" important diplomatic 
connections'* arrested (30 . Aug\62 by 
^2; held ^uanajayprison.^(127:169;
Residential Ontnrrn^^ contact*, to 
be used for obtaining trucks to 
transport equipment brought-into 
PBRUMEN for use by resistance. (174)
UR contact; subj is PBRUMEN merchant 

D (marine) off.. Capt of fglERRA maestra; 
'contact of PUJOL Barreral vho known - to AMLEG-1.V(112) 4 J
UR contact; former mbr MRR as Coord * % (Naval Stations;) participated with UR 
^inattsiH^t defect (Frigate MAXIMO^ . 
GBflEZ Apr)60; grp penetrated; subj ^Treatedpresent status unknown; 
former contact oflPINO Coutojand (CASTRO Guevara\of*UR, (55;18$)

I
. .Known to UR mbr (now in PBPRIME) toteaul A. MACHADO Padronh father of 

to (Miriam MIYARES Valladares de Pino,)
Wife of PBRUMEN Arab nt c fiungary Quin
tin PINO\apptd bctyBl) who former 
PBRUMEN Arab tolOAS) (MiriamAis anti- 

* Communist ancr'antl^-Fldelista^ wants
■on returned from(Hungary')to PBRUMEN 
Where she residing-Mar 62 per (MACHADO) (MIYARESXreferred to aa counter- . 
r/volutionar/, resldiniAfSahta Clara, 
L.VW9)
Contact of (VERA LeyvaYin PBRUMEN; 
jormer pol&pman of ths preventive % 
Pcni ontiarv in Guanlaualtto) arrested, iaprlBoncd.fflonUto Trieoii;Jsentence<

to

loan !«■„ M4I
Sic uei wvious coinoN.

RinACU rOBMB 
Jl'lt. <I*!«A ANO 1141 
WHICH ARI OBMUrt.
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ATTACHMENT C

against

contacts in G2 ar.

fougnt in EscambrayA 
pt injRebel 
t 60,'con— 
ve with UR;

(171)
Kbr.^Mllitla forces. PBRUMEN; coata* 
of /Octavio TANDAXand /GARCIA Ollerp 
being checked ou-i May*'62 re anti— ‘ 
Castro attitude and willingness to 
participate in resistance activity 
(174) &

. Mistress of former URCNat'l) Coord t 
6 (FUENTEFRIAjin PBRUMEN; ca.2719)yrs f

old, known'in Habana as (’El Modelo S 1 
del Ano;’\ [once the mistress of Cdte 1 

/p/Efigenio/ALMEJEIRA, Habana Chief ofj 
^P^olice; metfFUENTEFRIAAat Vista del7 

Mar Hotel and atoCapri-'Hotel; alleged 
not to have known about.resistance activity of u*UENTEFRIA\& latter claims 

x she still writes and has promised toleave PBRUMEN and Join/ FUin PBPRIME.(61) 7

323jMkAVARRETBi Javier

224c

NENO"
226

4
(fnu)) Q

SEE: ^DUL, Jose Miguel^(182)

Contact pf UR^naval, resistance grp 
leaders CASTROJ^nd (CASTELLVI^in 
Santiago^de, Cdoa; said to be "a sub
ordinate ot^Xlno DIAZy: mbrQ26 July 
Movement; yfested at (26 De? 61 meet 

: ..fin Santiago hel discuss support!requested r ritime reception J 
dnts fpt<UR/ODOATO opiHHljl and 
4 "entenced to 20/and li\yrs. 
ispectlvely. (59)

UR contact; res iderrtq Habana: (Called 
,30 esa. Primera. suburb of Miramarfl 
InfApSVfil assistedfVERA LeyvaXby J hi<H.ng%lm in her home. (72)6

I

\\
227. '
228*

-X G
L) NINO'^ Q 

A>oe>

SEE: ^ERA Pumarlega, Pedrd^<182) 

UR contact) suggested by ( 
as potential mdop in PBR___ _____
exfil-traitteduill; subj is mbr PBRUMEN (Navy),pgr'ade Corporal; age ca.' 
(29} short, heavy build; Apr 62 as- 
signed\GC-34 jvhich stationed/S. de |q 
CubaWth&eomplement 7 men, of which 
.8 are mbrs UR resistance grp, (120) 
BEE: (HEREDIA, Antonioy<174) 

Reported by AMSUM-1 in May 82 as 
active in the Nat1I Exec of tho UR in 
PBRUMEN; position not known; TzN unknown: b‘7" tall, 180 lbs; ca.(45jD 
Jrs old; dk br hair, br eyes; AM8UM- 
was a cutout between subj and VPEPB and <DANXEL'^&(W)

(fcABTELLVl)^/ Z 
WHEN aft el-

828,

sj,»«•*» 34C
U4I

till MtViOU* lOlNON. 
iirtMlS fONNI
• l.|8. •I ll* MO fl'll 
WHICH M umuLfcll.
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233

233
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s 237.
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10-H 
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I

G 
(ORDONEZ Hernandez

£
ORDONEZ Rodriguez, Jorgej

163’ G
Referred to in letter f ron. (’PEDRO"'jo 
UR Nat'l Exec Bd in PBRLTLEV as a 
cninael tbrougn which correspondence 
from the UR in exile can be sent 
(215) 

. to > Reside ^Arteals? 
KUBARK tfswet (inTania 
dex \>f UR lu exile: 
ORDONEZ CastroVesid

SEE:

^RDONEZ Hernandez, Mlrtaj

(ORDONEZ Castro, OscaPj

Reside by first marriage
of KUBARK asset^Antonio ORDONEZ Her-g) 
nandezjof UR in exile; born ca. ^45}o mother7PBPRIME r.xt'l; subj is stu
dent at (^Institute de Agricola"pU>said 
to be a mbr of some type of student resistance org. at the^Instituto)g 
source does not believe this resis
tance org. is connected with any well 
known resistance movement; subj re
fused to leave PBRUMEN because he is 
very patriotic and wishes remain and 
do his part against the present 
regime. (59)
Reside^Habangy-geaZEfir) fiister,nf.
KUBARK asset /Rntonio ORDONEZ Hernan- dezjof UR in exile; father foscar Z. 
ORDONEZ Castro (also resides"Habana (59) J

ORDONEZ Hernandes, Olga) Reside AArtemisa
■* KUBARk asset 

dezNof UR in bxlle: father resides 
.Habana. (59)
Father of (Antonio ORDONEZ Hernandez^ 

. -t>f UR who now in PBPRIME and a KU- 
r BARK asset; subj reaidt>s» Habana. _ 7 worked in sugar mills as (office, mgr 

' and supervisor\for 35 yrs’; owned 
various farms;'prior to 1 Jan 59Ssubj 

■' sold all holdings and purchased (4)ap 
■ bldgs in Habana which brought income £>of S28,.00Syyr; present govt intervened properties and pays subj ^600 
to in rentals. (59)

1

ORDONEZ Hernandez, Oscar^

u«« r«>viou« loinon, 
tiriAoii lonMi

n ii» Ano ai.ii 
WHICH ahi oaaalitl

eacher
Hernan-

[x| conriHuia
24

Lt. In RebelReside^ __ ______Army: brother~ofl7Antonlo ORDONEZ -HerZ 
' nandez^who in PBPRIME and KUBARK 
tasaet active In UR in exile; cannot 
leave PBRUMEN legally by virtue of 
Army position and responsibility for ' z earing for father(Oscar ORDONEZ 

^CastroK subj married and has several 
* Children) said to ba antl-Castro but 

doen not belong to any resistance 
erg., though ho was sympathetic and 
knowledgeable of brother's activity 
With UR clandestine movement) on one 
Occasion subj treated mbrs of a UR 
grp who had been severely burned

OUauriCAHOH 
B-E-C-R-K-T 

NO FOREIGN DI88EM



242. "PACO”

present at atg of leading UR sod
alities la PBRUMEN after arrest of 
Bernardo ALVAREZ, Sat'l Coord; posi
tion unknown, (214)

Former UR leader./PBRUMENr^hot by 
G2; died ^arly^Jun^Bl. (208)

UR contact; at YOACRE; known to 
CASTELLVI; subj employed by ODOATH 
as monitor of PBRUMEN naval radio
traffic; family still resides/gantia- 
^go de Cuba^j^20fr
Reported 9 Nov 61 as mbr UR h'at*l Exec BSjPBRUMENtin charge of Acti-rn 
and Sab: present status unknown, (103'
Letter from UR in PBRUMEN to GARCIA 
Oller dated 14 Se>> 62 states this is 
one of four signatures which will be 
used in correspondence thereafter, 
(157)

. . \243/^PADILLA Perez, Ramon \

244a G>ANCHO"^

Brazilian Emb asylee, Habana: close , 
companion GARCIA Oller when letter >- also asylee;jpolice captain./former 
Chief Isle_of Pines prlsorij tfhknown 
whether mbr UR. (26;170)' 
8EK: ^ONZALEZ, Francisco ^214)

245.1ffoANTALEON

246
7̂PAQUITO

UR contact Active in resistance with 
VERA Leyva; fought in Column (#18a 2nd tar front, Oriente; recommended forc> 
use in Operation Mosquito, planned . 
May 62 by GARCIA Oller and VERA Leyva 
in PBPRIME; also considered for use 
as chief of guerrilla force 
as "very brave man." (174) describe

ARDILLO Pardlllo.

248

247

Letter from UR in PBRUMEN to 
. Oller dated 14 Sep 62 states 
one of four signatures which 
used in correspondence thereafter, 
{157)

toil 
IWI

83«

GARCIA 
this is 
will be

On list of/PBRUMENVaval/merchant, , 
marine*) officers reported as mhn of, UR^naval resistance grp; ex-LtT/£Navy

ASCUAL Plana, Antonio AOrJ) Contact of VERA Leyva in PBRUMEN; ar- 
r 7 - I f / rested, imprisoned {Baniata\Prison;-sentenced to 10 vrs. (72)^

■On. llflti Of /PDRUMENbi arbor - Pilots Re
ported as mbrs of UR naval resistance grpi jjntllla harbory (27) ’

[j(] cskhhuh
hu.

25
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2504 (PACMIEB &

252
PEDRO"

(0(S. de Cuba); b«ics LB open coct 

via (f au) ^'AXEi\fo e&ploy 
V/T operator; a&gs sent 
cables. (27;120)^ 

SEE; (Lopez, Pedro") (61) 

Treasurer. UR, (T.M. San 
Villas* . rpui' *

IO

, J.®2584' (PENA Fernandez, Erello

Villas; .resides^ In neighborhood of . 
dO(Buenviaje between Maceo and Union rf

Owner, nardward^tore at corner or ’ 
G fParque vidale cooperates with several 

resistance grps; useful for info and 
contacts;, he Is contact bf/Santiago . 
.Rpgellft.J5ANCHEZ Kegu^. (7)v
Contact of UR leader GARCIA Oller 
tfhile both asvlees Braz. Emb-. Haba
na; mbr MRR and led guerrillas in

i. I
I 254

ti I >W

856.

855.

PERDOMO, Pedro]

PEREZ Montoya, (fnuP

*8EB: ^ODRIGUEZ, Jose) (61)
UR contact; resident {Guantanamo iffiSusi- 
nesamaq; resideaCfcalle 7 Oeste '-corner 

. ,3 Suri refused to hide VERA Leyva 
whllez/latter fleeing from Militia,

*J. but give VERA 100 pesos. (72)

& T >8®
j - 4 ■
PEREZ Alberti, Antonio

Former mbr of ResigtenciaA&ruaQOtQ reported by AMGmb-4\jnHtov t>i as ‘a 
leading mbr of the UR Nat«l Exec jLa 

’ PBRUMEN, (103)

pi I

Mbr UR naval^resistance grp; age _ 
occKdenut hief, Naval OnaA PBRUME1 
Na tical affiln, but once

ngcd to 5th of Sept Movement; 
^derogatory info on subj given by

PINO Couto alleging sub.1 to be ”dan» 
gerous” and possible agent» (27;55;182) ‘ .

] l 258. U»EREZ

i

1 I s iV! I 860./&EREZ

; Mbr infil team with op/jEAN IIlNwith.
■. ’mission to contact UR in PBRUMEN; c 

landed(23 Mak 61; (arrested ca. ft May) 
fil. (219) q J . J

Creeencio (em-Maj)\ Mbr of resistance grp in areaLuyano 
) .to Aguacate\pf which(CATA Aranda) 4

(0

7

arrested for counterrevolutionary 
activities, Dismissed by Army, went home to Manzanillo;) works for resis
tance) iff 160so tight help from re-

k IfOIH ■«, i. I i»ii : I ue

3d Q ’ .proYocAtfiMr. ,U> > - .
47PKRB8 Valenzuela, Kdualdo) UR cqntactSat YOACRE known to AMSUM-1;
' J age £6, mulatto) grad MH Acad (Mana

gua)) ox-Lt, Rebel Army) grad 8-month

----—----  iasjrc?:,,w"- ' '^je-c-r-e-t 
VfiJcH Mit'earaiitl.** NO FOREIGN DISSEM
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Oscar

I 264. r/PLANEU., Juan

^"POLA" ) 
£eL POLACO"^ G 
POLGAR, Elena) G267

260

6
268
26G.) (TONS Goun2Heta

371
270 RADO, Frank)

REVE, Fernando^G

272.1
11 273

J I 374

'EL PRIETO , 
ffpUIG Millar, Mi

P 
vt

I1G Miliar, same 
IAEA; OUNO^

I960

At-vr c

GARCIA Oller. (12G;171)

I

(61)>.v.' U.W mN

Reported (15. Sep_6o)jU mbr Exec.JjLaf 
MRAC; introduced/Dr. Juan MEDINA] to 
leader oimrAOk faecutedAin PBRUMEN. 
(141)
Former(Treasurer oAmrAC in PBRUMEN; 
brother^o^^anuel})( taken prisoner by G2 after rnvaBion of'Aor 61 in 4

Leonor /(220)

Connect e«L w1th MRACwai PBRUMEN; sent by (TARA to urge AtEDINA Vega) t and Honey entrusted^to bin by URAC 
contacts; present whereabouts unkn 
<Ml> „ 8
UR contact; subj isOPBRUMENtai 
marinejof f. serving (aboard \tm “CUBA! contact of £uJt)L Berreri 
knowd to AMLEG-l J(112) 
HEE: ^ONZALEZ Pola, Everardo 
SEE: (flASULTO Jo ver, Rolando (61)^ ^6
tssx- for ^epsi-Cola)^ PBRUMEN; tivoked , 
luopEDDESyranson incident; reported
to Kkve bfeen arreated(6 Juft 61after ransom money turned over.^ClSli

Q . SEE: -^ORAU, Paula (210))^ —
. /Captl^ontact of fARAF^^of MRAC; present (} .

0 status unknown'; contacted fiJEDINA Vegt 
in Habana in late 1960^>(i41)
SEE: (FERRANDIZ, Francisco (1711)6 
r n, \

/ .Mbr lUrugi Emb, Habana; assisted UR %<b. _(Nat,l Coord FUENTEFRIA Un obtaining

I 6 r JO<
375.JKPUJAL $sdero0, Jose Leooolddt-Contact of SAC Into, del Rio A ac 

। AKA;<ar*'ERNESTOt\ <z 1 in attempts to organize ma,‘
PBRUMEN tionary 
JxAfifitb

376 UJOL,

057>, P^*-

FO»H gi, 
lair 
(Hl

ve 
major grps in] 

into a uififled counterrevolu- 
element;(believed to ba in. 
(204)

re-arbor

u<< rainou* iwnM.

of PBRUMEN
ported as mbrs of ....

i ^. k^u„w-(27)
ava

{Ihukii rozai
!■>•. ti ll* 1» (Ml 
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61; exiled by

i
r
I
।

■ended tor u»e m Operation Mosquito, 
pla^-ed in PhPfclitE May 62 by GAKCIA 
Oller and VLRA Letta, (174) 

x to \ / $
Forner CaptfCRAfJ (Baracoa and Ciudad 
XibvrtadAir fiaacga employed Ministry

Q/Public »orfa to Jury 60; joined reais— C'tance with talk; late *60 switched to
UK; Liaison/Coutacts Coord UR in PBRUMEN; received 5,000 pesos sent by 
GARCIA Oller Jun 62; Nov 62 working 
on re-'irg of UR. <427; 171; 175) .
UK contact; known to CASTELLYI; for
mer PBRUMEN naval */T operator; re- 
cideaVSantjago de Cuba;! »*ge ca . (40 a o 
did not work witn UR naval resistance
grp; attempting enter YOACRE for 
asylum. (120)
guerrilla leader in Las Villas -Provi. 
believed executed by security forces: 
remainder of his'guerrilla~band re
ported to/be operating in Las Villas; UR aourcevfriio Leal\ now£in PBPRIME, 
Visited aister of (RAMIREZ) prior de- 
parture from PBRUMEN in puw62; UR ] 

/*xec Bd Mbr Berta FERRER'is friend of / niece (Carmen SORI Ramirez) of subj; I 
I niece resides Union City, Pa. (115)
DPOB; (2 AnrV]38VIHnhanap*visa Waiver 
for subj requested in 21 Sep 62 lett 
from UR Nat'l Coord PBRUMEN to GARCIA 
Oller in PBPRIME; divorced; current . ' add. that date given asA/6elicias No.O 
OT» Pinar del
UR contact ^residentAHabanaft^lster 
of (fcustavo .de los REYES) and wife of 

(/ (Lull? WEAVERresident Palm Beach;'June 62 came to PBPRIME to visit
■* daughter who having a child; to re

turn 22 June; subj known to Alberto 
FERNANDEZ at UR. (119) g

■ ■■ SEE: (&JRBELO del Sol, Candido (59^ 
Warne assumed b^ ("MARINO" (T/N unknown) 

,.'. lor security purposes after taking 
over from Bernardo ALVAREZ as(Nat * 1 jCoord of UR in PBRUMEN; f’MARIN6n\ar_- 
restod ffiT SeD\C2f a few aays/pftir 
aecuming UR^leadership, (214) 
Reported flay 62 to be _UR_Nai_tl_Cp<ued.

6 -x
8ZK| (PUIO Klllar, Ramon <141) ]

W ■ ( s5 

f ■

I wamumiuN 

b-e-c-r-e-t 
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289

290

10

TN Holguin, la Kar 61. (72)

993

’w & A893.yARODSlIGUEZ Moreno, Be bl to]

295

394 Qor&rdo^

6 v
RODRIGUEZ, Humberto \

296 DRIGUEZ, Jose

297 IGD IZ, Jose'') t

298 RODRIQUEZ, Pllnlum^

,0,,M Sle »»•»» He

61 at (San Agustin de Axuara, nfM HmI- 
guin.jas mt>r of guerrilla grp. (72) 
Reported Aug 62 as Chief_,_ UR^*y>1_^w 
JnttlAjL'R contact between naval grps 
MatanzAs, Habana, Plnar del Rio; also 
acts as UR contact with antl-Castro 
PNR nbre. (182) '

t ' 6
BEE: I ALVAREZ, Bernardo X61) f V / z
UR contact in Habana; runs (sowing Bchool\attended by gbout 5<r women of 
upper class origins^also in contact 
with various resistance grps; may be contacted via(Fernando F, CAVADi\ of UR in PBPRIME. (142) 6 1

(0

A Contact of VERA Leyva in PBRUMEN; ar- 7 rested and executed (16 Sep) 61 in 
IP {Santiago de Cuba^ (72) §

Contact of VERA^eyva in PBRUMEN) 
former Capt(PNRK arrested, imprisoned

.7 ;o (BonlAtc^Prlson; sentenced toJLO yrs.

■Reported 28 Aug 6261s one of the two
_ subordinates of ("MARIO'*! who chief of 

♦ Action fc Sab\for UR in PBRUMEN; sakes 
<t- dally contact with several of the

leaders of the 19 cells claimed by^^MARXO^to exist in Habana. (62)
Reported 28 Aug 62 as UR chief in. /
Las Villas Prov; works with ^Ricardo17 
HERNANDEZ} both work In or own ^(garages'} (62)
Name used as addressee by UR for open 
code telegrams from PBPRIME to PBRUMEN; address ls:7VDiez de Octubre 84,

Former Nat*1 Intel Coord UR PBRUMEN; 
(Acct-BkkFiby profession; good educa
tion; entered YOACRE'several times, 

. . discussed UR W/T capability with Lt. Va(MODESETT 28 May^62; once Deputy to 
RODRIQUEZ Espada; (arrested 30 Aug 62; 

(7 fheld at 02 office; allowed visitors') V ^n^rison. (27; 34; 59;61; 127 gSO 1176H 
r %UR contact; fancle of VERA Leyva*■ 

.Wlffliand active in resistance wltfr q VERA) former owner of (GONZALEZ y CiaC? 
(warehouse)^ believed Xo be at YOACIE 
recommended for use in Operation

CUUHICAtloN 
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SO rCiill- 1 st JEM

Roberto
ii74)

KEX t,t>bli»aiu McionalReyolu\ l<>LArla.lJ\R)i f ROBERTO J potei 
in other irources as war uaiMr uf

L) (Bernardo ALVAREZ,\ reported as CR ^Kat’l Coord in PFBVMEN. See ALVAREZ 
(118)

SOO.^BOJAS, Arnoldo'') I/O
ya Coord for city of pinar del >1

301 BasuIto, Blas

Niuio

(pMARINOX was Coord for th, arrestedAn G2 roundup on OiMauA 621 
known to VIERA Rodrigue'z. (62;2l4)
Contact of arrested, 
^gnUnccoL

PBRUMEN; 
a tn Prison

903

Mbr US naval resistance._grp;]5CorB«E Captlof vesseT~MAXlMd GOMEZgpartici 
pated in Apr 61<folot to defect PBRU- 
MEN (hayalyvesselsknown to PINO Coutb>(182)

904

900

903

UIZ, (fnu’

RUBIO Gomes, Cesar
10 Peres^'Noei^ 

z & .

tm Pmv Coord

307

308 BINON,

INA, (fnuy
•<

QB contact, active In resistance Feb 
81 with VERA Leyva; fought with Col- 

<rtvanf*20|in Second War Front, Orients; UBbrvNRi recommended for use in Oper
ation Mosquito, planned*May 62 by 
GARCIA Oller and VERA Leyva in 
PBPRIME. (174) £
SEE: (GARCIA Rubio, Rafael (31)^ 
Contact of \ERA Leyvi^in 'ftRUMEN; 
arrested, imprisoned PoniattfSPrisoni 

* sentenced to 10 yrs. (72) fa J

___  Jul 62(Pinar del Bio;) 
realdesA HabanafcotortneV Rebel Army J 
CaptjD(36jyra old, wears glasses,(has 

d eye). short, stocky; source believed feuiz forked for f'Obras Publi< 
cas";\ contacted^source every Sat at 
boon in private home tn (Pinar del Ricfe 
city; source was UR leader in town of 
Ban Luisa replaced by woman liaison t 
aRent who to contact /RUIZl after de- ; parture of source, (106)£J .j
Subj and 
opgrataci residodSti

WHW 
IMI 
I4«

yu Mtyiaut loifrow. 
RIAvAclA ru«H« 
(bit. ti n* AXB (t it 
WHICH AM OHAOlltt.

irother are°^elegraph\ 1G 
PBRUMEN Min of Commits;^' 
LSt (hetxjaseo and R; boarding 12!

. /house run .oy'Pablo FUENTESn contacts ^of ("PEDRO"] of Mm u Ha ban a [/Known to- 
QiEAL Herretaj, (188)
Contact of (VeRA Leyvajin PBRUMEN; for 
mer policeman; arrested, imprisoned?~ (Boniato Prison; sentenced to 10’ yraj.
(72)

ClAlliriCAtlOH 
8—E—C— R-E-T 

NO FOREIGN DISSEM
ft



Contact ot_ Alberto FIBAAMC? of l~R;. 
potential Pit opt ttMt. (193)

Either mbr or content of VR ia Santa 
Clara. Las Villas; Qtaown to Gonzalo

309. |&ALVAD0£. Federico J
310. WsaKCHU SeXr. SantiagoX 

■ Bo«elio J
PELAEZ. UR Trcrs^rer in Santa Clara.
<’>)
UR contact; reported May 62 to have contacts in Bebel Army and vith 
guerrillas in the Lscaabray; said to 
have political prestige, with revolu
tionary background; fought in Escam-

31?

bray against Batista: alleged to 
know reception points and routes for 
sending equip to rebels in Escaabrsy 
(171)
Contact of UR leader GARCIA Oller whsi 
both were a8ylcaa_inrRraa Emb. Habanai 
.terser policeman of urlU ln_the_liiYa.- alon of Panama. (26)1

HEX: /CHAO KUO TSE (6392/2368/3419)V ■■ ■ ■ (100
Vicente

SIS

313. IB! JEN (5591/0117)')

31«.^S0CA

318, WT ANDA, Octavio

317

Active in resistance eith MRP. MRR

RRO Peres
MARIA MARGOT’

RI Karin, Humberto

TALLAVERA, 6

junder GARCIA Oller; (Jun^62 subj and 
fa (QUINTERO^received 5,000 pesos sent 

by GARCIA Oller to set up intel net; 
divides responsibility for East Pro- 

. winces vith fcABRERApZreported Sep 62 
to be in control/contact vith armed 
men "operating in the hills"; planned 
exfil op to discuss opns with GARCIA.

. Oller; Nov 62 working on re-org UR in PBRUMEN; (brother in PBPRIME 
in Germany. X127;171;175;214) 
Mbr tn&ffillate MDM; ° SL& 
Coord (for Womenj UR P ; familiar 
vith Prov Idrs and cosmo channels of UR; known to (GRAUjand (MENOCAL; jsought by G2 as contacV between UR and 6 
KUBARK; last reported attempting 
seek asylum PBRUMEN. (61;127;183;214; 
215;220)
.Former Nat*1CMil) Coord UK. in PBRUMEN; 
arrested Mar'61'hlong with other UR 
Jexters;, esesuted go„Ap^..61. (31)
.Reported 28.Aug 62 aa Asst toG'MARlO* 
who chief Coord of/Actlon fc Sabjof UI in PBRUMEN) works ih Habana ;g>maxcs 
contact with leaders of several of : the(19Acells claimed by (MARI6)to exist.,in Habana. (62) 6 7

8 .UR contact in/tobaccox ~ 
.on Cuba St #1?T Matan Jtaaal!
with (Mongo HI 

(0(Corral Nuevo,
touch i)yho' ha/farm-in • 

.wmouth of( Bacuna- cccptlon point); 8

HW8 NO.GlAiairicAfiQM

S-E-C-R-E-T
NO FOREIGN DISSEM
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ATTACEMEVT C I

/

Benjamin^320

931

333

SS3

?.RES, Yul Marla.334

I'

919. ITTANQUERO Farias. AmUo j

I

> /.

Mt tafVlOUS EDITION. 
MHACI3 FOMMV 
IMI. H it* ANO tl-M 
WHICH ARE O8MLCTI.

W«M BSe IM» BSC

U«l

asked is Kay 62 by 
cneck oa Militia m 
wbo considered am 
ported to collaborate with real*** 
taoce. (174)

RRE8

Contact of UR leader GARCIA Oller 
when both asylees m Braa. Emb.. 
Habana; probably mbr MRR. as he ser as aide toTCapt Erelio PENA Ferna ndeaj 0 
leader MBRjiuerrillas.'^tatanzas)Prov. | 
prior seeking asylum; |omer Armylt?
-8gU (26)Reported Sep 63 by source £noccnt^_ 

. CeaL Herrertlj to have taken over lea- 
4$rship of guerrillas in the Escan- bray . formerly led by (CONGO PACHECO)'' " and'Dsvaido RAMIREZ?) sburce had con£ 
tacted these/grps or guerrillas a 
number of times; source worked in 
PBRUMEN resistance for MRR and UR.

' ■ 9.On* list of ^PBRUMENcifaval/nerchant 
marine“offleers) reported asjoffleers 
j>f UR naval resistance KFPtTCapt.r 
-gsgrebant waring^ (27) c

' ANSUM-1 reported subj was PBRUMEN 
employee, of YOACRE in Apr-62; sympa- 

" t thised and collaborated with UR; A-l 
-attempted use subj to deliver msg to
AMSUM-2 at YOACRE; subj never repor
ted back to AMSUM-1; sub! said to be eutaut between UR Action and Sab 
Chief. VIERA Rodriguez, and ODOATH 
ops at YOACRE; subj is friend of 
VIERA Rodriguez. (59)

TORRES Angulo, Victorian©Contact of (VERA LeyvaiXin PBRUMEN; 
< £- —~ —— fl-bsted. imo¥ 1soned/Boniato^Prison

.santenced^tQ 10 yra>> (72) 
A^feWGEbDEsXra&som IncldentQsub.l 

.Emb)morning l7 Jun p1 an

i

r

1

visited 
-reportei GONZALEZ, Elen's (P0LGA5) Y’-and every- 

n one" had been arrested night dr 6 > Jun when money turned over; no' 
further iden by source. (181)

UR leader active In resistance
.!•

333

( TORRIENTE, Cosme de la_\ . Former UR.'__
-------- 1 Bctlvityln PBRUMEN; as of 26 May 61

J Imprisoned atffca Cabana208) Re- 
POjAvd by AMBLEAK-lto have, been . fdenoyt)c,ed by (radop Podro CUF.LLA^0tO 
^gr^ and eentenced to 20-SExrK.

> U '______ A 0 '
(TORROALLA,Martin Rivera, Luis AM8UM-2 reported that the UR sent to

' YOACRE officials old copies of OTPAs. vhlch tiad been the property of/TOR- ?(# ROALLAX a W/T operator previously 
With the resistance, but who had been

' ■ ' cdlllllCAIlOH ■ . ■

S-E-C-R-E-T. 
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OTP'S (27). 6

328. Jf-TOVABlar 1RVFK. Marcial (184)

331

r 
f

30/nl

330 ILLG. (fnu)

if 333

333.V(r8AI

334

335
<■.

£.1

, Gablno 
GABI”

£

■li

336;,VVALDEZ Morejon, Juan

337

rc«n «3c 

U*l

Vi.-

UR centact; mbreVB Exec Bd held ■tgs ln subj*s/law^oflice in Habana,"(31) J ' "
Dr of Fidel Castro, to defect in .Spain, at which tine he..to_ write to Q (Jorge Eduardo HALLO Cardoso're ntg 
whichto include Arturo SUEI-RAS of 
Miami. TRILLO alleged to have 
''plans** which complement those 
carried by (MA^LO.^ (2) Q 
Connected with MRAC^and(TARAFA^in 
PBRUMEN; sent by (/TARAFA\ in .late '60 
from Guantanamo to urge < (MEDINA Vega 
toLreturn arms and moneyrentrusted' to (kEDINA)by MRAC contact's; nrerent 
status and location unknown. (141)
SEE: (CHAO KUO TSE (227) ) (j

_,UR guerrilla leader known to Alberto 
FERNANDEZ; reported Dec 61 as asylee 
YOACRE; proposed by FERNANDEZ for ops 
in (Palma Soriandvarea, Orients Prov 
(”a major raillOnighway and-militia 
point”). (300)
Code name used by UR inopen code 
telegrams to signify"thewruguaya 
Emb in PBRUMEN. (136) H
orm PBRUMEN; 
said to'" have f Aught on Republican 

. side in Spanish Civil War; active in 
resistance funding for MRR prior 
joining UR; claimed to have contri
buted $14,000 pesos personal funds to UR; ownedor managedc^eptJstore_An 
Habana’gtfGaliano Stn called(NALMARy^ after arrests ox 307Aug saio to have 
sought asyluq. (59;150;127;175)

\ Described May 62 as very intelligent, I having good revolutionary background; 
fought against Machado andBatlsta; effld to be brains behind (Mario Sala-^ 
barrlaJ well known PBRUMEN revolu- 
tionary; worked with GARCIA Oller in 
UR; contacts in Min of Hacienda, 

, Banco Nacional, other govt agencies.(171)' . C
! Hector') _ PBRUMEtA(naval/merchant V

V Aparine Officers reported as mbra-Ol 

 

UR.navdl resistance grp: ex

Ull r«t«iuu« ieino«. 
kuixai »o«K» 
• in ll l« AKO (t-l*
WHICH A«t L?J

CAul KO.

33
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£
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1

33^C<QaQUERO Sendin. lunebio
district i>t fai

340
6 x

VERA, Mariano)

341^TERA, Pupe^)

342 ['VICENTE'*^

344
343 EL VIEJO"^ 

’VIERA"~

... 345 VILLAMANACHE, Manolo^

346
iw X

ILLANUEVA, Julio

UB contact; assisted(TARAFA y>f MRAC when latter ill in Oct 60 and biding 
fro* G2; subj was then residing at 

(0 /Playa Santa FeA presumably near 'Habana; subj said to be /"'President of the Catholics)of thatvplace." (141) J
r & \UR contact; cousin of (VERA Leyva)who 

Joined the latter's guerrilla grp 
in Mar 61..at San Agustin de Aguara.]£J 
TM Holgulnt had contacts In Habana with MRAC-bf Quan MEDINA}?net with 

A (Marcelino FERNANDEZWAKA: "GUSTAVO") 
who possibly mbr MRAC; arranged for 
Meet with (Vera LeyvaAat which latter 
promised arms ancKsupport to open 
resistance front in Orlente, (72)
UH contact; cousin of yERA Leyva 
Joined small resistance grp elth 
VERA) Mar 61 at (San Agustin de Aguara Ttt Holguin; (VERA]went to Habana In 

report anything 
72)Apr 61 i 

further

io

,Anav Bet; head of UR combined ArmyA 
Navy grp in Zone of (Pedro Betancourt, 

. Matanzas Prov; reported Aug 62 to 
have ca. 700 UR men under bls control 
responsible for UR DZ reception. (M2) 
SEE: ^ARGENT, Nazario (171)^ 
Reported Aug 62 as Chief of 4(11 and 

_ JiavalXpqrsonnel ofUJU PBRUMEN; said 
tohave "120Ljaen-lfithe-. zone of fLoft(o 

P. del Rio Prov; in charge 
and maritime reception. in(Los(^ 
,os\zone; employed on a finca; 

retired from PBRUMEN navy; age ca.weight 15G lbs, height (6'2"')g 
large nose, mustache, considered

Palac

to

(ugl^f contact of PINO Couto. (182) AJ^EED^-3 stated he had worked for 
subj In the UR resistance In PBRUMEN, 
submitting reports to subj via cut
out (Manolp BERARD(56) Attorney for fpegei-Cola^n PBRUMEN; 
/Involved In(GEDDES)ransom incident;.
2 JUn 61 su6j()delivered letter tc(UK 
Emb)which was alleged to/have come from ? 
a femi.
|>ave been ar 
ransom turned over

2 4

‘-Wl”*" 
(<«!•<♦< t(M (atatal*

FORM a*. Ul< HtfVIOUS fOlttOfl.
iJlsi HC PIKACII fOHMB
»&■•< IHU M lit!
1401 WHIUM ahi (iswurt,
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ATTACHKENT C

Declaration of Pricci

(184)

Due phonetic spelling in some 
sources; see also under "LL."
UR contact; suggested by CASTELLVI 
as potential radop in PBRUMEN after 
exf11-train-inf11;ex-Lc PBRUMEN Q 
(Navy) employed by (RCA in Edlficio P ^ergnesan S. de Cuba) mbr UR nava1 
resistance grp; works witlT(senior 
harbor pilot ii.(S..de Cuba Xfnu 
'PAUMIERJh sends commercial cables in 

S. de CubaAand 
v (0 J

1TR open code 
Habana. (120)

S

.4

»•

reported as__mbrs of UR naval rests-, t^nce grp;/s. de Cuba'harbor) (27) 
(0 ' Q-On list of) PBRUMENXharbor pilo^3^)re

 

ported as mbrs of UR naval resistanc jroi(Manzanillo harbor^ (27) 
Reported by PINO^uto in Aug 62 as 
"in charge of communications for UR 
in PBRUMEN'1; this may refer to commo 

.for the naval resistance grp, but

LOPEZ Penaranda. was Nat'l Coord for 
.Commns; subj also reported by PINO t 
be UR contact with the "Liberation 
Army." (182)

Contact of UR in PBRUMENp^mentioned 4n correspondence from ^MARCOS'j and 
"FELIPE" )to UR in exile; no further

i

8-X-.C-R-.E-T
NO FOREIGN DISSEM
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I
-A;Crt >-? x1C<» i - 5Si.X: - - - -■ r- ■

XuT iJiIn3i£ iDk D i

in vw®<; /m«rr ir-rc »v oapoivr , I

rxiLAu ttEroLUciosjutir’crKT^ „x--E4'
1. YaGUIAR Mayol. Ernesto Agustin Mbr UR resistance in PBRUMEN to Oct 

* Francisco 62; »r.: PBPRIME 5 Oct 62;.never ar
rested; worked with Pearo Antonio 
LOPEZ, acting Natl Coord UR; employed 
Habana office PAA si tee *59; worked 
in reservations and traffic depts; 
had information on 30 Aug abortive uprising; DPOB: 16 Sepn39, Habana,(iJ_ x.
(114) •
-One of founders Xn PBPRImB of Union 
Nacional Democratico^ Jul 60. (196)
UR contact: officer of MDC; stated in 
Jun 62 to ODENVY that Alberto FERNAN-

2^?AGuf £1ra' ° Leopo Ido 

m.WW-3 IZAGUIRRE Rencurre 11 . Rafael

MauricioALMAGRO

ManuelALONSO

ALFONSO 
AKA;

jCarlos 
.REINALDO"

Fernandez, Gabriel 
Andres I

ANDRES"

DEZ Hechavarrla, for all practical 
purposes, "is the UR"; FERNANDEZ nad 
published announcement supporting 
MIRO appeal to PBRUMEN resistance 
elements not to make any premature 
moves; subj made his statement after 
being queried re UR mtg of 5 Jun at 
which no decision was reached re 
entry into AMBUD. (116)
DPOB; 4 Febfi33. Clenftiegos^nbr UR 
resistance grp navv/merchant marine: 
served PBRUMEN Navy *51-*59, merchant 
marine *59-’62; electrician/machinist 
traveled Estonia, Lithuania, Poland, 
East Germany, WestoGermany, Belgium, 
England; defected (HBGROPING; PBRUMEN passport #13009;z^ByGROPING passport . 
#7 249044; employed Miami in'repair 
/small vessels; relatives in PBRUMEN; (KUBARK developmental assetb contact
of PINO Couto of UR.

"ALCANTj 8EE: MARTINEZ, Orestes (87)

’id.

Reported May 62 as Natl Coord Prop. 
UR in PBRUMEN; former mbr AAA: pre
sently in PBPRIME. (61)
On lint, of reos of.mbr orgs of UR in 
_the Junta of the exile element in 
Jun 62 (not the UR Dirigencia or Exec Bd) rxjelegate of Movimiento de 
Recuoeracion Revolueionaria (Occl-

UR contact; reported by AMGLAD-4 in 
Nov 61 that subj may ba involved in 
clandestine shipment arms,to VBttlhffiN 
resistance; said to have provided a 
ship to ZAYAS of UR; also suspected 
that. GARCERAN nay be involved this 
activity;, subj said to have "some 
interests" in the newspaper POPULAR. 
(103)

imiSOITM FOR MIMIMIH6

lurtt! L'.4

MRtf at. U4t FRi'vinti* tniiiow.
IArl« BJC MPIAGM IUKM8
J™ Il li. «!•«•* ANO n at
<<« WHICH ARC OnOUIC.
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i

10. "AL SMITH
ALVAREZ, Angel E

12. \ ALVAREZ Diaz. Gustavo R

13. \ALVAREZ Tunon, Ricardo

DIA Valdivia, Arsenio Er
nesto

IS,i AttOR, Arturo

16.YARECHAVELETA Calvo, Ramon

;<!• 17 ARJONA Suri, Ignacio
l}$t 
0?

19

IS ^ARMANDO" ^3“ 
to 9J>1- -  ----
ARMAS

» V a i—a » -a A A w 49
PBPRIME. coZtact FEBLES. join AMTHUG 
opposition; . loi'icer Sec Gen Usines 
^Electricas, Vatanzas. (201)

SEE: GARCIA. Julio G. (77)
Reported 22 Oct 62 as Prop Delegate. 
-FEU in PBPRIME; FEU integrated in UR 
(189)
Grad. PBRUMEN Mil Acad; age ca. 32; 
proposed 16 Oct 62 by UR Natl Mil 
Coord PBPRIME as mbr /Commando team) to 
be trained for action against PBRU
MEN. (171)
Reported 10 Aug 62 in Itr from ROBER
TO of UR in PBRUMEN to have held an 
Interview with MARIO at a certain 
Cayo; resldesANarfc Twain Hotel.

DPOB: 1 
Camaguev

Santa_Cruz del-Sux
Passport 40973; left

j- ronvnctH vv iuya
qG do MALLO CardosoY remainedGrand Cay'

man since no visa for PBPRIME. (2)
Signatory of Declaration of Puerto
Rican delegation of UR dated 31 Oct 
$2 in support of ODYOKE position in 
the PBRUMEN crisis. (188)

Jun 62 arranged mtg 
Rodriguez Espada of 

UR and MORRERA o UNIR re plan for 
PBRUMEN revolt w thout KUBARK or AM
BUD support or k wledge to force 
action on ODYOKE;! considered Aug 62 
for position as Transport Secy in 
new UR Exec. (49;148)'

Mbr UR in exil 
betw CAVADA an

DPOB? 19 Novtt39. Habana YTactive in 
resistance in PBRUMEN asjibr student 

> section MRR (later became DRE;; asy- 
lee-Ecuad-Emb: currently contact of

('^G(jGARCI A Pilefor use in UR PM Ong

SEE: LOPEZ, Armando (229) ’ ;h I

.Financial Coord for FEU in PBPRIME 
(UR affiliated org); reported 19 Sep Secy for Liaison in the Exec/ 
Bd of TORRIENTE faction of UR in."exile, (189; 194) x i j

SO 4 ARQUITECTO” SEE: GARCIA Oller, Salvador Olegaric (17tt

»#«m jjc 
IMI 
(40

U«« fKM(OU» IUITIOU. 
BSPLACSn tO«H8 
«(./«. 0V2U ANO St'IS 
WHICH AHK USOOUrt.
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ATTACHVEKT D •

rw '-o'-tirr Rnz Eau: asvlee: on be- I 
hall SFSE endorsed plan called Opera
tion BOSQUE. prepared by SOTOLOSGO 
and MORALES, which proposed us*e of 
paratroopers in capture of 5 Major 
PBRUMEN* cities, establish Prov Govt, 
overthrow AMTHUG. (103)

22,T ARTIGAS Escosura, Patricio Jul 61 sub! reported as mbr UR con- 
sap do grp "Los Ha leones Negros^;
Spanish citizen: anti-Franco, anti
clerical. anti-Castro. (107)

24
23. * ARTURO" 

Ayala, Eduardo Antonio
«tfb*KE: VILLAR, Arturo (209)

Reported Jul SI as mbr URCoaaando grp "Halcones N'e-rcs^" (24) ' :
25 4V BALBOA, Antonio UR contact; introduced to ZAYAS in 

Nov 61 by VEGA Moreno; subj is a pi
lot; subj and 5 friends received

z/rV

training in Nicaragua and took part 
in Apr 61 Invasion; interested in 
taking part in clandestine ops 
against PBRUMEN; not nbr of any .CR 
grp. (103)
UR contact; friend of Orestes MARTI
NEZ .who was reported Jun 61 to be 
lecturer at UR anti-Communist indoc
trination mtgs in Miami; subj is ex- 
mbr of PbRUMEN Speleological Society; 
■aid to have arrived in Miami ”a few 
months” prior to 2 Jun 61, DOR, from 
Spain; described as "not a Communist, 
but not an.antl-Communist"; In Jun 
61 resided at Ponce de Leon Hotel. 
(87)
Signatory of Declaration of Puerto 
Rican delegation of UR dated 31 Oct 
62 in support of ODYOKE position In the PBRUMEN crisis. (188)
npnn» rn 1926, San Juan v Martinez, 
P1nar dal Win Prnv% Army 1st Sgti 
bachelor; proposed 16 Oct 6& by UR 
Mil Coord PBPRIME as mbr of(Commando teara\to be trained for action against 
PBF.UMEN. (171)
Proposed 16 Oct 62 by UR Mil Coord PBPRIME asVmbr of (Commando toatn) t<X/j 
be trained for action against PaRlF-i 
MEN at sea and along coast. (171) 
_Mbr Accion 62, UR integrated CR org; 
one of signatories to original ifa. ■ 
unification document! does not c^nsi- 
der himself part of UR per report of 
11 Nov .61. (103)

31, BAUTISTA Sanchez, Juan SEE; GARCIA Dartayet, Eduardo (07)

i iw f n

•® r VM 4HIA ANO UH
•441 WHKH ARC UilQLIIC,

ciikiifiCAHOH
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32. "Ri'trr ^rr
( 102)

I

-I

'i-

33,YbeRTIN Valdes, Pedro

34. ,\B0VEDA, Jesus

3^V BRITO Cartaya, Vi If redo r AKA- /"BE BO"

ARTAYA" ARRISON. J. B

■i

36

H

CAJARAV^LLE Leveque, Manuel 
AKA; ^RODOLFO"

*

CANCIO Alvarez/ Berta

UR Mil Coord PBPRIME 4s «br (Commando 
teas')!o be trained for action against 
PBRUMEN. (171)
Signatory of Declaration 6f Puerto 
Rican delegation of UR 31 Oct 62 in 
support of ODYOKE position in the 
PBRUMEN crisis. (188)
Former Natl Prop Coord UR. PBRUMEN; 
used his contact with Sinclair Oil 
Co. to obtain help for UR prior Apr 
61 via "Bill Billings"; reimbursed 
by KUBARK Nov 61 for money obtained 
in PBRUMEN to pay for pl^ne fare to 
PBPRIME for UR asylees; Considered 
for infil op late *61, but told 
Bowdin could not go because of family 
and Exec position in UR xile grp;

x Jan 62 used asQnstructo in security 
■ I practices to PM boat cre^rs; terminal ated as KUBARK asset Feb \62;)on own 

initiative solicited fund for coun
terrevolutionary activity \M*r 62 

 

from New York and Boston firms (Uni< 
ted Fruit?); ODENVY check dicated 
funds apparently not for URk consi

 

dered Aug 62 for position in new UR 
Exec Bd as Prop Secv or AMBUD dele- 
gate. (81;96-100;103;148;204)

. 38

^Former Natl Coord for naval resis
tance grn of UR^ PBRUMEN; grad Nav 
Acad, Lt. in Mai- Corps; Apr 62 
Ch Eng aboard Bahi deNuevitas; con
tacts among PBRUMEN\Naval Officers, 
EM, dock hands; st ed PBPRIME; 
traveled to USSR v PBRUMEN mership; 
contact of AMSUM-2, .defected Aug 62 • 

. Hamburg, Germany(presently KUBARK 2H asset), (27; 55; 59; 151)

Kidow of Rafael DIAZ nanscomb, former Natl Coord UR PBRUMEN (and KUBARK ? U 
assets who was executed Apr 61; exile 
leader GARCIA Oller is brother-in-law 
of subj and through current KUBARK 
contacts Is attempting to have pay
ments to DIAZ' widow resumed; pay
ments were ceased ca. Jan 62 when ops 
payments to UR cut off. (174)
Former Coord FAC/in H3RUMEN; \signed 
integration document Dea 60 which " 
brought hla.org,into Uflj stated Jul 
62 to AMBLEAK-1 the FAC no longer 
exists; that, it was dissolved in. PB
RUMEN after the April 01 invasion, 
(31)
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ATTACHMENT D

CARNTRO

ILLO, Junto

CCdro' Listed Apr 62 as an Aux. Secv. of UR 
Exec Bd for Mil, Affairs. (51 Cn . 
list of reps of mbr orgs of UR in 
the Junta of the exile element in 
Jun 62 (not the UR Dirigencia, or 
Exec Bd); del.gate oft Marina Revo- 
lucionaria Democratica (MRP), (21)

CARRILLO, Jose Mbr MAR, affiliated with RonwTr.iTFT— 
Espada faction of UR; participated in 
re-org of UK in Mar 62: close to 
SEIGLIE Montoro. (3;7;ft;21;194)
Former head of Agruoacion Montecrl rfir 
reported by A MT A UP-1 in Jul 62 to 
have given monetary aid to MEDINA 
Vega of Accion Cubans (UR). (141)

42. /"CARTAYA" SEE: BRITO Cartaya, Wilfredo H.
(102)

43.1 CARVAJALxRolg, Jaime

CASAL Fernandez, Maximo

On behalf of Accion 62, endorsed plan 
for Operation BOSQUE, which prepared 
by SOTOLONGO and MORALES in.Braz Emb 
as asylees and consisted of proposal 
for use of paratroopers to capture 
5 major PBRUMEN cities, establish 
Prov Govt, overthrow AMTHUG. (103) 
Signatory of Declaration of Puerto 
Rlchn delegation of UR dated 31 Oct^ 
;62dn support of ODYOKE position in 
the PBRUMEN crisis. (188)
Reported Jul 61 as mbr UR Commando _ 
grp "Halcones Negros." (24)

45. HCASAM^YOP. Alonso, Santiago 
8fe»A12r 891 749

ki

CATA Aranda, Carlos 
A12 81S 632

A©«
CA I Padro, Juan

DPOB: 25 JulfW. Ftabana^%M> UR; 
worked in resistance in PBRUMEN; in contact withfPedro LOPEZ Penaranda) 
of UR in Habaha; arr PBPRIME 12 Mar

46 Fran
cisco

1. 
F 
j’l
V;

Former UR Naval Coord, PBRUMEN; from 
prominent PBRUMEN family in Santiago 
entered YOACRE Apr 62, employed by 
ODOATH; exfil by KUBARK May 62 due 
subj prominence in UR naval resis
tance grp; Dec 62 held position as 
Naval Coord. UR Exec Bd, PBPRIME; KUBARK asae^, (27; 38; 59; 61; 148; 160)
pPOB;___________
formerly with MDM; joined UR after^.

.~Playa Giron; active in resistance 
since *59; guerrilla in *60; fought 
with Bernardo CORRALES (since exe
cuted); returned to Havana; worked 
with MDM; facing death penalty went 
into hiding; with UR, operated in 
zone of Lujrano to Aguacate; in 
hiding in Havana, P. del Rio and 
Hatanzas; cane burner; one of his 
grp was ex-MaJ Cresencio PEREZ; two 
sons of PEREZ in Jail as counterrevolutionaries, (4)

1 Ju 1^28 Mantua, P. del Rlo;^^.

row «<- uoo mrviouo loiriQM.
Ifl.if MFLAUtl lum
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49. "CESAR"

|
T,-.rm«»r active g;;r i-h^ rcr.iKl-X prior i 
Apr 61: citizen PEPRIkt: nor,promi
nent family PBRUMEN with history of service to ODYOKE; (contacted KUBARJt) 
at ZRMETAL Aug-Oct 61. then sent ^(/ClMVAl'E area for assignment^ active 
with RODRIGUEZ Espada and GARCIA 
Oller in re-org UR la exile; reported 
UNIR plan Jun 62 for revplt in PBRU
MEN without AMBUD or ODYOKE know
ledge; Aug 62 offered high position 
UNIR. but refused accent:\Coord for Foreign Relations. UR in dyile: wTEh 
RODRIGUEZ Espada faction;(KUBARK 

7l|a6setj (5;8;21;22;31;48;49) 148)
SEE: PINO Couto, Luis

21

(EL) CHI HO"
ID Crespo, 
201-311157

SEE: VIERA Rodriguez, Manuel (175)
Former mbr No. 2 Team of UR in training for infn~op; walked out of ‘ 
training camp with several others 
due disaffection; at request of Luis
A. DIAZ Pena, signed statement giving 
reasons for leaving; left Miami area 
for New York City. (129)
Born^BatabanoYuutr utf. 35: -married, 
two sons; former Marine; proposed 

. 16 Oct 62 by UR Mil Coord PBPRIME as ZU mbr (Commando team)to be trained for 
action against PBRUMEN. (171) 
DPOB; 12 Apr^36. Havana t*^ormer mbr 
UR; after Playa Giron, .joined FNDl in ‘charge Navy liaison: asvlum Ecuador 
Emb 7 Feb 62, left PBRUMEN 19 May 62.

Jul 61 reported as mbr UR commando 
grp "Los Halcones Negros’^ said to 
have undergone training prior to Apr 
61 invasion; "group does not trust 

? \ him." (107)
UR contact: re clandestine shipment 
.equip to PBRUMEN resistance Nov 61,
AMGLAD-4 reported subj provided ships 
to ZAYAS; said that GmICERAN also

• Involved in these shipments. (103)
SEE: SALADO, Nicolas (27)
DPOB: 15 Mavfl35. (!1 nnfuagnaYFfoff 

^.Habana); former textile worker; -for
mer mbr MRR: left PBRUMEN by small 
boat, arriving PBPRIME 10 Aug 62; 
radio op (studied 18 mos.); proposed 
by OARCIA Oller for use in PM ops by 
UR, (171)

, Reported Jul 61 ns mbr UR CGiamando . , grp "Haleones Negros,? (24)

. i
W i

• f ItaM* in 
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59. ’

CUERVO Lara, Alberto

Gl.V'CUESTA d£l Valle, Antonio

62. "DANIEL"
63.yDARIA Rodriguez, Jose Antonio

64

69

66

66

VID”

DIANA"
DXAZ, Jorge (Ex-Maj)

DELGADO

BLGADO

i

70

3® 
Martinez, Miguel-

Gaston, Orlando

, Luis Antonio 
TONY”

XAZ, Manuel

w DXAZ Lanz, Maroon

Sic IOM 3,C 

1441

UK mviOU* tUIIIUN. 
fctFLAtU KlHMW 
■ 1*36. SI4H AHU 1141 
WHILII AKC UUMUlltC.

( 201-297 5561 : r.-^.-.ara acc-^en
pf he>;;4 G2 ent or ce. 1 aerator: Pedro CUELLAR Si's mbr 23 Mar 61 inf.il 
team for op JEAN III: /s-bj ns paid 
$250/mo)from time of inf 11 at least 
through Aug 61. (219)
Jul 61 reported as mbr UR commando 
grp "Los Haicones_ Negros”; former- 
detective ir, PHkLUEN^secret do1 ice
during PRIO regime; intelligent;

Former crew mbr MV TEJANA; contact 
of AMDENIM-1; Jul 61 mbr Comma 
"Halcones Negros'*r wit** naval 
Playa Giron. (24;124)

or

FUENTEFRIA Fax*8, Sergio R. (59)
Reported Jul 61 as mbr UR Commando
grp "H*Kones .N(?grosu'' (24)
SEE: FUENTEFRIA Faxas, Sergio R. (59!

TBgfn~7AB Martinis. Pinar del RlaTaee 
ca. 32; ex-soldier; married, 4 sons; 
■Proposed bv UR Mil Coord PRPRTME aa 
fbr Commando team, to be trained for 
action against PBRUMEN. (171)
Former mbr UR naval resistance grp in PBRUMEN; known to AMSUM-1/2. (55)
SEE: ROSADO, Mary (166)
Reported 29 Sep 62 as only rep in. 

\ exile of UPC; subj with TORRIENTE 
faction. UR in exile. (194)
Former mbr UR, PBRUMEN; active in 
seeking support of other resistance 
grps and their integration in UR; 
from wealthy family in PBRUMEN; con
tact of ZAYAS/SANCHEZ grp; early ’62 
in charge infil teim in trng for PM 
opns, but broke with ZAYAS and left 
project; has contacts in resistance 
in PBRUMEN; Jun 62 Secy Intel, UR in 
exile, later Secy Transport and Sup-? 

considered Aug 62 for position 
ec Bd by RODRIGUEZ Espada 

ut not appointed. (22;
on ne 
and CAVADJT; 
39;148;194)
Contact of Alberto FERNANDEZ: proposed Dec 61 for use as Instructor of 
VR teams in PM ops. (200)
UR oontad*;; eldest of 4 brothers, all 
now in PBPRIME; parents in PBRUMEN; 
subi-said. tobo very intelligent;

JQABCIA QL17F QJUm, who.atatea Tn Jul 62 that subj had 3 
boats which could be used for UR ops 
due friendship with subj. (47;161)
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72.V DIAZ Cuba. Miguel

73.1 DIAZ

75. VDIOS
IOMISIO" f yO

DO, Cesar

nus irsstr

If-

Pi

<4

Jul 61 subj reported as t-:r UR co a—

i 107)

GARCIA Oller of UR 
a pontact of t» tar 

Prop purposes, that he was in close 
touch with RODRIGUEZ Espada; subj 
with Radio ReloJ. (47)

I? late Jul 62

SEE: PASTRONA Moreno, Dionisio

7®

77

Diego, Joe# ARREGO

FelipeIS

FrankDUTTON

UR contact; In Jul 62 it was reported 
by Alberto FERNANDEZ that subj, an 
ODYOKE official at Key Vest, was 
Jcnowledfceable.nf,. the entire crew of. the Telana with whom he discusses 
fishermen In P. del Rio, Sagua la _ 
Grande. Caibarien: said to discuss 
KUBARK matters also; /subj is KUBARK

Reported Jul 61 as nbr UR Co—ando 
are "Haleones Negros.” (24)
Contact of Alberto FERNANDEZ: said to .have "contacts East of Puerto Padre"
Which ■ay be useful in PM ops. (193)

I

78

79

80

81.

IECER"

’ELSA"
SPINOSA, JuanM

SEE:

CAVADA Paris, Fernando F. C31)
RODRIGUEZ Hernandez, Vicente

(132)
FERNANDEZ,' Elsa (183)

I

iMbr MAR; ca 45 yrs old; brother-in- 
law of Dr. HERRERA Nieto, first Gen. 
Coord. MAR (now imprisoned Isle 
Pines); subj not active in resistance 
activity PBRUMEN. (38)
SEE: GONZALEZ Cartas, Jesus (105)) EXTftANO’

/ MFEBLES Barreto, Hector 
AKA: ■cf.'HORACIO"83

82

84* FERNANDEZ Hechavarria

it-4 1 i 
! 1

Former Nat*l Chief Action. MRR in 
PBRUMEN;Vactive in organizing UR; 
delegate in PBFRIKE prior Apr 61 to 
coordinate/cover (JR activity; in con* 
tact with DIAZ Hanscomb and GEDDES 
early *61; Apr 62 Asst Secy Prop, UR 
Exec Bd in exile; in *61, acted as 
Coord UR in exile prior return of 
ZAYAS; former asylee Braz Emb; left 
PBRUMEN via safeconduct Nov 60, (5; 
31;172;177;194)Alberto DPOB: 7 AuglflS. Santiago^ather a 
Senator from Oriente^subJ grad 
Princeton/ BS Meeh Eng) *40; Roman 
Catholic; aided AMTHUu-1; appointed 
Pros PBRUMEN Stabilization Inst by 
URRUTIA for perio active, in supp 2-Q Giron \as KUB 
Transport i

Jan 59-Sep 69; 
ops prior Playa 
sty apptd Secy
UR Mar 63, butre-org

w* 53c 
19-17 **'■
(491
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r.is ^ot icttplea a-t low opioio- 
AKBUD etlectneuia i- cltideiUi« 
ops; reported to oe -eid ox JL2.I 1- 
exile: (kUBAU asset). <a;45;46;35;54; 
78;162)V ></

Mbr 1*8 4-mh exile delegation prior 
‘'Apr 61; worked as Info and Prop.
chief: lett PBRI.M1S Jul 60 tor kexlco 
to work against AMTHUG-1; art PBPRIME 
Nov 60; apptd Asst Secy. Finance Mar 
62 after UR re—org; Jul 62 reported 
close to FEBLES and VEGA Moreno:

FERNANDEZ, Elsa

gave up UR Exec position Aug 62 to 
devote full tiae oa Exec Bd of 
ACPPCE, which he helped found early 
*61 in PBRUMEN; this org said be 
"inelined toward Alpha 66**; VECIANA 
Blanch of A-66 is also mbr ACPPCE 
Exec Bd; press contacts include Jay 
MALLIN, Hal HENDRIX, etc; subj is 
also contact of AMDEN1M-1 who re
ported in Jul 62 that subj was 
["Ifping th. irrnuntlnf fnr Alpha.

HR exile grp uses subj to arrange 
money exchanges from US dollars to pesos (10-1) which are panned to UR 
recipients in PBRUMEN. (183)

87,VFERNANDEZ Vasques, Guido 
, 3>t>E>iVVM ex-soldier; married, two sons: pro

posed by UR Mil Coord 16 Oct 62 as

88

3.(1 mbr/Commando team)to be trained for.. 
action against PBRUMEN. (171)

FERRER Paisan Menendez, Bertha Former mtr 26 Jul Mvmnt; divorced 
from Dr. Emilio MENENDEZ, former Pres PBRUMEN Supreme Court; *mDr resis
tance PBRUMEN, arrested Apk 61, es
caped Jul 61; asylee Arg Emb; arr 
PBPRIME Dec 61; once worked in Soc 
Relf Min drafting new laws;I mbr UR 
Exec Bd in exile since Mar 62 as Re
cording Secy and Liaison off: friend 
of AMBUD-1; mbr RODRIGUEZ Espada 
faction of UR. (5;8;22;28;31;39;47; 
110;148)

89 NSECA, Algimiro ^Zapt/*

91

90 i NT Saumel, Ramon

Appeared on list of men considered . 
by GARCIA Oller and VERA Leyva of UR 
for infil ops into PBRUMEN in May 62, 
X174)
Leader UR in exile Jul 61; once mbr 
Ur commando grp "Halconea Negros,11

“75171555----- ------ “T-----
NTE Alvarez, Jorge Luis A12 864 864

DPOBr W«Augft;$, Artemisafr&ffica 
worker PBRUMEN■ mbr raalsfrencn wtth, 
URt.arrested Mar 61 by G2 Pinar del 
Rio for possession of arms; asylee 
VenezEtnb May 61, departed for Vonea 
Sep 61। arr PBPRIME Oat 62, (180)

CLMtlflCAtlOM
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9^\ FBASCO. Jo«c Jul 61 ^b) reported is nbr l~g co»r- |
'' m*-do ji~p Los faxicot^s N^zros

pro-LS: former wrestler; intelligent: 
good prospect. <107)

93. “FRAME” SEE: CAVADA Paris. Fernando 5. (31)
94. "FRANK(Y)"
85. .CfuEMTEFIUA Faxas. Sergio 9. 

AKA; .IT DAY ID"
-fikfaa. /DA N I EL"

«*mh. -gAICARXX)" 
d Serein___

|t>A12 853 136

100. T GARCIA Dulzaides, Aurelio
> . . record resistance activity PBRUMEN;
I mbr AC with MEDINA Vega; signed|. • \ TORRIENTE faction document expelling
0 GARCIA Oller, etc.; possibly actingJ- as head UND. (5;8;22;28;190) .

101, A GARCIA Padin, Carlos Alberto DPOB: 6 Oct^JS. Habana^tntsrviewed 
ttas-tfc. AH 829 004. CAC 27 Jul 62; worked with MRR and.H--  ■ UR.in resistance in PBRUMEN; arrested

SEE: CASTELLVI Padro. Juan Francisco 
(27) DPOB: 26 Aprfl32. Habanatr^ner 

Nat'l Coord L'R in PBRUMEN- tec»»e 
~ Involved with Rosario MORENO, a model 
and former mistress of Habana Police 
Chief ALMEJEIRA; deposed as UR Coord 
by Exec Bd in PBRUMEN; asylee Urug Emb May 62; friend of Belg Amb and 
PREVE of Urug Emb; arr PBPRfUE Sep 
62. (15;59-61;127)
Reported Jul 61 as mbr UR Commando 
'grp "Halccnes Negros." (245
Half brother of Relnaldo MTYARES 
Looez of UR: works as cleaning boy in 
offices of UR in exile (RODRIGUEZ 
Espada faction); contact of AMOT 
source. (89.) ■ ..... .
Reported Jul 61 as mbr UR r»—ndo 
grp "Halcones Negros,'.* (24)
Considered by AMDENIM-1 for trng as 
radop with PM team; report that subj 
has two brothers serving as radops 
with PBRUMEN forces resulted in his being dropped as potential trainee. 
(193)
Secy Prop UR in exile Anr 62: ex
perience in publicity and prop; no

23 Apr 61 for counterrevolutionary 
activity; no info on reason for or 
date of release from detention; asy
lee Bra'z Emb Jul 61; left under safe
conduct for Caracas Sep 61; Joined 
26 July Movement 195S, fought with 
Castro in Sierra Maestra, transported 
arms for Castro in private automo
biles; Jcnew Castro family well,. 
talked with’ Fidel rainy times; subj 
worked closely with Raul Castro after 
1 Jan 69;/Also knows-Che GuevaxAL. resides*Miami. n(68) ~ A—

fottl Utt MfVIOUt COITION.
Aa,if AIPlACII FUHHI
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102 II

103 Nontea Lopez Munos, 
Francisco

TA 
IA

•X

Iprwcr max iL’.tl

»

I

/

104 GARCIA Garcia Julio

1 rom

in unsuccessful attempt swcue DIAZ Hanscomb and GOSZALEZ Corzo from G2 
prison; fell PBRUMEN Jul 61; triend 
of CAVADA; never a Communist or 
Fidelista; pro-AMBUD; pro-ODYOKE; 
Apr 62 Asst Secy for Liaison. UR 
Exec Bd in exile; left JMWAVE area 
Sep 62; restdes/>1601 Hobart St..N. W.. Wash.. D.y,z£5;39;47;8 4;97;14S) 
Former mbr itRRXl>BRUMEN:^lloined UR 
and worked with RCORIGUEZ Espada in 
PBRUMEN; brother Gustavo Jose taken 
prisoner in Apr 61 Invasions nephew 
of Jorge GARCIA Montes, PrlMin under 
Batista; AprU»2^Asst Secy Conans UR 
Exec Rd^tn exile; pro-AMBUD and PB- 
PR ; supporter of GARCIA Oller; 

ered tor a ahead Student. 
ct new UR Exes Bd under RODRIGUE^ Espada Aux 62. (S;a.83?47.1481

105
t*U2. L.

ler, Salvador Olegario
ottavto"

A12 903 169

107.
106 Z Perez, Juan..

. •*/><« T UiO
ALEZ Conde, Felix

Reported 11 Jun 61 by AMCHEER-1 as Mil Adviser and Chief of Instruction 
and Trnc. connected with an urgent 
trng,program for "Los Halcones 
Negros," a commando unit und<tr the 
direction of Mil. Coord. FEBLES of 
the OR in PBPRIME. (77) DPOBt 16 Aua^32, Habanali^aetive in 
resistance PBRUMEN with MRR, then UR; 
asylee Braz Emb, but remained active 
in UR during period asylum; helped 
ARUFE with clandestine logistics 
prior Apr 61; assisted in founding 
UR, then held post Finan Coord Nat’l 
Exec; arr PBPRIME Apr 62; apptd Ex- : 
traordinary Delegate in exile by UR 
in PBRUMEN Jul 62 to re-org exile UR, 
and also to act as delegate to JNR ' 
in exile; selected RODRIGUEZ Espada 
as Secy Gen; holds position of Coord for Intel. Commnq. Transport; main
tains contact with UR in PBRUMEN. 
(26;31;39;127;148;170)

i

SEE: HUARTE Tellechea, Juan 
DPQB; 20 Apifl22, HabRnjfearried, 
2 sons; resides PBPRIME; fought 
against Batista; with ('60) student (•nfrzg j sect MRR (later DRE); worked several 
yrs Miramar Yacht Club; numerous 
.contacts with cab drivers in Habana; (knows safe’houses) mother still in 

v TBRUMEN; Oct 62 In contact with GAR
CIA Oller of UR and proposed by lat
ter for use in PM ops. (171)

No......  -■! 1 ' """ "" " 
roNM e« \ u«c Rcvioue toinoN.
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108. \GOSZALEZ Cartas. Jesus 
AKA: <1EL) EXTRANO

vtlch he ottered to RODRIGUEZ Espada. 
UR Secy Gen, tor use as action

preferably Mexico, to counter Comu- 
nist prop, organize demonstrations, 
break up (by force) Communist rallies 
offer passed to KUBARK by RODRIGUEZ 
Espada. (10S)

109 GONZALEZ Perec. Juan Reported Jul Cl as mbr UR Commando *grp "Haleones Negros.** (24)
GONZALEZ, Lionel 

AKA; tV'CHITO"

f

111

112

GONZALEZ, Raul

NZALEZ Molina, Roberto

UR mbr or contact; source PRIETO 
Machin (A12 895 172) was told by UR 

.. Coord in Punta Brava, Havana Prov., (Sebastian HERNANDEZ,) to contact one 
(alva <Inu) Td» NE 4 0975)and ask

Reported Jul 61 as mbr UR Cnn»»ndo 
arp "Halcones Negros." (24) 

grP^'Los Haleones Negros"; attended 
only, one class.. (107)

113

r 114

Sergio
GORDILLO rrano, Caridad
I

an: FUENTEFRIAS Paxas, Sergio

115. TGOVANTES, Enrique

117 UERRA Hernandez, Francisco

•4 
i

118.’TGUERRA, Orestes

Ex-soldier; proposed 16 Oct 62 by UR
Mil Coord PRPRTMTT-WTTXnbr Cqommando ~^1f 
team>to be trained for i tPBRUMEN. (171)

action against

i

61 visited 
Cartaya to

Mbr UR in PBPRIME; 
JMWAVE area with BRITO 
urge UR entry into AMBUD; discussed 
this with CAVADA and VEGA; said to 
have contacts in ODYOKE; 17 June 62 
signed document called "Gran Llamado' 
re exile unity which resulted from 
mtgs in ZRMETAL area; resides/Silveir 
Spring. M<L.<A29t 103)

Nov

Reported Jul 61 as mbr UR Commando 
grp "Halconee Negros." (24)
~%S«*-[Bfttabftno$^tge ca 35; married, 
2 sons; former Marinet-vpronoHed 16 Oct 62 <bv UR Mil CodfM^PffgRTMfrtas 

‘zH'rnbr (Commando team )to be traineeffor 
action against PBRUMEN. (171)

3 •
■ {■■ ’

Mbr FEU, a UR affiliated orzi-Mar 62 
appld Asst Secy for Student Sector, Exec Bd of UR in PBPRIME: reported 
Oct 62 as Deputy Coord of FEU. (5;8; 189))

J 119, iGUILLAMA Diaz, Jose Rolando 
629 249

, DPOBi—.fl? Ang(f2flCampo Florida, 
HabanaXmbr UR in PBRUMEN, active in 
resistance; arr PBPRIME Aug 62; Jun

tMl HO.nA r*rviou« fontoit.

I 93c ftcriActi Kjkm«
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ATTACHMENT D j

61 to Nay 62 worked at Playa Guaaabo 
for the Las Avenidas Bar as waiter: 
contacts la MRR and KRTN. (76)

120. HARBISON, J BRITO Cartaya. Vilfredo H.
(102)

121 Cover nawe used to refer to a coai-

HERNANDEZ. Carlos

123

124

mango grp. "Los Ha leones Seeros. •• 
connected with the UR in Jul 61. (24)
On list of reps of mbr orys of UR tn 
the Junta of the exile element, in 
Jun 62 Lnot the UR Dirigencia or 
Exec BdlAdelegate of Movimiento de. 
Recuperacion R*>vQ)pclonaria (Occi
dental) (MRRG). (5;21)

Bonifacio

125 HERRERIA Mursull. Orlando

Reported Jul 61 as mbr UR Commando_ 
grp "Halcones Negros.** (24) Reported 
as mbr UR exile delegation prior to 
24 Aug 61. (194)
Appeared on list of men considered. 
by GARCIA Oller and VERA Leyva of 
UR for infil ops Into PBRUMEN in 
May 62. (174)
Mbr MDC under its leader Arturo"' 
SUEIRAS; with TORRIENTE faction of 
UR. (194)

126. "HORACIO"
127 .V* HORACIO"

128

8EE: FEBLES, Hector .
- Cover name used to refer to the? 
counterrevolutionary org UNIDAD REVCLUCIONARIA. (24)'T—~

ft : 

: t

iim
. VI ’ <

4

.. T

v

Tellechea, Juan 
^SUOSES”MEZ Perez. Juan

\ Mbr Ml/in PBRUMeX a DR affiliated 
orgt held position as Chief of Ac- . tion 8t ’ ' * - • - —b^ worked with Alfredo IZA- _o KUBARK assets subj said 
ave BRAC background; worked with 
FEBLES in UR exile delegation prior 
Aug 61; nbr "Halcones Negros" comman
do unit Jul 61, but "walked out" of 
trng course; submitted claim ao KU- BARa for $5,000 via AMDENIM—1^ 
stating this sum paid to IZAGUIRRE /who reported it 3 Jul 61 in his W/Ty ^Channel to PBPRIME; left ZAYAS/SAN- 
CHEZ grp In early '62; Apr 62 re
ported as Secy for Intel and Security 

.1—-oft Exec Bd UR in exile; criticized 
by AMDENIM-1 as responsible for walk
out of Dionlsio PASTRANA, trained 

K radop who refused take part in mf 11 
op at last minute; once dated to 
AMCHEER-1 he was disenchanted with 
KUBARK. would rather work's!th PBRU- 

. MEN grp; considered for position as 
head Commando unit in new UR Aug 62 by CAVADA and GARCIA Oller but not 
apptd to post. <S;22f28;39;43|47j84; 
148;194;206;207)

13c •muon.
IbH, bl<4*4 AKO 81.AA
W««ltt u.aStfrJ, COHtlNUlO

rM« *o.fl-E-C-R-E-T
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129.\ INCLAN. Rafael

130. ”IMJ
131.y- 7ZQUIERD0, Berlberto

132.\ ’’JACKIE"
133.YCJAIME, Rafael

134
135
136

137
138

’’JAVIER"

"JUANITO"

-jhsto"

rrara, Inocente 
_____ INO”(|rtU12 834 700

•< ‘ . . . ■ •

140

139

'< A A

LEAL, Nilo

4

Reported 22 Oct 62 as '»ash., D.C
delegate of FEU, st 
grated in UR. (189)

SEE: I-EAT. Herrera. Inocente (153)
Anonymous letter addressed to GPIDEAL 
stated subj. former oifleer in PBRU- 
lEjytavy, has info re Pedro QUELLAR 
Alonso and his family, accused of 
"being pro-AMTHUG, etc. (178)
SEE: TRETO, (fnu) (77)
Active in resistance in PBRUMEN with 
SEIGLIE of MAR, a UR org; worked at 
Habana Yacht Club in Miramar, luria- 
nao; Jun 62 acting Secy UR Exec Bd 
in exile (Workers Sector) t. considered 
for same post in new UR Exec Aug 62 
but not apptd to post. (22;28;47;90; 
148)
SEE:
SEE:

VILLAR, Arturo
BRITO Cartaya,

(209)
Vilfredo H. (103
in open codeSignature used by UR 

telegram from PBPRIME to PBRUMEN 
(137)
SEE: ZAYAS Hernandez, Andres Alonzo 
?P0B; 28 Ded$34, Cienfuegos^/^nbr UR, 
BRUMEN; .active in .resistance for2 yrs'with MRR fc UR; friend of GEDDES 
aided AMBRONC-5 in contactlong ^"Con
go" PACHECOJin.Escambray; contacts in 
GW groups, resistance elements;knows

' .OB data; complete debriefing availed > 
ble.(153;198)
DPOB: 26 Senfi25fHabana/mrb UR; active 

' chauffeur of Javier ZUMALACARREGUI;
art PBPRIME 24 Jun 62; stated that th 
three days prior of his departure fox 
PBPRIME hdhad visited the sister of Osvaldo RAMIREZjwho said'she had just 
had a letter from the guerrilla lea
der. (115)
DPOB; 28 Sen(f26fCabaiguan, T.V Prov: 
former tobacco salesman; fought
against Batista; left Robe). Army ns. 2nd Lt: joined resistance with RlOCLs. 
later joined UR; Aug 61 Joined guerA 

Osvaldo RAMIREZ, 
; asylee Arg and

£>6

rilla group und 
remained to Deo 
Braz Emb; friend of GARCIA Oller; 
knows guorrill ope and mountain a 
area well; c ims ability land South 
ern coast, ontaot guerrillas he knows personally; knows passwords. 
(171)

pm< Rar
PMVI0U4 (OfflON. 
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Pedraja, Ca&dido

Pedraja,Vidal Ruben

Roca, Enrique .

V.EYEyr t»

Bofc^Ta.**’29. Sy.J.as r Martisex, 
P. del Kio Pr L-v/'-fX Are* tarried

16 Get 6 2 ty ‘~P Mil Coord 
PBPRIME^as aetber CoBja.at.do tm to . 
be trailed I or action against PBRUttOq* 
(171)

TgtHKSan Jyan y Martinet, Pin ar del— 
Rio ProvrX^a ca. 32; toner Marine;
earrled; orofo^d 16 Oct 62 by UR 
Mil Coord.'PBPRIME as nenber Commando 
team to be trained for action against 
PBRUMEN, (171)
Recormended for position as head of 
Naval Activities in the Mil Section . 
on new UR Exec Bd Aug 621 list pre
pared by AMBLEAK-1.(148)

14$. "LL" Du© phonetic spelling in sone sour** 
oes, see also under letter "X"

146 VONA Sanches, Raaon

* Ip 1147\X0PIZ, Carlon
I'"'-’’I ■ '

Poraer UR asylee Braz Emb; arrived 11 Rio.20 Nov 61 via Caracas; anxious 
enter PBPRIME. contact FEBLES,joln 
AMTHUG opposition.(201)
PR exile groun uses sub! to arrange 
RSBfiY-exchanges from US dollars to 
pesos which passed to UR contacts in 
PBRUMEN. (183)

f

41

i.

148 ^LOPEZ, Jone

('j 1149 PEZ Garcia, Jone A,

; • 150 i ■!4 I I
LOPE& Miguel

151 ZANO, Manuel ZDr

Reported 11 Jun 81 to be the Chief 8XJX2S- Halconea Negros." a commando I 
unit trained under the direction of 
EEBLES, Mil. Coord, of the UR in 
PBPRIME, (77)
jnni MID/UR; former Dean of CAHE; in I 
• PBRUMENylaw partner in "Lamadrid"^irm. Habana; said to have been mbr 
26 July Mvmnt: not active in resistan 
ce in PBRUMEN; has "definite rightist 
ideas;" said to be "on good torms" 
vith AMBUD-1; api.td Mar 62 to UR Exec 
Bd. Econ-Prof Sector; Sep 62 mbr TOR- 
RIENTE faction UR.(5;8;22:28:39;92; 
148;190)

I Apr Cl.mbr UR Exec PBRUMEN:Nov 81 
_ held position as Coord for La Cabana * arr PBPRIME late *61 and worked with 
ZA^AS/SANCHEZ grp from whom later 
separated to join Boris MIYARES and . 
V. RODRIGUEZ; in contact with UR Exec 
PBRUMEN Jul 62: contact of AMDENiM-1. (39;54;103;117)
Listed' Apr 62 as an AuxSecv.UR _ 
.Exoc Bd in PBPRIME,unde the Seoy for 
Econ-Prof Matters.(5) : i ’ • -3

r«»* 53cIM/ 
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152J MACHADO Padron, Raul A. 3: 17 Jun' 12. Me n be r LU 
sttr is Kirgot MACHADO,

I

t a n t person MFA: s igns for R_» u 1 ROA 
and Car 1os OLIVARES » hen they absent;
In Charge passport matters, but 
-source fcils power of signature ap
plies accross the board; Margot was 
reported to have been in charge Las

Guat Eab June 59, back to PBRUMEN 
Jan 59, given job in temp government; 
source has hot bad contact with si
ster for about a year; family contact 
through "Charley" MACHADO, brother of 
source, residing Calle San Juan Bauti> 
sta entre 37 y 39;Nev Vedado, Habana; 
persource "Charley" anti-communist 
and anti-Fidel; nephew of source (Mar 
got's son) Quint in PINO is Cuban Amb 
to Hungary (Oct 61); was at one time 
Cuban Amb to OAS; wife of PINO (Mi
riam MIYARES, residing Valladares 4e 
Pino) is anti-Comunnist and anti-Fide . 
her father Is Jose MIYARES, residing 
Santa Clara,L.V., and a counterrevo
lutionary; Miriam returned to PBRUMEN 
alone and threatens bo back to Hunga
ry to get her son if PINO does not 
Mnd him back to her. Source in con
tact with Jose Antonio GONZALEZ Vivas 
accountant, Banco Nunez of Santa Cla- 

. ra, sad RAgobarfcm CAMACHO, chief of 
transport, Santa Clara, who he states 
are both trusted anti-Cdmmunist and 
anti-Fidelistas. Another brother of 
source, Alberto MACHADO Padron, who resides at Bonifacio Marti’nez St, 
No. 9. Apt 3 is also anti-Communist 
and able contact Oscar FLEITES, bask
etball coach of Santa Clara who made 
trip to USSR; with team from PBRUMEN; 
feels he being exploited by Castro 
Government, strongly disliked USSR; 
plans obtain small boat and leave 
PBRUMEN with his falily. Brother 
Ariste MACHADO Padron runs grocery 
store and bar in Baez, L.V, and is
touch with the rebels in the Escam
bray Mts., supplying logistic support 
phenever possible. (19) .
SEE: SANCHEZ Arias, Junto (73)

in

4

163. 'MAKAO"
164¥hALAGONjMiguel Angel

166 MALLC Cardiol, Jorge Eduardo* 
A12 811 443

former aernbor No.5 Team of UR whicl 
trained for inf11 op; now residing* /N£2jtol^^29) *

DPOB: 13 Feb 34. Santa Cruz del Sur. 
ba<nn<ruey, T-nft- BArttmW. hy nga.ll bcsa^.

«*« 93c io »j 
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159

16

156 * "MARIO"
157.

BebdiltfnaifioTIN Cartaya
IN Cervera Luis

I Castel, Victorio E

/
lbI.’MARTINEZ, Arsenio
leVMARTINEZ, Ceferino

May 62 Iron South coast to Grand 
Cayman. Appeared to be soldier of 
fortune type. Claims he will return 
to PBRUMEN. Independent attitude: 
take or leave my sevices, I am going 
back. Fought with Castro, quit Rebel 
Army Feb 59, began working against 
Castro. Member of group headed by 

. BERNABE. On 13 Dec 60, met Tony SILIO JUS EmbA Havana, who put him in 
 act with FRANCISCO with whom he 
worked. FRANCISCO sent some men to 
Yaguajay to start a small front and 
men were rounded up. FRANCISCO later 
rounded up and executed. HALLO then 

. Joined UR and came in contact with (Bob GEDDXSJwho sent him to Camaguey 
to organize peasants for a revolt. 

. Playa Giron took place while sources in Camaguey;(GEDDES)arrested in Hava
na. Since Apr 61 MALLO in touch with 
various resistance groups; decried 
lack of unity; established cadre of : 
men with experience in guerrilla 
fighting; group sent source to US to 
meek aid; left PBRUMEN black to main
tain his operational potential. 
Brought an aide out with him; left at 
Grand Caymanj no visa; namerArsenio 
Ernesto AMODIA Valdivia. MALLO stated his .group ties in with (Drr;- TRILL(J)0 6 
who to defect in Spain the isfCastrds 
doctor); on arrival in Spain,(TRILLCh 
to write to MALLO in Miami, after - 

y which meeting will be set up between tfl/PraiLLOY MALLO and Arturo SUEIRAS of 
■ Miami. MALLO stated the plans’ carried by(TRILLO)"complement the plans which 

: I have.’^(2)
SEE: VIERA Rodriguez, Manuel CJ2) * 
8EE: BRITO'Cartaya,Vilfredo H.,jr(10J

24 infos 
contai

0 o
06

SEE: BRITO Cartaya, wilfredo H*-(97)
Listed Apr 62 as an Aux Secy,UR Exec 
Bd in PBPRIME, under the -Secy for 
Liaison. (5) ’
Born Fea .^38 f ^Havanaj^fonner member 
PBPRIME Marine Corns; proposed 16 Oc 
62 by UR Mil Coord /PBPRIMgl as member 
Comgando team-to be trained for act... 
tion against PBRUMEN. (171)
SEE: PASTRONA Moreno, Dionisio (66)
Rxenatorv to declaration of 18 
-62-on behalf TORRIENTE faction ex
pelling certain members of RODRIGUEZ Eepada^faction and the UNL organisa
tion from the UR; signed for BOAC (Sloqua Gbrtro Anticomuftista Cubano)

pncviow* COITION.
cumricAhGh

8-E-C-R-E-T Tanr--------
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163MART INEZ,Elio

164^ MARTINEZ,Orestes 
AKA: r“ALCANTARA"

166

167

16

165 MAYABRE"
"MAYITO"
"MAYOBRO"
'MEDINA Vega, Juan

17

I ?

7

01-28^4950

fl

NpiGUTIA, Felix
jij

"MIGUELITO"'I

li'

169

17

t
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Reported Jul 
of Action of

UrG

62 AMBLEAK-1 to be Chief 
a group f:on VAR: «aid

to be trusted worthy, courageous; 
knows much of North coast of Matan- 
Zas; said to hs^e recently conducted 
a successful exfil of a family from 
PBRUMEN. (3*0 Recommended for posi
tion as head of Commandos in u<» -Soet 
of new UR Exec Bd Aug 62; list pre
pared by AMBLEAK-1.( 148)
Reported Jun 61 to be lecturer/in- 
structor at UR meeting An.Miami described astanti-communist indoctrina
tion lectures; subj is ailed to have 
fought in?the Spanish civil war, to have heeb^MSS^ber of th\g PBRUMEN 
rpiMimist party, and to have "reached 
the central cell of the Party;" 
acting chief of UR at this time was 
FEBLES. (87)
SEE: SOTOLONGO, Eduardo (108)
SEE? SEIGLIE Montoro, Mario (194)
8EE: SOTOLONGO, Eduardo (128)
Former leader "Pro Libortad y Dpmo-
cracia" in PBRUMEN; late*60 joined :: 

■ MRAC: reported to have received
818,000 from MRAC-in PBRUMEN which 
given to subj by /wife of Ramon PUIG Millar) asylee Brhz Emb; in PBPRIME 
elected Gen.Coord UR Mar 62; head of

• AC, group from MRAC (TARAFA); under 
influence TORRIENTE in UR and Secy 
Gen 96- that UR faction Sen 62. (5; 
8;21;22;28;57;141;190;194)

RANO Cervera, Humberto Danilo DPOB 15 Ocrfll6. P. del 
. 876*095 ....................______ con- . -tact, but relationship unEhown; 

ZH \KUBARK asset at present passed 
. WAVE copies UR propaganda which

peculating PBRUMEN Jul 62.(80,95)
UR contact) involved in PM ops (for 
JMWAVE;) ZAYAS of UR offered assist 
SUbj with PM op TRIUNFO.(200)
SEE: LOPEZ, Miguel

'MIRANDA Reyes, Fernando Ulis DPOB; 16 Aug 32, Bayamo. Oriental 
self-employed auto mechanic; formerly 
with PBRUBSN Arpy from 1952 to 1 Jan 
59; not since connected with Army-or 
Militia; engaged in xdBlstanoe acti
vity with UR; contact of Jose RODRI- 

: GUESi(AKA:"PEPE"); left PBRUMEN alAn-
deetSnely with four others by wceal- 
inj M/V DELIRIO from a Militiaman 
and leaving from Santana River, Ba- 
racoa, Havana, on 26 Sep 62. (187)

1

f. Y
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173\ iili’Akxi, Boris Former otner explosives lactorv ,
' PBRUMEN:: agent lor uils and lubri

cants: reported by AMDENIM-1 Jul 62 
* in PBRIME as nt. UR faction of Miguel

LOPEZ and V. RODRIGUEZ, described as
• -of the old UR.",(54;143)

174^MIYARES Lopez, Reinaldo POB: Cascalal, LV Prov^age ca. 53:
I i former cattleman, farmer, industrial
I * DtbC VtiC . *n paal~M£S» owner sugar mills;
I * ———---- - ’ govt contacts during Batista regime;
• never pro-Castro; spent half million

• pesos own money in resistance activi-
• ’ ty; said to have brought 16 groups\ . under BOAC in PBRUMEN; signatory UR

t e, - founding document Dec 60; linked to• • / Batista-Trujillo conspiracy Aug 59;^,
asylee Venez Emb; arr PBRIME late

' . *61;name linked with "Natl. Libera
tion Commandos;" no supporter of 

< AMBUD-1, but not opposed AMBUD aid
j to UR if of benefit in anti-Castro

. sense; Oct 62,Secy.Fin. UR.(5;8;21;
' 22;28;31;39;47;82;91;148)

SEE: MALLO Cardoso, Jorge Eduardo(198)
Florida business contact of Max TUCR- 
MAN. iwho involved in exchange of 
30,0U0 pesos for $6,000 inconnection ~ withlGEDDES ransom incident: ditails 
given in source. (181)
Former member No.2 Team Of UR. train- 
jng for inf 11 op;, walked out of traiv 
ning camp with several others due 
disaffection; at request of Luis A. 
DIAZ Pena, signed statement-giving *u 
reasons for leaving; left Miami area 

,:for New York City. (129)
.Mbr "Accion 62" which formerly partu.t *- 
bf UR:-With E. SOTOLONGO in Pan Emb
las* aylees, drew up plans for mil up
rising PBRUMEN:plans sent to ZAYAS 
and SANCHEZ in PBPRIME via pilot) 
(arranged by GARCIA Oller) who mail
ed from New Orleans; subj was 1st Lt, 
Se-rev army unde Batista; arr rnSRI-

ca. Sep 61, (103) . • “
UR contact; introduced to source by 
Orested MARTINEZ of UR at end Jun 61; plaims to be CPA: "ex-revolutionary;" 
judo black belt; said to forming I Jun 61) an apolitical organisation 
for training of agents for under- 
geound and sab. activity in PBRUMEN: 
many members of this org. were mem
bers of UR. (163)

J* .

Leader of FEU faction in N.Y..not 
connected with UR;issues separate 
edition of FEU publication Alma Matex 
attached in special issue of Hkumi 
edition in Article signed by Gustavo 
RODRIGO at FEU group integrated in 
UR RODRIGO stated in Jan 62 edition

CUItlflCMiaK
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that he is genuine rep of FEU in 
exile and not WORE. (51)

i

,1

81. MoreNO, Arquitecto SEE: MORENO, Nestor (5;8;)
18

\

RENO. Nector

183. NEGRIN Santos. Claro

Isuae1

Mbr UR; ypptd Asst. Secy.1, Mil Mat
ters Mar 62 in PBPRIME; delegate of. 
MID in UR Junta; member TORRIENTE 
faction Sep. 62 .(5;8;21;194) 
HofcjRemedios, I-V Prov^^rmpr Mari
ne; age ca. 38; married, two sons! 
proposed 16 Oct 62 by UR Mil Coord 
PBPRIME as 
be trained 
C (171)

member Commando team to 
for action against PBRUM!

AMDENIM-1; proposed for.

185. OCTAKIO 
186 VERA Gonzalez, Luis

187.^ORDONEiZ Hernandez, Antonio 
PTONY 
303 434

Contact of 
Possible use as radop with PM ops 
19T5---------- V

SEE: GARCIA Oller, Salvador Olegario
• Jul 61 subj reported as mbr UR com- I mando group "Los Halcones Negros;*' I 
Tater eliminated from group; did not I . 
attend classes. (107) |
DPOR; 24 Au^lR.P. del Rln/flrand 
Amer Inti College, Springfiel, Mass.,1 
'38, Acct, Bkkr; *40-*60 employee 
Vicana Sugar Co., Manzanilla, Orients -departed PBRUMEN 22 Apr 62; resided I
Havana, 20th St #9, Apt 2; father I 
Oscar ORDONEZ Castro still resides I 
Havana; subj operated dress mfg busi-1 
niss from May "61 until departure.;... I, 
subj has brother Oscar ORDONEZ Her- I 
nandez, 40, a Dr. and a Lt. in the I 
Rebel Army, but anti-Castro; brother not a member of any resistance orga- I 
nization,but did treat several members UR who were burned while car- I 

. eying out sab ops againStcca&e fields 
in Havana area;subj also has three I sisters, all teachers, still resident] 
PBRUMEN; Mirta ORDONEZ Hernandez lives in Havana;.Olga end Eva ORDONEZ I 
Hernandez teach and live in Artemisa I 
subj has son Jorge ORDONEZ Rodriguez | 
16, from marriage to PBPRIME citizen] 
which ended in divorce; son resides Havana with grandfather, studies at | 
Institute do Agricola, where said to | 
be member of ifsome type of student resistance organization;" son said | 
to be most patriotic, for which rea
son did ,not want to go to PBPRIME, 
rather remain and "de hie part•’ • sgnihst Castro;" subj stated he-left |
PBRUMEN for economic reasons;claimed ■ to have no security problems while |
inside, never exposed as a member | 
of any reeintance orgj.nubj provided„ names and bio data <8 UR resistance ]
loaders at time of his departure ]
from PBRUMEN, (S3) 1

eoRM ■« U«l PRKVIQiH lOlhON.
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sect in Havana; worked under CPEPE"j 
who was UR Sail Intel Coord: provid
ed naaes of UR Xatl Coords; has nume
rous UR contacts in PBRUMEN.(169)

188 VORTLZ, Jose A. Jul 61 subj reported as mbr UR cou- 
yando group "Los Halcones Xeeros:"
did not attend classes regularly.(107

189. SEE: LOPEZ. Jose (77)
0.\ OTERO, Alfredo

06*

Mbr UR in PBPRIME; contact of GARCIA 
Oller: j^ubt is cousin of (Eduardo 
SOTOLOXGO)of UR in Havana^ S. asked to contact subj and arrange for 
regular radio communication to the 
UR in PBRUMEN. (126)

19rX PADRON Aguilar,Lucas W ■'Dob C 1°^ I

19

SEE: LOPEZ, Jose (194)195
ERA Pit*, Oabrlel196

, Dlonisio 
Arsenio

an Juan y Martinez P. del Rio 
ca. 32; former Marine •.pro

posed 16 Oct 62 by UR Mil Coord 
PBPRIMEAas member Commando team to 
be trained for action against PBRUMEN 

1 (171)
rPARDIlXO Pardillo, Armando Former member UR naval resistance. -TinJUbJn PRRUMF.N-known to AMS UM-1/2.

(55) - .
DPOB: 9 Octf?39.P. del Rio UR I
resistance in PBRUMEN in "61; pre
viously with Rescate, IPC; and team 
leader for UR Team #1 but turned down 
infil assignment ( see UFGA-4648 of 

( 9 Jul 62): in PBRUMEN submitted reexports to (Manolo VILLAMANACH)via cut- 
oQ out(Manolo BERARDjknows Prov of P.del

Rio, familiar with Shell and S.O. r»> 
; fineries, Havana; left PBRUMEN by 

boat from South coast P. del Rio, arr 
PBPRIME 24 Jul 61; in PBPRIME worked 
with^fuan HUARTE, AMDENIM-1; UR Team* 
gl^njsbanded foil suspicion of Reinal ofGUILLEN Linares as G-2 agent; subj 
oes iwt believe GUILLEN is a penetra 
ion by G-2; AMDENIM-1 believes sub
set's operational potential was un- 
ermlrtzd by HUARTE. (54) (56)

NARANDA,

"PEPIN"

19XPEREZ Bayou, Eduardo

r««* 
n il ' 
(Ml

u«< mcviou« Ionian. 
A6HACII
• 1U6, IIJIA AHU «f-l1 
WHICH AM </g»0U/l.

Al subj reported as. mbr UR _ com- 
ando group "Los Halcones Negrn.s" ubseQuentlv resigned. (107) .

Jul 61 reported as mbr UR commando 
group "1,0* Hn leones NngrasA'said to . 
have undergone training in Florida} 
Intelligent; good prospect: pro-US, 
(107)
Reported may 63 by VERA Leyva to be 
willing to return to PBRUMEN to or
ganise guerrilla force in Orients.  Prov,(173)

tHAUlflCMIdH" 
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FtKhZ Gonzalez
Cossando group "Los Haisones

199. .PEREZ, Elicer
2OO.V PICALLO, Cuba

SEE: RODRIGUEZ, Vicente

Menber of the Executive "Dir- 
’.gencia" of the L’R as of Jun 62; 
position: Secretario para Sector 
Femenino. (22; 5) Member MDM; 
formerly very active in resistance 
in pBRUMEN; not in favor MIRO, but 
would not oppose entrance UR 
into CRC if in the interest of 
the PBRUMEN cause; presently in ZNew York^xffis)

201. \ PICCOLINO SEE: SANCHEZ Ruiz de Villa, Luis 
(61)

202. \PIN0 Nardelo, (fnu)

203

Former mbr UR naval resistance 
grou£ in PBRUMEN; known to AMSUM 1 
and 2. (55)

Couto, Luis Carlos 
f'CESAR"
>29 475

204. PLACENCIA Padilla, Arabel

205. APCRTELL Vila, Horminio .

DOB: 6 Feti^34: grad PBRUMEN Nav. 
Acad 56; studied PBPRIME;.in 
PBRUMEN Navy to 61; with Llneas. 
Mambisas, Habana, in charge tug
boat opns to Feb 62 and .Inspector to Aug 62; active in 
naval resistance era: UR Mil 

' Coord PBRUMEN; source of UR 
intel re shipping; arr PBPRIME 
Aug 62 with forged visa; brought ;J‘ first reports re Sov buildup 

' Jul-Aug 62; numerous contacts 
in Navy and Habana dock area. ‘ ’ (27; 50; 55;. 59; 127)
Proosed Jul 62 by GARCIA Oller as 
■ember new UR Exec Bd in exile; 
fought against BATISTA in Zone of 
Yaguajay, L.V. Prov under Camilo 
CIENFUEGOS; served few months as 
officer in Rebel Army; former 
Coord of 00A; Braz Emb asylee■' Nay 61; left Emb after short 

, time and fought with guerrillas 
in Yaguajay and Escambray,

.. emcept ng to Habana where took 
• u part in sabotage activity; Jan

62 again asylee Braz Emb; has 
contact with "his men in PBRUMEN" 

*" and also fishermen who have 
contacte to help determine mari
time reception points; proposed 
for Commando Sect of new Exec
Bd. (47)
In discussing UR Prop activity 
Jul'62, GARCIA Oller notedr'that- 
subject was a UR contact in this 
field, and that subject was , a 
STunf1*!!'?) °* F°rnando F. 'CAVADA

tORM U«i MIVWUB IGHiGH.
- «&.■« MflAUti rUHtit

Rbit. BRU AND Rl'll
IW SHIAH An(48eULSrS.

CU.iiriCAligH S-E-OH-E-T 
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powni
Coaaanoo group “Halcones Negros.*' (24)

207A PRIETO Machin, Sllvestre 
895 172

Member of L'R la Punta Brava, Habana 
rov.: to;d on leaving PBRUMEN to 

contact Elva (Inu) at telephone" l 40975, ask for Lionel “Chito”] 
IZALEZ; in PBRUMEN wr.rked for gkCsebastian HERNANDEZ) Coordinator in

Punta Brava.(6) x
2O8.\/PUJOL Barrera, Abelards Reno DPOB: 24 AortU5, Habanaj>fcontact 

' of (CAJARAVlLLA) member UR naval 
resistance group; subj is merchant 
marine Capt: defected in 19filr. 
established residence PBPRIME; also
lived in Canada; worked as Capt for 
a tine on Nicaraguan ship carrying 
lusher from Honduras to Florida; 
after shipwreck, came to CAC from 
Jamaica; claims bad contacts in 
merchant marine and shore installa
tions who were all members of a 
"loose-knit counter revolutionary 
organization;" contacted by some 
members after his defection; believes 
most of his old contacts are now on 

(r the PBRUMEN-Mexico run; knows Capt.
06 of (BAHIA DE CUBAA an officer and a machinist on the(FRUCUBAAan officer 
tworking in the office of \LINEAS~ MAMBISAS)in Habana, an officer on the felNAR DEL RIO) the Capt. of 

the (SIERRA MAESTRA.) and the Capt of 
the(ERUCUBAJ claims no problem in 
passing things from PBRUMEN (like 
a bottle of rum) to contacts outside 
Another countries. (112)
Delegate for ONLAC in Junta of UR 
Jun 62; apptd Asst. Secy for For. 
Reins, on UR Exec Bd. Mar_62_ when 
ZAYAS deposed as Sec. Gen.; Sept 62 
head of ONLAC in TORRIENTE faction, 
UR in exile. (5; 8; 21; 190; 194)
Bee: ALFONSO, Carlos (61)
See: LOPEZ, Miguel (103)
Former member No. 2 Team of UR, 
training for infil op;\walked out of 
training camp with several others due 
disaffection; at request of Luis A. 
DIAZ Pena, signed statement giving 
reasons for leaving; left Miami area 
for New York City.(129)

213. "RICARDO"
214, jj'RICARDO"
215,Vrico Gonzalez, Silvilio

BEE: FUENTEFRIA Faxas, Sergio R.(61)
BEE: RODRIGUEZ Espada, Jose Francisco 
.DPOB: 24 MavfU*, Cardenas£fetive_in 
resistance with several counter., 
MYolutlonary orgBL worked in 
cafeteria at Varadero Beach; proposed 
by GARCIA Oller Sep 62 for use in PM

1^ | COMtIHUCO

Mt
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ops ma LK.

216. \ RIVERO, Jose Ignacio

217.1 7RODOLFO
218 RIGO Carvajal, Gustavo

220iNfRODRIGUEZ, Gerardo

219 RODRIGUEZ Ramos, Faustino

RODRIGUE 
AKA

221

Mar1 fiaj contact of Reina Ido" MI Y ARES. 
Lopez of UR and BOAC while in PERLMEX 
(91)

SEC: CAJARAVILLA Leveque, Manuel
•J* DPOB- 26 Dec -33. P. del Rlo- hbr 

UR; arr PBPRIME Aug 61 by boat from 
S. Clara; 48-51 studied at Columbia, 
Tenn.; 59 apptd to Min. Housing; . 
arrested 17 Apr 61, released 1 May 
61;.organizer of FEU in PBRUMEN;

Uheloedform FREN. a student ore with 
elements AAA, MRRC. MRTN. FEU: _ 
claims to be true rep of FEU in PB
PRIME, rather than MORE of NY City 
faction; mbr UR Exec Bd Apr 62 
in charge Student Sector; Oct 62 
reported as head FEU in TORRIENTE 
faction of UR. (5: 8; 21; 22; 28; 
51; 111; 189; 190)

HabanaJ^ditge about 40; former 
soldier;~proposed 16 Oct 62 by UR 2 4 

'Mil CoordrPBPRIME-\as member /Commando 
team^to be trained for-action 
against PBRUMEN. (1711
UR contact; introduced to source by 
Orestes MARTINEZ of UR at end Jun 61; 
intelligent, "learned,** claims to 
be publicity agent: strongly anti- 
American: active in formation of 

. a political organization to train 
. agents in PBPRIME for -the under
ground in PBRUMEN; members this 
organization belong to several groups( 
but mainly to UR. (163) 

lEspada, Jose F. nonR« lfl~ Aprils, Mat.anr.au , 
CARDO" degree Institute de Habana *38-’42;

i=U. of Habana ’42-'45 Public Acct; 
££-/Lat. Amer. U. ’50-’54, Dr. Psychology 
<; active in resistance vs. BATISTA over 

3 yrs; in contact with TRUJILDO in 
. *56 in Santo Domingo;, oppo??^. to 26

July-Mv£nt; partner in construction 5*. Btfpply-.firm "Rodriguez Espada, S.A.;" 
organized RDR Prov. Exec., Matanzas; 

' asylee PBRUMEN, arr PBPRIME Mar 62;
.active in exile UR: elected Secv Gen

Jose

t ■ ■

222

62: UR entered AMBUD Mar 63; 
ARKAsset) (5; 8; 21; 22; 28; 30;

L JL4.&0
a. 1934. Habanaj^ormer soldier 

married, one eon;.prgcpgod 16 Oct 62 
by UR\Mil Coord jPBpHDglaB member 

'IWConunando team) to bo trained for>• ''action against PBRUMEN. (171)
223. DRIGUEZ Moya, Lazaro Alberto former asylee Brat Emb;bworked as Bupt.. Bunco del Caribe: 

reported Nov 61 as Coord, Segundo

IO«H HI t !«-•» He 

|44l

U,( rMVIOUA Milieu. 
iin«aM aukm« 
ei.it. tint ah; »!•»» 
WHICH AM ClltuLtrt.

CUtllrlCMlOn cam hd.
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GARCIA Oller: irrivea Rio 20 Sov 61: 
Anxious enter PEPnlKE, contact

GARCIA, join AMTHL'G opposition 
PBPRIME. (201)

224.x RODRIGUEZ Colina, Manuel Listed Apr 62 as an Aux-Secy. UR. 
Exec Bd in PBPRIME, under the Secy 
lor Econ-Prof Matters.(5)

225 Mbr CCC. which UR

226

7A7 RODRIGUEZ

RIGUEZ

Rodriguez, Manual J aff1AA«AW, . WA. Wjjp.W AW. ww^
"Matters, uB Exec Ba; close friend of 
TORRIENTE and reported Sep 62 as 
holding position as Recording Secy, 
TORRIENTE faction of UR. (5; 8; ?1; 
22; 28; 194)

Tret Manuel Reported Jul 61 as member UR Commando 
group "Halcones Negros.” (24)

Menendez, Marcos Proposed Jul 62 by GARCIA Oller as

230

ro\
IRIG 

AKA

229

.22*

Urra, Placido232/

RODRIGUEZ, Mario

231

5Jc 
14lf 
1441

X. Oriente for MDC; has contacts 
area of Victoria de las Tunas, 
Holguin', Puerto Padre; reported to 
have arms cached in Holguin; 
proposed as member of Commando Sect of irn. (47) -• .*

Maria Teresa Founder jin PBRU of Catholic 
revolutionary org. Cristianlsmo,
Contra Comunismo (CCC)..which 
integrated with UR: apptd by DIAZ 
Hanscomb as first Fem. Coord UR in 

? 7 PBRUMEN.; also worked with Security CV Coord. ffiODRIGUEZ Espada) in PBRUMEN; 
•«*!£» arr PBPKtME ca. June 62; active with 

UR exile grp; exposed false document 
•’*S- ' held by TORRIENTE, which led to split 

'*?■ in UR; present Fem.' Coord., UR in 
. exile. (39; 47; 131; 137; 148)

UR contact of GARCIA Oller; 
suggested by latter as candidate for 
Inf 11 op with VERA Leyva; sub.i de
scribed as "a young lawyer, smart, 
jtble E-d desirous of returning to 
PBRUMEN." (173)

Miguel Former lawver PBRUMEN; mbr UR and 
CAHE; mbr resist a e in PBRUMEN, but 

■■ ■. not with UR; experience in propaganda 
field; supported A rtJG-1 until <le- 
Sarture from PBRUMEN:>cons 

 

2 by CAVADA ___ ________

iCoord. in ne^ UR. but sub.i resigned 
to head an exi, lo lawera orcc. (39: 47; 89; 148;'159) .

I »!♦!£> hfr!

RIGUEZ Soto, Mirta Wife of Juan F. CA8TELLVI: resides 
' PBPRIME. (34)

jQrmor_emnlovea Central Azucarelro; 
UR Bfiyjgg Braz Emb four months:

U«. FMVIOU. (OITION. 
M.IACI. roHMS 
• Lie. Oll.A AHC lOCt 
WHICH AM (molltl.

JUuiHCAhaH
tAdt KC.
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23^-Y 'bOD&XCCEZ

KELLIS t201)

Lorenzo, Reynaldo Jul 61 reported as t r UP.
coaur.ao group ’’Loa H> Icczi-a Negros;"

234. | RQDRXGUEZ

have enlisted lathe •Liberation 
Army.- (107)

Valdes, Teresa SEE: RODRIGUEZ Valdes, Maria Teresa 
(39)

235. RODRIGUIZ Hernandez
ELTECER"

Vicente Mbr UR in PBRUMEN: served as 
Finan. Coord. Exec. Bd Jan 61 to 
Aug 61; ^after deposition of ZAYAS 
from Idrs exile UR, subj re
main’d with ZA ^former Pres VACUBA 
shipping firm in PBRUMSKL._now i
operates Florida Inter-Island 
Shipping Corp; said to have supported 
both BATISTA and CASTRO: represents 
shippers in CEC; contact of AMDENIM-1 
Nov 61 said to have received money 
fromGARCERAN for ops in PBRUMEN 
without ODYOKE knowledge; associate 
of Miguel LOPEZ and Boris MIYARES; 
not connected with UR in exile any 
longer. (5; 8; 32; 33; 54; 103; 
132; 140)

ROHAN Fuego, Eloy 
|S*t- A12 821 063

239Z\ ROSADO

ROMER<K Andres

J

fl. 240 RUBIO Padilla, Jose

• t /

)

936JCROJAS Santamatina, Sergio G. UR contact; former/PRRintENlAiab to UK: 
involved late 1961 In Celuca Fantasma 
with ZAYAZ, SANCHEZ and Vicente TODRT- 
GUEZ of UR; alleged to have received 
$150,000. from KUBARK for ops in 
PBRUMEN; no record of this at JMWAVE.

01! 
DPOB: A «uJ^39 s»n r.lH«. V H.i

- mbr UR resistance PBRUMEN; organizer 
in San Luis; contact with RUIZ, who 
UR Coord for P. del Rio Prov, resident 
Havana; subj' arr PBPRIME Jul 62 by 
small boat. (106)

238

241. UXZ Montano, Georgina

FORM .. . . «« WVWU* lainoM.Bic RieiAcM roam
Illi At-IAA AMO 

(401 WHICH AH, OAAOlllt.

Forner memver No.2 Team, of UR which 
trained for Inf11 op; now residing

&New York Clty^cftl29)
. Former Secy to Natl, Coord, of MAR in 
■ PBRUMEN; worked in resistance with

Dr< Mario SEIGLIE Montoral in contact 
by mail with,present MAR Natl, Coord, in PBRUMEN, Close AGUIRRECHU Pacheco'S 
(AKA: "GUSTAVO"); subj reside^Miami.) 
(160) ---- TV

Antonio Reported to have been a contact! in 
PBRUMEN of ReinaIdo MIYARES Lopez of 
UR and BOAC; type of contact or actfc1 vlty not stated, (SI)
Reported 29 Ben 62 aw loader MDC fac 
tlon^which joined TORRIENTE group.

PACA MO.

30

• ■ -.aU’l'

0

<dtnricM«o4
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24^SALAIm, 'jtlcolas 
- 1M..WOQUXXTO

244.\ &MOCHEZ, Fadilio

8*8. YWQcCREZ Arias, Just© 
j >JyaxV*AKA<>.-

948

94? AX JUAN, Rene

UR Contact; cited by AKSUN-2 for ma
ritime reception ops; fcx-fisserman 
»ho kno»* Cayo Anguila area .Isabela 
de Sagua)and is a friend of MARIO:

foregoing data also given to C*DOATH*J'*T at YOACRE. (27) <-!
UR Contact 1/kL'BARK asset*)utilized to 
pass message'-'to Luis Carlos PINO 
Couto in an attempt to set up an S/Y 
reporting channel. (50)

. DPOB; 19 Jultfo^.San Jose de Ins Baling 

Matanzas Prov^Sgt. Rebel Army to Jan 
62: mbr 26 July Mvnnt from Jul 58- Jan Reclaims mbrshlp foil resistance gms 
in PBRUMEN:\UR, MRR, MRRC, RPR; left PBRUMEN clandestinely by small* boat 
with six men from Punto Hicacos, Mat. 
Prfcv. 19 Sep 62; arr Marathon Key 23 
8ep 62 via Cayo Sal. (73)

Ruit ;lfl Villa.Luis Mbr Ur Exec Bd. PBRUMEN Apr 61; atten
ded meet in ZRMETAL Sep 61 re future 
UR with ZAYAS, Tony DIAZ, GilinROS; 
Nov 61 allegedly considering Joining 
OARCERAN grp with ZAYAS And M..RODER- ' 
■GUEJE: Mar 62 in contact with yPedro L LOPEZ)of UR in PBRUMEN; Jul 62 offi
cially dismissed from UR by Exec.Bd 
In PBRUMEN along with ZAYAS.‘H(6rl6;5 
54; 103;204)

i-t'

F4

0&

Former member No.2 Team of UR which 
trained for inf11 op: now residing 

A New York City^029) 
^AKtlESTEBAN Pavon, Jose Antonio Reported by VERA Leyva in May 

62 to be willing to return to PBRUMEN 
to organize a guerrilla group in 
Oriente Prov. (173)

Cardenas, Maria Wife of Dr. Mario SETGLIE Montero. 
5t>t C_ prominent member and officer of UR.

ih PBPRIME. (39)
Ricardo Rafael /Dr/) Reported to have been a contact 

I in PBRUMEN lof (ReinaIdo MIYARES lopes ) 
of UR and BOAC: Jtvoe of contact not • 

’ stated. (91) ,
10 LIE Montoro, Mario iferjf DPOB; 12 Febf|23, Habana .La

< t Salle.School, MD U.of: Habana 48; 
owner Med Center, Marlanao; from 
distinguished family'in PBRUMEN; Natl 
Coord MAR Oct 60 - Sep 61 PBRUMEN;’ arrested twice, (Dec 60, Apr 61); 
jiwy lee Venez Emb; y ft. P3P2IMZ

^.el
2

.1 
i

t

f

2&Q
k;.C

""" 83 c (HI 
|44>
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PbPRlKt. good fepvAitr, i1 eauciltCr

"of c<'*od txbits:" Apr 62, Secy, Mil
Alliir», VR Exec ba, PBPRIkfE; be
lieve* VR should uiniiu good 
relation* wits C_'B‘_RK to obtain aid 
for reeiotance in PcRVMEN; would like

Luis

sore effective AMBVD org: not opposed to VR entry AteBVD; appld 
Aug 62 VR Secy for Prof Ic Econ Sector] 
which position subj still holds. 
(5; 8; 21;22; 28; 31; 39; 47; 148;
166)
DPOB; ca, 1928, Batabano. Habana;^-— 
ex-soldier: proposed 16 Oct 62by__
rUR Mil CoordrpHPKiitt:las newber 

^7 vCommando teaajto be trained for 
action against PBRUMEN. (171)
SEE: GARCIA, Julio G. (77)
Contact of UR Idr FEBLES in PBPRIME; 
^electronic eng; Nov 61 shoved FEBLES 
equip produced for "sone sen'’ with 
plan to assassinate CASTRO; con- aiatea oz xmltter with electronic
detonator; shop located NX.ft5.th St 
at 87th Ave, Miami; called 
"Electronic Systems." (103).
UR contact; resides Union City, Pa;nt 
5 May 62 wrote to Berta FERRER of 
UR, Miami, to effect that she does 
not believe that her uncle, Osvaldo

-^££7 RAMIREX, has been killed; «ubJreceived Itr from her mother (sister 
v Of 0. RAMIREZ) in PBRUMEN who had

gone to 8. Spiritu to view body and // ' . stated it was not that of Osvaldo.
<UM

256j|J SOTOLONGO Medina, Eduardo Enriqueu. DPOB; 28 Sep&2, Yaguafav. 
• L.V.y?:63 grad Mil acad; expelled

• ; from Batista Army 5C for conspiracy;

w“ Sic IM» "f<S 
Ml

/worked in resistance with 26 July 
’ Mvmnt; Jan 59 apptd «n investigator 

.•i'for Comision Decuradora; assigned to 
organize MP unit of PAR; prrested 
May 60, imprisoned 5 mos La Cabana . 

, lor opposition tq communist indoc;
£n prison or' ed Accion 62 and 

. later merg it with UR; worked with
UR Mil C d SORI Marin; exposed by 
DSE coll orator Pedro CUELLAR
•Alonso, ^yrested Apr 61; escaped With 7 otheri 30 Apr, hid until 20 
Kay 61 When bought asylum Pan'll Emb; 
Maintained-contact with resistance; 
Aug 61 apptd AMBUD Mil Coord PSRULffiN 
drew up plans with C. MORALES for 
Uprising which sent to ZAY&8 and 
SANCHEZ of UR in exile:Zin contact 
With GARCIA Oller in a<<tempt

CUwhcA^ON 
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liSfc ‘.Z/T Cx.u^':X rxx. i.ircoc

cxjus^n ti i-r.t-tr ST '-fcrxMSr Jixaclc© 

Tti.YTl.VZi. in sx ue of fcr
saaa t'.te-iui 0ia tA^pporr Iren 

JuS *sXvX X * * AaU S2 f 5w Sy
Mil ,\ttiJL's, 12 txec Dd La axlle uadex 
BOOQXtKHX Eapi-ca.. (103; 108; 113; 
12«; X*uJ

257. SBCUttE, Curt* Mock SEXl tZBULMH, Ukbcui (13)

258. fiEUUUM fcruliaa, Jala Maa £33: SMUUUX. Xobas (11)

230. 8SBLUAX, Luixa

380. 8WLKZZ Malero, Carlos

Ml. 8UXXEA1 Crus, Arturo

Involved lx <8 WES racoon Inc leant; 
contacted Ly Its, ncbert GXBCS& re < 
pesordolJLar ccKhaOiie; rife at lax 
TOCXEUS, q.T. (11; 12; 181) .
Bbr un tn ran-.ua: Aug 62; selected i 
by Sec Cea KOliaXGUKZ Espada as 
candidate for post of Sac. for Prop 1 
In new Exec Bit of UH; formerly In ; 
chars* of profxanslng on CSQ prior ; 
to leaving PMimfiQt; also directed 
SBgaxlno Clast nr, published In lies* 
Mana, whlTSTresile la MfUB. (147). 
Oca. Coord., llovisdento Democratic© I 
CoastltudonaX (EDC); contact cf j 
Jorge ItAL&O Cwrdc&o r® dcJectlcn of 

Qfa A®** ®RIUU) (Ds- of AlCTDG-l))ia '
Spain; said te have contacts i» • 
reelnttinea la L.V. Prov., including 
GV types; £epl; 62 raonber TQB3HEMS8 
faction 02 la eedlle; falBltlK asset) 
(3; 194; 211) ^4

362. TAEATO, 8110 beader of UCAI«, U3 affiliated erg; 
fcrmrly active la CK resistance, 
PBRU5SH; Bar «12 ajrotd Asst Secy 
KL1 Affairs, UB Exac Bd, DBPUSS; 
foraar supporter of sooaiauEZ 
Espada; presently Secy for Ell.

? Affairs, TOBBISSiES faction, 08 In 
exlLa. (5; 8; 31; 26; 190; 194)

263. TA8AFA, Hnaterto

264, "TETR"

Mrssr Uatl Coord UBAC In PBBUMHi; 
dales his pofUtloa usurped by Juan 
1EDXHA Vesa, uho is present Coord 
of E2i£H ns^ci.T’ integrated in SB, but I 

i?.-■ loyal to TOaai'EMS faction; vest
< Into hidlig iu Eay GO; contacted '

QDfOBE Itab, advised to go to 2EPSIEE;
In Feb and Apr S2, subj had contacted!

■ Emmel CABE£2A)and AsrtouSo
VABOHA to offer? cWAC In unity r-Qvesfc 
turned dovn. <141)

CKEiRODRXGUEZ Valdes, Earia Tireea 
(137)

26S. THETE Eosero, Carlos F. (Dr.) DPODi 20 Cstt 32, Habana; lavyer; 
attended Ell. Acad. FBRUMEE for 
throe years; considered Aug 62 for 
Ksltlcm on fct-JU Bd. re-cr^anlred 

; proposed (tot 62 by UK Ell Coord 
DBFaiEE for cussando teaa to be

* H

4 Me »»♦» •>je 

pel

wtYiaw cmroiu 
AFiACia rcn:<4 
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*

266. \ TIO

267
268

Signatory of Declaration of Puerto.

"TOOT" 8£E:D1AZ Pen*. Luis Antonio (148)

62 in support of OIAOKI position 
in PBRUMEN crisis, (lee)

SEE: ORDONEZ Hernandez, Antonio (SO)
269VTORRIENTE Ajuria, Jose Elias £Le 1A

270

271

W*M 53c |M» 8,,t
I4«l

VALDESUSO Rey, Antonio274

CHMAN Hindis

fz»>ripr nf dissident faction of ,VR in 
PBPRIME since Jul 62; reported'Mar 
63 as considering withdrawing from 
UR exile matters; position/was Pres 
of Assembly of Reps and p6ord UND 
20 May, org founded byyhis brother 
Cosme in PBRUMEN (noa/in prison); not 
active in resistance, claimed to 
represent several UR affiliate orgs 
in exile, but credentials invalidated 
by CCC Coord/Who arrive^ PBPRIME- 
Jul 62; formerly in touch with CMr. 
Peters" 
KUBARK 
anti-ARBUD; reported Aug 62 to be 

 

usingyOulio de QUESADA to collect 
Infor ‘-L-- 
and "tin touch" with the John Birch. 

 

Society; said to be trying to set 
un a reporting channel to the 
Jptelligence Digest, (21; 22: 28; 70: 144). See also Xtt. A.AjSicJ

-----------------------------s'KUBARK) attempted contact 
Mar 62/unsuccessfully;

tion f or~PBPRIME;:8ejiators

06

ISES" SEE: HUARTE Tellechea, Juan (43)

Reported 11 Jun 61 by AMCHEER-1 as 
Chief of the Sabotage Dent.. 
connected with an urgent training. 
j>rogram for "Loa Halcones Negros,** 

- - a commando unit under the direction 
' of Mil. Coord. FEBLES of the UR in
PBPRIME. (77)
DPOB: 10 MavfllS. Zamilrif, Poland; 
arrived PBPRIME 7 Sep 61 from PBRUMEN 
Subj jeweler in PBRUMEN Jun 61; 
involved in GEDDES ranaom incident^ 
arranged for exchange of 30,000 
pesos for $6,000. through Isaac

; M0NCARZ, a Florida business contact 
of Subj; details contained in 
source doc, (11; 12; 181)

FAULI Montagu, Carlos A. Mbr MRAC.in PBRUMEN; recruited 
by Juan MEDINA Vega; in touch with 
MEDINA since arriving PBPRIME late 
61; not active in exile MRAC but 
attends -some UR mootings and works- ... 
occasionally for MEDINA and . 
TORRIENTE; contact (of JMWAVEJre legal 
travelers arriving Miami. (164)
■Student: former UR saylea Braz Emh Arrived Rio 20 Nov 91 vie Caracas;

utl P««VIOU2 coitus 
28PIACI2 FUKM2
• hid. 6I-28A AMO •«•!< 
WHICH ARC 02W14IC.
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.VO I tIS

ATTACHXEST D

anxious enter PBPRIME, contact 
FEBLES, join AMTHUG opposition. (201)

27 S. VARGAS Gomer , AncUesy^D^J

276
I

277.*

878

VELASCO, Francisco

member org. (196)
6 DPOB; 2 Sepf-,17, Camaguey; 
.connected with UR since founding: 
_prominent.lawyer. expert in labor.

one of UR delegates in PBPRIME 
cover org prior Playa Giron; pro— 
PBPRIME; contact of PRIO Socarras; 
described as capable, honorable; Mar 
62 apptd Asst Secy, Econ.Sector, UR 
in PBPRIME; considered Aug 62 for 
post as future delegate of UR to 
AMBUD; contact of AUGLAD-4; active 
mbr UR in exile (RODRIGUEZ Espada 
faction). (5; 8; 38; 86; 103; 148; 
177;. 194)
Reported as member UR exile group 
prior 24 Aug.61: on 29 Sep 62 said*
to be working in the “Refugee Center.** (194/
Mbr BOAC, affiliate of UR: Mar 62 
apptd Asst Secy, for Liaison with 
other orgs; delegate in Assembly 
of Reps for BOAC. (5; 8; 21)

879. VERA Serafin, Aldo Member infil team 23 Mar 61. (radop 
was Pedro CUELLAR A Lonso) with orders 
join UR resistance; ^KUBARK M/R of 
7 Jul 61 indicated Isubj is suspect 
.G°2 agent and that derog info on 
file at Hqs. (219)

880. VERA Leyva, Emilio Alfonso Subj joined resistance against 
. • j BATISTA Feb 58 as member 26 Jul

; Mvmnt; source doc relates numerous~:,T? ' details of subj insurgent activity;
: .f Jan 69 apptd head of Preventive

, / 4 , t <•:?. Penitentiary, Guantanamo; held
< position to Feb 61, a month after hy

5 . joined the resistance against the
^present regime; became member MKR

1 .under Nino DIAZ; claims to have 
organized PoliceT'and part, of Rebel 
Army, Guantanamo area to take part in a revolt, Feb 61 :\ group, 
infiltrated by G-2; fled to hills Feb 61; participated in attacks 
against Militia; sought asylum Broz . Emb 2 May 61 where retained to 14 . 
May 62; arrived PBPRIME\19 May 62 via 
Braz and Mex; asylum granted through intercession GARCIA 011er\and Juan 
MEDINA; then at Emb also:.. Mgsires.. join ODYOKE armed forces ^o^fight 
■CnmnniMsm anywhnre in the worldt 
(26; 72)

381 jlR-COntnet/l'n PBPRIMR. MRgd fOI— 
. pending money to UR in PBRUMEN 

'z.lj (french Emb^oniplgyee i^arla Antonia

iomi Ulf ^kviqui roinoh.lai? wc Mrucie ruKMi
;” । II H. B1J6A AMO
WW WHICH AHK QilUUri.

Cl A.«<r ICAtlUH S-E-C-R-E-T NO FOREIGN DISSEM f y | co.riHUto
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M1ERS. (174)

283

VIERA Rodriguez, Manuel 
51 AK\; WiRTO" 

AK-A: FEL CHINO" 
(201—333832)

VILLAMIL, Juan A.M

284.X VILLAR, Arturo 
f AKA: V2JAVIER'

DPOB; 13 Apr~38. Habanar'forcer abr 
RPR: apptd S'atl Ccord for Act inn Sa h 
UR, PERUMEN: secondary school educ; 
carried; exfil Aug 62 in connection 
Aug "uprising;"claims have 19 Act/ 
Sab cells iu nabana; frequent contact 
with YOACRE While in PBRUMEN on be» 
half UR;(KUBARK PM assert in training 
for infil—teaa^HdS; 55; 59; 63;
127; 175).
Signatory of Declaration of Puerto 
Rican delegation of UR_31 Oct 62 in 
support of ODYOKE position in the 
PBRUMEN crisis. (188)
.UR Natl Intel Coord Mar 61; involved 

n infil team 
Mar 61 asked

in reception three- 
from PBPRIME; la 
GARCIA Oller mejft, team ^laya 
Guanabo; te * ro CUELLAR,
who was either G-2 agent or lost 
nerve'alter arrival pbHLjmen land

-■ [inniip <11 (t'UKT.TAW

/Slew UR safehouses, caused arrest
* numerous UR leaders/members, others 
nought asylum); asylee Braz Emb;
went to Spain; reported Oct 61 that 
■ubj to arrive PBPRIME "soon." 
(184; 204 , 209)

Alfonso DPOB* 2 Atiy^2fi, Wahanarformer 
pilot Aerovia Q, defected Key West 
JUn bQ:. radon with Nino DIAZ in 
PBRUMEN Oct 60; apptd Gen Coord 
SAC Jan 61; Mar 62 Asst Secy, Mil 
Aff, UR Exec Bd PBPRIME; former 
supporter RODRIGUEZ Espada; Sept 62 
head of SAC in TORRIENTE faction of 
UR in exile. (5; 8; 21; 28; 74; 75; 
190; 194)

WONG Jaime, Enrique Antonio DPOB; 22 Aug/^37, Habana _____
A12 854 778 tobacco salesman with Roberts

Tobacco Co.; worked with UR resis
tance in PBRUMEN; traveled throughout 
country. (179)

285A VILLARAOS Flores, Angel 
t .(201-282486)

286

288

287

289

M I 290 
4]

W,

Due phonetic spelling in some 
sources । see also under "LL".

VESTS Aguilera., Joae Miguel Arrived Miami 10 Jun 62 l 
Knowledgeable re UR activities according to Jose Alejandro VAZQUEZ 1 

z" Oarcia; not processed through CAC.(IB)
YORA, Julio On list of reps of member organization^ 

of UR in the Junta of the exile elemen 
in Jun tf2~(not the UR Dirigencia, 
br Exec Boafd)fs.deleg&to off 
Movimiento Democrats Martiahc (MDM).
C2D—:------ ----------------

ZAYAS Hernandez। Andres Alonzo Former Natl Coord UR. PBRUMEN] 
arr PBPRIME Aug STf attended meet

UU MCVIOUt COITION. 
ifHAOtl FURM8
11.18. 8 bit A AHO «M0 
WHICH AMI OKOLITL

ju.SiriUAllSH 8-E-C-R-E-T
NO FOREIGN DISSEM

| y | CONT1HUC0
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54

291 ZAYAS. Elvira^)

292 ZUMALACARREGUI Lorenzo

gfc

j

& s’?

* ■"*

contact of/"Mr. Peters" of KUBARKjP® I in JMWAVE area; reported Nov 617 I 
to be in contact with GARCERAX from I 
whom said to have received money I and equip for resistance in PBRUMEN;■ I 
deposed as Sec Gen UR in PBPRIME at . I r. 
Mar 62 reorganization;/former KUBARK Rn 
asset, terminated Feb 6i\; dismissed I 
from UR by Exec Bd, PBRUMEN in Jul I 
62. (See Att. A). (8; 31; 54; 101- I 
103; 126; 204) I
Former/Panamanian Charge d’Affalresj) I 
Habana^reported 31 May 62 as channel I 
used by) GARCIA Oller of UR to(HB^Z- I 
GROPING Emb from Miami; subj said I 
to be contact point for other exile. I 
groups in Miami for/courier servic£\ IzQ 
into. PBRUMEN! via various /diplomat! c I -> £j

Javier Former Lt., Rebel Armv: Mil 
Coord for P. del. Kio Prov for UR
PBRUMEN; mbr SAC J 56rk6d Wittt MRR:. 
Involved in Act/Sab; experience as 
guerrilla; once in exile in Mexico 
iron wealthy family; former law 
student, Habana Univ; friend of 
Bertha FERRER of UR. (39; 47; 93; 
148)

’• t

I

I

I; '

&s

t

i

rwi Mo.
ruurt • U61 FKCI/IOUO CCITICS.limy 93c ■MUCMIuMHC
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21.

22.
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25.
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27.
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29.

SO.

2.
3

i CK-022, Al 2 911 732, 76 May 62. SECRET

CK-007, A12 911 443, 26 May 62, SECRET
CK-028, Al 2 911 774, 28 May 62, SECRET
WAVE/FI, AMOT-2 AA-923, Sep 62, SECRET
FOB-4511, 7 June 62, CONFIDENTIAL
CKA-072, Al2 895 172, 24 Mar 62, SECRET

APR 2 4 U63 I
DOC.

I

9
10
11.
12.
13
14.

AMOT-2 Compilation, Feb 62, SECRET/NOFORN
8 FBI, Miami, DBA-6744, 9 Apr 62, CONFIDENTIAL

FBI, Miami, DBF-98949, IS Jan 62, CONFIDENTIAL
Miami NEWS, 23 Sep 61, UNCLASSIFIED i

FBI, Miami, DBA-9111, 4 May 62, SECRET K . ■ ■

FBI, Miami, DBA-9112, 4 May 62, SECRET
FBI, Miami, DBA-5692, Mar 62, SECRET
FBI, Miami, DBA-11787, 31 May 62, SECRET

>' * * * ’ • * i ‘

UFG-957, 1 May 62, SECRET/NOFORN/LIMITED
895 266, 25 Mar 62, SECRETCKA-081, Al2

AMSTRUT-1, 2
WAVE/CI M/R, 
CKA-038, Al 2
WAVE M/R, 18

4

I

I

July 62, SECRET
12 July 62, SECRET
891 834, 14 Mar 62, SECRET
May 62, SECRET

"Representantea de Organizaciones Integrahtes," Miami, Junio 1962 
UNCLASSIFIED

i!
i. I

‘a

MS

"La Dirigencia de Unidad Revolucionaria en el Exilio," Miami, Junio 
1962i UNCLASSIFIED
"UNIDAD REVOLUCIONARIA, Declaration of Principles and Programmatic 
Enunciations," Cuba. December, 1960, UNCLASSIFIED
UFQA-1830, 5 July SECRET
UFG-979, 11 May 92, CONFIDENTIAL/NOFORN/LIMITED
CKA-162, A12 903 169, 19 Apr 62, SECRET
UFGA-4532, 25 June 62, SECRET
WAVE/FI, AMBLEAK-1, 5 June 62. SECRET
FBI, Washington, DBA-14196, 3 July 62, CONFIDENTIAL
WAVE/FI, Sourest (joss F. RODRIQUEZ Espada^ 26 July 62, SECRET

J

k
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32 WAVE/FI 3: July 62, SECRET
WA.VE/PM, AMDEN’M-l 26 July 62, SECRET

34 UFGA-H320* 20 June 62 SECRET
35 WAVE/IS M/R, 5 Mar 62 SECRET
36 WAVE/CI 11 Aug 62 SECRET/NOFORN/CONTINUED CONTROL
37 WAVE/FI AMBLEAK-1 10 Aug 62, SECRET
38 WAVE/FI AMBLEAK-1 29 July 62 SECRET
39 WAVE/FI AMBLEAK-1 25 July 62, SECRET
WO WAVE/PM M/R, 27 June 62, SECRET
11 UFG-1055, 4 June 62, CONFIDENTIAL/NOFORN/CONTINUED CONTROL
12. WAVE/FI, AMBLEAK-1 M/80, 13 Aug 62, SECRET

?: Iu I _ .
UFGA-2101, Att. 2, 5 Oct SI, SECRET

I 15
I 

& *6

UR Release "A La Opinion Publica," Miami, 22 Mar 62, UNCLASSIFIED
WAVE/PM M/R, 11 June 62, SECRET
NASH 2006, 5 Dec 60, SECRET

17

18

WAVE/FI, Source: ^Salvador GARCIA Oller^ 26 July 62, SECRET

WAVE/FI, AMBLEAK-1, 11 Aug 62, SECRET/INTERNAL USE ONLY
19
SO

WAVE/FI, AMBLEAK-1, 21 June 62* SECRET 
FOB 30U8, DOI: - to Aug 62,-CONFIDENTIAL

51 WAVE/FI, AM0T-2/AMCHEER-1, 19 Aug 62, SECRET

I®
S3.•J’tl 

Mil 81.

WAVE 7759, 27 Aug 62, SECRET
UFG-1303, 26 July 62, CONFIDENTIAL/NOFORN/CONTINUED CONTROL
WAVE/PM, AMDENIM-1, 29 July 62, SECRET

55
56
67

68,
59,
60,
61.
62.
63

WAVE/FI, AMSUM-l/AMSUM-2, 3 June 62, SECRET
201-311110, SECRET
Notlclero Panamericano, Station WHET, 26 July 62, UNCLASSIFIED
CAC, PIR, A12 829 001, CONFIDENTIAL
WAVE/FI, AMSUM-1
CAC, PZR, A12 853
WAVE/FI, AMPAN-2
WAVE/FI
WAVE/PM

2 May 62, SECRET KAPOK
156, CONFIDENTIAL
6

AMSTASH-1
AMSTASH-1

Sap 62, SECRET
28 Aug 62, SECRET
29 Aug 62, SECRET

w* gjc 
lo.f ■
MetL—---- -

mi r.rvioua coition, 
rimacm ro.M. ... 
Ii.ia. oi l.* *HP «MC 
WHICH *(i« oswltri.
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is. oiA’.T/fl , Source: Qijilvacor 5a.’II A. Cilery <s Aug t , cx.Lzi.1

85. 231-309863, SECRET <&)'

66. ODIBEX,.EPIDEMIC Ko, 181, 16 Mar E2, SECRET
67. UFGA-MU60, 18 June 62, SECRET
66. CKA-037, A12 691 7*9, 12 Mar 62. SECRET
69. WAVE/FI, AMOT-2, 20 Mar 62, SECRET
10. WAVE/FI, AMPAN-2, 25 Mar 62, SECRET
11. WAVE/FI, AMOT-2, 1 June 62, SECRET
12. ’WAVE/CI, Source: Emilio A. VERA Leyva, 22 May 62, SECRET
13. CAC, PIR, A12 854 OU 3, CONFIDENTIAL
14. 201-282U86, SECRET
16. WAVE/FI, AMCHEER-1, AA-788, 26 Sep 62, SECRET
16. CAC, PIR, A12 829 249, 17 Aug 62, CONFIDENTIAL
11. WAVE/COPS, Draft Dispatch, 23 June 61, SECRET
19. BELL 0062, 2* Apr 61, SECRET
19. UFGA-209S , 9 Aug 61, SECRET
99. 201-284960, SECRET '
91. FBI, New York City, DBA 10166, 17 May 62, SECRET
92. WAVE/FI, AMOT-2, AA-648, 11 Sep 62, SECRET
99. WAVE/FI, AMOT-2, AA-647, 11 Sep 62, SECRET
94. WAVE/FI, AMOT-2, AA-68S, 17 Sep 62, SECRET
liT WAVE/FI, AMSTASH-1, 6 Aug 62, SECRET
96. WAVE/FI, AMOT-2, AA-684, 11 Sep 62, SECRET
97. WAVE/FI, AMCHEER-1, 2 June 61, SECRET
IBS. UFQ-1383, 13 Aug 62, CONFIDEIiTIAL/NO FOREIGN DISSEM/LIMITED
69. WAVE/FI, AMOT-2, AA-997, 16 Oct 62, SECRET
90. WAVE/FI, AMOT-2, AA-1000, 16 Oct 62, SECRET
91. WAVE/FI, AMOT-2, AA-1001, 16 Oct 62, SECRET
92. WAVE/FI, AMOT-2, AA-998, 16 Oct 62, SECRET
93. WAVE/FI, AMOT-2, AA-1002, 16 Oct 62, SECRET

Sic

. WAVE/FI, AMOT-2, U Apr 62, SECRET-;

. WAVE/PW, AMRAZOR-1, 30 July 62, SECRET
, WAVE/PM M/R, 4 Jan 62, SECRET
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97. WAVE/PM, AMPAXIC-9, 19 Cct 61, S

99
100
101

98 DIR 25«.62, 22 Nov SI, SECRET
DIR 26730, 29 Nov 61, SECRET
UFGT-1U86, 17 Feb 62, SECRET
WAVE 8639, 18 Oct 61, SECRET

102 Cuestionario de Datos
TIKE “

Personales, Wilfredo BRITO Cartaya, CONFIDEN

103 WAVE/FI, AMGLAD-4, 17 Nov 61, SECRET
10*
10S

UFG-1099, 19 June 62
WAVE/PW, Source: (jc 
SECRET

SECRET
Jose RODRIGUEZ Espada)(Memo 27), 22 Oct 62

106. CK-1S8, A12 821 063, 13 July 62, SECRET
107

i> .1108.
P.
« 109.
C5? I

I no.

UFGA-1899, 11 July 61, SECRET 
AMOT-2, AA-752,WAVE/FI,

CKA-180
WAVE/FI,

A12 903 U3U, 27
AMOT-2, AA-865

20 Sep 62, SECRET
apr 62, SECRET
1 Oct 62, SECRET

!

X? I111 WAVE/FI 1U Sep 62, SECRETAM0T42, AA-651 X
CK-288, All 315 178t 17 Sep 62t SECRET 

g|113. WAVE/FI, Source: (Salvador 0. GARCIA Oller), Sep 62, SECRET 
Ski*. WAVE/FI

112

Bp8, 

WMxlS. 

1117. 
f; I 
B lie.

kUMO.
p «i. 

y 122.

K 122.

125,

126.

127.

WAVE/FI
AMOT-2,’ AA-969, 12 Oct 62, SECRET
AMBLEAK-1, 27 June 62, SECRET

FBI, Miami, DBA-17798, 27 July 62, SECRET
WAVE/FI, AMOT-8M^CELT-2, June 62, SECRET 

MIMI *SS9B, June S2, CONFIDENTIAL
WAVE/PM.
WAVE/FI,
WAVE/FI

•4

AMDENIM-1, 7 June 62, SECRET
AMSUM-2, 19 June 62, SECRET
AMSUM-2, 13 June 62, SECRET

Manifesto, Al Pueblo de Cuba, 7 June 62, UNCLASSIFIED
WAVE/FI, AMOT-8U(AV$ELT-2, June 82, SECRET
FBI, Miami, M/R, 29 June 62, SECRET
WAVE/FI,
WAVE/FI, Sourcei (Salvador GARCIA Oller), 2 July 62, SECRET
WAVE/FI, Source f7”(Salvador GARCIA Olle: 
WAVE/FI,

AM0T-8U, 16 June 62, SECRET , .

9, 3 July 62, SECRET
Source i (Salvador GARCIA Oller^lS July 62, SECRET121.
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131. WAVE/FI, AMbIXAK-1, 27 July 62, SECRET
132. WAVE/PM, AHDENIM-l, 20 July 62, SECRET -y-
133. WAVE/FI, Source: ^Salvador GARCIA Ollerj 21 July 62, SECRET

1134. WAVE/FI, AMCHEER-1, AA-773, 21 Sep 62, SECRET
I 135. WAVE/PM, AMDENIM-1, 23 July 62, SECRET
1136. WAVE/FI, AMSUM-2, 20 July 62, SECRET
1137. WAVE/FI, AMBLEAK-1, 25 July 62, SECRET
1138. UFG-1334, 4 Aug 62, CONFIDENTIAL/NO FOREIGN DISSEM/LIMITED
1139. WAVE/PM, AMDENIM-1, 8 Aug 62, SECRET

r. 1140. WAVE/FI, AMPAN-2, 30 July 62, SECRET
f1 
I

1141. WAVE/FI, AMTAUP-1, 28 July 62, SECRET
I 1142. WAVE/FI, AMBLEAK-1, 19 Oct 62, SECRET

*
1143. WAVE/FI, AMOT-2, AA-492, 23 Aug 62, SECRET?
1144. WAVE/FI, AMCHEER-1, 4 Aug 62, SECRET .

3 •1*14 5. Diario las Americas, 8 Aug 62, UNCLASSIFIED, * -7'
1 r \ O
1146. WAVE/FI, Source: (Salvador GARCIA Ollerl 10 Aug 62, SECRET

Cl 147. WAVE/PW, M/R, 17 Aug 62, SECRET ’
.1 ’■ '■1U148. WAVE/FI, AMBLEAK-1, 11 Aug 62, SECRET 7^7 7-
|149. WAVE/FI, Source': (Salvador GARCIA Oller) 21 Aug 62, SECRET
1150. WAVE/FI, Source: (Salvador GARCIA Ollerj 3 Sep 62, SECRET

'4161. WAVE 7973, 30 Aug 62, SECRET«r* . * • T t A yr---
K-I1S2, WAVE 8102, 3 Sept 62, SECRET ' ''

1153. CK-260, A12 834 700, 4 Sep 62, SECRET
1
'<[184,. Diario las Americas, 8 Sep 62, UNCLASSIFIED£iJ188. WAVE/FI, AMOT-2, AA-839, 20 Sep 62, SECRET

(It J1166, Diario l&e Americas, 16 Sep 62, 8|1, UNCLASSIFIED
WAVE/FI, Sourcet( Salvador GARCIA Ollerj,' 14 Sep 62, SECRET 

62, CONFIDENTIAL/CONTROLLED DISSEM
167. 

n iso.

J-

i '::-;U

189.

180.

181.

ft 162.

UFG-1601, 25 Sep
WAVE/FI
WAVE/FI
WAVE/FI
WAVE/PM,

AMOT-2 AA-857 2 Oct 82, SECRET
AMOT-2, AA-854 1 Oct 62, SECRET
AMOT-2 AA-842 29 Sep 62, SECRET

S3c 
a| uoi

AMDEMIM-1, 23 May 62, SECRET
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17

16$ FBI, New

166 WAVE/FI
167

168
169
170

York, DBA 23092. 2$ Sep 62. SECRET
AMOT-2, AA-903, 5 Oct €2. SECRET

UFG-1518, 1 Sep 62, SECRET/NO FOREIGN DISSEM
DIR *9868, 10 July 61, SECRET
WAVE/FI, Source: (Salvador GARCIA
WAVE/CI, Source: /Salvador GARCIA

Oller), 1* 
011er\ 18 

^5

Sep
Apr

62
62

201-3237*2, "PM Plans," SECRET171
172.
173.

WAVE/CI, Source: (
Salvador

xGARCIA OllerJ 21 Apr
WAVE/CI, Source: | GARCIA Oller,A 26 June

17*. WAVE/CI, Source: | oV Salvador GARCIA Ollers May 62,
175. WAVE/CI, Source: ^Salvador GARCIA OllerX 23,Apr

-J

62

176 WAVE/PW
177

SECRET
62, SECRET

62, SECRET

AMHINT-53, 1 Oct 62, SECRET
FBI Washington, D. C., DBA 2666, 28 Feb 62, SECRET

178 FBI Miami, DBA 2963, 20 Feb 62, SECRET
179 CAC

180. CAC

PIR, A12 8S* 778, CONFIDENTIAL
PIR, A12 85* 86*, CONFIDENTIAL Z6

181

182

183

18*.

185.

186

187

188.

189.

190.

191.

192.

193.

19*.

195. i

SECRET
SECRET

SECRET

I

FBI, Miami, DBA 9758, * May 62, SECRET " '
WAVE/FI, Source: \Luis PINO CoutpA 8 Nov 62, SECRET
WAVE/PM, Source: (Salvador GARCIA Oller), 8 Nov 62, SECRET
UFGA-*232, * June 62, SECRET
UFGA-3918, 1 May 62, SECRET
WAVE/FI, AMSUM Developmental, Nov 62, SECRET
UFK-189, 10 Oct 62, SECRET

$•

Unidad, Miami, 10 Nov 62 (Official Organ of UR/, UNf’ASSIFIED .
FBI, Miami, DBA 26233, Oct 62, SECRET
WAVE/FI, AMCHEER-1, AA-721, 19 Sep 62.,^SECRET
WAVE/PM, Sourest /Salvador GARCIA Oller> 20 Sep 62, SECRET 
Cuba Clandestine, La Habana, Oct 62, UNCLASSIFIED
WAVE/PM, AMDENIM-1 23 July 62, SECRET

,h> »

WAVE/FI, AMCHEER-1,
WAVE/FI, AMCHEER-1,

£’Ms •
UU pfllvtoui IfilTIOM.

SIplAUts
149. UH* AMO 1140 
H«CH ARC QBOCUTt.

AA-8*9, 29 Sep 62, SECRET
AA-*50, 15 Aug 62, SECRET

CiAinricAiioN

S-E-C-R-E-T 
NO FOREIGN DISSEM
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197. WAVE, FI, AMBLEAK-I, Jun 62, SECRET
198. WAVE/FI, AMOT-2, AA-567, 5 Sept 62, SECRET
199. WH4/PM/OPS, M/R (AMCOAX-1 Contacts 14-25 Jul 61), 1 Aug 61, SECRET
200. WAVE/PM, AMDENIM-1 Contact Rpt, 13 Dec 61, SECRET
201. RIOD G325, 6339, 6408, Nov-Dec 61, SECRET
202. WAVE/FI, AMGLAD-4, 19 Dec 61, SECRET

♦ 203. WAVE/FI, Henry J. Sloman, 24 Nov 62, SECRET
204. UFGW-585, 10 Oct 61, SECRET
205. 201-288220, SECRET
206. WAVE/FI, AMCHEER-1, 29 Sept 61, SECRET
207. WAVE/PM, AMBLEAK-1, 24 Oct 61, SECRET »

: i
• • t 208. PP-B 33,188,979 , 20 Jun 61, CONFIDENTIAL
: • 209. WAVE/FI, AMRYE-1, 14 Oct 61, SECRET

210. WAVE/FI, AMCOG-2, 10 Mar 62, SECRET -r
ft 

A-

211. WAVE/FI, AMLAME-1, 16 May 62, SECRET .
212. WAVE/FI, AMSUM-1, 14 Sept 62, SECRET _ /i"

p 213. WAVE/PM, Source: ^Salvador GARCIA Oller,) 21 Sept -62, SECRET

BYy* 
S.u

214. WAVE/PM, Source: (Salvador GARCIA Oller^) 24 Sept 62, SECRET
215. WAVE/PM, Source.:, (galvador GARCIA OllerX14 Oct 62, SECRET

IP 216. UFGX-26. 25 Oct 62, SECRET

& 317

212

219

223*

223
324

&• 225,
829
82?
828

1

WAVE/FI, Source: /Luis PINO Couto) Nov 62, SECRET 
WAVE/PM, Source: (^Salvador GARCIA Oller,^19 Oct 62 

201-297556, SECRET
WAVE/PM, Source: (Salvador GARCIA Oller^ 16 Oct 62 
WAVE 1642, 23 Nov 62, SECRET
FBI, Miami, DBF 98290, 4 Jan 62, SECRET

Norman D, Klggine, December 1962, SECRETWAVE/PM,
WAVE/FI,
WAVE/FI,

SECRET

SECRET

AM0T-2/AMIFF-1, 4 Apr 62, SECRET
AMOT-133, AA-597, 10 Sept 62, SECRET

FBI, Tampa, DBA 6796 13 Apr 62, CONFIDENTIAL
3 Jan 63, SECRET

•j

M!

WAVE/C1, AMCLEMENT-1, 
WAVE/FI, AMLEO-3, Dao 
WAVE/PM, Source! ^Salvador GARCIA OU#rj Dea 62, SECRET

62, SECRET
329
M«H Be U8C PMVI0U8 tOITtOM.
’let 55c firnAcse
IMl f|.M| ANO 8141
MCI WHICH AK<

OUillflCAflON (

6 E C n E T | I | conjiyugaNO FORKION DISSKM |l—1
M«« HO.
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Z-42
A-OO 1MJ.

itociicloa de Aaifoa de Aurellano
AAA-Xndependlessa
Accion Anti-CoacnXst*
Asocladoa de Argnltectos Cubanos en el 
JBxUJLft.

A.A.K.

Asoclaclon de Abogados (en el Exllio)r
Asodadon de Agrupaclon Enprocaxlos de 
Cuba
Asoclaclon Anigoe del Mar .
Asoclaclon de Anxlliares del Poder 
Judicial
Accion Barr-nua
.Areas por Cuba
Accion Citolica
Accion Cubans (See: VRAC)
Accion dries Anticonunista

. Alianza Civic* Antl-Comunlsta
Accion Civics Cubans
Agrupadon Cosandoa Centinelas del Caribe
Asoclaclon de tentadoros Cubanos on cl
Exilic OSes: ACPPCE)
Asoclaclon de Cronlstas Dsportlvcn da la
Habana
Aeodadca de Colonoa en el Exlllo

. Acoc*scloa de Cubanos Exllndas en..
n ElEiiC^CtX. „
Accion Criatlxna de Hombres Libx'os

- Accion Cabana Xnstltuclonallcta
Agrupadon de Comerclantes e Xhdustrialea 
AntloonuniiJ las
tAscdaclon da Cotnerolftut^a, Tndustrlales t. y Prof calcar. Ljg da Cuba

e-E-C-B-F-T
XO KtlSXd CONTINUED 1
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&.C.K.A. cxrxco «j.ntxr i-fitiucuaisii .
CaVut* de NUjerea Democrat**

A.C.P.P.C.B.

A.C.S.K.

A*.C.O.
A.D.C.

A.li.C.

^.-gy»gioa CaioIIcj. per 1* Patria y la 
I* Lesta

Aaoctactoa ce Coat adore* Publico* y PriTados de Cuba en el Lxilxo
AaedscVme* CanpcslBa* de. la Sierra 
gaeatra.
Acrcpadoa Cato Lie* OnlTersltaria

A.D.C.
AJ).C.B.

A.D.X.

A.D.R.A. *

JLD.R.A.

AJ3.R.A.

AJS.F.E.A.8.Z.C.

A.F.P.J.C.

Acdaa Eenocratlca Cuban*
Acdflix Deaocratlca Constituclohal 
CSee: F1L)

- Acnpadca Democratic* del Caribe
Asociadao de Dentist** Cubanos en el 
Xxllia
fedoa Deaocratlca Insurreccional
Acdoa Deaocratlca Revoludonari* 
AaticossnlGta (See: ADRA Asociacion 
Deaocratlca Revolucionarla AnticocKinleta)
Asorlmelon Deaocratlca Revolucionarla Antfcffiacaltrta *’’i'
Acdcu Iteoocratica Radical Anticosunist*
Asoci&don do ex-Fanclonariosr y Eaplcados 
Anttccusmis^a del Sertriclo Ex£er^or de

Allans* Fenenina Anticonninista de Cuba
Assodacion de Funcionarios Judfdalea y_
Fiscajbes del Poder Judicial Constitucional 
de Cuba
Ascdadon de Funcionarios ddl Poder 
Jurflcixl da Cuba (en el Exilio)
Rsociaclon de Guards Jurados en la _ 
CLtncfostlnidad .

AGRAMOEFTK See: BA .
Acrupacioa de Xnlaaterla de Combate
Agrupaclon de Ingenleros Civlles de Cub* 
en el gxllio -
Accdncicn Lnt^raggrlcana de Kombrea de
Tfrflpregaa &n cl, 3x1 llo
(La) Aaoclaclon lain de Pinos en el Exllio
Aaodacion Inter-Ste Hfdoan Libortad da 
Accrica,

S-«-C-E-E-T 
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!a.l. ce Li Jx-rs-czsa
A.U accioq Lioertadora
A.U Aai.M«ch& de 1* Libertad
l,lc. Alianza Para la Liber cad oe Cuba

‘a.LB. __ Asociacioa de Locutores epel L^illQ. </\ •
ALPHA M

i
Dec: CAS (t

a.m. Acrupacion Montecristi |
/A.M.A. Asociacioa do Uujercs Aaticoauaistas |
»''M*t.A.C. Agrvpacion Medica Anticcoinista Cubaos— :

A.M.C. Asociacioa do LUdrcs Cubaaas
A.K.C.B, Asociacioa de Medicos Cubecos en Exilio 

See: CMCL Colegio Modico Cubano Libre
A.M.P.J. Asociacioa de Mieabros de la Policia 

Judicial
A.W.V.C.B. Asociacioa de Medicos Veterlnarios Cubanos 

en el Exilio
► 'JjGA.

Accion Nacional Anticosunista
V
Fajgc.

Alianza Hacional Antl-Conunlata. . > '1;
Asociacioa Nacionalista Cubana

A.K.D. Agrupacioa Nacional Denocratica .7^

A.N.D.P. Asociacioa Nacional Dcmocratlca-Pedraza
A.N.O.R.T.C.B. -.Asociacioa Nacional de Operadores Radio 

Telegrafistas Cubanos en el Exilio
A.N.P.dS). Asociacioa de Notaries Publlcos (en el

Exilio)
vi- %

AjN.R. . Accion Naval Revolucionaria %
P^Co.C.B. Asoclacion Optometrlstas Cubanos en el 

Exilio
l«f£jP.A. Accion Patrlotlca Americana : '

A.P.A. Asoclacion Pananerlcana Anticoounista r?|
3PS.P.C.E. Asociacioa Petrolera de Cuba en ol Exilio. I
? A.P.C.(tf). Asociacioa de Profesiouales Cubanos (de '

Vaehington)
XA.P.P.R.U.P.R.E. Asoclacion de Pronlotarios de Flncas 

Rustlcas y Urbanaa de Pinar del Rio en
el Exilio

<J^-A.P.L. Agrupacion Patrla y Libeitad
1 A.P.M. Aeoclaclon do Padres y Maeatros

I
fl-E-€..P-K.-T 
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L I 1 -

CMUM frtfl idk«a(lg l ..
kWi<K( CH I:..

. |w-

r« AP.K.M. /.ri'.exii Pxc--^xcric=-ai de Marisa tercaxt* f

11
sb I — » • 1
4 ^.f.p.c.c.

a.r.

.JxruPACioa c? Practicoe de Puerto de. 
Cuba gn. el Ezilio .
Alianza Revoluciocaria •

^A.R.A. Agrupacion Roaistcncla Agrannnte
A.R.A.

{/Sec also; _R^AjJ__
Accion Radical Anticosucista

»
✓*

/i A^R.A.C. Accion Revolucionaria Anti-Coeunlsta 1
fc* A.R.A.C.

A.R.C.

Alianza Rovolucionaria Anti-CcuuniHta .
(See; ACAC Alianza Civlca Antl-Copunlsta)
Accion Revo lucionaria Cons tituclonal «

A.R.C.A.

a.r.d.

Agrupaclones Revolucionarlas Cristlanas 
Antlcocunlstas
Accion Revolucionaria Democratlca

■

« <ti1 A.R.E.C.
vi^R.H.K.

(Seo: AAA-I)
Asoclaclon para Recuperacion Econoaica 
de Cuba
-Asoclaclon de Reporters de La Habana en___

e

1

A.R. I. Agrupaclon Revoluclonaria Xndependiente
!■ ‘

A.R.E.A.C. Alianza R'ivoluclonarla Hilltar Anti- ■ ~ • ■ • '

CoBuhlBta (See: ELC Ejercito Libertador ■ 1

de Cuba) ■ •• *

aX.s.d. Accion Revoluclonaria Social Democrats
| »

K ** *

X PZ (See: AAA-I)
H • * *’.

<
X£'a4r.t.b. Aerupacion de Radio. Television jr B •

-<)CU.C.L.
Ek pen tar ii Inn
Artlstaa Unldos nor Cuba Libre

*- a/r.u.l. Asanblea Representative de la Union - ■ *'''

Libertadora B ‘'

A-36 Batallon 33
..-1

■ .* ■••i’bWiSSi-/ B.A.A. Bloque Aux 1 liar Antlcorainista - •B. ‘ z •

^jf.A.L.A.
Bloque Antlconiinista Latino Americano— rW?i

1 b.b/ Batallon de Brigade
BUJ.C. Buro de Bienestar Catollco f

. ■ .

<5i!B.C.A.C.A.C. JBrenau College Asoclaclon de Cubanos y t
Amigo* de Cuba

/B.C.R.B.

TO BEACHHEAD BRIGADE

Bloque de Ccmbatientes Rovoluaionorios 
en el Exilic

FOR ■

>■

/(( CUBAN FREEDOM . J •
■ Bl B-B-C-TUE-T 
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E.I.A.C.

B.X.L.A-

*4 *’.curxicioal Astl-Ccecr-.! eta
3--.ro latemaciocal <i« La. Legion Anti— 
rxxziT. 1S» l. A

B.L.A.C.

B.M.

B.C.A.C. 
/ B.O.A.C.C. 

•'•bT.o.c.
B.P.M.

Brigada de Libcracloa Anti-Cornelst* 

£1111103 1111114

Bloquo de Org *nlx *ci ones Antl-Cocuilsta - 
Bloque Ubrero Anti^Coaunlata Cubano ■ 
Buro Qbrero Coajunto 
Bloque Patrlotlco Ml 11tar
Sloque Pro-Unidad Cubana ea el Exllio 
(Mexico)
Batallon Suicido v
Bloque Tecnlco
Bloque de Vnldad de Remedies
Bloque Unido Revolucionario Cubana 
Cruxadoe

" Caalsaa Azulce

C.A.R.

Claudestinaje Anticorunlsta
Ia Cruz do Aliplo
Cruzada Anticonuniata Cubana
Coaite Antl-Cowiniata de Ayuda a la 
LiberaciGn
Centro de Acclon Detnocrata Crist* ana
Colegio de Abogados de la Habana (en 
el Kxllio)

KConandos Anticorainistas Latino Americanos
Comando f.nticoEunlgta Waelonal--
Comite Americano Para La Dofensa de las Libertados . ~~
Cruzada Autentica Revolucionaria
Comando 100 (Beet XCCC)
Confederacies Cubana
(la) Cruz y (la) Cadena
Cuba Clandestina
Coiigreso Catolico Anti-»Cosginiat&-...
JJolpKi.° de Corredores de /iduana de Cuba

0.8r(MUM 
NO IfORHlGrt DISOEM CONTXtTUBD 5
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c.c.
c.c.c.

Ct-iallexo*^Crvclizcs de_Cuba_
Qucrpo Coatraccxxiaista Cubano _

c.c.c Crlstixnisno Centra Coccz-alsao
C.C.C Colo al a China- de Cuba
C.C.C, Cru.<ada Constitutional Cuban*
C.C.C

C.C.M.C

Comudoa Ccetiaolas del Caribe (See: 
ACOC Agrtracien Coxandos Centinelas del 
Caribe)
Chicago Council for a Democratic Cuba
Cuba CatoMca en el Exilio , 
(El) Consejo Carlos Manuel de Cespedes

/
I

C.C.O.D.C Cold tn Coordinador do las Organinaciones 
Desocraticas Cubancs (Puerto Rico)
Comandoe Desocratlcos

D.C.C Cristiano Dcaocrata Colonoa do Cuba
D.C.F.L. (B), Colegio de Doctorea on Ciencias Filosofia . 

y Letras (on el Exilio) ~~~
C.D.L Comando Democratlco da Liberacion
C.D^M,

.B

B.C

B.C.B
C.E.C

Consejo Desjcrata Martlnno
Comandoo Electrlcos 

Corporaciones Bcononicas de Cuba
Cruzada Educative Cubana . ..
Colegio de Ecppqmlstas Cubangg. ea .01 Ezillo

C.E.N
. Colegio Estomatologlco Cubano Libre 

- Coaando Electrico Nacional
E.C.L,

CJK.T.C.E. Colegio de Enfen&eros Tecnicoe de CubaJen cl Exilio
G.F. Celula Fantasaa
cjr.c. Cruzada Fesenlna Cubana

Colegio Faraaceutlco (en el Exilio)-
^F.F. Commandos Freedom Fighters
CHRISTIAN ANTI-COMMUNIST 
GROUP, INC.
C.l.D.L. Comite Intdranericano de Defense de las 

Libcrtadas
'C.I.T.A. Confedoracion Interna de Trabaj adores 

AnticonunlstoG
C.J.C.M. Centro do .Vuventudcs Catolicao do Miami

wo rcww od^sm CONTINUED 6
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(La) Crux do Lorena. . *
i Caballeros de la~Lux 
Crtizuda do la Llbertal • Zz\

66 Conando Libre 66 . j

,C.L.A.
Zy^- 

WT.L.C.

Cousndo de Llbsraciou Antlcoauniata
Coimlttee for the Liberation of Cuba | . 1

y^^L. - C.R. Cuba Libre - Cruzada Revolucionaria |
Y^M.A. Civiles y Hi11tares Anticonunista . X
/Y-dp^'^'C.M.C. Colegio de Maestros en la Clandeatintdad < •
* C.M.C.L. Colegio Medico Cubano Libre
/CJI.H.R.

Cologio Medico Hacional de la Resistencia < | * . \y

5P£m.T.C.A.C. Club Marti de Tturoa do Cubanos Anti-

C.M.U. Conando Milltar Unido (SeefFIUR) ■
C.M.V.C.

’ -1* ■■ ’»**’
Cologio Medico Veterinario de Cuba \ -

C.H. • Cuba Musya ■ \
C.NeA,C.C,A. Cdordinacion Hacional Alianza Chino- z :Cubano Antlcoounista . . ; - g *
C.H.A.C.B. Colegio Hacional de Abogados de Cuba en I i >-?.

el Exllio
Expansion Unknown •£..1

co . Colettio Hacional de Doctores en Cienciae . 1 3$^?:
Sociales (en al Exilin')—, 1; r ;;.

'.VWI.B.C. Cologio Hacional de Eniemeroa de la ■ ■ _
Clande&tinid’td__

^^H.P.C. Coleffio Hacional do Procuradoree de Cuba
y^^fw.P.E. Colegio Hacional de Public!tarioe on el I

Exilic___
cX.P.R.C. Cologio Hacional de Perlodistaa de la 1Republics de Cuba J -

^*c,n.cj.c. Coloftlo Hacional de Quiropedinta de la. 1

/C.n.T.C.B.^'^O.C.E.

’ Clandostinidhe L■ ■ 8Colegio Hacional do TaQUigrafoe de Cuba |
_JColci>lo_da_aptometrifltas Cubanos en el a '
~ Exl.llo__£LlaaL_4QC)51_ g '

1 
a 1fi-B-C-R-B- '£ !].
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•A1-*
9.P.A.
C.P.3.C.

Ant icoaaair zas
Conandos Panart art cases Anticcrunistas
(fcnfederaclon de Fredjetores y Emresarios— 
de Cuba____ _

CJP.,L.-M Comaad Ponce. L-36 CSea; CL-SS Coaando, 
Libre 53)____

C.P.U.C. Comlte Pro-Unificiciea Cubana
C.P.U.C.E. Confederacies do Prxacxionales 

Universitarios Cobzxcs en el Exlllo
C.R.C. Cruzada RevoludcnarLa Cuban*
c.n.c.c. Cruzada de Berolncisnarios Contra, el 

CoinuniSDO
C.T.C.B. Confederation de Tzsbajadores Cubanos 

en el Exlllo
J.Jg.D.F.A. Conandos Unidos Dlsaalta Fnerzas Artnadas

Cubanos Pnldos de Klatdelphia
^C.U.R.A.

C.V. Bee: QACV ...
D.A. Direcclon Anerlcaaa.
D.A.C. ■ *._' Desocraticn AntKJonaElsta
D.C, ->■: ;Democratlco Cosstltticional

> Daoas Catollcas . ■.
• pefenaa Constitnclcna.1

p.c. _ ■ ' Denocratas Cristl£3QS
PiD.C.C. Democrat* Cristiam Constltuclonal

D.C.D. Defensa Clvlca Eejnxr.rz.ti.ca..
DB-CT-DB Defensa Civlca Denxss.tic& (See: DCR)
D.X.C. Dofensa lEatitudcnal. Cubana
D.L. Democrat* Libre
D.L.A.C.C, See: DRIA
d.m.r. Diroctorlo Kaglstzria.1 Revoludonario
D,R,B, Dlrectorio RevoLndccsirio Eatudiantil
d.r.d. Dlrectorlo RevoinslacBario Democratlco
D.R.L.A, Dlrectorio Rcvolnricararlo de Liber acton Antlcotnuni-i^i

Dlrectorio BerotndnsKirlQ Trace de Marso

ft 
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E.C.A.
E.C.A.
E.C.C.

••■.V..... - i U7GA f ■ ''
ATIACu—..T F

Zjorcito Cuf-no .ccrxiaisti
Esinbon Cubano Anticomunista

1
1 

/.

Ejercito Const!tucional Cubano
EJercito Cubano de Liberacion
Eiercito Cristiano de Liberacion

4

t

/

Xnticomuni&ta-—_ j

E.lercito Clandcstino nacional .
Ejercito Invasor Cubano
Expansion unknown
Ejercito de Liberacion Anticomunista 
Ejorcito Libertador de Cuba

i
•

• 

r •

i

1

Ejercito de Liberacion Escambray
Ejercito de Liberacion Nacional
Ejercito de Liboracion Nacional de 
Ocupacion

I f 5

F« A«C« A« 

f.a.c.c.

Ejercito llambi 
Bjerclto Reside en el Exilio— 
Ejercito F.avolucionario de Liberacion 
Ejercite da Recuperacion Revolucionaria 
Espiritus £anto ;
Estrella Solitaria (Soe; OHNSV • * -
Ejercito Secrete Anti-Comunista 
Frente Anticomunista de America Latina 
Frente Anti-Comunista (See also; UR) 
Frente Anticomunista Cristiano
,Fuerza Aerea Clvlles 
Frente Anticomuniuta Cubano
Seo: FAYCA 
Dee; FAC Frente Anticomunista Cristiano 
Fuorzas Armadas Const!tuoionales de 
Cuba en el Exilio

tjruerzg Aoroa do Cuba en el Exilio—. 
Fuerzaa Armadas de Cuba (on el Exilio) 
jMer*?an Acrrae de Cuba dol Ejercito Conr.tltuclonal ~
.Fedwftoi: * Annoavora on„aU8xiUd.^-

s-n..n-n-R t
WFWiWDiJNM CONTINUED S
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F.A.L.
F.A.L.

Fc:\--rackon -1? y Espectaculos^
■PuZilc^s etc LYbi en cl ^xilio~ "

Fu?r-’-, Arendas cal General Pedraza n

Frente Anticocunlsta Interdo

Frente Anticoounista de Liberacion
Fuerza Anticomunlsta de Liberacion (See:
FAL Frente Anticosunista de Liberacion)
Fuorzaa Aereas Liberacion .
Fuerzas Aereas de la Marina
Frente Anticonunista Magisterial
Federacion Aerea Hacioual de Cube, cn el 
F.^zi lie
Fuerzas Aereas de Playa Giron

F.A.R. Fuerza Aerea Revolucionarla 
Freuto de Agrupaciones Religiosaa 
Fronts de Accion Revolucionarla 
Fuorzas Armadas de la Republics

F.A.R.I.

Fuerza Aerea Rebeldo Anttccafanista
(.Frente Anticoaunista Revolucionario Interno
Frentfr Actistico Revoluclor.arta X 
Indeper/ilfrate (Seo also;; FARI Frente.

_ Anticoaunista Revolucionairio Indeocndiente
Frente Anticonunista Revolucionario .

, ~ ■ Indeperidiente' . -’>■
Frente Anticoaunista Revolucionario
Integrado

F.A.Y.C.A. Fuerzas Aroadas y Civlles Anticoaunistas
Frente Cubano de Id.beracion 
Frente Catolico Haclonal 
Frente Democraticc Ci latino -

j

F.E.U.
f.r.xj.

.E.U.L.
*
.H.F.C.E.

T.H.K.

Frente Domocratico Interno 
Federacion Es colapl a de Cuba (Exlllo), 
Frente Estudiantll Unldo 
Federacion Cstudlantil Universitarla 
Federacion Estudlantil Vnivorsitaria lAbre 
yedcracion do la normnndad Ferroviaria 
do Cuba oj* ci Exilio ,
Fronts S.’Mpitftlarlo Naolonnl

ko rea:.(ch Dr COCTXHUED 10
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ac.i:

1* I.A Frente I'atogrado Actlcomnista
F.I.A.C.

F.I.C
I.J.D

?i-4nt3 Int^grado Anti-Cccunieta (SoczFARI 
Frente /.ntlcomunista Revoluclonaria 
Integrado
Frcnto Interno Cubano

F.I^H

Frente Internacional de Juventudes 
Deraocratos
Frente Interno de Liberacion
Fronte de Integracion Hacional

F.I.P.E Federacion de la Industrie dol Petrolec 
en el Exlllo

F.I.R.D.
F.I.U.R.

F.J.D.

F.L.

F.L.A.

F.L.A.C.

F.L.A.N.

F.L.E.

' F.L.I.R.

H.
N.C.

P.G.

R.

F.L.V. 

y.M.A.

Frente Interno Rovolucionarlo Deoocratico
Frente Interno de Unidad Revoluclonaria
Frente Jefe Denocratico
Flor de Lis
Frente de Liberacion Antlcorainista
Frente de Liberacion Anticoaudsta 
Cristiano (See: FLHC: Frente de Liberacion 
Hacional Cristiano
Frente"de Liberacion Anticoaunista 
Hacional
Frente de Liberacion del Escoabray
Frente de Liberacion Interno Revoludonario
Fronts do Liberacion Hacional
Frente de Liberacion Hacional Cristiano
Fuerzas de Liberacion Playa Giron (See;

‘~IPLpG> .Frente de Liberacion Revoludonario
Frente de Liberacion Unido
Federacion de Mujeres Anticomunlstas 
(See? FNMA Federation Nadonal de 
Mujeres Anticomunistas)
Federacion de Mlnaa de Cuba en el Exlllo _ . ------------------------------ * 
Fuerzas Mllltarea del Coronel SANCHEZ ?

y.M.o.
F.K.D.
F.N.D.C.

F.N.D.T.A.

Federacion de Mualcos en el Exlllo
Federacion Maritina Obrera
Frente Hacional Detaocratico* -
Fronte Naoiohal Doraooratico Cristiano
Frouto Hsoional Denocratico Triple A 
(fjna Aino*. AAA)

C-E-C-H-E-T 
HO FORLXwN DT.J3EM CONTINUED 11
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• ' ATTA-X-’.'-.T T.
yc^.eraeioa Kacional d° E^nlezxlos . \ Eancarios cn el Exixio _

’ F.II.I.M.C. Federacion Kacional de les IndustriesA Micei;^s <le Cuba
F.H.I.P.E. Federacion Kacional do la Industrie delI o, Petrolco cn el Exllio (Sea; PIP?)
F.H.I.T.A.S.D.E. Federacion Kacional do la IndustriaA Tcrtil, de la Aguja y Sus Dorivadcs en el

rExllio
F.K.M.A. Federacion Kacional de Uujeres Anticocunis-*

"** F.H.O.C.E. .Federacion Kacional de Obroroa de la
Construccion en el Exllio T

F.N.P.C. Frente Kacional Patrlotico Cubano _
F.K.P.E. Federacion Kacional do Pronietarlon

' A ea el Ek*110 -
F.K.R. Frento Kacional Revolucionario

mAt.N.R.C, federacion Kacional del Rang de la
Construcclon

Y’V.K.T.A.G.E. Federacion Kacional del Trabajadoree de
A 4KPX/ Artes GraticaG en el EtIHq -

F.N.T.C.E. Federacion Kacional de TrabaJ adores del.
Conercio oa cl Exllio

5^* *>X.T.C.E. Federacion Kacional do TrabaJadores del
Calzado en el Exllio

F.K.T.G.E. Federacion Kacional ds Trabajadores Gas«»/Z tronomicoa en el Exiling1
^’^F.N.T.M.E. Pederar.inn Kacional da Trabaladores de .
♦ly o la Ksdiclna en el Ext lie .
Jf F.K.T.Q.X.E. Federacion Kacional de Traba.ladores da -
/X n, la Gvimica Industrial en el Exllio
7^w,Q,Ae Frento Qbrero Ar.tlcorrunista .

1 F,O,A,C, Fronts Organizado Anti-Conrinista ‘ ~~
ZF.O.C.A. Fronte Obrero Cubano Aaericano

?r*^F.O.L, ____ Frente C>r<Antal T.ihftrtndnr •
* •• :

4^yF.O.M,H. Fedoracion Obrcra Maritina Kacional,
F.O.M.8. jrodoracion Obrora Maritina do Baguft 1
F,O«R.D,C. Frente Obrero Revolucionario Dcnocratioo

| F.O.R.JJ.C.U Frento Obroro flevolnclontirio Donocratica
> fiubtino Libra _

F«O«R«U* Frente Obrero Revolucionario Unido !
S^FF.O.T.E. . yr.dnraoitin da Cbroron Tranaporte en el
\ ^nid • ......

! .(US..C.rr..B.Z.*
ho VvUkigw n ;r.c2« cohtiitoed 12
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7.P.C.
F.P.J.C.E.

F.S.P.E.G.A.E.

KU.L.W
F.U.M.A

f.u.k.

F.U.R, 

F.U.R.E. 

r.u.u.

GARCERAH 

c.c.c.

O.p.
O.R.U.P.A.C.

Frente. Unido de Mujeres Anticomunletas

ro i.‘■■■■•..•■ •‘..-Sr.M JU7T-A S4T7
. AT-7-C7I.iT F

Fraternldid Patrlctiea Cubana
Fiuiclcnarloo del Podrr Judicial de Cuba 
en el Exilio (Sec; AFPJC)
Pronto Patriotic© Unclsterlal Antlccniirlota

l £ 
4

Fami Hares de Presos Politicos
Frente Revolucionario Anti«€otsunista £

Frente Revolucionario Antlcc-suntcta___ -> a -Fomenino •$ i
Frente Revolucionario "J030 Antcuio

« I
Echevarria" 1
Federacion Revolucionaria del Trcnsnorte
Federadon Si nd leal de Plantas Electrlcos 
de Gas y de Agua en cl Esllio

Ir

Federacion del Transports da Cnha r ?•' ’ * ' v
Federaclon de Trahnjadorns t 5 L" . T*
Licoreros, Refresqueroa y Neveros en el

. Exilio
Federacion Tabacalcrr. Uadonal en el Exilio 5 [• . -

Federaclon de TrabaJadores Telefonlcos
r

de Cuba en elJExllio .
o-’.r' 
A. ' <Frente Unido Cubano Anoricano . 1

■ Jrento Ucido del Escaabray ? '? ,P ■■: »
Frente Unido de Guanabacoa • - •

,■ .r Frento de Unldad Interior • .7.7 X*
Frente Unido de Liberacion Nacional

Frente Unido Nacional . ... •• <... *•<:.
Fronts Unido RevoluclonoriQ., 
Frente Unido Rovoluoionario del Escanbray
Fronts Unico Unido 7
Bee: P-GCC -'
Grupo de Colonoe de Camaguoy 
Gobiorno on Armas
Goblerno Xntorno de Liboraoion Anticoaunleta
Expansion vn!;nov/r. ; .
Grupo de PrnlopJ.onaloo I

1 '‘-VGntno Revolucionaria tfaldad Profeslonal |
Ant JL~Co;«w iota

n..»-n- <1-7, -T 
HO FCVJS AIK pi.V.:XJM CONTINUED 13
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i.c.c.

I^C.C.C.
^p.(E).

I.F.L.P.G.

I-.V.P.E.M.P.A.C

NATIONAL BUREAU 
I-COMMUNIST LEGION

J.A.C.

J.C.D.E.

J.C.L.

J.C.M.Co

J.D.C.

> J.W.R.
J.O.A.

J.O.C.

J «O«R«

/O I • ,.C . LTGA £<??
A~_A£Z0L rr F

Grapes Unidos EJcrclto Pevolacior-trio 
Hay ublic—-io Anti coexists.
El Crito de Yara
He mar, dad Cjbim: (Coe: HSC) 
Hormandad. de la Sangre Cuban

_ Ingcnieros Blectricoa (en el 
Institute de Accion Social 
Integracion de Cubanos Cocbatleotes "*• 
legenieros de Coabate. "Comafo 100"
Jngenioros Electricos (on el Exllio) 
Institudon Fuerzas do Llbencion Playa 
Giron

Inter-American Penetration Group
Institudon Ge Veteraros. Peeblo- F5er*~i»r»
Marina y Policia AnticonCTigt^ de Cnba
Juventud Anticomunista de Ccba
Juventud'Anti-ComunlBta de tosrica^
Expansion Unknown
Juventud Anticonunista Ravolndouaria 
Juvcntudcs Cristianas : -—
JuvontutTCilbana Constitncional
Judicature Cubans Domocratica en el Exilio 
Junta Cubans de Liberacion 
Junts Civica-Militar Cristinas 
Juventud Democrats Crioct-BBs 
(See: JUDQC) 
Juventud Daaoorats Cubasx 
Ju^ta Interns Antl-jCo«™<«ta _ 
Juventud Intornaoional Anticcgninista 
Junts de Liboraeion Anticcsssista 
Junta Hacional Rcvolucionaris 
Juventud Obrora Anticoaunist* 
Juventudoo Obreroa Cstolicon 
Juventud Ortodona Rnvoluciauaria

NO FOiWuh DWCSJHV



r ?
j.p.l.a. J’lEf* Pctvl^tica de X-i^xMucien 

AztiCO-Z^-lZtZ

A"’ .j.r.a.p.r.

J.R.C.
J.R.C.M«

_ Junta Bcvuluciosaria (See: "JVB3")
Junta. Serotur.ioaaLria /.cticonunlsi—- do • 
.rinar dal Stto
Junta Bevolucicnaria Cubana (Sec: •’JUItR")
Junta Szvolncioazrla Clrico 13. liter (Seo: »SA Acdoa Civico 'Hi ll tar 
An ilcosunista)
Jun tn Esvolnclonarla Civico Hilltar de 
Unidad de Liberation ilacional (See: UUI)
Juventod Revoluciemria Pemocratica
Junta Bevolndonaria de Liberacion Ilacional
Jovcncc Salvadoges de Cuba
Juveuted Desocrata Crlstiana

L.A.C.A.
.(LOS)IABOnAHTES

Junta Bevoludonaria Cnbana (Puerto Rico)
Liberation Anti crnmrrf ata

-■ Liga A=ti-OcM&lsta
Legion tntloxcnilsta Cubano Americano

; ?Legion inti-Cosontsta do Cuba ’

L.BiC.

Ixsgion iscricana Jferenil
Legion Ctabana Agticogunieta
Bee; CL La Cruz de Lorena
Bee: CC La Cruz y la Cadena J
Libcraetcn Deuocrgta Crintiaca.
Legion Eemocratics. Constituciocal
Liberr.don De^ocratica Revoludnnaria 
(See; U-CB-CS)
Legion Zatudieatil Catolica

LIBERTY GROUP, I1IC.
LI-DE-RE Liberation Intama. Anticoounlsta
L«L«D«R« Lldorce Liborrvcicn Deoocrutlca Revolucionarla
L.W.C.C.

L.P.O.
Legion do Muerte Contra el CoounlDmo 
Legion «*i» Patxlotas Orlentuloo

KO 7GUSKJJ D CCHTINUZD IS
t |
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Arrlra (Se'r: K~‘C
LovlzJ.en.a Rc%tsidcmario Accion Ccbana)

M.A.U.

Movlalc-cTo Antieccixnlsta Cubano
Bjovinlcnto de Acdca Cristiana de Cuba
Koviniento Actt—Casuals ta Occidental
tori al onto Astlcacanlsta de Catolicon 
Unidco
-Xorieiento Artlcogginlsta de Obreros v------
Cvanc3iBO3
EaviaiCEto iadsa Patriotic^ Americana
Movinleato Agtfcwnnnlsta. Pr«fe«^v»%. 
Clandestine

Kuvinieato AstlcoisuaLsta Revolucionaria
Ifovinicnto de £cdoa Revolucionaria
Kovioieato de Accion y Sabotage Anticomunista
Koviolento lectcn Ttaitarla
Koviaientos Anftlcowanistaa Unidoa

Masonlcoa ClanScstinss (See: MMC Kovlmiea- ” • 
to ttosonico a&aodestinc) ' & <
IfovlElcnto Cafcollco Cristiano ; \ r H
ttoviffliento Cnftaao <te Liberacion \ Eg
Kovltticnto Cristiano da Liberadiou
Xoviniento de Cabases Libres
MoviBiento de Cunpesinos 14 de Abril 
Kovlsdento Comstitacional Revolucionario 
gfoviedenta Cisco de Sefitioabre 
Jfovjnlento Dqgocrata Anticomunista 
Koviaiento 17 de Abril 
Kovisiento de Danas Antlcomuniataa 
KovlElento Dcrocratioo Constituoipnal^ 
Kovisiento DosnocrnXa Cristiano a 
'Kovisdento^Dcaoeg^^Qabano
Kovialrnto Dessacmta Cristiano-Cubano....
(Duo: MDC tfcTiarleato Deuoorata Cxiotiano)
Eovi^tenta D<r'*'»cr».ta Cristiano 
Crn it ltucl''tuali'it»
Eovlincnt.- ctaJ '.co Xuourreccional
fl-. 

mo msi i cQNTXinnsD i«



F
a

Ji.D.L. Uj'.’ulcr:, Dcnocratlco de Liberacion
V.D.L.M. Kovinlcnto Democrat too de Liberacion 

national

j Eoviniento Democratic© Martiano
V&.R. Korlniento Democratic© RevolucSorario
V.D.R.L. Movlmiento Dcmocratc Revoluciocrrlo do

Liberacion _
U.8.H. tfovialento Electrlco Hacional

VoTlKiento Fomenino Cato 11 co
^If.d.c. Movlmicnto Frente Democrats. Crlrtlano
X.F.N.M.A. Moviniento Femcnlno Hacional de Mojeres 

Anticocunieta
'mj\o.o.a. Movirinnto Fornino de la Orfcanlsacion

Occidental Americana
M.F.R. Hovimionto de Frente Rcvolucionario
X.G.A. Marina de Guerra en Armas

Marina de Guerra Constituclonal
'ft.G.P.G. Marina de Guerra de Playa-G iron- ---- -*
M.X.D. Movimieato lusurreccioual-Democratico
M.I.L. Movimiento Insurrecciosal de Liberacion
(LOO) MILXTARES ' r .  .. .

M.X.M. Mbvluiento Xnsurreccionar Magisterial >
M.I.R. Movimiento Xnterno Revoluclonario
M.X.R.R. Koviniento Insurreccional de Recuperacion 

Revolucionaria
K.J.D.C. Movioiento Juvonil Democrats Cristiano
M.L. Kovimiento de Liberacion
M.L. A. Movlaiento do Liberacion Anticos-^.dcta
K.L.C. Eovi&iento do Liberacion Campeslno
M.L.D.R, Movimiento de Liberacion Democratlco 

Revoluclonario
k.l.k. Movlmiento de liberacion Hacional -
M.U.A.C. Movimlento Maoonico Lntl-Comunlsta (Beet WC Movimlento Mononico Clendestlno)
M.M.C. Movlulonto Maeonlco Clandestine

Havl^tonto Marina do Guerra
Movlmlrntn MJ. 11 tar d-o Liberacion ■

' M.M.L.C. Ujv*mleu:-'« M',.annl''o rnra la liberacion do 
Cu'j.% ; ;cr. MdC K^vledento Maconlco Clandestine

F G.-W -K '?
ItconTiinrco

I

no



.fc.M.r.. erLnc’.'n
’^s.c. abvtairato i.acionai Cubano

'^U.K.C.
Kovlaicnto EevolucionarU
Eovlnlonto N.uzicaal Co Rcdstcnc4^ Cirica

h.h.t. Hovinlento Haclonal de Transport'.
^°*A*

■ M.O.A.C.
M.O.N.

Movldento Obrero A.nticonuuista
Moviniento de la O.A, Conbatiento
Moviniento Obxx.ro Haciunal

M.O.N.A. Jkivialcnto Obrero llaclonal Antlcowunista
houtecristi Coo: A.M. Agrupadon Montecri^tl
M.O.R. Moviniento Obrero Revolucionario
M.P.L. tiovlmlento del Pueblo Libre
M.R. Hovlniontb Revolucionario
M.R.A.C. tSovimiento Revolucionario Accion Cubana
M.R.C. Cfcviadonto Revolucionario Clandestine
M.R.C.
M.R.D.

.Moviniento Revolucionario Cubano
Uarlua R.ivuluclonoria Denoaratlca

K.R.D. Movlnlento de Kecuperaclon Danocratica
M.R.I. MovimiGnto de Resistcncia Interne
M.R.L. "rKavlmiento Revolucionario Liberacion

yXjJ.M. Expansion Unknown ' ■-,i.
^lUR.N. Moviniento de Reslstenda Wadonal.

)£?R.P. Movioiento Revoludonarlo del Pueblo
4n£.R.p,A.c. 

k y
Moviniento Revolucionario PatrioticOy____
Anti~Conunistn.
Moviniento Revolucionario del Pueblo « 
Milltar

'yMjR>P.R. Moviniento Revolucionario Porfirio Raslrez
Jf'M.R.R, Moviniento de Realctenda Revolucionarla

M.R.R. Moviniento de Recuporacion Revoluolonaria
M«R«R« Moviniento Radical Revolucionario (See: 1 

MRR Moviniento de Reoistencia Rev- i 
olucionarlu)

««R(R.C«

XM.R,R.C.L,

Hovlmiento de Rocunoracion RevolUaionaria Cubano (Anti-ARTIMi faction)
MnvlHtento de Rncupnrnclon Rovolucibnaria
Cubano

K.R.R.D. MovLderl. u cupu acton Revolucionarla - DltUdoai.nx
p.110 IftNSSUN roOTTinmn. jn *
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F.R.a.O.

de r.c-cuneraeion Perolurton-trie.

M.T.K.

Extension uncrown
Kovimiento de Rocvparacion Revolucxooaria - Occidental
Esvimiento Revolucionario 39 do Roviwbre
Uovimiento Secroto do Libcracion
X^viaiento del Transporte Anticexuolsta
I&jvimicnto To le font co Nacional

M.U.R.

O.A.I.
O.A.O.

Kevimieato Uni tor io Rovolucionarlo 
KxvinJ.ento Unidad Revolucinnarin (poo: 
UH Uddad Rovolucionaria) 
.Kovlr.ion.to Udvorsitario de ronovadora 
Orlentael nr _

Uov’jnlento 25 do Julio (Anti-CASTRO)
JA. Nacion Cubana en el Exilio 
Organizailou Av.tentlca •. ~ 
Orgonizacioa Anti-Conunista 
Orgoa-tsacluaca Autonoma Cruz Verde

, Organizaction de Alumat«s do las Escuolaa ^fail).tar<>3 In^anteria, Harina y Aviacion
Organizacion Autentlca Indepondiente 
Operacion "Alpha 35" 
Organizacion Catolica 
-Organizacion Cuba en Armas 
Organization Clandestine Escambray 
Prganisacion Callxto Garde, . 
Seo i FCN /

♦ ■ ■ i 
.Organlzadon Cristiana Obrero j 

OrraBlzacion Cubana (Rosa Cnridad). 
(Oce? ORC Grcnnlsadon Rosa Caridad)
^Prlqntacion Dotnocratlca
Oraanizaoionco Domooratioas Cubans
Orcur.lzaolon Dotaocrata Martlana t
OrghdtFdon Domoorntlce Vender

a

Orf;a"lua:.-<Aut dol IS.Ioroito fiocreto 
AUtlC3LIUAiilt"l ;

NO CO1TTINVED 10
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Or.:.uiizr.c-.oa XazuTrecclonal Dcnncratica •
racisi: b-'u '3w: C7r Cognsndo~ 

Frcjdoa riz'’x:r^)
Organizaclon Latino Ar»ricana Ant«.c*rzin1 eta
Orden Lerianarla Anti-Oczrsista ,rH?V 
Jric-po" •*
Crganizacion Libertadora de Cuba
Organization pro Liber tad, E^uidad y 
Justicia
Orgauizaclon de Uasones Antlcoawuistas 
jWanlzaclon Mariana Gralalcr .
Organixactcn Hacional de Libvraclon 
Anticciainista

O.O.A. Cx*ganlz^eion Occidental Anticcsr-inista
A‘P*C- . Organlnaclor. Patriotica Cub?p.a
^O.P.E. JOrEsnizacion rinera en el Exillo (See; Ali’F Asociacion Is la .In Pinos en eL.

O.P.R.
Exilic)
Organixacion "Porflrio Rani-rex" (flee . 
also: M^'-t ISsviMiontn Revolacionario Fnrflrin r: ^.Vrer.^ _

A).R. Ortocoxos Rcvolucionarios . .is-A- 

• O.R.C.
. Orgasifciclon Revolucicnaria Antlcomnista

Orsaniz auton Rosa Cart dad . '
'>R‘C*
5 O.R.C.N.

Organization Revoludcnaria Cabana.
Organization Revoluclonaria Costa Korte

PKr.d* Expansion unknown
O.R.E.S. Organizacion Revoluclonaria la Estrella 

Boliter in • ,
O.R.M. Organization Rovolucionarta Milltar
O.R.P. Organization Revoluclonaria Patriotica
O.R.S. Organization Revoluclonaria Socreta
O.R.T. Organization Revoluclonaria del Transport* 

(Boe: FRT Fodoraoion. Revoluclonaria 
del Transports)

a2lb‘u< Organizaolonos Rovolucionariaa Unidaa
^Tb.a.c.p.r. Orgnnlzacina Oocrota Anti-Coniuniota de la 

Polinin Robnide
O.T.A. Orgt>i<V.aolon A'tlofondca Anticoounlsta
O.V.A.C. Or&tuVjnxl*^ Ia You Autlcominista de Cuba
P-30

KO rGlbJIuit PV'JK'm continued so
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yel^ton "0 Puerto Rico
Partido Acclcn Pregresista en el Emilio

/^RIOTAS

R.D.R

Oiu.
U.R«K

U.N.I.R

A’ V.L.C,
p.n.r
F-G.C.C

L.D.C

P.N.C.E
P.6.1
P.R.C.A
P.R.C.E

R.X.
^u.cT;

U.C.B
U.R
A.

R.A.N
R.A.V7

R.B.I.

Patrlotas Cubanas on Accion • ...... ...
Fartido Deaocrata Crlt-tlaao.
Partido Desocrata ca el Exilio
rro“Gobleruo Constitucional <lc C*ba
Pnrtido Liberal
Partldo Llbortadof-Desocratlca do Cuba^ . 
(Honduran)
Pollcla Nacional Cubana en cl
Pnrtirto Ortodcxo _'.7, ., 

f,. Port Ido Rovol’.’Clonario Cubano
Port Ido Revoluclonarlo Cubano 
Partido Rovoluclonario Izouierda .
.Pro-Unidad~Ccbana—OfcSlco)./ 

- __ __ ___Parti do Kj i6h Cabana en~6rl»Hlta,

Exilio V

Autentico

*3®

saitaiw

h

en el Exilio

PartJ.do Vaion Radical nn cl Rrtlio
'SeslBteccla Agranonto
nEld31fltenoLF“AnticoiJunlGtu Nacional
^Exiwupsiou unknown
RoaaBlanca
(La) Rosa Blfinca Jgpdepondlente 

\ Rosa Corldad (See; ORC Organlzaclon
• •.v- Rosa Caridad ~ ~~

C. 7/12 Rcalstcncii Civlca 7 de~Dlcle&bre
Realetencla Civlca Aatlccgnal qita.R.C.A

R

-^^^t^^-RadlOJClub_de_Cuba_en_ol Exilio
: -------------- r*

Rectiperftclon Deaocratica EatudlAntll
Reseat* Democratlco RevolucionArio
Rcalatanaia Nacional Antloosunlata
Reseats Obroro
RoHCftte Obrnro Pomocratioo 
Racuysraoiun Fovoluclonaria Nacional
RnrtCftfco - n,N X.R,
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S.C
Eacicnalicte/

(3<--e; SH Coc?r.l

3.C

>y.K.B

G.E

SorvicloClaedcctino (Ecc: CSSS 
Ccganizacion Rovolndx-aaA-la. Secreta)
Scgucdo Freato Kaclncal del Esce’ibrey
Cvesion Cactronoalca. cn cl
£acl*l HaciodliKta, E.N
bos5.cd'?.d Pinera (S«kj: ATP?; La 
Asociacien Is la de Pinos cn ol Exlllo)

-U.R SodeJad da Unidad Eevoluclonaria
Toda cot Cuba
Ihoodore Roosevelt Brigade

PIN CITIES CUBAN RELIEF COMUITTEE
Unidad Antl-Cosxonlsta
Unidad Anticy^inlsta Integra . '
Unidad CouL~dtuclonal -
Union Cu^jie. AntLco-suelsta
Unidad vt&ADa do Accion LiterLadora
Unidad Cdbano-CrietluTia Pro Jostlcla 
Social
Union de'Cubanoe en el Exlllo
Expansion unknown
Unidad Cubana Bewolucionaria Anti-CoBunlsta
Union Democratica Cubana y 1 ~~ 1 ....... .
Union Deportiva do Cuba Libre^ 
Union Denocratico Id 11 tar
Unidad de Unidades Revolncioaarias f .Union Estudiantil Revo Indent rl a 1
Unidad de Huganitaristas Universalee
Unidad Xnsurrecclonal Revoluclonaria I
Unidad de Llbortclon Hacional
ffn^rd Hilt!..

Union dci Eijcres Anticosuaictaa
Union Hadnr«al Dueocratica
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Jr. clca?.L < ■fracion Revolucion-

Jn5.cn i’ccion 
li'i.'olucicnar

3G

ilt’j clones

UlIiR Union 
Ravclucicnarias)

Union Hucionnl de cer?.;!on

Union ilacional Cceldcntal

Union Hacional de Fvofcsionales Anti 
Coir-inistas
Unidad dacional Rovolucionaria
Unidad Para la Guer
Union de Periodistas Revolucionarios de 
'Cuba '
Union Revolucionarl
Voided Revoluciouaria
Unidad Itevoluclouarls. (Tampa)
Union RevoLucionarla. Anticorauulsta
Union RevolucionarjLs. f ntl-Totnlitaria <• 
"Ca-lixto Garcia^ ,
Un Rifle Cade Cubano
Union Republior.ua ^enoaratica
Union de Reporters c-raficos en el Exllio —
Unidad Revoluciouarla Hacional
Union de Transports Aereo (See: FCRCC)
Union de Trabajad.ores Cristianos
Jm, Voz de Cuba 
Expansion unknown
Vangusxdia Civica Conctituoional
Vangvardia Criatluna ConstituolonaL
Vaaguardia Dencsratiaa Crictinn:
Vertices Tree
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